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Abstract 

This dissertation considers the role of Afro-Brazilians in the urban formation of 

Vila Rica—a Brazilian mining town in Minas Gerais—from its creation in 1711 to the 

solidification of its urban form around 1750. During this period, Afro-Brazilians 

comprised more than two-thirds of the population, gained unprecedented 

independence, and bought their freedom in large numbers. Yet they rarely appear in 

either colonial records or the scholarly literature on urban development. How can two-

thirds of Vila Rica’s population leave no trace of their presence in the urban fabric? This 

is the question this dissertation seeks to answer by exploring the role of Rosary 

confraternities—Afro-Brazilian Catholic brotherhoods—in the creation of urban space. 

Some of the earliest and most widespread organizations to intervene in the urban fabric, 

Rosary confraternities changed the course of urban development in Vila Rica by 

stimulating the production of invisible spaces—borrowed, hidden, temporary and mobile 

spaces (all largely undocumented) that formed an independent spatial network 

populated almost exclusively by Afro-Brazilians. In constant intersection with spaces 

registered and mapped by colonial authorities, invisible spaces filled the voids on the 

colonial map and, simultaneously, reshaped the mapped spaces. Eventually, the invisible 

spaces would come to the attention of Vila Rica’s colonial government, which claimed 

that their Afro-Brazilian inhabitants propagated disorder. As colonial officials began to 
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suppress the invisible spaces, one Rosary confraternity responded by building new, 

visible and ordered spaces for its members. Moving from passive to active influence on 

the urban fabric, this confraternity developed new regions of the city and changed the 

trajectory of Vila Rica’s urban development. By reconsidering historical events in 

relation to the Afro-Brazilian urban footprint, this paper seeks to insert Afro-Brazilian 

voices back into the urban history of Vila Rica. 
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Introductory Remarks 

There is a tendency to consider the creation of urban space in colonial Brazil as a 

product of the social cohesion of its inhabitants—urban space was naturally formed 

from the daily life, economic pursuits, and religious needs of the colonists. Within the 

body of literature that adheres to this trend, there is also a tendency to view the cohesion 

of Portuguese (Luso-)Brazilian colonists as more important to the formation of urban 

space than that of their Afro-Brazilian or mixed-race counterparts. The assumption is 

that, with greater economic, social and political resources, the Luso-Brazilian segment of 

the population easily dominated the formation of the urban environment, contributing 

to a greater degree than persons without such resources. Along the same lines, slaves 

and free men of African origin are assumed to have had neither the resources nor the 

power to intervene in the formation of urban space. These types of assumptions remain 

unquestioned to the degree that most scholars do not consider the influence of slaves 

separately from that of their owners, nor Afro-Brazilians (and mixed-race individuals) 

from society as a whole. 

This type of bias is also present in the primary documents used by scholars. 

Overwhelmingly produced by the Luso-Brazilian governing class, colonial documents 

unquestionably privilege the perspective and contributions of this segment of society—

often underscoring the mechanisms of control they used to dominate not only their 

slaves but also free persons of African descent (over whom they felt an innate 
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superiority). The primary goal of the ruling class was to retain their power by preserving 

the social hierarchy that gave it to them. This included asserting the innate inferiority of 

Afro-Brazilians as justification for their enslavement. Any contribution (or even subtle 

influence) of the Afro-Brazilian population on politics, economics, religion, and the 

urban space would not have been highlighted in documents produced by the ruling 

class. In fact, Afro-Brazilian influence in any cultural sphere was ignored unless it was 

substantial enough to be seen as a corruptive influence, then immediate corrective action 

would be taken. In order to locate the contribution of Afro-Brazilians to the urban form, 

colonial documents must be read in the negative—what was the original situation that 

motivated the corrective action.  

By reconsidering colonial documents, this dissertation suggests a new 

perspective on the formation of urban spaces in colonial Brazil (through a case study of 

one site). Without refuting the fact that wealth generated influence, nor any of the work 

that has emerged from that line of thinking, this dissertation asserts that the city’s most 

numerous inhabitants—the Afro-Brazilian majority—had a profound impact on the 

urban form, not only producing and changing spaces but also motivating some of the 

large urban interventions made by the colonial government. 

As the basis of analysis, this dissertation focuses on the town of Vila Rica, the 

colonial capital of the mining region of Minas Gerais. Afro-Brazilians were 

unquestionably the most numerous inhabitants of this area for most of the eighteenth 
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century. Following Maurício Goulart’s estimates, in 1711 slaves in Minas Gerais 

outnumbered the Luso-Brazilian population by a few thousand.1 By 1736, the number of 

slaves had quadrupled, reaching an estimated 160,000, while the Luso-Brazilian 

population had only doubled, reaching around 80,000 individuals—slaves thus 

outnumbered Luso-Brazilians two to one.2 The statistics are even more striking for Vila 

Rica, where by 1718, slaves comprised two-thirds of the population. The power of the 

Afro-Brazilian segment of society was not political, economic or social, it was a power 

based on numbers and the volume of occupied space. With such a substantial Afro-

Brazilian population Vila Rica presents an excellent opportunity to gauge the influence 

of this population on the urban fabric. After all, how can two-thirds of the population 

leave no trace of their presence in the urban fabric? 

The manner in which Vila Rica (like all of Minas) was settled created a number of 

circumstances crucial for this study. First, the gold rush, at the beginning of the 

eighteenth century, brought a multitude of prospectors into an undeveloped, wilderness 

area. As a result, embryonic settlements rose spontaneously and rapidly, and these, as 

                                                        

1 That year, Antonil estimates the number of Luso-Brazilian settlers at 30,000 and Goulart estimates the 

number of slaves at around 35,000-37,000. André João Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil por suas drogas, e 
minas (Lisbon: Officina Real Deslandesiana, 1711), 136. It is not clear whether or not he includes slaves in his 

figures, however, we must assume that he does not. First and foremost, in Antonil’s time, slaves would have 

been counted as possessions rather than persons. Second, according to Maurício Goulart’s estimates, the slave 

population in 1711 would have comprised Antonil’s entire figure. Mauricio Goulart, A escravidão africana no 
Brasil das origens a extinção do tráfico (São Paulo: Editoria Alfa-Omega, 1975), 165. 

2 Maria Odila Leite da Silva Dias, “Sertões do Rio das Velhas e das Gerais: vida social numa frente de 

povoamento—1710-1733,” in Erário Mineral, vol. 1, ed. Júnia Ferreira Furtado (Rio de Janeiro: Editora 

FIOCRUZ, 2002), 49. Dias, “Sertões do Rio de Janeiro”, 49. 
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we shall see, had certain common characteristics. Second, in the early period of this area, 

the Crown limited the intervention of traditional sources of authority, such as the 

Catholic Church. As a result, more of the urban space would be shaped by the 

population (compared with other areas in colonial Brazil). Third, because the Crown’s 

primary interest in the region was the extraction of gold, and not the colonization of 

space, royal legislation governing urban development was minimal. In addition, the 

relative isolation of the region, made the enforcement of existing legislation difficult, 

with the result that the direct intervention of the State on the first settlements was 

relatively small. Finally, and most importantly, due to the nature of the mining 

economy, the Afro-Brazilians originally imported as slaves gained an unprecedented 

level of independence (and number of manumissions) from very early in the history of 

the region, allowing a large proportion of slaves and ex-slaves to live and work 

independently from their masters. This led to the production of many (and new types 

of) spaces exclusively for this community. All of these factors combined to create the 

ideal circumstances for Afro-Brazilians to leave a strong imprint on the urban fabric.  

Since “Afro-Brazilian” is an immense and nebulous category (anyone of African 

descent), it would be impossible to address all contributions to the urban fabric made by 

people in this group. This dissertation therefore focuses on a single organization that 

united much of Vila Rica’s Afro-Brazilian community—the Rosary confraternity. 

Confraternities were religious brotherhoods founded by laymen for the practice of 
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devotion. Formed in the first mining camps, they pooled the resources of their members 

and provided financial and social assistance during the waves of wealth and 

impoverishment inherent in a mining economy.3 As one of the few organizations 

tolerated by the colonial government in which Afro-Brazilians could unite to preserve 

their interests, the Rosary confraternity was one of the first brotherhoods to be founded 

in a mining encampment, and initially, all Afro-Brazilians gathered in this single 

confraternity. 4 Aside from the fact that they were excluded from other brotherhoods 

(confraternities were almost always divided along racial lines in colonial Brazil), uniting 

as one organization was an economic and political advantage for the Afro-Brazilian 

community: as most members were slaves or ex-slaves, they often had little money and 

resources to contribute to their brotherhoods. By collecting a small donation from a 

multitude of people, the Rosary confraternity was able to command significant financial 

resources. Because they also represented a large portion of the population in any 

encampment or settlement, they also achieved greater social power. After the institution 

of parishes in the first decade of the eighteenth century, the Rosary confraternity was the 

first to leave the umbrella of the parish church and create an independent chapel. Such 

                                                        

3 Caio Cesar Boschi, Os leigos e o poder: irmandades leigas e política colonizadora em Minas Gerais (São Paolo: 

Editora Ática, 1986), 177. 
4 Over time, some groups would break away from these mega-confraternities and found separate 

brotherhoods exclusively for freed persons or for mixed-race individuals. 
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was the case with the Rosary confraternities in both of Vial Rica’s parishes.5 Since Vila 

Rica united two mining encampments, it had two parishes and two Rosary 

confraternities. Present in both mining encampments from the outset and independent 

from an early date, the Rosary confraternities of Vila Rica not only had the resources, but 

also ample opportunity to shape the urban future of the towns growing around them. 

The Rosary confraternities thus represent one of the foremost vehicles through which 

the Afro-Brazilian community influenced the urban fabric. 

Instead of relegating Afro-Brazilian urban contributions to quilombos 

(communities of runaway slaves) and other isolated urban spaces, this dissertation 

asserts that Afro-Brazilian influence extended across the urban landscape. Virtually 

every town in Minas Gerais had a slave confraternity—often dedicated to Nossa Senhora 

do Rosário. According to Caio Boschi, Rosary brotherhoods represented almost twenty 

percent of the total number of confraternities in Minas (across the eighteenth century), 

more than any other dedication.6 Consequently, the influence of these organizations on 

the urban space would not have been confined to Vila Rica. On the contrary, this 

                                                        

5 In Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias. For this analysis, which focuses on the early period of urban development 

in Vila Rica, I am not considering the confraternities seated in chapels outside the strict urban center. Rosary 

sodalities were almost always Afro-Brazilian. 

6 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 187. Confraternities dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Rosário had their history in 

the Dominican missions to Africa, where such brotherhoods were routinely established to convert the Africa 

peoples to Christianity. The image of the Virgin as the protector of Afro-Brazilian people remained after 

many of these populations arrived in the Americas. 
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dissertation presents a case study for a model that might be applied to Afro-Brazilian 

communities across Minas Gerais (and even colonial Brazil). 

As final note: throughout this dissertation, I use the term “Luso-Brazilian” to 

refer to anyone primarily of Portuguese descent and the term “Afro-Brazilian” to refer to 

anyone primarily of African descent. Racial divisions in colonial Brazil were treated 

differently by national and local institutions. On the one hand, the Portuguese 

government, and religious administration, tried to keep the races separate, drawing a 

clear line between the categories of “black” and “white” in their legislation, and favoring 

persons of Caucasian descent. On the other hand, the widespread miscegenation in 

Brazil from an early period, made the application of this legislation quite difficult. 

Consequently, the categories “black” and “white” were interpreted based on a sliding 

scale. The lighter a person’s skin tone, the more access he or she had to jobs, services, 

and government positions—regardless of what was written in the law or religious 

guidelines. By replacing “black” and “white” with the less reductive terms “Afro-

Brazilian” and “Luso-Brazilian” I hope to improve the sense of a spectrum of race, while 

still retaining the two categories commonly referenced in the documents cited for this 

dissertation. 
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Trends in the Study of Urban Development and Confraternities  

Two independent themes govern the literature on Minas Gerais: on one hand, 

urban historians have focused on notions of order and disorder, formal models and the 

social origins of urban space without reference to the contribution of Afro-Brazilians to 

its development. On the other, social historians have focused on the Afro-Brazilians and 

their confraternities but with little reference to their associated material production. My 

dissertation attempts to bring these historical narratives into a dialogue with each other. 

While studies of urban development have considered a wide variety of topics, 

the literature has been dominated for over fifty years by responses to Sérgio Buarque 

Holanda’s “O semeador e o ladrilhador”—a chapter in his 1936 publication Raizes do 

Brazil.7 In this text, he compares Portuguese and Spanish colonial urban development, 

asserting that the Spanish implanted order and reason with their rectilinear, pre-planned 

urban spaces while the Portuguese haphazardly occupied the landscape in a manner 

that lacked reason, rigor and method. Holanda’s implicit preference for Spanish model 

as an intellectual ideal would influence a generation of scholars who agreed with, 

qualified or refuted his argument. Most notably, these include Robert Smith, who 

argued in “Urbanismo colonial no Brasil” (1958) that the model for Portuguese urban 

development had not come from Renaissance treatises but from the living model of the 

                                                        

7 Sérgio Buarque de Holanda, Raízes do Brasil (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1995), 93-138. 
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Portuguese capital—Lisbon.8 Ten years later, Nestor Goulart Reis Filho’s Evolução urbana 

do Brasil (1968) and Paulo Santos’ Formação de cidades no Brasil colonial (1968) rejected the 

notion of formal models entirely.9 Both argued that Portuguese urban development was 

the natural product of colonization and the informal social and religious cohesion of the 

first populations. In so doing, these two studies built on the earlier work of Caio Prado 

Júnior in Evolução política do Brasil (1947).10 Finally, mention must also be made of 

Roberta Marx Delson, who in Novas vilas para o Brasil colonial (1997) refuted Holanda’s 

conclusions by examining Portuguese legislation from the colonial period and 

debunking what she called the myth of unplanned cities.11 By this time, however, Paulo 

Santos’ Formação de cidades no Brasil colonial had already inspired a new phase in the 

debate on urban order and disorder. From the 1970s, a new generation of authors would 

accept his proposal for the natural formation of urban spaces, arguing for a variety of 

different internal logics of development. His influence is especially important for the 

study of urban spaces in Minas Gerais. 

Those influenced by Santos included Sylvio de Vasconcellos, the first author to 

focus on urban development in Minas Gerais and Ouro Preto (Vila Rica). In a series of 

                                                        

8 Robert Smith, “Urbanismo colonial no Brasil,” Bem Estar 1, no. 1 (February-March 1958): 14-22. 

9 Nestor Goulart Reis Filho, Contribuição ao estudio da evolução urbana do Brasil, 1500-1720 (São Paulo: Pini, 

2001). Paulo F. Santos, Formação de cidades no Brasil colonial (Rio de Janeiro: Editora UFRJ, 2001). 

10 Caio Prado Júnior, Evolução política do Brasil: ensaio de interpretação dialética da história brasileira (São Paulo: 

Brasiliense, 1947). 
11 Roberta Marx Delson, Novas vilas para o Brasil-Colônia: planejamento espacial e social no século XVIII (Brasília: 

Editora Alva, 1997). 
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texts from the 1950s through the 70s, Vasconcellos argued that the urban development in 

Minas arose naturally from the influx of the first prospectors and the first settlements 

formed longitudinally along the roads they traveled.12 From this analysis, Vasconcellos 

established two rules governing the urban form in Minas Gerais, “linearity” and 

“spontaneity,” a pattern into which, he argued, Vila Rica perfectly conformed.13 Though 

it was not the focus of his research, Vasconcellos also suggested the importance of the 

church to urban development, indicating that the first mining encampments almost 

always included a religious structure. Furthermore, he posited, the confraternities 

within these churches probably influenced urban growth.14 Vasconcellos would shape 

much of the subsequent thought on urban development in Minas with scholars almost 

universally citing and building on his analysis. 

Cláudia Damasceno Fonseca’s Arraiais e vilas d’el rei (2011) was the next major 

work to concentrate on the region of Minas Gerais.15 In this voluminous study covering 

many aspects of early urbanization, Fonseca argued that the urban development of 

Minas was achieved through the installation of arraiais (rest stops) along the roads. 

Expanding on Vasconcellos' conception of the longitudinal city, she traced origins of 

                                                        

12 For example: Sylvio de Vasconcellos, Arquitetura no Brasil: pintura mineira e outros temas (Belo Horizonte: 

Escola de Arquitetura da UFMG, 1959), 1-6. Sylvio de Vasconcellos, Vila Rica: formação e desenvolvimento – 
residências (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Educação e Cultura, Instituto Nacional do Livro, 1956). 
13 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 11. See also Cláudia Damasceno Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei: espaço e poder nas 
Minas setecentistas (Belo Horizonte: Editora UFMG, 2011), 506. 

14 Cláudia Damasceno Fonseca, “Urbs e civitas: a formação dos espaços e territórios urbanos nas Minas 

setecentistas,” Anais do Museu Paulista 20, no. 1 (January-June 2012), 80. 

15 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei. 
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cities to the arraiais and explored in great detail how these rest stops became the first 

urban spaces.  

The first major work, following Vasconcellos, to focus Vila Rica was Maria 

Aparecida de Menezes Borrego’s Códigos e prática (2004).16 Continuing the line of 

thinking established by Santos, she argued that “only normative dispositions are 

sufficient to understand the process of urban constitution of Vila Rica.”17 Focusing her 

analysis on the patterns of daily life in Vila Rica, she considered the urban space to be 

“an expression of the mental universe driving a person’s actions”18 perfectly adapted to 

the surrounding landscape and conditioned by experience. Notably absent from her 

analysis, however, was an analysis of the patterns of religious life. 

More recently, Rodrigo Almeida Bastos, in a series of articles from 2004 to 2012, 

argued that “regularity and order” were crucial to the formation of the first urban spaces 

in Minas Gerais (and Vila Rica in particular).19 However, these concepts had little to do 

with geometry and grids. Based on eighteenth-century notions of decorum, decency, 

convenience, adequacy, composition, cleanliness, etc., “regularity” comprised the 

                                                        

16 Maria Aparecida de Menezes Borrego, Códigos e práticas: o processo de constituição urbana em Vila Rica 
colonial (1702-1748) (São Paulo: Annablume/FAPESP, 2004). 

17 Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 21-22. 

18 The quote comes from Laura de Mello e Souza’s introduction to the text and captures perfectly both the 

ambiguity and complexity of this work. Laura de Mello e Souza, introduction to Códigos e práticas: o processo 
de constituição urbana em Vila Rica colonial (1702-1748), by Maria Aparecida de Menezes Borrego (São Paulo: 

Annablume/FAPESP, 2004), 16. 

19 For example: Rodrigo Almeida Bastos, “Regularidade e ordem das povoações mineiras no século XVIII,” 

Revista do eib, no. 44 (February 2007): 27-54. Rodrigo Almeida Bastos, “O urbanismo conveniente luso-

brasileiro na formação de povoações em Minas Gerais no século XVIII,” Anais do Museu Paulista 20, no.1 

(January-June 2012), 201-230. 
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“observance of precepts and rules (abundant in those times) on the art of inhabitation, 

edification and street layout.”20 Consequently, he argued, any urban formation that 

conformed to these rules would have been considered perfectly ordered by its 

inhabitants, regardless of its geometrical shape.	

Along the same lines, Rodrigo Espinha Baeta, considered the Baroque logic in 

Minas’ cities, including Vila Rica. In a series of recent articles from 2002-2003 (as well as 

his dissertation), he explored how notions of Baroque scenography impressed 

themselves upon Vila Rica, shaping the form and position of façades and monuments in 

relation to the streets and plazas.21 Accepting the formation of the city as spontaneous, 

he argued that Baroque logic intervened over the course of the Vila Rica’s urban 

development, rather than comprising a decisive act of intervention. 

These four aforementioned authors constitute the few scholars to consider the 

urban development of Vila Rica and Minas Gerais. Quite remarkably, the topic of urban 

formation in the region has been little studied in academic literature. None of the 

studies, to which I had access addresses the role of confraternities in Vila Rica’s urban 

development in any depth and indeed none considers the role of Afro-Brazilians in 

urban development anywhere in colonial Brazil. 

                                                        

20 Bastos, “Regularidade e ordem,” 49. 

21 For example: Rodrigo Espinha Baeta, “Ouro Preto: cidade barroca,” Cadernos do PPGAU/FAU UFBA 1, no. 

1 (2003): 47-66. Rodrigo Espinha Baeta, “Imaginação e persuasão: a cidade barroca,” in Anais do VII Seminário 
de História da Cidade e do Urbanismo [CD-ROM] (Salvador: PPGAU UFBA, 2002). Rodrigo Espinha Baeta, 

“Ouro Preto: cidade barroca” (Master’s thesis, Universidade Federal da Bahia, 2002). 
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Similar affirmations can be made regarding the literature devoted specifically to 

confraternities. The vast majority of work on confraternities has considered their social 

history, with little reference to artistic production and no consideration of urban space. 

Consequently, the fundamental texts on confraternities in Minas comprise, almost 

exclusively, social histories that include occasional references to the production of 

churches. These include José Ferreira Carrato’s Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras 

coloniais (1968) and Caio Boschi’s Os Leigos e o Poder (1986) which both position 

confraternities within the structures of the Church and State.22 On Vila Rica specifically, 

Fritz Teixeira de Salles’ Associações religiosas no ciclo do Ouro and Joaquim Furtado de 

Menezes’ Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto (1975) provide document-based histories of 

Vila Rica’s confraternities, including their racial composition, role in social assistance, 

local religion, and judicial proceedings.23 While Menezes does cite various documents 

related to the construction of confraternal churches, he offers little analysis of these texts. 

On confraternal churches, a series of monographs give a detailed history of Vila Rica’s 

brotherhoods and the artistic production. These include Cônego Raimundo Trindade’s 

detailed book on the Third Order and church of São Francisco de Assis (1951), Maria 

Agripina Neves’ book on the Third Order and church of Nossa Senhora do Carmo and 

                                                        

22 José Ferreira Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais (notas sôbre a cultura da decadência 
setecentista) (São Paulo: Cia. Ed. Nacional, 1968). Boschi, Os leigos e o poder. 

23 Fritz Teixeira de Salles, Associações religiosas no ciclo do Ouro: introdução ao estudo do comportamento social das 
irmandades de Minas no século XVIII (São Paulo: Perspectiva, 2007). Joaquim Furtado de Menezes, Igrejas e 
irmandades de Ouro Preto: a religião em Ouro Preto (Belo Horizonte: Instituto Estadual do Patrimonio Historico 

e Artistico de Minas Gerais, 1975). 
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Adalgisa Arantes Campos’ edited volume on the chapel of São José dos Homens Pardos 

(2015).24 The focus in all three texts is the history of the third order or confraternity, the 

architecture of the church and its internal decoration. While brief mention is made of the 

setting for these churches, little mentioned is made of their urban context and influence. 

To my knowledge, no monograph has been written on either of the Rosary 

confraternities in Vila Rica. 

Regarding Afro-Brazilian confraternities in general, there is a tendency to 

aggregate them into thematic works covering the contribution of many confraternities to 

a particular topic. For example, A.J.R. Russell-Wood’s “Black and Mulatto Brotherhoods 

in Colonial Brazil: A Study of Collective Behavior” considers the origin and formation of 

Afro-Brazilian confraternities across Brazil, throughout the colonial period.25 Joseph 

Abraham Levi’s Compromisso e Solução (2006) and Maristela dos Santos Simão’s thesis, As 

Irmandades de Nossa Senhora do Rosário e os Africanos no Brasil (2010) do the same.26 

                                                        

24 Cônego Raimundo Trindade, São Francisco de Assis de Ouro Preto (Rio de Janeiro: Ministério da Educação e 

Saúde, 1951). Maria Agripina Neves, Do Monte do Carmo a Vila Rica: aspectos históricos da Ordem Terceira e da 
Igreja do Carmo de Ouro Preto/Maria Agripina Neves, Augusta de Castro Cotta (Ouro Preto: Edição da autora, 

2010). Capela da São José dos Homens Pardos em Ouro Preto: história, arte e restauração, ed. Adalgisa Arantes 

Campos (Belo Horizonte: C/Arte, 2015). 
25 A.J.R. Russell-Wood, “Black and Mulatto Brotherhoods in Colonial Brazil: A Study of Collective 

Behavior,” in The Hispanic American Review 54, no. 4 (November 1974): 567-602. 

26 Joseph Abraham Levi, Compromisso e Solução: escravidão e as irmandades afro-brasileiras: origem e formação das 
confrarias religiosas no Brasil Colonial (1552-1822) (Berlin: Lit, 2006). Maristela dos Santos Simão, “As 

Irmandades de Nossa Senhora do Rosário e os Africanos no Brasil” (Master’s thesis, Universidade de 

Lisboa, 2010). See also Patricia A. Mulvey, “The Black Lay Brotherhoods of Colonial Brazil: A History” (PhD 

diss., The City University of New York, 1976). Patricia A. Mulvey, “Black Brothers and Sisters: Membership 

in the Black Lay Brotherhoods of Colonial Brazil,” Luso-Brazilian Review 17, no. 2 (Winter 1980): 253-279. 

Patricia A. Mulvey, “Slave Confraternities in Brazil: Their Role in Colonial Society,” The Americas 39, no. 1 

(July 1982): 39-68. 
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Elizabeth Kiddy’s Blacks of the Rosary (2005) instead focuses on Minas Gerais but during 

the post-colonial period.27 There are also a few of monographs on Rosary confraternities 

in Minas, including Julita Scarano’s Devoção e escravidão (1975) on the Rosary 

confraternity in Diamantina, Kathleen J. Higgins’ "Licentious Liberty" in a Brazilian Gold-

Mining Region (1999) on the Rosary confraternity of Sabará and Marcos Magalhães de 

Aguiar’s dissertation Vila Rica dos confrades (1993).28 To these must be added Mariza de 

Carvalho Soares’ People of Faith (2011), although it focuses on Afro-Brazilian Catholics in 

Rio de Janeiro rather than Minas, and Juliana Aparacida Lemos Lacet’s thesis “Viver e 

morrer sob o signo da escravidão: irmandades, escravos e libertos em Vila Rica 

setecentista.”29 The books on Afro-Brazilians cited so far are social histories, however 

with little consideration of the art, architecture or urban impact of these confraternities. 

In terms of artistic production, Célia Maia Borges’ Escravos e libertos nas irmandades do 

Rosário (2005) considers the rituals and devotional practices of Minas’ Rosary 

confraternities and Alisson Eugênio’s Fragmentos de liberdade (2010) focuses on their 

                                                        

27 Elizabeth W. Kiddy, Blacks of the Rosary: Memory and History in Minas Gerais, Brazil (University Park: 

Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005). 

28 Julita Scarano, Devoção e escravidão: a Irmandade de Nosso Senhora do Rosário dos pretos no Distrito Diamantino 
no século XVIII (São Paolo: Nacional, 1975). Kathleen J. Higgins, "Licentious Liberty" in a Brazilian Gold-Mining 
Region: Slavery, Gender, and Social Control in Eighteenth-Century Sabará, Minas Gerais (University Park: 

Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999).  

29 Mariza de Carvalho Soares, People of Faith: Slavery and African Catholics in Eighteenth-Century Rio de Janeiro 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2011). Juliana Aparacida Lemos Lacet, “Viver e morrer sob o signo da 

escravidão: irmandades, escravos e libertos em Vila Rica setecentista,” (Master’s thesis, Universidade 

Federal da Bahia, 2008). 
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religious festivals.30 Yet neither of these texts considers architecture or urban space. No	

material	to	which	I	had	access	addresses	the	role	of	Afro-Brazilian	confraternities	in	urban	

development. 

There are two authors that consider the role of Church as a whole and, to a lesser 

degree, confraternities, in the formation urban space outside the captaincy of Minas 

Gerais. Both have been fundamental to shaping my understanding of the Vila Rica’s 

urban formation. Murillo Marx’ Cidade no Brasil, terra de quem? (1991) and Nosso chão do 

sagredo ao profano (1989) consider not only the recommendations imposed by the Church 

for siting and building chapels but also the way in which religious organizations gained 

control of the land around these chapels to develop as their patrimony.31 While Marx 

does not specifically address confraternities, Afro-Brazilians or Minas Gerais, the 

practices he describes were also common in Vila Rica and used by the Rosary 

confraternity of Ouro Preto to help maintain its chapel and religious cult. They also had 

a clear impact on urban development in the city. Along the same lines, the second 

author, Fania Fridman’s Donos do Rio em nome do rei (1999) addresses “the importance, 

for the gradual expansion of the city, of expressive plots of urban land under the control 

of religious orders and confraternities, creating the need for deviation and/or filling in 

                                                        

30 Célia Maia Borges, Escravos e libertos nas irmandades do Rosário: devoção e solidaridade em Minas Gerais – 
séculos XVIII e XIX (Juiz de Fora: Editora UFJF, 2005). Alisson Eugênio, Fragmentos de liberdade: as festas das 
irmandades religiosas dos escravos em Minas Gerais na época da colônia (Rio de Janeiro: E-Papers, 2010). 

31 Murillo Marx, Cidade no Brasil, terra de quem? (São Paulo: Edusp; Nobel, 1991). Murillo Marx, Nosso chão do 
sagredo ao profano (São Paulo: Edusp, 1989). See also Murillo Marx, Cidade no Brasil em que termos? (São Paulo: 

Studo Nobel, 1999). 
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the gaps between these parcels” that eventually incorporates new neighborhoods into 

the urban center.32 As in other regions, these would play a fundamental role in the urban 

development of Vila Rica. 

By bringing two independent historiographies into a dialogue with each other, 

my dissertation inserts Afro-Brazilians back into the history of Vila Rica’s urban spaces. 

Accepting the argument for natural, spontaneous urban development, and emphasizing 

the social influences on urban form, this dissertation argues that the natural 

concentrations of the population in Minas included Afro-Brazilians who gained and 

maintained an unprecedented degree of independence from the Luso-Brazilian 

population. Uniting in the Rosary confraternities, these Afro-Brazilians moved into 

different areas of Vila Rica than their Luso-Brazilian counterparts, “racializing” spaces 

and creating new urban forms within them. By focusing on the Afro-Brazilian 

contribution to urban space, this dissertation proposes a paradigm shift in our 

understanding of how Brazilian cities developed. 

 

Chapter Summaries 

Chapters One and Two comprise the background information necessary to 

understand the impact of the Rosary confraternity on urban space. Both chapters take 

                                                        

32 Fania Fridman, “Breve história do debate sobre a cidade colonial brasileira,” in Cidades Latino-Americanas: 
um debate sobre a formação de núcleos urbanos, ed. Fania Fridman, and Mauricio Abreu (Rio de Janeiro: Casa da 

Palavra, 2010), 25. Fania Fridman, Donos do Rio em nome do rei: uma história fundiária da cidade do Rio de Janeiro 
(Rio de Janeiro: Jorge Zahar/Garamond, 1999). 
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the Regimento of 1702, widely considered to be the first document to significantly impact 

the urban development of Minas Gerais, as their starting point. 

While scholars tend to focus on the land distribution mechanisms in the 

Regimento, Chapter One argues that the access management laws in this document were 

also fundamental to the formation of Minas’ unique urban spaces. By banning religious 

institutions traditionally responsible for the propagation of the faith (such as the 

Franciscans and Jesuits), the Regimento allowed confraternities to take control of 

religious life in Minas. At the same time, this document and contemporary legislation 

failed to stop unaffiliated clerics from entering the region and offering religious services. 

This gave confraternities unprecedented independence from the parish network, 

allowing them to hire private chaplains and build their own chapels from an early date. 

Chapter Two looks at how the Regimento’s land division and distribution policies 

inserted prospectors into the landscape, creating a baseline of development into which 

the confraternities would intervene. Together with contemporary legislation, the 

Regimento initially concentrated prospectors and their slaves around the rivers, where 

the first settlements would emerge. However, they did not stay there for long. Accepting 

and building on Francisco de Andrade’s argument for an early uphill migration, this 

chapter argues that this migration resulted in the racial and topographical stratification 
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of the population.33 While the inhabitants of Vila Rica as whole moved uphill, a larger 

proportion of Luso-Brazilians remained near the rivers and a majority of Afro-Brazilians 

relocated to the hills. The concentration of Afro-Brazilians in the upper hills changed the 

social and spatial characteristics this region and the settlements that would emerge here. 

This defined a new trajectory for urban development in Minas Gerais, breaking with five 

centuries of Portuguese urban models. 

The remainder of this dissertation focuses on the Rosary confraternity and its 

influence on Vila Rica’s urban fabric. It is divided into two parts: the first, comprising 

Chapters Three, Four and Five, considers the passive role of the Rosary brothers in Vila 

Rica’s urban development. The second part, comprising Chapter 6, considers their active 

role.  

Chapter Three examines how the Rosary confraternity contributed to urban 

development through the foundation of the first churches. While scholars are nearly 

unanimous in their assertion that the Church in Minas was fundamental to the 

formation of urban spaces, none of the literature elaborates on this claim. This chapter 

fills this gap, demonstrating how the first chapels and their resident confraternities, 

including the Rosary brothers, turned the ephemeral mining encampments of Ouro 

Preto and Antônio Dias into semi-permanent settlements. With the institution of the 

                                                        

33 Francisco de Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia: Povo Negro nos Morros das Minas,” in Ecravidão, mestiçagem e 
histórias comparadas, ed. Eduardo França Paiva, and Isnara Pereira Ivo (São Paulo: Annablume, 2008). 
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first parishes, the Rosary confraternities broke away from the parish church and 

founded independent chapels. Both the Rosary brothers in Ouro Preto and in Antônio 

Dias would locate their new churches on a hillside where, following the racial 

stratification of the population, their membership base had already begun to 

concentrate. Founding new churches in new areas, the Rosary confraternities spurred a 

new wave of urban development, pulling the growing urban fabric in valley towards the 

hillside and changing the direction of the urban growth in Vila Rica. 

Chapter Four reconstructs the type of urban development spurred by the Rosary 

confraternities next to their hillside chapels. According to Vila Rica’s municipal records, 

urban growth in this area comprised exclusively structures owned and inhabited by 

Luso-Brazilians. However, this could not possibly be the case. Asserting bias in the 

colonial record, this chapter argues that Afro-Brazilians also occupied the land around 

the Rosary chapel. Following the model of J.B. Harley, this chapter explores the negative 

of the urban network catalogued in municipal documents—the “empty space” around 

the Rosary church developed and inhabited by Afro-Brazilians.34 These day laborers, 

contract workers, freed persons and escaped slaves created invisible spaces. Informal and 

unregistered, these borrowed, hidden, mobile and temporary spaces formed a network 

within which the semi-independent Afro-Brazilian community lived and worked. 

                                                        

34 J.B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2001). 
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Colonial documents “silenced” them because they did not fit into the Crown’s system of 

colonial administration and vision of social and spatial order.35 To my knowledge, no 

scholar has attempted to reconstruct the types of urban spaces created and used by Afro-

Brazilians. By exploring the invisible spatial network and the role of the Rosary 

confraternities within it, this chapter considers the impact of the invisible spaces (and 

their Afro-Brazilian inhabitants) on the urban fabric. 

Chapter Five looks at how the Rosary churches unwittingly created a contentious 

relationship between the ordered urban center in the valley and the disordered 

development on the hillside (including the invisible spaces).36 The construction of these 

chapels increased the social and spatial continuity between the two regions, making the 

invisible spaces progressively and overwhelmingly apparent to the colonial 

administration. The perceived problem with the invisible spaces was that they allowed 

Afro-Brazilians to live, work and cultivate the interests of their community outside the 

control of the Luso-Brazilian population. Borrowing Pierre Bordieu’s conceptual 

construction, the invisible spaces allowed Afro-Brazilians to defy the colonial habitus.37 

Contemptuous and fearful, the Luso-Brazilians, City Council, Governor and Crown 

                                                        

35 J.B. Harley, The New Nature of Maps. 
36 The notions of order and disorder in this chapter are those expressed by the colonial-era inhabitants of 

Vila Rica and fundamentally linked to social order, race and urban space. 
37 Pierre Bordieu, The Logic of Practice (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1980). Pierre Bordieu, Outline of a 
Theory of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977). Jean Hillier and Emma Rooksby, 

introduction to Habitus: A Sense of Place, ed. Jean Hillier and Emma Rooksby (Burlington: Ashgate, 2005). 

Pierre Bordieu, “Habitus,” in Habitus: A Sense of Place, ed. Jean Hillier and Emma Rooksby (Burlington: 

Ashgate, 2005). 
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accused the Afro-Brazilians and the invisible spaces of propagating social and spatial 

disorder. They simultaneously began a violent campaign of suppression, aimed at 

bringing the spatially and socially disordered hills into conformance with the colonial 

habitus. This would have an unexpected impact on the area around the Rosary 

confraternities. 

Chapter Six concludes this dissertation by considering one Rosary confraternity’s 

response to this crisis and its active role in urban development following the 

suppression of the invisible spaces. Focusing on the Rosary brothers of Ouro Preto, I 

demonstrate how this confraternity became an active producer of ordered urban space, 

constructing a road between their chapel and the parish church, developing and renting 

the land alongside. All of these actions progressively incorporated Caquende into the 

ordered urban center, while the Rosary confraternity on the Alto da Cruz remained 

more isolated. Four centuries later, the legacy of these actions is still visible in urban and 

social fabric of Ouro Preto. 

 

Methodology 

This dissertation reconstructs patterns of urban development based on property 

requests made to the City Council and recorded in the Livros de Tombo (Books of 

Rents), as well as those requests conspicuously absent from these books. The 

methodology combines documentary analysis and visualization using QGIS 2.18.15. 
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Visualizing the temporal and geospatial information contained within colonial 

documents allowed me to see trends in my data that were not readily visible through 

textual analysis. It also helped me to reconstruct the urban state of Vila Rica during its 

earliest years, before any map had been drawn. Each of the visualizations created for 

this dissertation came from a single database that I compiled from archival sources 

during the course of research. While creating the map-style visualizations, I made 

several decisions about the location of landmarks that must be expounded. 

As scholars have demonstrated, most towns in Minas began with a single road—

the Rua Direita.38 While the original path of the Rua Direita in Vila Rica has been largely 

retraced by scholars such as Vasconcellos, certain segments continue to generate debate. 

For example, two parallel roads in the area of Ouro Preto (present-day Rua Conselheiro 

Santana and Rua Antônio Albuquerque) are alternatively designated as the original Rua 

Direita. In order to reconstruct the original (and changing) path of this road with 

reasonable accuracy, descriptions provided by authors such as Vasconcellos, Mônica 

Massara, and Donald Ramos were cross-referenced with the Books of Rents, as well as 

other primary documents.39 Based on these analyses, this dissertation maintains that the 

Rua de Baixo do Ouro Preto (present-day Rua Conselheiro Santana) was the first Rua 

                                                        

38 See, for example, Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 63-65 and Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 105 and 111, among 

others. 

39 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 107-111. Mônica Massara, “Evolução urbana de Ouro Preto nas primeiras décadas 

do século XVIII,” Revista do Departamento de História, no. 9 (1989):141-147. Donald Ramos, “A Social History 

of Ouro Preto: Stresses of Dynamic Urbanization in Colonial Brazil, 1695-1726,” (Ph.D. diss., University of 

Florida, 1972), 141. APM, CMOP-01. 
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Direita but the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto (present-day Rua Antônio Albuquerque) 

grew in importance with time and, before 1737, replaced the Rua de Baixo as the main 

road and came to be called the Rua Direita as well.40  

Another source of debate among scholars is the location of Arraial dos Paulistas. 

This site is often discussed in the literature but rarely definitively located. Analysis of 

the first Book of Rents in conjunction with the Real Donativo of 1730 supports Donald 

Ramos’ theory that two separate sites were called Arraial dos Paulistas.41 The first was 

located in the Parish of Nossa Senhora da Conceição de Antônio Dias. There is sufficient 

overlap in the people requesting property and their listed neighbors (in the first Book of 

Rents) to equate the modern Rua dos Paulistas in Antônio Dias with the first Arraial dos 

Paulistas—a conclusion also reached by Massara and Ramos and supported by P.D. 

Almeida’s placement of the road on his circa 1775 map (Figure 14).42 The second Arraial 

dos Paulistas was in the Parish of Nossa Senhora do Pilar de Ouro Preto and appears in 

the 1737 Book of Rents with five property requests.43 All five also appear in the Real 

Donativo of 1730 at the beginning of the section for the Rua de Baixo (present-day Rua 

Conselheiro Santana) in Ouro Preto. The Livro de Rol de Devedores de Foros (1765-

                                                        

40 The location of the Praça, or main square, is another source of disagreement among scholars who 

alternatively cite the present-day location and the Largo de Coimbrá. See, for example, Massara, “Evolução 

urbana de Ouro Preto,” 145 and Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 147. Using the same methodology 

described above, this dissertation maintains that the original Praça was in its present location. 
41 APM, CMOP-01. Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 142-149. APM, CMOP, Cx. 2, D. 38. 

42 Massara, “Evolução urbana de Ouro Preto,” 146. Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 143. Rua dos 

Paulistas is labeled number 8 on P.D. Almeida’s map. 
43 Salomão Vasconcelos, “Como nasceu Ouro Preto: sua formação cadastal desde 1712” in Revista do 
Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional, no. 12 (1955): 171-232. APM, CMOP-38.  
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1794) also contains a section title that can be translated as “Rua do Vigário, as presently 

denominated, in the first Livro de Tombo [of 1737] = Arraial dos Paulistas, on the side of 

the stream.”44 Rua do Vigário is labeled on P.D. Almeida’s map as the present-day Rua 

Conselheiro Santana, further confirming this placement (Figure 22).45 Consequently, this 

dissertation affirms Ramos’ hypothesis of two separate sites for Arraial dos Paulistas 

and proposes that the Arraial dos Paulistas in the Parish of Nossa Senhora do Pilar was 

located at the top of the Rua de Baixo where it met the Córrego Seco.  

The final major point of contention for scholars is the location of the mining 

regions of Ouro Podre, Ouro Fino, and Córrego Seco. They are frequently discussed in 

secondary literature and occasionally referenced in primary literature, but never defined 

nor definitively located. For example, Ouro Podre is often described as a hill (the Morro 

do Ouro Podre) in both the primary and secondary literature and has been associated 

with Tapanhuacanga, Arraial dos Paulistas and Morro da Queimada. Placing Ouro 

Podre on the map was particularly important for my argument considering its 

association with the Revolt of 1720. 

This dissertation proposes a new framework for interpreting the location of these 

mining districts—a framework based on nomenclature. The names Ouro Podre, Ouro 

Fino (and even Ouro Preto), along with those of more distant areas such as Ouro Bueno 

                                                        

44 APMOP 3. 

45 Rua do Vigário is labeled number 16 on the map. 
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and Ouro Branco, are all derived from descriptors of the gold found in those areas. They 

can be translated respectively as “tainted (or rotten) gold,” “fine gold,” “black gold,” 

“good gold” and “white gold.” The vast majority of gold extraction, especially at the end 

of the seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth century, involved panning and 

filtering sediment from the stream beds rather than large-scale excavations or tunnels to 

extract ore directly from the rock. As a result, the nature (or quality) of the gold in Minas 

(and Vila Rica) was inextricably linked to the waterways in which it was initially found.  

The discovery of gold in a stream often prompted a rush to secure titles to datas 

(plots of mineral-bearing land) along the water. As the first datas filled up, miners 

continued to request land upstream and up the hillside in relation to where the gold was 

originally found, eventually filling the entire watershed. If gold in a particular stream 

came to be called “Ouro Podre” (tainted gold), then, as mining proceeded upstream, the 

name would eventually be applied to the entire watershed that produced that type of 

gold. 

This dissertation posits that the names Ouro Podre, Ouro Fino, and Córrego Seco 

refer to watersheds rather than hills. Ouro Podre comprised the watershed of the stream 

of Antônio Dias, stretching from Arraial dos Paulistas in the west to Morro da 

Quiemada in the east. Ouro Fino encompassed the upper part of the watershed of the 

stream of Padre Faria, between the Morro da Queimada and the settlements of Santana 

and São João Batista (with which the name Ouro Fino is often associated). Córrego Seco 
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referred to the stream running from below the chapel of São João (in a neighborhood 

still called Córrego Seco) to the Rio Funil.  

Once all landmarks were identified and located, they were added to the base 

map.46 Roads demonstrated to correspond with existing streets were added to the map 

by tracing over aerial photographs from Google Maps and ArcGIS High Resolution 

30cm World Imagery. Roads that did not correspond with any modern road were drawn 

as accurately as possible based on surrounding landmarks from the period (such as 

churches and fountains). The relative importance of a road is indicated by lineweight. I 

inferred the relative importance between 1712 and 1721 by the number (and type) of 

petitions registered for that road in the 1712-1721 Book of Rents, as well as through other 

contemporary documents.47  Waterways were also added by manually tracing aerial 

photographs from Google Maps and ArcGIS High Resolution 30cm World Imagery, 

assisted by the SRTM elevation data and Google Street View imagery. In places where 

streams have obviously been diverted or covered, their original paths were interpolated 

with assistance from the elevation model, the map of P.D. Almeida (circa 1775) and the 

Planta da Vila Rica (1888) (see Figure 14, Figure 22 and Figure 27).48  

                                                        

46 All other roads, waterways and landmarks for which there is disagreement among scholars were located 

using a similar methodology. 

47 The 1730 Real Donativo and the 1737 Book of Rents were used for later maps.   
48 Unfortunately, no earlier maps of Vila Rica have been located by scholars. Note must also be made on the 

position of the churches. Many of the churches in Vila Rica have been rebuilt overtop of their original 

chapels. Therefore, the size of the original chapels depicted in the QGIS map is an estimate based on other 

early churches in the area, such as São João and Santana. The orientation of the first chapels of Nossa 

Senhora do Rosário in Caquende and Nossa Senhora do Pilar will be discussed in Chapter Six. The original 
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Once the base-map was completed, I overlaid the property requests recorded in 

the first Book of Rents. There are 277 requests in this book alone, making it a valuable 

source for mapping change over time in the urban fabric. Each request was recorded by 

the Secretary of the City Council in paragraph form and generally contained the 

following information: 

Date 

Name of supplicant (with a title, if applicable) 

Race (when other than white) 

Frontage of the request in braças 

Qualitative description of the location of the property 

Neighbors 

Signature of the supplicant 

 

I located each request based on the qualitative description and listed neighbors. 

Unfortunately, the descriptions were often vague, giving only the road and 

neighborhood or relying on landmarks that no longer exist. A small number of 

properties in the first Book of Rents could be cross-referenced with those in the 1737 

Book of Rents, which contains more information. This additional location data was used 

whenever possible.  

For each land request, I drew a polygon in QGIS representing the area in which 

the property is known to have been located. Sometimes this polygon encompassed a 

                                                        

 

chapels of Nossa Senhora do Rosário in Alto da Cruz and Nossa Senhora da Conceição are assumed to face 

the same direction as the current church (towards the Rua Direita in the case of the former and the stream of 

Antônio Dias in the case of the latter). 
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long stretch of road or an entire neighborhood; sometimes, the property could be 

pinpointed precisely. In all, 241 of the 277 entries in the first Book of Rents (87%) could 

be located on the map. To account for relative uncertainty in the locations (and thus the 

size of the polygons), the transparency of each polygon was computed as follows: 

 

!"!"#$!%&"'( =  !"#$%&'( !" !"#ç!" ∙ 2.2 !"#"$% !"# !"!ç! ∙ 20 ! !"#$%&' !"#$ℎ
!"#! !" !ℎ! !"#$%"& !" !" !  

 

Transparency, therefore, corresponds roughly to the probability density per unit area 

that the property was located at any particular location within that polygon. A polygon 

whose area is equal to the frontage in meters times twenty meters would be opaque 

because the location and dimensions would be known with absolute certainty. By 

overlaying these polygons, I was able to both produce a heat map showing the areas of 

the city with the greatest development and also map uncertainty in the data.  

The QGIS map serves as the basis for Chapter 3 and the foundation of my 

argument. Through the process of mapping land requests, the existence of spaces that 

could not be mapped, the invisible spaces, also came to light. As will be discussed at 

length later on, the Book of Rents reflects almost exclusively the Luso-Brazilian 

inhabitants of Vila Rica, yet Afro-Brazilians comprised the majority of the population. 

Among these men and women, a large number of freed persons and slaves lived and 
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worked independently from their masters. If almost none of these people appear in the 

Book of Rents, where did they live? Many of them resided in invisible spaces. 

 The term invisible spaces has been used by numerous scholars to signify many 

different things.49 My use of the term, however, arose not from engagement with 

scholarly literature but from my own, independent analysis of primary documents 

referring to Vila Rica. From these documents, often denunciations50, it became apparent 

that Afro-Brazilians frequently lived in spaces that were either not registered with the 

City Council or registered to a person other than their actual inhabitant. I identified four 

categories of such spaces and used the term invisible spaces to refer to them collectively. 

For example, several denunciations referred to slave owners who purchased houses, set 

up businesses within them and then gave the house and business to their slaves to run 

(allowing their slaves to live and work independently on the property). Considering this 

type of space from the perspective of its Afro-Brazilian inhabitants, I called it borrowed 

space. Similarly, there were several references to communities of escaped slaves living in 

the forests around Vila Rica—communities that colonial authorities called mocambos or 

                                                        

49 For example, the term has been applied to everything from female monastic life in sixteenth-century 

Salamanca to twentieth-century land irrigation practices in Mendoza, Argentina to present-day architectural 

practices in Brazil. Espacios visibles, espacios invisibles: mujer y memoria en la Salamanca del siglo XVI: selección 
documental, eds. Gloria García González and María Luz de Prada Herrera (Salamanca: Universidad 

pontificia de Salamanca, 2006). Elma Montana et al., “Los espacios invisibles: Subordinación, marginalidad y 

exclusión de los territorios no irrigados en las tierras secas de Mendoza, Argentina,” Región y sociedad 17, no. 

32 (2005): 3-32. Julia Junqueira Ribeiro Pinto, “Espaços invisíveis: arte e arquitetura na cidade 

contemporânea,” Cadernos de Clio 6, no. 2 (2015): 75-95. Mention must also be made of Italo Calvino’s classic, 

Le Città Invisibili (Torino: Giulio Einuadi Editore, 1972). 
50 In the context of this dissertation, “denunciation” refers to any letters written to or by government officials 

propounding a person or situation considered problematic.  
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quilombos. Again, considering these and other, similar spaces from the perspective of 

their Afro-Brazilian inhabitants, I called them hidden spaces. Following the same 

methodology, I identified two additional categories of space in colonial documents 

inhabited by Afro-Brazilians in and around Vila Rica: mobile spaces and temporary spaces. 

Collectively, I termed these four categories of space invisible spaces to emphasize their 

invisibility from the official records of the City Council and to underscore the fact that 

many Afro-Brazilians entered these spaces in an effort to disappear from their masters 

or from colonial society. While it would be almost impossible to map the invisible spaces, 

I describe their location in relation to the visible spaces on the QGIS maps. Together, the 

visible and invisible spaces produce a clear picture of the early urban development of Vila 

Rica and allow me to demonstrate the influence of Afro-Brazilians in shaping the 

present-day urban form.
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1. Social Control through Spatial Control: the Economic 
and Social Background of the Gold-Mining Colony in 
Portuguese Brazil 

In the mid sixteenth century, rumors swirled around the Portuguese Court that 

Spain had unearthed a fortune of silver and gold in its American colonies. The rulers of 

Portugal naturally thought: if Peru had treasure, surely Brazil did too. The Portuguese 

Crown, facing an economic crisis, would spend another century searching for mineral 

wealth in its own American colony. When gold was finally discovered in the region of 

Minas Gerais in the 1690s, King Dom Pedro II immediately took steps streamline its path 

from the mines into the Royal Treasury. Through the Regimento dos superintendentes, 

guardas-mores e mais oficiais, deputados para as minas de ouro and contemporary laws Dom 

Pedro II, and later his son, Dom João V, attempted to establish the mining region as a 

controlled space with a single road carrying gold from the mines to the coast. As part of 

this initiative, the king banned from the region groups of persons considered a threat to 

the Crown’s economic interests—namely goldsmiths, foreign nationals and clerics—

attempting to eliminate them through a system of passports, checkpoints and 

inspections. Despite numerous and costly changes to the road system in and around the 

region of Minas Gerais, this area would never be a controlled space and the bans were 

largely ineffective. At the same time, the unrelenting efforts of the Crown combined 

with their consistent failure to manage the flow of people and resources, produced a 

unique situation in this region that allowed for the proliferation of lay confraternities—
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confraternities which would come to dominate not only the religious life in the region 

but also its urban development. 

 

1.1 The Cost of the Age of Exploration 

In the sixteenth-century, the Portuguese and Spanish Crowns carried much of 

the financial burden of the Age of Discovery. Both nations invested heavily in maritime 

exploration but, unlike Spain, Portugal’s ambitions and competitive spirit did not align 

with its financial capacity. A country with limited natural resources, the cost of 

maintaining its growing colonial empire weighed heavily on the Royal Treasury. In 

order to address this financial drain, the Crown focused on a policy of extracting natural 

resources from its colonies rather than creating settlements.  

By the late seventeenth century, the Portuguese had established a successful 

export market in Brazil including Brazilwood, tobacco and sugar.1 Sugar had been 

brought to Brazil by Martim Afonso de Sousa in 1530 and quickly came to dominate the 

colonial economy. Both the amount of production and the price rose steadily over the 

sixteenth century, peaking around 1617, when the value of Brazil’s annual sugar export 

reached approximately 1 billion réis.2 It is difficult to estimate how much of Portugal’s 

                                                        

1 Charles R. Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil 1695-1750: Growing Pains of a Colonial Society (New York: St. 

Martin's Press, 1962), 1, 24 and 151. 

2 Leonor Freire Costa, Pedro Lains, and Susana Münch Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 1143-2010 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 79. Also, Stuart B. Schwartz, Sugar Plantations in the 
Formation of Brazilian Society: Bahia, 1550-1835 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 170. 
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seventeenth-century gross domestic product this figure represents. However, Costa, 

Lains and Miranda’s study comparing the average annual values of Portugal’s main 

exports clearly demonstrates the importance of sugar to the country’s economy. In the 

first half of the sixteenth century, these scholars estimate that sugar earned circa 138.5 

million réis annually.3 When Brazil entered the market in the second half of the century, 

this figure increased dramatically, reaching circa 872 million réis in annual income from 

1581-1584.4 During the same period, the slave trade accounted for an annual income of 

circa 7 million réis,5 gold from Guinea 25 million réis,6 and the pepper trade in the Far 

East 234 million réis.7 While certainly not an exhaustive list of Portuguese exports, these 

figures nevertheless give a sense of the importance of the sugar trade to Portugal’s 

economy. 

For most of the sixteenth, and beginning of the seventeenth centuries, the 

Portuguese Crown relied heavily on the now-famous Atlantic triangle to develop their 

sugar trade and bring the product to market. Portuguese ships carried agricultural 

products (namely sugar but also tobacco and Brazilwood) from Brazil to Europe and 

                                                        

3 This figure comes from the period of 1515-1525 when Portuguese production of sugar centered on the 

Atlantic island of Madeira. 

4 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 79. 

5 The slave trade peaked at circa 9.8 million réis when top prices were paid. Even though these figures only 

represent the first half of the century, the contrast with the value of sugar production during the same 

period is nevertheless astounding: circa 7 million in slaves, circa 138.5 million in sugar. Costa, Lains and 

Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 79. 

6 Guinean gold peaked at 70 million in 1532. Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 80-

81. 
7 This figure is from 1581-1599. The pepper trade peaked at 265 million réis from 1541-1550. Costa, Lains and 

Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 82-83. 
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manufactured goods back to Brazil. From the Portuguese colonies in West Africa, they 

carried gold to Europe and slaves to the Brazilian sugar plantations, then manufactured 

goods from Europe back to Africa. Beginning at the end of the sixteenth century, 

however, a series of European conflicts would threaten Portuguese navigation, 

disrupting the delicate balance established by this system. Attacks in the Atlantic 

damaged all three of Portugal’s most important exports (sugar, slaves and gold), since 

seizing one colony influenced the economic production the others: without slaves, the 

plantations could not produce sugar; without the sale of sugar in Europe, the plantations 

could not buy slaves. 

Beginning in 1580, Portugal fell under sixty years of Spanish domination. Despite 

the political union, Portugal retained relative autonomy in its domestic affairs, including 

the administration of its empire, navigation rights and trade monopolies.8 However, 

under the Spanish domination, Portugal lost control of its foreign policy, which was 

subsumed under the political entity of the Spanish Hapsburg Empire. According to 

Costa, Lains, and Miranda: 

“Portugal was thrust into a new position in Europe. Prior to 1580, the kingdom 

had been able to keep to the sidelines in the northern and central European 

conflicts that came after the Protestant Reformation. Also, through adroit 

diplomacy the kingdom’s overseas domains had been spared any serious threats. 

With the Habsburg rule, Portugal was eventually dragged into the multiple 

fronts of war in which the Spanish Hapsburgs were embroiled.”9 

                                                        

8 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 100. 

9 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 100. 
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This had profound repercussions on Portuguese trade networks and, by extension, 

Portugal’s economy, which derived substantial revenue from foreign exports and 

depended on the exchange of colonial commodities between Europe, Africa and Brazil. 

The market for Portuguese products contracted and prices dropped as European 

powers hostile to the Spanish refused to buy sugar and spices from Portugal. With the 

onset of the Thirty Years War (1618-1648), the Portuguese Crown received its first major 

economic blow, as its historic ally, England, along with France and the United Provinces 

turned against Portugal. The effects of this were clearly felt in Portuguese markets 

around the world, and perhaps nowhere more clearly than that of the sugar market, as 

Stuart Schwartz demonstrates. Rather than purchasing Brazilian sugar, the French, 

Dutch and English attempted to cultivate it themselves, and the turn of the seventeenth 

century saw a rapid growth in sugar production in West Indies.10 These new Caribbean 

mills flooded the European market with cheaper, lower-quality products precisely at the 

moment in which Brazilian sugar reached its first apex of production, causing a 

substantial drop in sugar prices worldwide.11 Schwartz estimates that from 1617-1620 

and from 1640-1680, the price of sugar fell by more than 50 percent.12 France and 

                                                        

10 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 185. 
11 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 185. 

12 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 170. As Schwartz is quick to point out, the price of sugar would bounce back 

in the 1630 and again after 1700. Despite continuous peaks and drops, “at no time in the colonial era would 

sugar cease to be Brazil’s leading export” (id., 193). However, the economic crisis in the mid seventeenth 

century, would prompt the Portuguese Crown to redouble their efforts at finding, and later controlling, the 

gold supply in Brazil. By 1760, gold and sugar comprised 96 percent of Luso-Brazilian exports, with nearly 

even shares of the market—sugar at 50 percent, gold at 46 percent (ibid.). 
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England, securely in the sugar trade by the 1650s, also passed a series of isolationist acts 

aimed at bolstering the market for their lower-quality sugar by excluding the higher-

quality Brazilian product.13 According to Schwartz, between 1650 and 1710, the amount 

of Brazilian sugar for sale in European markets fell by 40 percent.14 Considering the 

degree to which sugar dominated Portugal’s export economy during this period, a 40 

reduction in sales and 50 percent reduction in price would have constituted a significant 

economic setback. In 1685, Portugal had a 782 million réis trade deficit, which by 1729 

had climbed to almost 2 billion réis.15 

The Thirty Years War also prompted the Dutch, English and French to attack 

Portuguese colonies and trade routes in both the Americas and Asia.16 For colonial 

Brazil, it was the Dutch who proved to be the most formidable opponent, causing 

significant damage to both the sugar mills and Atlantic trading system. Beginning in the 

1620s, the Dutch invaded the sugar-producing regions of Bahia (1620-1648), followed by 

Pernambuco in 1630.17 In the former, they burned the mills; in the latter, they seized the 

entire colony, confiscating its crops and commandeering its trade routes.18 In this way, 

                                                        

13 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 183. 

14 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 183. 
15 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 195. 

16 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 101. 

17 With the end of the Twelve Years’ Truce between Spain and the United Provinces in 1621, hostilities 

between the countries resumed and the Dutch began to actively target Spanish and Portuguese possessions. 

18 See discussion in Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 177-179. 
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the Dutch entered the Brazilian sugar market using Portugal’s own mills to compete 

against Luso-Brazilian sugar exports. 

The new Dutch colony also required a continuous supply of slave labor—a 

market over which the Portuguese held a monopoly in the mid-seventeenth century.19 

Continuing their show of aggression, the Dutch also seized control of Portuguese 

colonies in Africa—El Mina in 1638 and Luanda in 1640—guaranteeing slaves for their 

mills in both Pernambuco and the Caribbean.20 The Dutch were not the only European 

power to seek an alternative to buying slaves from the Portuguese. The English and the 

French, also looking to supply their Caribbean plantations, established their own slave 

colonies in Africa during the same period. In addition to losing their African colonies, 

the Portuguese also lost their monopoly on the slave trade. 

The Dutch attacks drove the Portuguese into a twenty-four-year war to regain 

control of their colonies on both sides of the Atlantic. According to Schwartz, when the 

Portuguese finally succeeded in driving the Dutch from Pernambuco in 1654, the 

invaders had already made significant advances in sugar production and carried those 

techniques to their Caribbean colonies, ensuring strong and continued competition for 

Luso-Brazilian mills even after the restitution of the Brazilian colony.21 The period of the 

                                                        

19 Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 37. 
20 Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 184. 

21 See discussion in Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 183. 
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Iberian Union weakened Portugal’s triangular trade system and devastated its colonies 

in Brazil and Africa. 

Beginning in 1640, the Portuguese further taxed their economy with the War of 

the Restoration—a twenty-eight-year endeavor to free themselves from Spanish 

domination. According to the estimates of Costa, Lains, and Miranda, the war would 

cost the Portuguese an estimated 860 million réis per year, 100 million more than the 

State’s yearly revenue.22 The Portuguese could not cover the cost of two wars, even after 

instituting an extra income tax, and fell deeply into debt as they borrowed large sums 

from private lenders and repeatedly devalued their currency.23 In 1640, before the start 

of the war, the marco de prata (silver) had a value of 2,800 réis, by 1688, it was worth 6,000 

réis, meaning that the value of the real had dropped by almost 100%.24 

 

1.2 Exploration and the Discovery of New Economic Resources 

With a trade deficit of nearly 2 billion réis and a currency worth 1% of its former 

value, the King of Portugal exited the Iberian Union in search of an economic solution. 

Writing to the Governor of Rio de Janeiro (in 1644), the Admiral of the South, the City 

Council of Santos, the City Council of São Paulo, and even to the leaders of the Paulistas 

                                                        

22 Portugal’s yearly revenue was approximately 720 million réis excluding monopoly rents from the empire. 

See Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 116. 

23 See discussion in Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 116-121. 

24 Costa, Lains and Miranda, An Economic History of Portugal, 121. While certainly a simplification of 

Portugal’s economic history, this brief introduction gives a sense of the economic situation facing the Dom 

Pedro II in the second half of the seventeenth century. 
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(backcountry adventurers and explorers from São Paulo), he pushed them to redouble 

their efforts to find mineral wealth in Brazil.25 During the Spanish domination, and just 

prior, tantalizing discoveries had been made—small deposits of gold in São Vicente in 

1560, in Paranaguá in 1570 and in Bahia around 1584, as well as silver in southern São 

Paulo. The Paulistas claimed at least two of these discoveries—the gold in Paranaguá 

and the silver.26 These adventurers, from São Paulo, often with native mothers and 

Portuguese fathers, routinely explored the backlands of Brazil in search of native 

peoples to enslave, an industry which Menezes describes as one of the principal “get 

rich quick” schemes of the time.27 The King was eager to tap into the Paulistas’ growing 

knowledge of the Brazilian interior and authorized the Governor of Rio de Janeiro to 

grant the Paulistas titles in the Royal household and make them knights in the military 

orders in exchange for their cooperation in the hunt for gold.28 

Beginning in the 1640s, several expeditions set out at the behest of the King, most 

resulting in failure.29 From 1672-1693, however, various groups began to explore the 

present-day region of Minas Gerais. Many Paulistas returned multiple times, others 

stayed for years, viewing the gold search as a subsidiary goal to their primary objectives 

of exploration and capturing and enslaving native peoples. Vasconcelos relates the 

                                                        

25 Diogo de Vasconcelos, História antiga das Minas Gerais, 4th ed. (Belo Horizonte: Editora Itatiaia, 1999), 60. 
26 See story of D. Francisco Soares and Robério Dias in Vasconcelos, História antiga, 55-57 and of Marcos de 

Azerdo, id. 57-58. 

27 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 11. 
28 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 35. 

29 Such as the Azeredo Brothers and Félix Jaques in 1646. See Vasconcelos, História antiga, 60-63. 
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stories of several incursions that became instrumental in mapping the region for future 

prospectors—these include the small army of Fernão Dias from 1673-1681 (including 

Matias Cardoso, Manuel de Borba Gato, and Garcia Rodrigues among others), Lourenço 

Castanho in 1675, Dom Rodrigo de Castel Branco in 1681, Garcia Rodrigues in 1683, and 

José Gomes de Oliveira and Vincente Lopes in 1691.30 

 

1.3 The Discovery of Ouro Preto (Black Gold) 

In the last years of the seventeenth century, the Paulistas entered the region of 

Tripuí. In 1693 Antônio Rodrigues Arzão’s expedition from Taubaté was one of the first 

to hint that the area might harbor deposits of gold. While accounts differ on whether or 

not he found the mineral itself, all indicate that he found gravel similar to the gold-

producing regions of Curitiba and Paranagúa.31 News of this discovery eventually 

reached Taubaté and a series of expeditions set out in the following years to further 

                                                        

30 See Vasconcelos, História antiga, 64-125 for a lengthy explanation of the various incursions. See also Boxer, 

The Golden Age of Brazil, 35. 
31 An account in the Códice Costa Matoso attributed to Bento Fernandes Furtado and dated circa 1750 recounts 

the discoveries of Arzão: “And seeing along those paths some streams with the potential to have gold (by 

the experience he had in the first mines that had been discovered in São Paulo, Curitiba and Paranaguá)… 

he did some experiments with wooden or tin plates, gathering as many flakes as he could with those weak 

instruments. Without any mining tools, he collected three oitavas of gold.” Códice Costa Matoso, eds. Luciano 

Raposo de Almeida Figueiredo and Maria Verônica Campos (Belo Horizonte: Fundação João Pinheiro, 

Centro de Estudos Históricos e Culturais, 1999), 169. Emphasis mine. See also an anonymous account in the 

Anais da Biblioteca Nacional dated to the end of the seventeenth or beginning of the eighteenth century: 

“…these Paulistas notice that many of the streams that they passed along the way had the same disposition 

of those in the districts of São Paulo in which gold had been found, however, since for those men killing and 

capturing tupuyas [natives] was better than mining, without further examination, they passed by those 

discoveries...” ABNRJ 57 (1935): 172. See also Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 11. 
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explore the area.32 It was not long before they returned with an unusual mineral—ouro 

preto, or black gold. André João Antonil, writing in 1711, relates the story: 

"... they say the discoverer was a mulatto, who had been in the Mines of 

Paranaguâ and Coritîba. He was going to the backlands with some Paulistas 

looking for natives, and arriving at Mount Tripuí, descended with a bowl to 

draw water from the stream, which today is called Ouro Preto. Putting the bowl 

in the stream next to edge to get water, and scraping it along the bank, he saw 

that there were stones the color of steel, without knowing what they were. Nor 

were his companions, to whom he showed the stones, able to recognize them, 

and appreciate what had been so easily found. He was just thinking that there 

might be some metal there, not well-formed, and therefore not known. But 

arriving at Taubatê, he did not fail to ask what kind of metal they might be. And 

without further examination, he sold some of the stones to Miguel de Sousa, for 

half a pataca per eighth, without knowing what he sold, nor the buyer what he 

bought. It was resolved to send some of the stones to the Governor of Rio de 

Janeiro, Artûr de Sá, and examining them, he found, that it was very fine gold.”33 

It is difficult to say who discovered the first stones in Tripuí except that they probably 

originated from an expedition between 1693 and 1695. Scholars often attribute the 

                                                        

32 According to the Códice Costa Matoso, Arzão’s expedition would be hampered by attacks from native 

tribes, forcing him to abort his explorations. Exiting Minas by way of Espírito Santo, he arrived at the coast 

“naked and ragged, without gunpowder or lead” (Códice Costa Matoso, 170). Arzão, however, was 

undeterred. Motivated by his discoveries, he tried to find reinforcements to re-enter Minas, conquer the 

natives and establish a mine but could not find enough willing men in Espírito Santo. So, he registered his 

three oitavas of gold with capitão-mor regente, João Velasco de Molina, and returned to São Paulo. However, 

before he could assemble a new expedition, Arzão succumbed to illness. On his deathbed, he recounted his 

discoveries to his brother-in-law, Bartolomeu Bueno, who, burdened with gambling debts, vowed to find 

the gold-bearing stream Arzão described. See Códice Costa Matoso, 170. 
33 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 131-132. Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 

Emphasis mine. Original text: “... o primeiro descobridor dizem, que foy hum Mulato, que tinha estado nas 

Minas de Parnaguâ, & Coritîba. Este indo ao Certão com huns Paulistas a buscar Indios, & chegando ao 

Serro Tripuî, deceo abaixo com huma gamella, para tirar agua do Ribeiro, que hoje chamaõ do Ouro preto: 

& metendo a gamella na ribanceira para tomar agua, & roçando-a pela margem do Rio, vio depois, que nella 

havia granitos da cor do aço, sem saber o que eraõ: nem os companheiros, aos quaes mostrou os dittos 

granitos, souberaõ conhecer, & estimar o que se tinha achado taõ facilmente; & só cuidâraõ, que ahi haveria 

algum metal, não bem formado, & por isso não conhecido. Chegando porèm a Taubatê, naõ deixâraõ de 

perguntar, que casta de metal seria aquelle. E sem mais exame, vendèrão a Miguel de Sousa alguns destes 

granitos, por meya pataca a oitava, sem saberem elles o que vendiaõ, nem o comprador que cousa 

comprava; atè que se resolvèraõ a mandar alguns dos granitos ao Governador do Rio de Janeiro Artûr de Sá: 

& fazendo-se exame delles, se achou, que era Ouro finissimo.” 
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discovery to Duarte Lopes, a mulatto in the expedition of Antônio Rodrigues Arzão, but 

there is no certainty in the matter.34 In November 1696, the King was already aware of 

the discoveries and dispatched the Governor of Rio de Janeiro to investigate.35 By 

autumn 1697, Artur de Sá arrived in Taubaté, en route to Minas, to examine the 

discoveries. Vasconcelos elaborates: 

“Artur de Sá, having deliberated over the royal orders, which commanded him 

to go in person to the backlands, in order to animate the discoveries, and to open 

new mines, decided to go to São Paulo in October 1697. [His goal was,] above all, 

to arrange the expedition, which needed to be powerful and well-equipped, 

against the tumult of flibusteiros [pirates] and guerrilhas [warriors], who already 

infested the discoveries, violently assaulting the streams that regurgitated gold in 

their flows. The same governor passed by Taubaté in November, when word of 

the discoveries resounded [through the community] and the migratory 

whirlwind dug into the trails of Embaú. The news from Carmo36 shocked and 

marveled the spirit, and the steel-colored stones rotated from mouth to mouth, to 

the point that Artur de Sá ordered them to be brought [to him]; and, as those 

found in Tripuí were presented to him, clasping them in his teeth, behold they 

showed the natural color of that precious substance. The secret was, in this 

public way, revealed, and it was at this moment and in this place that one first 

heard the name of Ouro Preto."37 

                                                        

34 See, for example, Roberto Righi’s “As colinas de Vila Rica de Ouro Preto,” in Urbanismo de colina: uma 
tradição luso-brasileira, edited by Manuel da Costa Lobo and José Geraldo Simões Júnior (São Paulo: Editora 

Mackenzie, 2012), 207. See also: Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 18 (note 5) and Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro 

Preto,” 10 among others. 

35  Balthazar da Silva Lisboa, Annaes do Rio de Janeiro: contendo a descoberta e conquista deste paiz, a fundação de 
cidade com a história civil e ecclesiastica, até a chegada d'el-nei Dom João VI, além de noticias topographicas, zooligicas 
e botanicas, vol. 2 (Rio de Janeiro: Typ. Imp. e Const. de Seignot-Plancher, 1835), 338. 
36 Carmo probably refers to the Ribeirão do Carmo, a stream and mining encampment founded less than 

fourteen kilometers from the settlements that would comprise the future town of Vila Rica (Antônio Dias, 

Ouro Preto and Padre Faria). 
37 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 1904, 132-133. Original text: “Artur de Sá, tendo deliberado cumprir as ordens 

régias, que mandavam subisse ele em pessoa ao sertão, a efeito de animar os descobrimentos, e de entabular 

as novas minas, acertou de vir a São Paulo, em outubro de 1697, para, antes de tudo, aparelhar a expedição, 

que havia mister fosse poderosa e bem equipada, em contraste com o rumtlP to de flibusteiros e guerrilhas, 

que já infestavam os descobertos, assai'' tando violentamente os ribeiros, em que a fluxo o ouro regurgitava. 

Passou o mesmo governador por Taubaté em novembro, quando retumbava o estrondo dos 

descobrimentos, e o turbilhão migratório embocava nas veréias do Embaú. Aturdiam os espíritos as notícias 
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A flurry of adventurers followed, or “migratory whirlwind” as Vasconcelos 

described them.38 Among them were the founders of the future town of Vila Rica—

Antônio Dias and Padre João de Faria Fialho. Leaving Taubaté in April 1698, they 

marched northeast for three months, following the rough directions left by their 

predecessors until they reached the ridge overlooking the Tripuí valley. On June 23, they 

made camp, a mere fourteen kilometers from the site of Carmo mentioned by 

Vasconcelos.39 From the ridge the group descended to explore the area. Again, following 

the indications of their predecessors, they examined the streams and, like those that 

came before, they too found gold. Making camp, they registered their finds and sent for 

their families.40 

 

                                                        

 

do Carmo, e os granitos cor de aço giravam de boca em boca, a ponto que Artur de Sá mandou que lhos 

trouxessem; e, como foram-lhe apresentados os que se acharam no Tripuí, trincando-os nos dentes, eis que 

mostraram a cor natural da preciosa substância. Rasgado por esta forma, em público, o segredo, foi neste 

momento e deste lugar que primeiro se ouvia o nome de Ouro Preto.” 
38 The Códice Costa Matoso suggests that Bartolomeu Bueno was one of the first discoverers of gold and that 

“with the news that the discoverer Bartolomeu Bueno sent to his relatives and friends, as stated, these and 

many others from all the villages competed for the new mines…” (Códice Costa Matoso, 172). 

39 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 133. 

40 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 13. Some authors, such as Menezes, attribute the strike in 

Padre Faria to the priest himself. Others, such as Diogo de Vasconcelos, suggest that Antônio Dias claimed 

all of the stikes in the area including those of Antônio Dias, Padre Faria and Ouro Preto (Pilar) (Vasconcelos, 

História antiga, 199-200). Augusto de Lima Júnior lists three separate expeditions with three separate 

discoveries: Manuel Garcia discovered the slope of the Tripuí and Passa-Dez streams in 1696, Antônio Dias 

struck gold in 1698 in the area that later took his name, and Padre Faria discovered the streams that descend 

Itacolmi. See Augusto de Lima Júnior, A Capitania das Minas Gerais (origens e formação), 3rd ed. (Belo 

Horizonte: Instituto de História, Letras e Arte, 1965), 40. 
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1.4 New Regulations for the Control of Wealth 

Considering Portugal’s dramatic economic situation, the King wasted no time in 

establishing a basic system of control over the extraction of gold in the new mining 

region. For this task, he appointed the Governor of Rio de Janeiro, Artur de Sá, 

dispatching him to Minas in 1696 in order to confirm the discoveries and to design a 

system of distributing mining rights, registering the gold extracted and collecting taxes 

on that gold—all aimed at ensuring a steady flow of income into the Royal Treasury. In 

a letter sent to the King before departing, the Governor assured his royal highness that 

the new system of rules would establish strong royal oversight and increase the 

collection of taxes.41 

However, Artur de Sá’s system was much more than a tax law. It also 

determined the division of land and the distribution of people in the region. As codified 

into the Regimento of 1700 and revised into the Regimento of 1702, Artur de Sá’s system of 

land management comprised the first act to significantly influence the urban 

development in Minas Gerais.42 

While most scholars of urban development focus on how the land distribution 

mechanisms in the Regimento of 1702 impacted urban space, I argue that the rules for 

access management outlined in this document would also have an enduring impact on 

                                                        

41 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 6, D. 627. Letter from Artur de Sá e Meneses to Dom Pedro II dated prior to 

October 26, 1697. 

42 Other scholars agree on this point. See, for example, Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 43.  
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the formation of urban space in Minas. The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to 

exploring how these articles, along with contemporary legislation addressing the same 

issue, determined not only who entered the region but also how they settled it. The 

Regimento’s land distribution policies and their role in urban development will be 

addressed in Chapter Two. 

 

1.4.1 The Regimento of 1700 

The first version of the Artur de Sá system, designed during his first trip to 

Minas between October 1697 and May 1698, concentrated on organizing the goldrush by 

assigning mining rights and distributing land through a guarda-mor, which can be 

roughly translated as “custodian.”43 This official and his staff recorded the name of the 

miner and location of the strike. They then assigned mining rights to that location by 

partitioning the land between the discoverer and subsequent arrivals. They were also 

responsible for monitoring the mining operations over time, registering all gold 

extracted and calculating the value of the quintos to be paid by each miner. The quintos 

was a tax of one-fifth levied on all gold extracted, and collected at the time the metal was 

                                                        

43 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 13. AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 6, D. 636. Letter from Artur de Sá 

e Meneses to Dom Pedro II dated May 25, 1698. Artur de Sá received his orders to visit Minas even before he 

took office. In 1696, the King extended to Artur de Sá his mandate to the previous Governor: go to Minas 

and investigate the reports of gold and silver (Lisboa, Annaes do Rio de Janeiro, 338). See also Parecer do 

Conselho Ultramarino dated December 7, 1696 (AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 6, D. 613). For Artur de Sá’s route 

of travel see Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 163. Antonil does not specify whether this itinerary 

applied to the Governor’s first trip in 1697 or one of his later two trips. However, one might expect the 

routes to be similar. 
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founded. Since the foundries were far from the mines (more than a one month trek one 

way), the circulation of gold flakes as currency became the standard in Minas. The 

record of extraction kept by the guarda-mor ensured that even after the flakes had been 

spent, a miner would remain obliged to pay taxes on them to the Crown. The title of 

guarda-mor (custodian) signaled the long-term objectives of the metropole44 in relation to 

the gold. Historically the title was applied to the King’s guard and, at least by 1720, to 

the customs officials at the ports. The guarda-mor guarded the King’s interests in the 

mining region, tracking the flow of gold for the Royal Treasury. 

The first version of the Artur de Sá system, active in the mining region from at 

least 1698, would be codified into the Regimento of 1700 and submitted to the Crown for 

approval in 1701. After a period of review by the Overseas Council, the Regimento of 1700 

was revised into the Regimento dos superintendentes, guardas-mores e mais oficiais, deputados 

para as minas de ouro and signed into law on April 2, 1702.45 

 

1.4.2 The Regimento of 1702 

Like the Regimento of 1700, the Regimento of 1702 was effectively a system for 

distributing mineral lands (mining rights), registering gold and effectuating taxation 

                                                        

44 In the context of this dissertation, the term “metropole” refers to Portugal. 

45 A transcription of the Parecer do Conselho Ultramarino, including the response of Dom Pedro II 

regarding the codification of the Artur de Sá’s system of issuing datas, can be found in “Consultas do 

Conselho Ultramarino, Rio de Janeiro, 1687-1710,” in Documentos Históricos, vol. 93 (Rio de Janiero: 

Biblioteca Nacional, Divisão de Obras Raras e Publicações, 1951), 107-108. 
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with the primary objective of managing the flow of wealth. Of the thirty-two articles in 

the Regimento of 1702, two (the beginning and end of the document) dealt with justice, 

four with access management to the region, seventeen with land distribution, and nine 

with taxation.46 There was also substantial overlap in the subject matter of the articles, 

such that the collection of the quintos underlay even those articles whose primary subject 

was something else. 

In terms of content, the Regimento of 1702 followed Artur de Sá’s Regimento quite 

closely, retaining all but two of the original articles. Those eliminated were a concession 

for poor prospectors to receive mineral lands and an allowance for felons to seek 

sanctuary in the mining region.47 Some of the articles were also modified to correct 

common abuses under Artur de Sá’s system and to intensify the original objective—

safeguarding the economic interests of the King. For example, the Regimento of 1702 

added the post of superintendent over the guardas-mores and transferred the 

responsibilities of justice and taxation to this new official. The Overseas Council had 

originally suggested that an outside observer, loyal to the Crown, monitor the 

application of the Regimento of 1700 in Minas.48 The Regimento of 1702 effectively codified 

                                                        

46 There is also substantial overlap, such that the collection of the quintos often underlay even those articles 

whose primary subject was something else, such as those dealing with access management and land 

division. 
47 The new Regimento also added a superintendent over the guardas-mores in order to increase the oversight 

on justice and taxation. 

48 Marcos Guimarães Sanches, “Conveniência e zelo do Real Serviço,” in Anais do Simpósio Nacional de 
História, – História e multidisciplinaridade: territórios e deslocamentos [CD-ROM] (São Leopoldo: Unisinos, 2007), 

7. 
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this position into that of the superintendent. Notably, the first appointee to the post 

would be a Portuguese judge, José Vaz Pinto, while the other roles prescribed by the 

Regimento (namely the guardas-mores and their staff) would be filled by Paulistas. 

The Regimento of 1702 remained the basis of law in Minas for the entire 

eighteenth century. This is a testament to its clear, consistent and continuous expression 

of the Crown’s interest in Minas Gerais. This interest was and would always remain, 

primarily economic. 

 

1.4.2.1 The Control of People 

Royal policies towards the mining region focused on extraction—removing gold, 

limiting access, ejecting certain populations. This was symptomatic of Portugal's 

conception of Brazil as a center for resources rather than as an area for colonization. In 

an attempt to curb tax evasion in the region, the Regimento of 1702 banned groups people 

from the mining region considered dangerous or extraneous to the mining economy. 

Article 17 of the Regimento of 1702 states: “the superintendent and guarda-mor will be 

very careful to remove from the mines all people who are not necessary since these only 

serve to defraud the quintos and to waste the supplies [food] of those that are needed 

there.”49 Unnecessary individuals included goldsmiths, foreign nationals and clerics. 

                                                        

49 Emphasis mine. Wilhelm Ludwig von Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis; memórias sobre as riquezas do Brasil em 
ouro, diamantes e outros minerais, vol. 1, trans. Domício de Figueiredo Murta (São Paulo: Companhia Editora 
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1.4.2.2 Goldsmiths 

The Regimento of 1702 explicitly defines only one group of people to be banned—

goldsmiths, who represented a risk to the interests of the crown because they reduced 

gold flakes and nuggets into finished objects before the raw gold could be registered. 

Miners then claimed that the objects were made from gold that had already been taxed. 

A letter from the King to the Governor explains the situation clearly:  

“I have been informed that among the many misdemeanors, [and] frauds, which 

in this State are usually committed with gold powder and leaf, one of the most 

considerable is that committed by goldsmiths and smelters; because introducing 

themselves into the mines… they reduce the powder to worked objects with so 

little art that it is notoriously evident that they are made for the purpose of 

diverting the gold from the foundry, and defrauding the quintos...”50 

Discovering these abuses, the Crown labeled goldsmiths as tax evaders or, more 

precisely, as facilitators of tax evasion, and in the Regimento of 1702 banned them from 

the region. Article 21 states: 

                                                        

 

Nacional, 1944), 175-176. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. Original text: “O 

Superintendente e Guarda-Mor terão muito cuidado em lançar das minas todas as pessoas que nelas não 

forem necessárias pois estas só servem de descaminhar os quintos e de gastar os mantimentos aos que lá são 

precisos…” 

50 Emphasis mine. Transcribed in RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 453. Original text: “Fui informado, 

que entre os muitos descaminhos, frauds, que nesse Estado se costumão fazer com o Ouro em pó, e de 

folheta, he hum dos mais consideraveis, o que fazem os Ourives, e fundidores; porque introduzindo-se nas 

Minas, em cujo destricto lhes he prohebido asestir conformes minhas ordens, e buzando da permissão, com 

que athe agora fuy servido tolerar, q. nelles correse o ditto Ouro em pó e folhete, o reduzem a pessas 

lavradas, com tão pouca arte, que notoriamente mostrão, serem fabricadas, com o fim de devertir o d.o Ouro 

da caza da fundição, e fraudar o q.to…” Even though this letter postdates the Regimento of 1702, the problem 

with goldsmiths expressed therein is equally valid for the earlier period. The letter simply represents the 

continuation of a problem that began before 1702 and would continue throughout the century with 

denunciations and resolutions repeated every few years. Of all the denunciations consulted, the February 8, 

1730 letter most clearly states the recurrent problem with goldsmiths. 
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“The superintendent will be very careful to examine whether or not there are 

goldsmiths, or any other official who makes gold castings, or exercises of the 

trade of goldsmiths, in the mines; and from those who he knows are in the said 

mines, he will confiscate all the gold that they have, and it will be applied to My 

Treasury; and the same shall be done even if the gold is found in pieces; and he 

shall remove them [the goldsmiths] from the said mines so that they may no 

longer return to the places where they made the [items]; and the same shall be 

observed with the inhabitants that have goldsmith slaves in the said mines.”51 

A year later, May 4, 1703, the King passed a further resolution forbidding any person 

from working with gold powder, gold leaf or any other form of gold that had not been 

reduced to a bar in the foundries.52 Despite these bans, gold powder continued to 

disappear as finished articles and the expulsion of goldsmiths from Minas was repeated 

every few years, indicating their continued presence in the region.53  

 

                                                        

51 Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 177. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. Original text: 

“O Superintendente terá muito cuidado de examinar se nas minas assistem ourives, ou outro algum oficial 

que faça fundição de ouro, ou exercite do ofício de ourives, e os que souber andam nas ditas minas lhe fará 

tomar todo o ouro que tiverem, e será aplicado para a minha Fazenda, e o mesmo será achando-se ouro 

ainda que seja de partes, e os fará exterminar das ditas minas para que não tornem mais aos lugares em que 

se fabricarem as mesmas, e o mesmo se observará com os moradores que tem ourives escravos seus nas 

ditas minas.” 
52 Referenced by King in his February 8, 1730 letter to the Governor of Minas. RAPM 5, no. 1 (January-June 

1900): 163-168. 
53 In the course of research, I located the following bans and denunciations: February 11, 1719 and February 

18, 1719 (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 453; APM, SC-04, fls. 188-190), November 9, 1723 (APM, SC-

05, fl. 12), August 5, 1724 and June 18, 1725 (RAPM 30 (1979): 199-200), June 20, 1725 (APM, CC, Cx. 065, Pl. 

30642, D. 5), February 8, 1730 (RAPM 5, no. 1 (January-June 1900): 163-168), March 23, 1751 (RAPM 16, no. 1 

(January-June 1911): 454), June 30, 1751 (RIHGB 25 (1862): 451). In August 1724, the Crown extended the ban 

to any person who had been a goldsmith in the past (RAPM 30 (1979): 199-200). In June 1751, the King 

ordered Capitão General Gomes Freire de Andrade to forcibly remove all goldsmiths from the region. Any 

goldsmith found in Minas after September 1751 would face the confiscation of his property and six years of 

exile in India (RIHGB 25 (1862): 451). Please note that this is not a comprehensive list of all bans but 

represents only those found in the documents consulted for this project. 
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1.4.2.3 Foreign Nationals 

In addition to the goldsmiths, the Crown identified two other groups that fell 

under the “unnecessary individuals” banned in Article 17 of Regimento of 1702: foreign 

nationals and clerics. The former was banned as a result of Portugal’s role in the War of 

the Spanish Succession (1701-1713). In 1701, Pedro II signed two treaties, one with Philip 

V of Spain and one with the House of Bourbon in France, marking Portugal’s formal 

entry into the conflict. The creation of the Regimento of 1702 coincides precisely with 

these events. By streamlining the flow of gold into the Royal Treasury, the Regimento 

might be considered a fundraising effort for this war. However, the changes made to the 

tax collection system did not generate enough income for Portugal to weather the 

conflict. By November 1709, the Crown found itself in dire financial straits and sent a 

letter to the Governor of São Paulo and Minas ordering the people in these regions to 

help pay for the war by direct contribution.54At the same time, the King took steps to 

ensure that no gold from Minas ended up in the hands of Portugal’s enemies—the 

Crown could certainly not afford to finance a war against itself. In addition, by this time, 

the Portuguese had also switched sides, joining the Dutch Republic, England, and the 

Holy Roman Empire in the Grand Alliance against France (and Spain).55 In February 

1711, the King ordered the Governor of Minas, to expel: “the French and those from any 

other nation, even if they are naturalized citizens, allowing only the Dutch and the 

                                                        

54 Carta Régia dated Nov 29, 1709 (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 412). 

55 Portugal joined in Grand Alliance in 1703. 
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English [to remain] as permitted by the Treaties.”56 On August 27, 1711, the Governor 

executed these orders writing: “all foreigners of any nation, who are in the mining 

district must present themselves to me within thirty days…and whoever does not do 

this within the stated timeframe will be taken prisoner...”57 

According to Antonil, writing in 1711, the ban on foreigners was not a precaution 

but the Crown’s attempt to combat an existing practice. He writes: “and the worst part is 

that most of the gold that is drawn from the mines passes in powder and in coins to 

foreign kingdoms.”58 Consequently, even after the end of the War of the Spanish 

Succession in 1713, the ban on foreigners entering Minas would remain in place, 

repeated in 1720, 1722 and 1723.59 Like the ban on goldsmiths, its efficacy must be 

questioned by virtue of its frequent repetition.  

 

                                                        

56 This order was issued Feb 25, 1711 and paraphrased by Governor Antônio de Albuquerque in executing 

the order. For the original order see APM, SC-04, fls. 17-18. For the Governor’s reply see RAPM 2, no. 4 

(October-December 1897): 794-795. Original text: “…assim francizes como de qualquer outra nação, ainda q.e 

mostrem naturalizados, rezervando som.te naquelles Olandezes, e Inglezes q.e permittem os Tratados.” 
57 RAPM 2, no. 4 (October-December 1987): 794-795. Emphasis mine. Original text: “…todo o estrangeiro de 

qualquer nação, q.e seja, e se achar nos destrictos destas minas venha perante mim aprezentar-se em trinta 

dias” and “o que não fizer dentro do ditto tempo será prezo...”  
58 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 180. Original text: “E o peyor he, que a mayor parte do Ouro, que se 

tira das Minas, passa em pó, & em moedas para os Reynos estranhos.” 
59 In the course of research, I located the following bans and denunciations: on March 20, 1720 foreigners 

were banned not only from Minas but also the entire colony of Brazil (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 

461), May 13, 1722 (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 461), Nov 9, 1723 (RAPM 30 (1979): 176-177). From 

April 1713, any foreigner married (with children) to a Portuguese citizen was allowed to remain in Minas 

(APM, SC-04, fl. 65). 
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1.4.2.4 The Church and its Clergy 

The final group the Crown suppressed under Article 17 of the Regimento, the 

clergy, had the most far-reaching and enduring effect on the future urban development 

of Minas Gerais. The first notice of problems surrounding clerics (including priests, 

friars, and other officers of the church) was from Artur de Sá. After his trip to Minas, he 

wrote a letter to the King complaining that the behavior of clerics in the region was a 

“disservice to God” and “prejudice to the Royal Treasury.”60 Echoing the Governor’s 

sentiments, the Cabinet of the Bishopric of Rio de Janeiro also sent a letter to the King on 

July 13, 1701 in which they elaborated on the “insolences” of the friars, writing: they 

“forget their obligations” causing the citizens to complain and they evade the quintos. 

The Cabinet concluded by asking the King to remove all clerics who were not absolutely 

necessary for the divine offices from the mining region.61 On December 2, 1701, the 

Overseas Council responded to the Cabinet’s letter, advising the King to command the 

Bishop and Governor to work together to determine how many clerics would be 

necessary, and to prevent all others from entering Minas.62 The King acted on the 

Council’s advice on January 2, 1702. Just before signing the Regimento into law, he 

                                                        

60 This letter is paraphrased by the Cabinet of the Bishopric of Rio de Janeiro in their letter to Dom Pedro II, 

dated July 13, 1701. See Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino, 126. 

61 Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino, 126. Letter from the Cabinet of the Bishopric of Rio de Janeiro to Dom 

Pedro II dated July 13, 1701. 

62 Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino, 126-127. Parecer do Conselho Ultramarino dated December 2, 1701. 
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ordered the expulsion of all unnecessary clergy from Minas.63 This was the beginning of 

a long series of condemnation and expulsion orders, repeated during the following 

decades. Using these documents, created between 1706 through 1730, it is possible to 

elaborate on the issues first reported by Artur de Sá and the Cabinet in 1701, 

expounding the threat that clerics in Minas posed to the Crown and the reasons for their 

expulsion. 

The first accusations levied against the clergy by the Cabinet was that many 

clerics had forsaken their vows and lived outside the cloister as secular individuals. On 

November 19, 1708, the Overseas Council described the clerics in Minas: 

“…ambition has led them to those lands, where they forget completely their 

obligations… and [the] observance of the [Catholic] religion in great disservice to 

God and to Your Majesty... It is no less than a danger to the salvation of these 

clerics, given over to the vice into which they are brought by the liberty with 

which they live... without obedience to their prelates and outside the cloister…”64 

Many of the clerics in Minas worked as prospectors or businessmen instead of, or in 

addition to, their ecclesiastical vocation, often amassing great personal fortunes.65 By 

                                                        

63 The Regimento of 1702 does not explicitly ban clerics, however, comparing the language in the January 2 

edict with that in Article 17 of the Regimento, the latter clearly refers to the former when calling for the 

removal of all unnecessary individuals. 
64 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 842. Original text: "…ambição levou p.a aquellaz terras, esquecendosse 

totalm.te das suas obrigaçoens, sendo as suas acçoens escandalosissimos e com gr.de Rellaxaçaõ nos 

constumes da sua vida, e sem forma, e observancia de relligiaõ em grande disserviço de Deos e do de V. 

Mag.de… não he menos q. perigar â salvação destez Relligiozoz entreguez ao vicio em q. estão portos pella 

Liberd.e com q. vivem…por estarem sem reconhecim.o da obediencia a seus prellados e fora da clauzura…” 
65 While colonial documents cite the ambition and avarice of clerics as motivation for engaging in economic 

ventures, some scholars have attributed the widespread engagement of paroquial clergy in mining to the 

meager stipends offered to them for their work. According to these authors, the Overseas Council shied 

away from establishing congrûas (or permanent, paid positions) for priests, and instead forced their clergy to 

cobble together alternative means of financial support. By engaging in mining and business ventures, parish 
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1730, their numbers had greatly increased, prompting the Council to assert: “There are 

many clerics that one finds mining and occupied in other trades with a considerable 

number of slaves…”66 One example was Friar Francisco de Menezes, a Trinitarian who 

established himself in Sabará around 1704-1705, and devoted himself to the “cornering 

the meat market.”67 After managed to secure an exclusive contract for the supply of 

butcher’s meat to entire mining area, he drove up the price of what was, at the time, the 

primary food supply for prospectors—all for his personal financial gain.68 Menezes was 

a member of a mendicant order, who had taken a vow of poverty, renouncing the 

ownership of all material goods. By building a commercial business, he had not only 

forsaken his vows but also scoffed at them—all while maintaining the designation of 

“friar.” This type of behavior undermined the authority of the Church and the efficacy 

                                                        

 

priests supplemented their income and ensured financial security, if they the lost their appointments. Even 

those with stable financial circumstances could always improve their economic position by mining on the 

side. We must also assume that some priests sought appointments in Minas to legally enter and establish 

themselves in the region before leaving their positions to make their fortune. See, for example: Scarano, 

Devoção e Escravidão, 15; Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 8-9, 56-57; Boschi, Os leigos e o 
poder, 72. 
66 AHU_ACL_CU 005, Cx. 16, D. 82. Original text: “Ha muitos clerigos que se achaõ minerando e occupados 

em outra fabricas com consideravel numero de negros…” The Overseas Council continues by suggesting 

that the King “sequester of all of the goods, and gold that one finds in their possession, applying these to the 

same religions of which they are children, for this is what the canonical right orders because what they [the 

clerics] acquire is for them [the Church] without [the clerics] being able to make these goods their own” 

(AHU_ACL_CU 005, Cx. 16, D. 82). 

67 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 69. 

68 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 69. Another example was Friar Geronimo Pereira, also a Trinitarian, who 

could be found near Vila Rica in 1714, “mining and managing his business, against the very obligations 

required of this cleric...” (APM, SC-04, fls. 97-98; RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 394).  
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of its teachings. Since the King was head of the Church under the Padroado69, any 

affront to the Church was also an affront to the Crown. 

For the King, the engagement of the clergy in commercial endeavors turned a 

religious problem into an economic one. Menezes, for example, impeded the King’s 

primary objective in the region—the extraction of gold—by making it more difficult for 

miners to find and pay for food. Other clerics challenged the King’s financial interests 

more directly. Many of those who engaged in prospecting, refused to pay taxes on the 

gold they extracted, claiming exception to the tax law by virtue of their position in the 

Church. This comprised the second accusation levied against the clerics by the Governor 

and Bishop: “evading the quintos.” By 1722, the problem of tax evasion had become so 

                                                        

69 Bestowed upon Portugal from the 1450s by a series of papal bulls (Inter Coetera 1456, Praecelsae Devotionis 

1514, Praeclara Carissimi 1551), the Padroado Real gave the Portuguese King the responsibility of managing 

the Church in his overseas discoveries. This included sending out missions, founding churches, establishing 

and maintaining the colonial religious hierarchy and funding festivals, as well as candidating bishops, 

approving parish clergy, collecting religious tithes and ecclesiastical taxes, remunerating parish clergy, 

approving requests for the edification or expansion of churches, and approving the by-laws of 

confraternities. The responsibilities of the Crown were so vast that according to Malyn Newitt, “the King 

interpreted the padroado real as conferring jurisdiction over the church exclusively to the Portuguese 

Crown to the exclusion of interference from any other body, the papacy itself included” (Malyn Newitt, 

Emigration and the Sea: an Alternative History of Portugal and the Portuguese (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 

2015), 87). See also Charles Boxer, “The Problem of the Native Clergy…” in Christianity and Missions 1450-
1800, ed. J.S. Cummins (London and New York: Routledge, 2016), 183-185. Renato da Silva Dias, “Entre a 

cruz e espada: religião, política e controle social nas Minas do Ouro (1693-1745),” Varia História 26, no. 43 

(January-June 2010): 159. It must be noted that while the Padroado gave the King broad powers, he did not 

have complete autonomy. For example, the papacy reserved the right to approve nominations for prelates 

and to issue bulls, breves, graces and dispatches to the Portuguese realm. However, King Dom João V 

fought back against such privileges in 1728, and for the rest of the century required all papal 

communications to be validated by the Crown before they took effect in his empire. See Boxer, “The 

Problem of the Native Clergy,” 184 and Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 43. The Padroado Real would function 

continuously in Brazil well into the nineteenth century. 
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widespread that the King characterized the clergy in Minas as an organized gang of 

habitual tax evaders led by Padre João Machado. On May 6, he writes to the Governor: 

“These ecclesiastics, who freely oppose everything that relates to my royal 

obligations, not wanting to pay what they justly should to my Royal Treasury, 

are not very aware or informed. Some of those in Minas believe a falsehood, that 

they…, the ecclesiastics, do not have to pay the quintos. And Padre Machado, 

who used to be a parish priest in Minas and who still owes, like many other 

clerics, the quintos of the stated year, became the leader of the tax evaders…”70 

The King’s refers to a false rumor circulated in Minas that religious affiliates were not 

obliged to the same tax burden as secular individuals. While the Church claimed some 

large exceptions to the rules of the Kingdom, many of the clerics in Minas lived outside 

the authority of the Church and engaged in secular activities in conflict with their 

religious vows. They would not have been eligible for any exceptions granted to the 

Church itself. Nonetheless, their ambiguous positions between the authority of the 

Vatican and that of the Portuguese State opened a space for doubt and negotiation—a 

space the clergy exploited to the full extent of its ability, refusing to pay the quintos on 

the gold they extracted, the royal donativo on the slaves they brought into Minas, and 

other taxes.71 

                                                        

70 RAPM 30 (1979): 135. Original text: "Estes Eclesiásticos poucos cientes são, os que opõem com mais soltura 

a tudo o que é do meu real serviço, não querendo pagar o que justamente se deve a minha Real Fazenda e 

como achareis nessas Minas muito válida entre alguns uma falsidade que levantaram…, de que o 

eclesiástico não devia pagar quintos e achareis o Padre João Machado, que já foi Pároco nessas Minas, que 

devendo ele e outros muitos clérigos ainda os quintos do ditto ano, se ficou o ditto Padre cabeça dos maus 

pagadores." 
71 On July 17, 1728 the City Council of Vila Rica asked the king if the clergy should pay the royal donativo for 

the slaves they brought to mine for gold (AHU_ACL_CU 005, Cx. 12, D. 46). 
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The third accusation against the clergy was that many clerics entered Minas 

illegally, without a parochial appointment, yet earned income by providing religious 

services. A denunciation dated May 19, 1723 explains that these clerics in Minas “lack 

obedience to the Church, confessing without license, raising altars wherever they want, 

performing sacraments all null and void for lack of jurisdiction and all this to earn more 

gold…”72 The implication was that much of the clergy performed mass and 

administered the sacraments in the name of the Church without the knowledge or 

oversight of the Church, in order earn money for themselves. This meant that the 

religious institution had no control over their liturgy, teachings and emoluments, nor 

did the Church receive any portion of the income these renegade priests earned. 

Furthermore, the excess of un-licensed clerics generated competition for parish priests 

with legitimate appointments, competing for their patrons and undercutting the introits 

of the Church. Since the King, under the Padroado, was responsible for collecting tithes 

and religious taxes and redistributing these earnings within the Church, this loss of 

income created a financial problem for the Crown—the King would either have had to 

cut services or provide for the religious cult from other sources of revenue. 

                                                        

72 RAPM 30 (1979): 169. Letter dated May 19, 1723. Original text: "Faltam à obediência da Igreja, confessando 

sem licença, levantando altares onde querem, fazendo sacramentos todos nulos por falta de jurisdição e 

tudo altrás de granjearem mais oitavas." This denunciation was repeated on August 24, 1724 when the City 

Council of Vila Real claimed that clerics wandered around Minas administering the sacraments and saying 

Mass without a license and against the will of their prelates (AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 5, D. 72). 
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The final accusation represents the culmination of Royal fears regarding the 

wayward clerics: rebellion. In 1708, when armed conflicts arose in Minas over access to 

land, resources and labor, two clerics would be identified as principal agitators—the 

friar, Francisco de Menezes, whose meat monopoly had brought him in conflict with the 

colonial administration, and the secular priest, Claudio Gurgel do Amaral, who held an 

active appointment as the vicar of Ouro Preto. Amaral came from a criminal family and 

had taken religious vows in order to avoid prosecution for murder (this type of evasion 

was not uncommon during the colonial period and produced a number of wayward 

priests).73 In 1708, both men would become embroiled in the Emboabas War, a conflict 

that pitted Portuguese and Brazilian prospectors (Emboabas) against the Paulistas and 

the Paulista-run government in the region. The two clerics sided with the Emboabas 

and, at the end of the conflict, would be accused of conspiracy and revolution against 

the government.74 Much has been written about this conflict and the role of these two 

                                                        

73 Douglas Corrêa de Paulo Santos, “O Amaral Gurgel: Família, poder e violência na América portuguesa (c. 

1600-c.1725)” (Master’s thesis, Universidade Federal Fluminense, 2017), 119, 208-216. Amaral’s cousin, 

Francisco do Amaral Gurgel helped plan the murder of Pedro de Sousa Pereira, a high-ranking colonial 

official in 1687 and fled to São Paulo and then to Minas with the gold rush (Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 
68). Another cousin, Bento do Amaral da Silva was involved in the murder of a sugar planter in Rio de 

Janeiro in 1706 and fled to Minas shortly thereafter (Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 68-69). José Gurgel do 

Amaral, Cláudio’s son would perpetuate the family legacy of violence (APM, SC-04, fls. 504-507). In 1716, he 

murdered João Manoel de Mello inside of a church, following the mass (an action that also resulted in the 

grave injury of the priest, Manoel de Távora, who attempted to intervene); he fled to Minas shortly 

thereafter to avoid arrest (APM, SC-04, fls. 126-127; Santos, “O Amaral Gurgel,” 208-216). Under Artur de 

Sá’s Regimento of 1700, criminals were legally allowed to seek sanctuary in the mining region. While the 

Regimento of 1702 eliminated this concession, the colonial government lacked the infrastructure and 

resources to enforce it, encouraging the practice to continue. 
74 On October 12, 1710, a Carta Regia to Governor Antônio de Albuquerque Coelho de Carvalho named 

Menezes as one of the principle conspirators against the Paulistas in the War of the Emboabas (RAPM 16, 
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men. For the present discussion, it is only important to note the result: the reputation of 

clerics in Minas as leaders of political rebellion would long remain in the memory of the 

Portuguese administration. For most the century, errant clerics in Minas continued to be 

characterized as rebels —a view that was reinforced in 1720, when Friar Vincente 

Botelho and Friar Francisco de Monte Alverne counted among the leaders of the Vila 

Rica revolt. Even those clerics who were not political agitators continued to be branded 

as such. For example, in 1722, when the King ordered the expulsion of Padre João 

Machado, he defined the cleric’s crime as “disturbing the peace,” rather than tax 

evasion. The characterization of Machado as an agitator drew a clear parallel between 

Machado’s civil disobedience and the actual role of his predecessors in acts of political 

rebellion.  

For all of the reasons described above, the King stripped the religious 

establishment in Minas down to the absolute minimum required by the Church: 

“officials necessary for the divine offices.” While never explicitly defined in the 

consulted documents, “necessary officials” included only the secular clergy required to 

administer the sacraments (baptism, marriage, communion, confession, last rites) to the 

                                                        

 

no. 1 (January-June 1911): 393). Padre Claudio Gurgel do Amaral came under investigation on March 26, 

1711, when the King sent a Carta Regia to Governor Albuquerque claiming that Gurgel do Amaral was unfit 

for his position since he was the author of “some revolutions that resulted in casualties” and ordering the 

Governor to open an inquiry (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 393; APM, SC-04, fls. 16-17). By 

November 18, 1712, the Governor found the accusations of violence and rebellion to be true and called for 

the vicar’s immediate removal from his post (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 393). 
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population. The King suppressed all other clergy: no secular priests could enter Minas 

without an active appointment, no First Order (Franciscans, Carmelites, Dominicans, 

and Augustinians) could build a church, no Jesuits could establish a college, no Second 

Orders could found a convent. This suppression was accomplished through a series of 

bans, ‘find and arrest’ orders and special provisions issued against the clerics.  

The general ban on clerics entering Minas would be repeated every few years 

during the first half of the eighteenth century, demonstrating the inefficacy of these 

orders.75 New Governors received a general expulsion order at the start of their tenure 

and repetitions of this order, as necessary, throughout their term with increased in 

frequency and sharpness of tone indicating a perceived lack of compliance. For example, 

Governor Dom Lourenço de Almeida received six repetitions in three years (1721-

1723).76 General orders were also issued to the Bishop and while such orders are not 

included among the documents consulted, one must assume that they continued in 

parallel with those addressed to Governor, as they demonstrably did between 1701 and 

1708. General expulsion orders were interspersed with “find and arrest” orders aimed at 

                                                        

75 According to the documents found in the course of research, the Crown issued one or more general 

expulsion orders in 1705, 1709, 1711, 1713, 1715, 1719, 1721, 1722, 1723, 1725, 1738 and 1744 among others 

(See, for example, AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 8, D. 842, AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 26, RAPM 16, no. 1 

(January-June 1911): 393-399 and 461, APM, SC-05, fl. 12. Please note that these dates represent only the 

documents consulted; there were certainly many more such orders. 

76 After the initial order in July 1721, he received additional expulsion orders in October 1721, May 1722, 

May 1723, July 1723, and twice in November 1723 (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 395-396 and 461; 

RAPM 30 (1979): 177). 
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removing specific, problematic individuals from the region.77 Both the general and 

specific orders often responded to denunciations sent by local officials.  

In addition to general expulsion orders and ‘find and arrest’ orders, the Crown 

instituted a series of extraordinary measures to prevent new clerics from entering Minas 

and to force clerics already in the region to leave. On March 25, 1709, the King published 

a law aimed at curbing the flow of clerics from Portugal and the Empire to Brazil and 

Minas Gerais. At the port of departure, the King stipulated that “all of the captains who 

depart from this Kingdom or from the Islands for Brazil will not be given permission to 

leave without first giving testament that they are not carrying on their vessels any clerics 

from the Provinces of this Kingdom.”78 At the port of Rio de Janeiro, customs officials 

would board each ship specifically to check for clerics. If a ship was determined to have 

clerics on board who did not have prior permission from King to travel to Rio de 

Janeiro, the captain would be fined two thousand cruzados for making a false declaration 

and carrying illegal passengers.79 Of course, this law only affected clergy originating 

outside Brazil and traveling to Minas via Rio de Janeiro. In 1711, the King attempted a 

more widespread suppression: limiting the clergy's access to land in Minas Gerais. On 

June 27, he ordered the Governor to ensure that no land or other bens de raiz (immovable 

                                                        

77 See, for example, AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 34, D. 56, AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 36, D. 23, RAPM 16, no. 1 

(January-June 1911): 393-399, APM, SC-04, fls. 264-265. 

78 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 842. Original text: "Todos os Mestrez que partirem deste Rn.o ou daz Ilhaz 

p.a o Brazil se lhes não dê despacho sem primeiro fazerem termo de não levarem nas suas embaraçoens 

Relligiozo algum daz Provincias deste Reino." 

79 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 842. 
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property) fell into the hands of the clergy (whether through concessions, wills or 

testaments) without prior license from the King.80 In 1719, he extended this prohibition 

to the sale of land writing: “for no reason will they sell to any priests, secular or regular 

clergy, any of their assets: such as mills, gold mines, water rights for mining, vacant 

lands, fields, or any other type of farm.”81 Limiting access to property made it more 

difficult for the clergy to establish themselves in Minas and to acquire mines, ranches or 

other business interests in the region. Finally, in 1720, the Crown ordered the separation 

of Minas Gerais from the Bishopric of Rio de Janeiro, and the creation of an independent 

bishopric in the region, “in order to avoid the great deterioration and distraction of the 

ecclesiastics and other damages.”82 By shifting the seat of the Bishop into the heart of 

rebellious territory, the Crown hoped to fix the stern gaze of the Church over its 

disobedient flock. However, the new diocese would not materialize until 1745. 

                                                        

80 RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 445. The King continued by stipulating that clerics who possessed 

lands must pay the dizimos tax (on crops and animals) just like secular men. However, if someone 

denounced them, their lands would be confiscated and given to the denouncer (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-

June 1911): 445). The order assumed within itself that it would be broken. This type of law was quite 

common in colonial Minas Gerais. It simultaneously indicated the Crown’s knowledge and acceptance of 

the ever-present disconnect between the ideal situation prescribed by the law and the actual situation in the 

mining region. It also underscored the Crown’s overwhelming economic interest in Minas. The King 

ensured he would receive as much tax revenue as possible, even from illegal activities. As the prohibition 

itself anticipated, it was repeatedly violated—as indicated by its reiteration on September 4, 1717 (APM, SC-

11, fl. 268). 

81 APM, SC-11, fls. 278v-279. Dated December 2, 1718 . Original text: "De nenhum sorte vendão a quais quer 

sacerdotes, secullares, ou regullares nunhuns de seus bens como engenhos, lavras de ouro, agoa p.a 

minerar, mattos capoeiras, rossas, ou outra qualquer fazenda." 

82 RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 395. APM, SC-03, fl. 51v. Original text: "Para se evitar a grd.e 

disolução e distraim.tos nos Eclesiasticos e outros prejuizos." Royal Order dated September, 6, 1720. The 

separation of Minas Gerais from the bishopric of Rio de Janeiro was first suggested by Antônio de 

Albuquerque in 1712 (Dias, “Entre a cruz e espada,” 172). In response, the King ordered Albuquerque to 

survey the towns to be included in each bishopric (Dias, “Entre a cruz e espada,” 172). However, it would be 

eight years before the proposal took the form of a royal order. 
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Even though the Padroado technically unified both Church and State under the 

authority of the King, the degree to which the Church itself might be complacent not 

only in allowing “unnecessary clerics” to remain in Minas, but also profiting from their 

business ventures, did not escape the notice of the King. In a letter dated June 9, 1711, he 

accused the Bishop of strategic non-compliance, of granting licenses without exception 

and allowing the clergy to enter Minas without prior appointments or missionary 

work.83 Antonil, writing the same year, confirms the situation: “And even the bishops 

and the prelates feel very strongly that they should not pay attention to any of the 

censures to reduce the number of clerics from their bishoprics and convents that 

scandalously go there as apostates or fugitives.”84 The King’s decision to limit the 

number of clergy in Minas would have been to the disadvantage of the Vatican, the 

Bishop and even the prelates of individual monasteries, all of whom would have 

profited handsomely from the gold rush, either by acquiring mineral lands or by 

collecting the wealth from prospectors in the form of donations, alms or oblations for 

religious services. We must assume some of the “renegade clerics” were not defectors 

from the Church who succumbed to avarice (as they were represented to the King) but 

rather loyal members of the clergy who were collecting gold on behalf of the Church. 

                                                        

83 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 26. 

84 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 180. Original text: "E até os Bispos, & os Prelados de algumas 

Religioens, sentem summamente o naõ se fazer conta alguma da censuras, para reduzir aos seus Bispados, 

& Conventos naõ poucos Clerigos, & Religiosos, que escandalosamente por lá andão ou Apostatas, ou 

fugitivos." 
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For example, in February 1704, the Papal Envoy to Portugal was caught granting 

licenses for extra “unnecessary” clerics to enter Minas—an act outside of his 

jurisdiction.85 One can only imagine how much of the gold extracted under his authority 

would have been rerouted from the Portuguese Treasury into that of the Vatican. The 

Bishop, no doubt troubled by the accusations levied against him, replied to the King on 

May 28, 1712. He defended himself saying that while he did grant licenses to certain 

groups, such as the Religiosos Comissários de Jerusalém, to beg for alms the problem 

was not the friars from the Portugal and the Empire, it was the friars from Brazil: “The 

multitude of clerics and ecclesiastics that can be found in Minas did not receive a license 

from me; they enter from the Vilas da Serra with the Paulistas, they enter from Bahia, 

they enter from Pernambuco, they enter from Maranhão… the backlands cannot be 

closed off.”86 While the Bishop certainly looked after the needs of the Church before 

those of Crown, the Bishop’s letter touches on the larger problem—the inability to 

control the space of Minas and enforce the Crown’s edicts. 

 

                                                        

85 Parecer do Conselho Ultramarino dated August 6, 1704 regarding denunciation made by the Abbot of São 

Bento do Rio de Janeiro dated February 16, 1704 (Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino, 171-172). 

86 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 9, D. 962. Original text: "A quantidade dos religiosos, eccleziasticos que se achão 

nas Minas, não tem licença minha; entrao da Villas da Serra com os Paulistas, entrao da Bahia, entrao de 

Pernambuco, entrao do Maranhao… os certoes nao se podem fechar." 
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1.4.3 Enforcement of the Regimento of 1702 

In order to effectuate the bans outlined by the Regimento, the Crown sought to 

establish Minas Gerais as a controlled space with defined boundaries and access points. 

By pushing all people and goods along predetermined routes, royal officials could 

monitor who and what entered and exited the region, eliminating populations 

considered a threat to royal interests and ensuring no unregistered gold left Minas. 

Beginning before the Regimento of 1702 and continuing over the next half century, royal 

legislation and initiatives worked together with the Regimento in an effort to achieve 

spatial control in Minas. 

As seen above, the first attempts of the metropole to manage access to the mining 

region predate the Regimento of 1702 by six years. According to Balthazar da Silva 

Lisboa, the same Carta Régia that dispatched Artur de Sá to Minas in November 1696 

also charged him with creating a road to link the mines with Rio de Janeiro.87 This meant 

that Dom Pedro II was already planning how to move the gold to the port (and from the 

port to Portugal), even before confirming the existence of any large-scale discoveries—a 

testament to his great economic interest in the region. In concert with this objective, the 

Crown would identify the following three requirements for the route:88 to facilitate the 

transportation of gold from the mining region to the Atlantic coast; to improve the speed 

                                                        

87 Lisboa, Annaes do Rio de Janeiro, 338. 
88 These can be gleaned from a letter sent by Garcia Rodrigues Pais, the man tasked with completing the 

road, to Dom Pedro II, dated June 24, 1700 (AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 7, D. 717). 
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with which troops could be dispatched to the internal regions and the coast, in case of 

revolt or foreign attack; to facilitate taxation and the enforcement of bans by concentrate 

the movement of people and goods to and from the mining region along a single route. 

Each of these objectives played a role in the progressive development of a new road, the 

Caminho Novo, as part of a larger system of access control for Minas Gerais.  

Prior to the construction of the Caminho Novo there were two main routes to 

access the mining region: one from the south (the Caminho Velho) and one from the 

north (the Bahian route). The first explorers, the Paulistas, came from the south, 

following old indigenous trails from Taubaté to the future sites of Ouro Preto and Vila 

do Carmo in central Minas. With the start of the gold rush, these trails became a well-

traveled road extending south to São Paolo and east to Paraty. The port of Paraty 

collected people arriving by ship from Rio de Janeiro, the Metropole, and other ports. 

These travelers then joined the main north-south route from São Paolo to Minas (see 

Figure 1).89 According to Antonil, the trip from São Paulo to Vila Rica took seventy-six 

days and from Rio de Janeiro to Vila Rica, not less than eighty-one.90 

                                                        

89 Antonil recounts the precise route: São Paolo to Nossa Senhora da Penha, to Tacuaquisetûba, to Mogî, to 

Larangeiras, to Jacarey, to Taubaté (or Rio de Janeiro to Paraty to Taubaté), to Pindamonhangâba, to 

Guiratinguetâ, to Porto de Guaioacarê, to the Serra de Amantiquîra, to Pinheirinhos, to Rio Verde, to Boa 

Vista, to Ubay, to Ingay, to Rio Grande, to Rio das Mortes, to the Plantas of Garcia Rodriguez, to the Serra of 

Itatiâya, to the Ribeirão de Nossa Senhora do Carmo and Ouro Preto (Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 
159-163). 

90 Antonil’s time estimates are based on traveling half days because the rugged nature of the road made 

marching from sunrise to sunset extremely difficult (Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 159-163). An 

anonymous author in the Códice Costa Matoso also relates that his trip from Rio de Janeiro to Minas in 1698-

1699 lasted around two months (Códice Costa Matoso, 245). 
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Figure 1: QGIS map of Caminho Velho and Caminho Novo (with Inhomirim 
and Couto alternatives)91 

                                                        

91 Elevation data from “Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data 2010 (GMTED2010),” U.S. 

Geographical Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 10, 2017, 

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/GMTED2010. Water body data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 

Water Body Data (SWBD),” U.S. Geographical Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 10, 

2017, https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/srtm_wb.html. Route data from Rafael Straforini, “A invenção dos caminhos 

reais do ouro: formação territorial e as estratégias de apropriação territorial dos eixos de circulação no 

século XVIII,” Espaço Aberto 2, no. 2 (2012): 93 and from the “Instituto Estrada Real,” last modified 2015, 

accessed December 10, 2017, www.institutoestradareal.com.br. Route data for Taubaté to Guaratinguetá 

traced from “World_Imagery (Map Server): High Resolution 30cm Imagery,” ArcGIS REST Services, 

accessed December 10, 2017, 

https://services.arcgisonline.com/arcgis/rest/services/World_Imagery/MapServer/3. 
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The problem with the Caminho Velho was the strenuous climb and mountain 

passes, such as those of the Serra de Amantiquîra. These limited the amount of time a 

traveler could spend walking each day.92 In addition to its strenuous climb, the Caminho 

Velho was also inconvenient for travelers from Rio de Janeiro who had to sail south to 

Paraty and then turn around and travel north again. 

By shortening the route, the Caminho Novo (in both its Couto and Inhomirim 

renditions) fulfilled two of the three objectives. First, the gold travelled the shortest 

distance and least amount of time before reaching the port of Rio de Janeiro. Second, the 

road established consistent communication between the coast and the mining region, 

facilitating not only the rapid movement of troops for the defense of the colony but also 

the administration of the mining region. This was because Minas was under the 

jurisdiction or Governor of Rio de Janeiro until 1720 and the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro 

until 1745.93 The third objective, concentrating commerce along the new road, proved to 

be a more difficult task. 

Both the Caminho Velho and Caminho Novo accessed the mining region from 

the south. However, the vast majority of farm goods, livestock and commercial products 

                                                        

92 For example, Antonil writes that travelers arriving at these peaks “must dismount the[ir] horses, because 

of the great risks of the cliffs” and “like this they lose two days to pass, with great difficulty, these ridges” 

(Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 160). 

93 For example, in 1710, the French fleet under Jean-François Duclerc attacked the port of Rio de Janeiro and 

Governor Antônio de Albuquerque used the Caminho Novo to move six thousand troops from Minas 

Gerais to Rio de Janeiro to stave off the French invasion. See Luís Gomes Ferreira, Erário Mineral, vol. 2, ed. 

Júnia Ferreira Furtado (Rio de Janeiro: Editora FIOCRUZ, 2002), 666. See also: Júnia Ferreira Furtado, “Arte 

e segredo: o Licenciado Luís Gomes Ferreira e seu celeidoscópio de imagens” in Erário Mineral, vol. 1, ed. 

Júnia Ferreira Furtado (Rio de Janeiro: Editora FIOCRUZ, 2002), 48. 
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available in Minas came from the north. Leaving the region of Salvador da Bahia, 

travelers laden with carts and animals, crossed the high plains to the São Francisco 

River, then followed the waters south, entering Minas by way of Rio da Velhas. 

According to Antonil, the terrain along the northern route was “much better than that of 

Rio de Janeiro and that of the town of São Paolo because, while longer, it is less difficult, 

by virtue of being more open for the cattle herds, with more natural abundance for 

sustenance, and more accommodating for horsemen and for cargo.”94 Farmers and 

ranchers could move their products quickly and in large quantities along this road. 

Consequently, the northern road became the primary commercial route into Minas 

Gerais. 

The trouble with the northern route was that it was difficult for colonial 

authorities to control. The gentle slopes and open landscape meant that travelers did not 

use a single path but a conjunction of several roads and waterways that crossed the 

plains in the general direction of the São Francisco River. This made it nearly impossible 

to monitor the movement of gold, people and goods. Whenever colonial authorities set 

up a blockade or checkpoint on one road, travelers simply used another or, given the 

                                                        

94 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 168. See also ABNRJ 57 (1935): 180. Original text: “Muito melhor que 

o do Rio de Janeiro, & o da vila de São Paolo: porque porto que mais comprido, hé menos dificultoso por ser 

mais aberto para as boiadas, mais abundantes para o sustento,& mais acomodado para as cavalgaduras, & 

para as cargas.” 
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open terrain, walked around the guards at a discreet distance.95 This, combined with the 

widespread corruption of the Paulistas guards who were in charge of many of the 

checkpoint and roadblocks, insured that most of the goods, people and animals 

traveling to Minas remained unseen and untaxed.96 

The Caminho Novo was an attempt to eliminate the problem with taxation in the 

north, by creating a less strenuous road from the south. Shifting all traffic to the south 

would allow the Crown to institute a more effective system of control for the region, not 

only for the taxation of goods but also to enforce the bans outlined in the Regimento and 

contemporary documents. Unlike the northern route, the dense forests and mountain 

passes in the south forced travelers along a single path. This bottleneck effect allowed 

the Crown to establish unavoidable checkpoints along the roads—at ports, rivers, 

regional boundaries, and topographically delimited sites. For example, the best-known 

and documented checkpoint was the Paraíba fort, built 1717: in his petition for 

construction, the Governor called the site an “important key” because “all the land that 

there is from Rio de Janeiro until that place [is] almost impenetrable by its ruggedness, 

                                                        

95 For example, an anonymous account dated to this period states: “Lately, within the same Minas, guards 

were created to impede the entrance and exit by this road [Bahia]” but “there are not (nor can there be 

because of its expansiveness) guards on [all] these roads; and if there are some to block the entrances to the 

mines, they do not fulfill their obligations [here] much less at the exits, considering that people (all banned) 

leave by this route in these years as much as they like, by land, and by canoes in the water, without the 

guards taxing one oitava of the gold they carry...” (ABNRJ  57 (1935): 176-178). Emphasis mine. 
96 For example, an anonymous account dated to this period blames the failure of the checkpoints on the 

abuses of the Paulistas: “...it was futile, and with no effect, in as much as the same guards, for themselves or 

for others, allowed the most important convoys and cattle drives to pass by this road for the mines, in order 

of their profits; and when they did not do it, some other Paulista would let them go in his name and that 

was enough for no one to stop them...” (ABNRJ 57 (1935): 177-178). 
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and by the density of the forests.”97 By building a fortification at this point, the Governor 

effectively created a door into and out of the mining region through which all persons 

traveling from Rio de Janeiro to Minas must pass.98 

The first stationary checkpoints began to appear around the same time as the 

Regimento and must be considered integral to the system of taxation and bans outlined in 

that document. Between 1701 and 1703 installing a fortified checkpoint at the port of 

Paraty was proposed and approved, in order to guard the entrance to the Caminho 

Velho.99 By 1711, the King called for checkpoints at all river crossings on the road to 

Minas, where travelers would concentrate for ferries to take them across deep or 

dangerous bodies of water.100 Two years later, Governor Dom Brás Baltazar da Silveira 

called for checkpoints at regular intervals on both the Caminho Novo and the Caminho 

                                                        

97 APM, SC-04, fl. 457. See also Sofia Lorena Vargas Antezana, “Os contratadores dos caminhos do ouro das 

Minas setecentistas: estratégias mercantis, relações de poder, compadrio e sociabilidade (1718-1750),” 

(Master’s thesis, Universidade Federal das Minas Gerais, 2006), 55. 
98 APM, SC-04, fl. 459. In addition to the Paraíba site, Antônio Gilberto Costa identifies two additional 

checkpoints on the Caminho Novo between Ouro Preto and Rio de Janeiro that were already in service by 

1717, one at Paraibuna and one at Mathias Barbosa (Costa, "Registros do caminho novo", 86). Antônio 

Gilberto Costa, “Registros do caminho novo para as minas do ouro nos mapas antigos,” Atas do VI Simpósio 
Luso-Brasilieiro de Cartografia Histórica 4-7 (November 2015): 85-100. 
99 Dom Pedro II agreed on April 18, 1703. The discussion surrounding the institution of this checkpoint dates 

from 1701-1702 and is summarized in the Parecer do Conselho Ultramarino dated March 6, 1703. See 

Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino, 145. 
100 Códice Costa Matoso, 617-621. APM, SC-04, fl. 40. See also Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 347. According to 

the Códice Costa Matoso, the first river checkpoints instituted under the 1711 decree would be built in Rio das 

Mortes in 1714. However, Antezana cites a Carta Régia dated July 20, 1706, in which the King considers the 

installation of a river crossing and checkpoint near the town of Santos (Antezana, “Os contratadores dos 

caminhos do ouro,” 46). Also, Antonil lists the following river checkpoints as active on the Caminho Novo 

in 1711: the Iguaçu river offering passage in canoes or sloops, the Paraíba river and the Paraibuna river, both 

with passages in canoes (Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 164-165). 
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Velho.101 The checkpoints enforced the bans through a system of licensure designed by 

Dom João de Lencastre in 1701: anyone who did not possess a passport signed by the 

Governor-general in Bahia or Governors of Rio de Janeiro and Pernambuco would be 

turned back or detained.102 

In conjunction with the construction of the Caminho Novo and installation of 

checkpoints, the Crown suppressed the creation of any new roads into Minas and the 

use of unauthorized roads—roads which undermined the efficacy of the controls 

established along the Caminho Novo and Caminho Velho. For example, in 1702, the 

King halted construction of a road from Espirito Santo to the mining region; in 1705, he 

blocked a road designed to compete with the Caminho Novo; from 1725-1727 he 

suspended construction on a road from Cuiabá; and in fall 1733 he issued a general 

order banning the opening of any new roads or trails into the mining region.103 In 

addition to suppressing new roads, the Crown also instituted a use bans on the route 

from Bahia. In the Regimento of 1702, he writes: “No one from the district of Bahia can 

take other farm products, or goods that are not livestock, to the mines, and anyone 

wanting to bring other farm products must route them through Rio de Janeiro or they 

                                                        

101 Antezana, “Os contratadores dos caminhos do ouro,” 50. 

102 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 43. Eventually, ecclesiastical authorities such as the Bishop of Rio de 

Janeiro would also have the right to grant passports. 

103 RAPM 30 (1979): 246-247. RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 457. RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 

458. Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 43. Antezana, “Os contratadores dos caminhos do ouro,” 38. Despite its 

best efforts, the Crown did not manage to suppress all of the new roads to Minas constructed in the first half 

of the eighteenth century. For example, in the 1740s, Antonio de Carvalho opened a road linking the mining 

region to the coast. Too late to prevent its construction, the King issued an order in April 1745 prohibiting 

the use of Carvalho’s road (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 458). 
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can bring them through Taubaté or São Paulo…”104 The King re-enforced this in 1701 

when he declared that slaves could only enter Minas Gerais via Rio de Janeiro and the 

Caminho Novo, in 1710 when he required all gold to travel exclusively along the 

Caminho Novo, and again in 1710 when he ordered the people of Rio de Janeiro to use 

the Caminho Novo instead of the Caminho Velho.105 Through these measures, the 

Crown directed all traffic to the Caminho Novo where the checkpoints could monitor 

and tax the people and goods entering and leaving the mining region. 

By funneling all traffic along the Caminho Novo, the Crown attempted to 

establish the mining region as a controlled space. The vast body of transit legislation in 

the first half of the eighteenth-century all worked towards this goal. While these efforts 

progressively positioned the Caminho Novo and the port of Rio de Janeiro as the most 

widely used point of entry into Minas, full control was impossible to achieve and at no 

point was there a complete elimination of traffic along other routes. This was especially 

true for the route from Bahia. The King could never fully ban traffic on this road because 

the Caminho Novo failed to provide a suitable road for livestock. Furthermore, he could 

not enforce the use ban on this route because, unwilling and unable to commit the 

                                                        

104 Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 175-176. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. The ban 

was first instituted by Artur de Sá in 1701, who banned all traffic with the exception of cattle and cured meat 

products (Antezana, “Os contratadores dos caminhos do ouro,” 25). Original text: “Nem uma pessoa do 

distrito da Bahia poderá levar às minas pelo caminho do sertão outras fazendas, ou gêneros que não sejam 

gados, e querendo trazer outras fazendas as naveguem pela barra do Rio de Janeiro e as poderão conduzir 

por Taubaté ou São Paulo…” 
105 Antezana, “Os contratadores dos caminhos do ouro,” 40. 
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manpower and resources necessary to patrol the northern grasslands, he relied on the 

same system of roadblocks and checkpoints that had already failed to stop people and 

goods in the past. Without an effective system of spatial control in north, it proved 

impossible to prevent people from entering Minas via this route. 

 

1.5. The Results 

The Crown’s epic battle with the clergy, goldsmiths and foreign nationals, failed 

miserably because it was unable to enforce its bans. On November 19, 1708, the Overseas 

Council wrote: “It seems to the Council that, as experience demonstrates, no means 

adopted has been sufficient to force the departure of the clerics who reside in 

Minas…”106 While the repeated denunciations and expulsions themselves signal the 

enduring presence of unlicensed clerics in Minas during the entire first half of the 

eighteenth century, certain accounts allow us to gauge the magnitude of their presence. 

For example, in 1723, the King writes: “Minas has filled up with friars and clerics such 

that one can easily affirm that the number of lay people do not exceed them.”107 And in 

1724, the City Council of Vila Real writes: “in number, one finds in Minas more [clerics] 

                                                        

106 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 842. Similarly, in 1715, the King wrote: “…despite the repeated orders that 

have been given to you and to your predecessors, in order that this government of Minas not consent to 

clerics of any denomination entering [Minas], there continues to be a large presence of clerics there in 

contempt of the same orders…” (APM, SC-04, fls. 111-112). 

107 RAPM 30 (1979): 168-169. Letter dated May 19, 1723. He echoes the reports of local officials, in this case, 

most likely a letter from the Cabinet of the Bishopric of Rio de Janeiro, which he cites in his letter. Original 

text: “As Minas se encheram de frades e clerigos que bem se pode afirmar que o número de leigos lhe não 

excede.” 
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than laymen.” 108 The volume of illegal clerics in Minas would finally be quantified by 

the first Bishop of Mariana when he took office in 1748 and found that nearly fifty 

percent of the 435 clerics located in his new diocese (Minas Gerais) were without official 

appointments.109 

The Crown’s many prohibitions may not have stopped individual clerics from 

entering Minas but it did prevent the religious institutions from establishing themselves 

in the region.110 While a single cleric could slip through un-noticed and claim ignorance 

of law, the Church and its Bishops could neither create nor approve the foundation of 

convents, colleges, hospitals or other religious institutions without directly violating the 

orders of the King—who, under the Padroado, was head of the Church. As a result, the 

Catholic Church in Minas would be represented almost exclusively by the parish 

network, at least in the beginning of the eighteenth century. 

The lack of religious institutions traditionally responsible for the propagation of 

the faith and the urban environment left a void not only in the religious life of the region 

but also its urban development. The First Orders (especially Franciscans) and the Jesuits 

                                                        

108 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 5, D. 72. Original text: "Em numero se achavão nestas Minnaz maiz que os 

sculares." 

109 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 231. 
110 There were a few exceptions, which, according to Caio Boschi, include: a 1715 concession by the King for 

Padres Procuradores da Terra Santa to beg for alms in Minas. This would result in the construction of 

hospices by the mid-century, for example in São João del Rei in 1743 and Vila Rica in 1749. After his 

installation in Minas in the 1740s, the new Bishop, D. Fr. Manuel da Cruz arranged for the creation of a 

Capuchin convent in Minas and Jesuit Seminary in Mariana. Boschi also cites the existence of a convent of 

Ursulines in Vila Rica and a small contingent of Franciscan missionaries who periodically entered Minas on 

Royal Authority from 1716. See discussion in Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 83-85 (notes 30-34). 
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had been instrumental in creating churches, establishing towns, managing religious life 

and educating children in other Brazilian captaincies. The drastic elimination of these 

institutions combined with the proliferation of unaffiliated clergy produced a unique 

situation in which confraternities grew and prospered. Making up for deficiencies in the 

parish network, confraternities took control of the religious life in the region from an 

early date, founding churches and offering religious services to the population. Given 

the excess of clerics for hire, even the poorest brotherhoods could easily break away 

from the parish church and establish themselves in a separate chapel. This growing 

network of confraternal chapels would play a fundamental role in shaping the urban 

development of Vila Rica. 
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2. The Racial Stratification of the First Urban Nodes 

Prior to exploring the role of confraternities in the formation of urban space, 

consideration must be given to the articles in the Regimento of 1702 regarding land 

distribution. These regulations inserted the first prospectors into the landscape, setting a 

baseline of land division and population distribution from which the first confraternities 

would emerge and into which they would soon intervene. The Regimento and 

contemporary legislation carved the landscape into three primary types of property: 

smaller datas near the rivers, larger sesmarias in variable locations and public lands on 

the hills. The distribution policies for these lands created population concentrations in 

the valleys and on the hills, with Luso-Brazilian prospectors receiving the vast majority 

of datas and Afro-Brazilian prospectors left to work the public lands. This, combined 

with abuses in the distribution process, resulted in the progressive racial stratification of 

the population. Since the first urban spaces formed from the natural concentrations of 

prospectors, rather than by royal or ecclesiastical initiative, they took on the racial 

profile of the surrounding population, creating two distinct types of settlements: a cidade 

alta (upper city) dominated by Afro-Brazilians and a cidade baixa (lower city) with a 

greater proportion of Luso-Brazilians. This inverted the model of urban development 

common in other regions of Brazil and the Portuguese empire, which by contrast almost 

always placed the administrative, religious and colonial center on a hill. The absence of 

religious institutions traditionally involved in urban development combined with the 
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Regimento’s land division and distribution policies changed the urban trajectory of Minas 

Gerais, breaking with five centuries of Portuguese urban models. 

 

2.1 Mineral Datas and the Influx of Slave Labor 

The settlements of Antônio Dias, Padre Faria and Ouro Preto, which would later 

become Vila Rica, would all be governed by the Regimento’s system of land management 

from the moment of their foundation. Artur de Sá visited Minas for the first time 

between October 1697 and May 1968.1 When Antônio Dias and Padre Faria arrived in 

June 1698 and established their respective settlements, Sá’s system was already in place. 

As the Códice Costa Matoso reports, the two men registered their strikes with Coronel 

Salvador Fernandes Furtado, the secretary of the guarda-mor.2 As part of this registration 

process, the discoverors received a data, a narrow plot of land granted to prospectors for 

the extraction of gold. The Regimento defined the size and shape of the datas, their 

location, and the order in which they were to be distributed. Since the first division of 

land in the area of Vila Rica followed the prescription set out in the Regimento of 1700, 

and later that in the Regimento of 1702, these documents determined, in large part, how 

the first prospectors would populate the landscape. 

                                                        

1 He visited again from October 1699 to March 1700, and from 1701 to July 1702. 
2 The secretary was acting under the authority and with the permission of the guarda-mor (Códice Costa 
Matoso, 173). See also Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 13. 
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My analysis will concentrate on the Regimento of 1702 since this document 

endured much longer than its predecessor, and since the system of land distribution was 

similar in both. Following a gold strike, the Regimento of 1702 dictated that land would 

be distributed by giving preference to the discoverer, followed by the King, and then 

any additional prospectors present in the area. Notably, the Regimento assumes that all 

mineral lands would be located along a stream, since this was where gold was first 

discovered in the region. The distribution proceeded as follows: 

“The superintendent, after surveying the streams, will order the guarda-mor to 

measure the length of them, in order to know how many braças3 they contain; 

and the people who are present, and the slaves that each one has, will be made 

known [to the superintendent], giving only correct information; and he will 

order the guarda-mor to distribute the datas, first giving a data to the person who 

discovered the stream, to whom he has to give the part [of the stream] he [the 

discoverer] selects; and immediately after he will distribute another data to my 

[Royal] Treasury at the best location of the said brook; and next he will give the 

discoverer another data (as a prospector) in any other part [of the stream] that he 

[the discoverer] selects, for it is agreed that the discoverers shall be favored in 

everything, and this mercy encourages them to make many discoveries…”4 

The remaining grants were distributed by casting lots: 

“…the guarda-mor will order that tickets be made for all the people to whom it 

[the land] is to be distributed, with the [person’s] name on one side; putting them 

in a vase, shuffled by a youngest boy who can be found, he will order each of the 

tickets to be removed; and to the first one [person] to be drawn, he will assign a 

                                                        

3 Braças were a unit of measure. One braça was approximately equivalent to 2.2 meters. 

4 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 168. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. 

Original text: "O Superintendente tanto que tomar conhecimento dos ribeiros ordenará ao Guarda-Mor que 

faça medir o comprimento deles para saber as braças que tem; e feito saberá as pessoas que estão presentes, 

e os negros que cada um tem, tomado disso informações certas e ordenará ao Guarda-Mor faça a repartição 

das datas, dando em primeiro lugar a data a pesso que descobriu o ribeiro a qual lhe há de dar na parte 

onde ele apontar; e logo repartirá outra data para a minha Fazenda no mais bem parado do dito ribeiro e ao 

descobridor dará logo outra data como lavrador em outra qualquer parte que ele apontar, por convir que os 

descobridores sejam em tudo favorecidos, e esta mercê os anime a fazerem muitos descobrimentos…" 
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data… and the others will follow in the same order that they are drawn; and on 

the data of each person, markers will be set so that there can be no doubt that it 

[the space] has been assigned…”5 

From the outset, the data distribution system was riddled with self-interest. As evident 

in the quotes above, the King had inserted himself in the system by 1702, claiming the 

second-best mining plot on each stream, after the discoverer had made his choice.6 By 

1711, the guarda-mor had also managed to infiltrate the system, claiming the third-best 

mining data on each stream he partitioned.7 Generally speaking, most of the remaining 

datas would be claimed by Paulistas—the first to arrive in the region. They were assisted 

by the fact that Artur de Sá had appointed many of their compatriots to the first colonial 

offices—including the two most powerful positions under the Regimento of 1700, the 

guarda-mor and secretary of the guarda-mor. According to accusations levied against the 

guardas-mores in the 1730s, they routinely accepted bribes, favored powerful people and 

antedated concessions so that interested parties would receive datas that had already 

been demonstrated as productive.8 The end result was that the areas around the streams 

                                                        

5 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 168. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. 

Original text: "O Guarda-Mor mandará fazer tantos escritos quantas as pessoas forem com quem se houver 

de repartir e com o nome de lado, um as deitará em um vaso embaralhado por um menino de menor idade 

que se achar, mandará tirar cada um dos escritos, e o primeiro que sair lhe assinará a sua data. Logo na que 

se seguir a que na forma deste capítulo se tiver dado ao descobridor como lavrador, e pela mesma ordem se 

irão seguindo as demais que forem saindo e nas datas de cada uma pessoa se porão marcos para que não 

possa vir em dúvida a parte que lhe for assinada." 

6 The Royal plots were a system of “direct-deposit” in the Royal Treasury and produced a bonus income for 

the Crown in addition to the tax of one-fifth (quintos) the King already collected on all gold extracted. Labor 

was contracted out, usually to people who arrived after all datas in the area had already been distributed.  

7 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 138. 
8 These accusations were the end-result of a conflict beginning in 1702, which pitted the Paulista guardas-

mores against the superintendents. Under the Regimento of 1700, the guarda-mor had been the ultimate 
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were rapidly and disproportionately populated with Paulistas. This would become 

relevant when new arrivals from the metropole and coast attempted to enter the mining 

economy, as will be seen below. 

The Regimento of 1702 also demonstrates the privilege given to the water as the 

most valuable part of the land grant. The size of the data was measured along the 

riverbank, with no indication of its depth, giving the recipient mining rights for the 

water, a section of the bank, and an unspecified amount of land behind it. The 

assumption was that mining would concentrate in and around the water, rather than the 

surrounding land. The river was where the gold had been discovered, where it was most 

easily removed and where the first Paulista prospectors concentrated their mining 

endeavors. 

                                                        

 

authority in Minas, for justice, taxation and especially for land distribution. When the Regimento of 1702 

added the position of superintendent over the guardas-mores, it removed much of the latter’s previously 

held duties and privileges. This caused significant tensions between the guardas-mores and superintendents, 

especially since the guardas-mores were by and large Paulistas, and the first superintendent was a 

Portuguese judge. “The Paulistas, assuming the position of guardas-mores, conceived of such posts as rights 

conceded (or recognized) by the King in exchange for their role in the discoveries…” (Andrade, “Viver à 

Gandaia,” 95). When the first superintendent, José Vaz Pinto, attempted to subject them to his authority, 

they viewed this as a violation of their rights and fought violently against him (Rezende, “Mineração nos 

morros,” 27). This began the long rivalry between the offices that would result in the 1730s accusations. See 

discussion in Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 88. See also Dejanira Ferreira de Rezende, “Mineração nos 

morros das Minas Gerais, conflitos sociais e o estilo dos pequenos exploradores (1711-1779)” (Master's 

thesis, Universidade Federal de Ouro Preto, 2013), 27. 
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The size of the a data was based on the number of slaves each prospector brought 

with him and could vary from 5.5 meters to over 66 meters. Article Five of the Regimento 

explains: 

“…the guarda-mor will measure the remaining datas by the number of slaves that 

each person has, up to twelve slaves, and from there upwards, he [the guarda-
mor] will apportion a data of thirty braças [around 66m] according to the style; 

and those people who do not manage to have twelve slaves they will be given 

two and a half braças [around 5.5m] for each slave, so that equally all may obtain 

[lands] from the mercy that I show them, and so that there is no complaint, either 

from the poor or from the rich, saying that in the distribution [process] there was 

deceit, giving better sites to some than to others because of friendship or 

spite…”9 

Article Seven continues by specifying that: 

“all the miners being accommodated, and there being more land to distribute, 

then those who have more slaves will be served, because having more than the 

twelve [slaves] belonging to the first data, distribution will continue in the form 

of chapter five of this Regimento, giving out two and a half braças [around 5.5m] 

for each slave.”10 

 The Regimento equates one slave to 5.5 meters of land because that was the estimated 

ground one slave could work in one day. Early mining practices followed a model 

similar to that described by Antonil in 1711. Prospectors first panned for gold in the 

stream, washing deposits of gravel in small quantities to isolate the gold fragments. 

                                                        

9 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 168. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683. 

Original text: "As mais datas repartirá o Guarda-Mor regulando-se pelos escravos que cada um tiver que em 

chegando a doze escravos ou daí para cima fará repartição de uma data de trinta braças conforme o estilo, e 

aquelas pessoas que não chegarem a ter doze escravos lhes serão repartidas duas braças e meia por cada 

escravo, para que igualmente fiquem todos logrando da mercê que lhe faço e para que não haja queixa nem 

dos pobres nem dos ricos por dizerem que na repartição houve dolo repartindo-se a uns melhor sítio que a 

outros por amizade ou despeito." 

10 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 169-170. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-

683. Original text: "Todos os mineiros acomodados, havendo mais terras para repartir, então se atenderá aos 

que tiverem mais negros, porque tendo mais dos doze pertencentes a primeira data se fará com ele a 

repartição, na forma do capítulo V° deste Regimento dando-se duas braças e meia a cada negro." 
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They then dug into the banks of the stream following the gravel deposits underground. 

This process involved digging and draining ditches, as demonstrated in Figure 2.11 The 

procedure was time consuming and arduous. By tying land grants to slave labor, the 

King ensured that prospectors had a sufficient labor force to work their datas. 

 

Figure 2: Example of mining techniques for the stream margins12 

This type of land distribution mechanism encouraged prospectors to bring the 

largest number of slaves possible. If the Regimento of 1702 equated one slave with 5.5 

meters of land, bringing another doubled a miner’s claim. If the prospector arrived 

before anyone else, he could theoretically obtain as many 5.5 meter segments as he had 

slaves, circumventing the sixty-six-meter cap. Even if he arrived late, the incentive to 

bring as many slaves as possible remained strong. As Article Twenty specifies, in the 

event that the number of land requests exceeded the length of the stream, the guarda-mor 

would calculate the size of the datas “according to the slaves each one has,” dividing the 

                                                        

11 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 169. 

12 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 170. 
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land equally by the number of slaves, such that each slave corresponded to the same 

measure of land and each prospector received one such measure for each of his slaves.13 

Since competition for land was high, datas left unworked and unattended were 

either usurped or redistributed. It was to the King’s monetary advantage to make sure the 

datas were mined. As the King himself wrote: idle lands are not only a “disservice to my 

vassals, but also to my quintos.”14 The more gold extracted, the more taxes flowed into the 

Royal Treasury. To ensure that miners used their land grants, Article Seven and Eight of 

the Regimento stipulated that working the data was essential to both retaining it and to 

receiving additional auriferous lands. 15 Consequently, a prospector not only needed to 

own a sufficient number of slaves, but those slaves needed to be present on the data, 

working the land. 

As a result of these conditions in the Regimento of 1702, the number of slaves 

imported into Minas Gerais increased dramatically over the first half of the eighteenth 

century.16 Returning to the statistics noted above, from 1698-1717, Maurício Goulart 

estimates that a total of 2,500-2,700 slaves were imported annually into the region.17 This 

                                                        

13 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 177. See also RAPM 1, no. 4 (October-December 1896): 673-683.  

14 Transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 169. Emphasis mine. 

15 See Article VII and VIII of the Regimento of 1702, transcribed in Eschwege, Pluto Brasiliensis, 169-170. 
16 While encouraging the importation of slaves to Minas, the King and his Overseas Council also worried that 

prospectors would import too many slaves. Beginning in January 1701, slave importations would be limited 

to 200 per year via Rio de Janeiro and no slaves were to be imported from other regions of Brazil (Boxer, The 
Golden Age of Brazil, 45). The incentive provided by the Regimento, to bring as many slaves as possible, 

proved to be too strong and the slave cap was largely ignored or circumvented via the road from Bahia. The 

long-term effect of the cap on slave populations in the mining region was negligible. 

17 Goulart, A escravidão africana, 165. 
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number increased to 3,500-4,000 from 1717-1723, and 5,700-6,000 from 1723-1735, 

reaching a peak from 1739-1741 when 7,360 slaves were imported annually.18 A slow 

decline began in the late 1740 and over the following decade importations fell to 5,900, 

then 4,500, reaching 4,000 in the 1760s and 1770s.19 Summarizing Goulart’s findings, 

A.J.R. Russell-Wood estimates that 341,000 slaves were imported into Minas between 

1698 and 1770.20 Precisely the same trend can be seen in the absolute slave population of 

the area of Vila Rica, which was counted from 1716 onward for the annual payment of 

the quintos and, after 1735, for the capitation tax on slaves.21 While these values 

(summarized in Table 1) must be considered estimates for a number of reasons, they 

nevertheless confirm that the slave population in Vila Rica grew consistently and 

proportionally to that of the mining region as a whole, and both were increasing until 

the 1730s, when they started to level off.22 Across this period, the percentage of slaves in 

Vila Rica was consistently around 20-25% of all slaves in Minas Gerais. This number 

jumps to more than 50% if we include the slaves in the nearby area of Vila do Carmo.23 

                                                        

18 Goulart, A escravidão africana, 166. Anthony John R. Russell-Wood, “Technology and Society: The Impact 

of Gold Mining on the Institution of Slavery in Portuguese America,” in The Journal of Economic History 37, 

no. 1 (Cambridge University Press): 64. 

19 Russell-Wood, “Technology and Society,” 64. 

20 Russell-Wood, “Technology and Society,” 64. He bases his values on Goulart’s A escravidão africana. 
21 From 1714, the payment of the quintos was extended from the gold a prospector extracted to commercial 

goods, including slaves and cattle (RAPM 6, no. 2 (April-June 1901): 858-859). 
22 These figures must be considered estimates for a couple of reasons. First, tax evasion was a widespread 

problem and the values only include slaves reported to the colonial authorities. Second, the 

Superintendência rarely counted slaves dispersed across the backlands. For example, the large region of 

Paracatu already contained 5,946 slaves when the Superintendência counted it for the first time in 1744. 

23 Russell-Wood, “Technology and Society,” 65. 
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Table 1: Slave Population in Minas Gerais 

 Vila 
Rica 

% Vila do 
Carmo 

Vila 
Real 

Sabará 

Vila 
Nova 
Caeté 

Piedade 
Pitangui  

São 
João 

São 
José 

Príncipe 
Serro  

Paracatu Other Minas Total 

Quintos (calculated yearly by city) 
1716-17 6271 22 6,834 4,905 3,848 ----- 3,051 ----- 3,000 ----- ----- 27,909 
1717-18 7110 20 10,974 5,712 4,347 283 2,282 1,393 2,096 ----- 897 35,094 
1718-19 7708 22 10,937 5,771 4,478 415 2,216 1,324 2,090 ----- ----- 34,939 
1719-20 7653 24 9,812 4,902 4,051 359 1,868 1,184 1,671 ----- ----- 31,500 
 
4/1723 13, 672 25 15,726 7,649 6,225 865 3,177 3,871 2,522 ----- ----- 53,707 
7/1724 14, 293 25 16,978 8,140 6,366 754 3,555 3,505 2,522 ----- ----- 56,113 

 
1728 11, 521 22 17,376 7,014 4,791 845 3,448 5,419 1,934 ----- ----- 52, 348 

Capitation Tax (calculated twice yearly by city and by comarca) 
 Vila 

Rica 
%  Vila do 

Carmo 
Sabará 

 
Rio das Mortes 

 
Serro 

 
Paracatu 

 
Other Minas Totals 

7/1735 20, 863  22 26,892 24,284 14,400 10,102 ----- ----- 96,541 
1736 (1) 20, 904 21 26,752 24,284 14,471 8,988 ----- 3,331 98,730 
1736 (2) 21, 158 22 26,828 23,746 14,629 8,329 ----- ----- 94,690 
1737 (1) 21, 405 22 26,584 23,937 14,716 8,474 ----- 2,877 97,993 
1737 (2) 21, 171 21 26,684 27,972 15,083 8,274 ----- ----- 99,184 
1738 (1) 21, 012 21 26,532 28,082 15,096 8,166 ----- 2,719 101,607 
1738 (2) 20, 959 21 26,432 29,695 15,532 8,198 ----- ----- 100,816 
1739 (1) 20, 883 20 26,545 22,931 15,281 8,216 ----- 8,154 102,010 
1739 (2) 21, 038 23 26,171 22,274 15,182 8,266 ----- ----- 92,931 
1740 (1) 20, 667 30 26.082 22,392 15,301 8,063 ----- 2,127 68,576 
1740 (2) 21,165 23 26,131 22,127 15,302 8,166 ----- ----- 92,891 
1741 (1) 21, 171 23 26,149 22,495 13,303 8,206 ----- ----- 91,324 
1741 (2) 21, 451 23 25,750 22,369 15,328 8,316 ----- 1,498 94,712 
1742 (1) 21, 492 23 25,491 22,335 15,331 8,123 ----- 1,356 94,128 
1742 (2) 21, 561 23 25,425 22,277 15,342 8,135 ----- ----- 92,740 
1743 (1) 21, 673 23 25,495 22,148 15,380 8,009 ----- 1,719 94,424 
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1743 (2) 21, 746 24 24,820 22,740 15,340 7,513 ----- ----- 92,159 
1744 (1) 21, 403 23 24,448 22,146 14,923 7,106 ----- 1,349 91,375 
1744 (2) 21, 488 23 23,768 20,271 14,691 6,828 5,946 ----- 92,992 
1745 (1) 20, 168 21 23,438 20,253 14,420 6,935 8,548 1,604 95,366 
1745 (2) 20, 036 22 23,153 20,242 14,410 6,943 7,632 ----- 92,416 
1746 (1) 19, 932 21 22,891 20,490 13,900 6,952 7,581 1,582 93,328 
1746 (2) 19, 584 22 22,665 20,706 13,662 6,952 7,203 ----- 90,772 
1747 (1) 16, 893 19 21,866 20,919 13,619 6,968 6,620 1,085 87,970 
1747 (2) 19, 541 22 21,550 21,094 13,518 6,945 6,725 ----- 89,373 
1748 (1) 19, 162 21 21,331 20,740 13,584 7,005 6,412 1,465 89,699 
1748 (2) 19, 064 22 20,792 20,183 13,518 6,988 6,223 ----- 86,768 
1749 (1) 18, 739 21 20,539 20,838 13,711 6,980 6,019 1,460 88,286 
1749 (2) 18, 293 21 20,014 20,819 13,715 6,975 5,521 ----- 85,337 
 

Sources: APM, SC-11, fl. 275v, 280v, 287v; APM, SC-24, fl. 4-7; AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx.5, D. 65; Códice Costa Matoso, 407-413; See also 

Russell-Wood, “Technology,” 65; Boxer, Golden Age of Brazil, 341-346. 
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With such high importation rates and the requirement that slaves remain present 

on the datas, the number of slaves in Vila Rica quickly and massively outnumbered the 

Brazilian and Portuguese inhabitants. For the purpose of comparison, the number of 

slaves reported by the Governor of São Paulo and Minas, Dom Pedro de Aleida, in 1718 

was 7,708; Dejanira Ferreira de Rezende calculates the white population at around 2,180 

persons for the same year, of which only 295 were slave owners.1 Slaves outnumbered 

white settlers by a ratio of 3.5:1 and slave owners by 26:1.2 

Despite these statistics, the average prospector could not afford to buy slaves in 

large numbers. According to Francisco de Vidal Luna’s survey of 3,400 slave owners 

around Minas, he found that throughout the eighteenth-century, only twenty-six slave 

owners had more than forty slaves, six had more than sixty, and only one had more than 

one hundred.3 Returning to Vila Rica, in 1718, Vidal Luna found that 64% of 

                                                        

1 APM, SC-11, fl. 280v. Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 12. 
2 Francisco de Vidal Luna’s study of slave ownership in 1718 counts slightly fewer slave owners for the city 
of Ouro Preto (291) and substantially fewer slaves (1846). These numbers jump to 687 and 4328 respectively, 
when he includes the surrounding area (Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos (1718),” 26). It is impossible 
to determine the regional boundaries Dom Pedro de Almeida used for his slave count in 1718. If we 
recalculate the ratios relying solely on Vidal Luna’s data, the slave:master ratio for the city of Ouro Preto 
would be 6:1. While substantially lower than the estimate using Dom Pedro de Almeida’s data, the value is 
still almost double that of slave:inhabitant ratio. Vidal Luna does not offer a figure for the total population 
of Ouro Preto. Francisco Vidal Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos em Minas Gerais (1718),” in História 
Econômica: Ensaios, edited by A.E.M. Barreto et al, 25-41 (São Paulo: IPE/USP, 1983). 
3 Francisco Vidal Luna, “Estrutura da Posse de Escravos.” In Minas Colonial: Economia e Sociedade. Ed. 
Francisco Vidal Luna and Iraci del Nero da Costa (Estudos Econômicos FIPE-PIONEIRA, 1982), 40. Similar 
circumstances existed in 1718. In his survey of that year, Vidal Luna found that of the 2,120 slave owners 
analyzed, only nineteen had forty or more slaves, and only four had sixty or more (“Estrutura da posse de 
escravos (1718),” 30-31). 
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slaveholders had five or fewer slaves.4 He writes: “…generally speaking, the results 

presented, as well as the structure of slave ownership, indicate a society in which small 

property-owners uncontestably predominate; individuals possessing one, two, or 

maximum, five slaves.”5 Since the number of slaves determined the size of a data, the 

majority of datas would, therefore, have been modest in size. 

The Regimento’s land distribution system created many small plots emanating 

from the streams. This type of pre-urban development was unique in colonial Brazil.6 

Other regions (when they were “virgin territories”) had been developed using a sesmaria 

system, which granted massive properties to single landowners. Their size was 

practically unlimited and loosely based on the capacity of the person to use the lands 

requested.7 When the Crown began to regulate sesmaria sizing at the end of the 

seventeenth century, the most common measure was around ten to twelve leagues 

(about 400-500 square kilometers).8 The size of the sesmaria bore little comparison to the 

average data, which ranged from 5.5-27.5 meters! Given the small size of each plot and 

the volume of persons occupying that plot—one person for every 5.5 meters—the data 

                                                        

4 Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos (1718),” 27. 
5 Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos,” 40. Original text: “De modo geral, os resultados apresentados 
quanto a estrutura de posse de cativos demonstram uma sociedade na qual predominavam, 
incontestavelmente, os pequenos proprietaries; indivíduos possuidores de escravaria de um, dois, ou no 
máximo, cinco escravos.” 
6 Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 57. 
7 Based on the Ordenações do Reino and confirmed in the Regimento of Tomé Souza (AHU_CU_OFÍCIOS, 
Cod. 112, fl. 1-9). 
8 Nelson Nozoe, "A aplicação da legislação sesmarial em território brasileiro," in Estudios historicos VI, no. 12 
(July 2014): 13-16. 
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system concentrated the rural population in an unprecedented way. By 1703-1705, the 

waterways of Minas had the population density of a large city and the majority of that 

population was slaves. Not surprisingly, the first urban agglomerations would begin 

next to the rivers. 

 

2.2 Sesmarias and the Distribution of Water Rights 

While the Regimento was the only land-distribution system for mining plots, it 

was not the only means of acquiring land in Minas Gerais. From the outset, the Overseas 

Council envisioned a two-part distribution system—datas for lands with mineral wealth 

and sesmarias for agriculture. When the Crown issued the Regimento of 1702, it also 

refined the sesmaria system for application to Minas Gerais. In its 1702 Parecer, the 

Council defined sesmarias in Minas as lands away from streams, containing no mineral 

wealth, granted for the sole purpose of cultivation and raising cattle.9 Just prior to 1702, 

the size of sesmarias also came under revision. In 1695, they were limited from around 10 

leagues to 4 by 1 league (about 174 square km), and in 1697 to 3 by 1 league (about 130 

square km).10 This represents a seventy percent reduction in size compared with 

sesmarias in other regions. According to the sources consulted, this was also the first 

attempt of the metropole to regulate sesmaria size and these regulations coincided 
                                                        

9 Parecer do Conselho Ultramarino was dated March 2, 1702. The King agreed on March 11, 1702. See 
“Consultas do Conselho Ultramarino,” 132-134. 
10 Laird W. Bergad, Slavery and the Demographic and Economic History of Minas Gerais, Brazil, 1720-1888 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 15. 
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perfectly with the discovery of gold from 1693-1695 and the start of the gold rush in 

1697. Such a drastic reduction, precisely at this moment could only be construed as a 

reaction to the gold rush. The Council intended the sesmarias to diversify the economy in 

the mining region and alleviate the food shortages that had plagued Minas in the first 

years of the gold rush. Reducing the sesmaria size was the first step towards this 

diversification. Smaller properties accommodated more owners—more owners 

diversified crops and created competition in the market. More importantly, small 

sesmarias prevented a few individuals from quickly gaining control of large portions of 

land. Many settlers and would-be prospectors took sesmarias instead of datas and built 

their fortune feeding the miners instead of prospecting themselves. “As early as 1702 

there are notices of engenhos [mills] along the Rio das Velhas between Sabará and Ouro 

Preto, and near Mariana as well.”11  

The sesmarias created a second type of spatial division in the landscape. They 

were much larger than the datas and had a much lower population density. Agriculture 

also necessitated slave labor, however, the ratio of persons to land would have increased 

by a factor of one thousand as compared with those found on the datas.12 With the vast 

                                                        

11 Bergad, Slavery, 13. 
12 The estimate of persons per kilometer of agricultural land should be considered an approximation solely 
for the basis of comparison. It is based on size of sesmarias outlined by the Overseas Council and the 
average number of slaves owned by farmers in the district of Vila do Carmo, as reported by Vidal Luna’s 
study—Vila do Carmo was the only district for which data could be found on this subject. The figures 
represent the situation in 1718. See Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos (1718),” 31. 
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majority of the land open for grazing and cultivation, the sesmaria, even in its reduced 

size, represented a more traditional type of rural development.  

If the sesmarias had been granted as the Council intended, these lands would 

have been spatially distinct from the mining datas, located nearby but occupying a 

separate geographic area. However, a shortage in datas combined with shortcoming in 

the distribution system, led a group of enterprising prospectors in the region of Ouro 

Preto to claim sesmarias in close proximity to the mining datas. They used these lands for 

purposes the Council had never intended: the sale of water rights to nearby miners. This 

new business had significant consequences on the development of the pre-urban area—

redistributing the population from the river valley onto the upper hills.  

The group of prospectors, among whom Pascoal da Silva Guimarães is the most 

notable figure, came among the second wave of immigrants. Arriving after the first 

discoveries by the Paulistas, this second wave was comprised primarily of Portuguese 

and inhabitants of coastal Brazil (Emboabas)—Silva Guimarães himself was from 

Portugal. These new arrivals found themselves largely excluded from the river datas 

both by virtue of their late arrival and by not being Paulistas. In fact, despite the small 

dimensions of most datas, the sheer volume of requests often outnumbered available 

streams and the best datas were claimed within the first years of the eighteenth century. 

Furthermore, even if an Emboaba had been present to stake his claim, corruption in the 

early distribution system handed many of the best lands to Paulistas. 
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Confronted with discrimination and competition, the new arrivals found other 

avenues through which to enter the mining economy. Many new arrivals claimed 

supposedly abandoned, exhausted or unproductive datas. Some claimed sesmarias, 

beginning an agricultural or ranching enterprise. Others installed themselves in 

commerce. All three methods would be used by the Silva Guimarães and his partners to 

establish their water monopoly.  

In claiming the mining datas, Silva Guimarães was assisted by the revision of the 

Regimento of 1700 into the Regimento of 1702, the latter of which curbed the power of the 

Paulista guardas-mores. As previously noted, the Regimento of 1702 added the position of 

superintendent over the guardas-mores, removing much of the latter’s previously held 

duties, privileges and independence. The first superintendent, José Vaz Pinto, was a 

Portuguese judge and represented the interests of the new wave of immigrants from the 

metropole and the coast. According to Garcia Rodrigues Pais, Paulista and guarda-mor 

from 1701, Vaz Pinto usurped the guardas-mores traditional role of land distribution, 

which, even under the Regimento of 1702, did not fall under the superintendent’s direct 

authority. He then used his power to abusively grant three or four datas to the same 

persons, to skip issuing datas to the Royal Fazenda, and re-partition land that had 

already been divided by the Paulista guardas-mores.13 While never explicitly stated, 

presumably such actions were meant to balance the abuses of the Paulista guardas-mores 

                                                        

13 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 85-87. 
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by equalizing or even favoring concessions to new arrivals.14 While Vaz Pinto left the 

mining region after less than two years in office, other officials would provide a similar 

service for the Emboabas.15  

Additionally, many Paulistas left their datas of their own accord, unable to work 

them for lack of resources, skills or labor.16 In addition to these factors, two external 

events further assisted the new arrivals in acquiring river datas: the famines of 1700-1701 

and the Emboabas War after 1709.17 Both events drove many Paulistas from the region of 

Ouro Preto, liberating the river datas and allowing new arrivals to lay claim to the 

abandoned lands.  

In order to increase the productivity of pre-worked datas, the new arrivals 

introduced a new type of mining to the region of Minas Gerais.18 Originating in the 

Iberian Peninsula and already common in New Spain, this new technique flooded tracts 

of land in order to extract gold particles trapped in the soil. Antonil describes the 

process: 

“…Opening catas [conical pits] and excavating them at a height of ten, twenty or 
thirty palmos [two to six meters above the river], removing the soil that is 
ordinarily red, one soon finds a gravel that they call desmonte, and there are small 
pebbles with sand, unified so strongly with the soil that it seems more artificial 

                                                        

14 Ironically, history seems to suggest that regardless of which office distributed the datas, the application of 
the Regimento of 1702 undermined any semblance of equality in the distribution system. 
15 According to some accounts, he left a rich man, according to others, he fled the threats and defiance of the 
Paulistas. 
16 The Paulistas had little experience in mining and, following a series of rulings by the Overseas Council, 
also had more difficulty acquiring African slaves than their Emboaba or coastal counterparts. 
17 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 84. See also Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 27. 
18 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 200. 
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than a work of Nature (even if one also finds some gravel of this kind, not 
unified and with more or less depth). This gravel breaks apart with alabancas 
[spikes] and, if by chance, there is gold, soon it begins to shine, or (as they say) 
washing the said gravel: a faiscar algums faiscas de Ouro na batea…”19 

It had long been known that the gold originated in the hills and that constant erosion 

from rainwater carried it into the valleys and concentrated it in the streams.20 A fact that 

Antonil obliquely alludes to in his 1711 account: 

“In all of the Mines, that I saw and heard, I noted that the lands are mountainous, 
with ridges, and mounts that collect the clouds, from whose centers run streams 
with lots of water, or smaller brooks, all encircled by large and small groves of 
trees; all of these streams are painted with gold, in more or less abundance. The 
means by which one determines if they have it [gold], are not having white areas 
at the edge of the water but only some thin bands, and the same caste of stones 
on the edges of the stream at some points, and this same formation of rocks 
continues underneath the ground. And beginning by mining this, if the stream 
after examining it with socavão [trenches] produces gold, it is inevitable that the 
Earth has it too.”21 

A document in the Códice Costa Matoso suggests that such observations led to the first 

attempts at extracting gold from the land rather than the river: 

“By 1707, little by little, the practice of miners working and dismantling the lands 
with water from above the high tabuleiros22 was invented, learned from the 
natural effect of the waters [on the lands] during the time of the winter rains and, 
digging into the lands, gravel was discovered in the lowest places and in it, in 
some parts, gold […] they [the miners] recreated this natural effect of the waters, 

                                                        

19 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 161. 
20 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 162. 
21 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 169. Original text: “Primeiramente em todas as Mins, que vi & em que 
assisti, notey que as Terras são montuosas, com Serros, & Montes, que se vão às nuvens; por cujos centros 
correndo Ribeiros de bastante agua, ou Corregos mais pequenos, cercados todos de arvoredo grande & 
pequeno, em todos estes Ribeiros pinta Ouro com mais, ou menos abundancia. Os finaes, por onde se 
conhecera se o tem, são, não terem areas brancas à borda da agua, senão huns feixos muidos, & pedraria da 
mesma csta na margem de algumas pontas dos Ribeiros: & esta mesma formação de pedras leva por debaixo 
da Terra. E começando pela Lavra desta, se o Ribeiro depois de examinando com socavão faiscou Ouro, he 
final infallivel, que o tem tambem a Terra.” 
22 Tabuleiros were historical alluvial deposits located at a higher elevation than the stream. 
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[by] conducting them from the higher places by olivel [channel?], artificially 
helped by levers and iron cavadeiros [shovels], in order to help the waters to wash 
away the earth […] leaving the gravel uncovered without hindrance.”23 

Whether this technique originated in Minas Gerais or Iberia is less relevant than the fact 

that it appeared at the same time the second wave of prospectors searched for 

alternatives to the river datas. The introduction of this technique allowed the newly 

arrived prospectors to reopen datas regarded as exhausted and request new datas in 

regions previously considered unproductive. Excavating gold from the historical 

alluvial deposits (called tabuleiros) that formed the valley floor—deposits that could still 

be mined with relative ease—they began to shift their mining operations away from the 

densely populated streams. When many tabuleiros had been claimed or exhausted, they 

moved into the lower hills where gold could be found in even older deposits, called 

grupiaras—layers of clay, immediately below the topsoil, deposited when the river ran at 

a higher elevation and had yet to carve its bed.24 

Tracking the introduction and diffusion of mining technology, Francisco 

Eduardo de Andrade has proposed that this technique began “a general upward 

                                                        

23 Códice Costa Matoso, 191-192. Original text: "Pelos de 1707, pouco mais ou menos, inventou o artificio dos 
mineiros lavrar e desmontar as terras com água superior aos tabuleiros altos, aprendido do natural efeito 
que fazem as águas no tempo das invernadas das chuvas, e cavando as terras descobriam cascalhos nos 
lugares mais baixos e neles, em parte, ouro, à reflexão que fizeram nesta obra natural das águas, de lugares 
superiores condizindo-as por olivel a outros para, artifiosamente, ajudados de alavancas e instrumentos de 
cavadeiras de ferro, ajudar as águas de desfazerem a terra…deixando descoberto cascalho sem 
impedimento." 
24 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 161 and 167. Flávia Maria da Mata Reis, “Entre faisqueiras, catas e galerias, 
explorações do ouro, leis e cotidiano das Minas do século XVIII (1702-1762),” (Master’s thesis, Faculdade da 
Filosofia, Ciências Humanas, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, 2007), 98. 
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movement” of the population from the rivers to the hilltops.25 A motion, Andrade 

acknowledges, that must be considered a trend only in the most general terms, as the 

population sporadically explored all elevations from an early date and the introduction 

of new techniques led to renewed interest in the rivers as late as the 1730s.26 However, 

the trajectory of concentrated settlement generally followed an upward progression. 

Andrade dates the first movement from the river onto the lower hills between 1703 and 

1705.27 The document in the Códice Costa Matoso dates it to around 1707.28 This upward 

progression would change the population distribution and lead to the formation of the 

first sustained urban agglomerations on the hillsides.  

Focusing on Ouro Preto, Diogo de Vasconcelos dates the arrival of this technique 

to 1704, when Pascoal da Silva Guimarães installed himself on the Ouro Podre hill.29 As 

he recounts, Silva Guimarães claimed the abandoned data of the Camargo family at the 

headwaters of the Antônio Dias stream—the Camargos had left the region during the 

famines in 1701.30 

“In 1704, after the Ouro Preto stream appeared exhausted to the Paulistas, 
Pascoal da Silva […] believed that the ridge must contain the mothers of such 

                                                        

25 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 161. Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 169. Vasconcelos suggested a date 
of 1701-1705 for the start of this upward movement (Vasconcelos, História antiga, 235). 
26 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 162. Francisco Eduardo de Andrade and Dejanira Ferreira de Rezende, 
“Estilo de minerar ouro nas Minas Gerais escravistas, século XVIII, ” Revista de História, no. 168 (Janeiro-
Junho 2013): 397-398. 
27 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 167. 
28 Códice Costa Matoso, 191-192. 
29 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 200. 
30 In 1700, Tomás Lopes de Camargo discovered gold here. See Códice Costa Matoso, 176. Vasconcelos, 
História antiga, 148. 
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marvelous sediments; and with insightful views, concluding that the headwaters 
of the Antônio Dias stream would be the most fertile, [he] settled there. The 
result was handfuls [of gold]. Jealous, the Camargos, the first owners, wanted the 
land back, but the cunning novice rejected them with the article of the Regimento 
that made [the ownership of] a depopulated mine expire, and, believing more in 
the force of gunpowder than logic, remained in possession [of it].”31 

Using the mining technique mentioned above, Silva Guimarães made the Camargo’s 

land productive, much to the chagrin of these Paulistas.32 According to Vasconcelos, 

Pascoal da Silva was the first to introduce this technique to the region of Ouro Preto, and 

after his success on the Camargo’s land, it spread across the lower hills in the region.33  

However, the extraction of gold would not be Guimarães most profitable 

venture. In tabuleiros, and especially in grupiaras, water was essential for the entire 

extraction process—first for soaking the site to extract the clay and then for washing the 

clay to remove the gold.34 The Emboabas who arrived early, such as Silva Guimarães, 

claimed hillside datas with nascent streams, using the water for these processes. As 

mining moved progressively away from the river and into the lower hills, availability of 

water decreased and many hillside datas did not have a consistent water flow. Silva 

                                                        

31 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 200-201. Original text: "Em 1704, depois que aos paulistas se figurou esgotado 
o ribeiro de Ouro Preto, Pascoal da Silva…considerou que as abas da serra continham forçosamente as 
madres de tão maravilhoso# sedimentos, e com vistas perspicazes, concluindo que as cabeceiras do córrego 
de Antônio Dias seriam as mais férteis, nelas instalou-se. O produto foi de mancheias. Invejosos os 
Camargos, primeiros donatários, quiseram reaver o terreno, mas o astuto novato rechaçou-os com o artigo 
do regimento, que fazia caducar a mina despovoada, e, mais crente na força da pólvora que da lógica, 
manteve-se na posse." 
32 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 200. 
33 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 200-201. 
34 Reis, “Entre faisqueiras, catas e galerias,” 109-110 and 133-114. 
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Guimarães, along with others whose datas also contained headwaters, began to sell the 

rights to his water.  

The Regimento of 1702 excluded any reference to the distribution of water rights, 

allowing this group of Emboabas to develop a monopoly on the market. In order to 

dominate the sale of water rights, the group needed to claim the majority of headwaters, 

even if gold had not been discovered near them. Just as the Paulistas before them, they 

used colonial officials favorable to their cause, to tilt the system of land distribution in 

their favor. “The leaders of the old Emboaba Party, such as Manuel Nunes Viana and 

Pascoal da Silva Guimarães, according to denunciations, in collusion with certain 

superintendents from the metropole, took possession of the waters of the mountain 

slopes, requesting sesmarias for lands if they could not be acquired by means of datas for 

auriferous lands.”35 The sesmaria system gave them access to much larger swaths of land, 

allowing them to quickly monopolize ownership of the lower hillsides. As previously 

mentioned, from 1697, sesmarias were three leagues (130 square kilometers), shrinking to 

half a league (11 square kilometers) only in 1725.36 Even at a fraction of their former size, 

sesmarias were massive in comparison to the datas. By collecting sesmarias immediately 

behind the mining datas, on the low slope of the hills, this group of Emboabas quickly 

                                                        

35 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 167. Original text: “Os líderes do antigo Partido Emboaba, como Manuel 
Nunes Viana e Pascoal da Silva Guimarães, Segundo denúncias, em concluio scom certos superintendents 
reinóis, appossvam-se das águas das vertentes das serras, requerendo sesmarias das terras se as não podiam 
deter por meio da propriedade de datas de terras minerais.”  
36 Bergad, Slavery, 15. APM, SC-05, fl. 14v. 
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gained control of the headwaters originating there and started to charge all the miners 

below for access to their water.37 

The water monopoly had two results significant for the urban development of 

Ouro Preto and the future Vila Rica. First, the Emboabas requested sesmarias on the low-

slope of the hill in proximity to, and intermixed with datas, rather than away from the 

mining area as the Overseas Council had intended. This created an unusual distribution 

of persons across the landscape, intermixing spaces of low-population-density 

(sesmarias) with spaces of high-population-density (datas). “The proximity of the datas 

with the sesmarias (often coexisting in the same geographic space) and urban 

agglomerations caused the dividing line between the urban and the rural worlds to 

become tenuous, bringing together realities that, in other colonial regions, were distinct 

and relatively independent.”38 This created an unusual pattern of future urban growth, 

where dense development climbed the hillside and quickly connected the urban 

agglomerations on the hill and those in the valley. The second outcome of the 

Emboabas’ venture was that the water monopoly displaced the poorest segment of the 

population from the river valley. With the high cost of water, less-successful prospectors 

                                                        

37 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 167. 
38 Liana Maria Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade—Minas Gerais no século XVIII,” in Atas do IV 
Congresso Internacional do Barroco Íbero-Americano, eds. Adalgisa A. Campos, Fernando Quiles, Sabrina 
Sant’Ana and Breno Marques (Belo Horizonte: C/Arte, 2008),  1019-1020. Original text: “A proximidade das 
datas e destas com as sesmarias (muitas vezes, convivendo no mesmo espaço geográfico) e os aglomerados 
urbanos, fazia com que a linha divisória entre o mundo urbano e o rural se tornasse tênue, aproximando 
realidades que, em outras regions coloniais, eram perfeita e relativamente independentes.”  
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could no longer afford to work their datas. These persons sent their slaves out to search 

for new sources of gold above the water monopoly. By the time the colonial authorities 

took action to correct the abusive fees in 1720, with a provisão placing the division of 

water rights in the hands of the guarda-mor, a second, large-scale upward migration had 

already begun.39 This migration would again shift the population distribution but this 

time along racial lines. 

 

2.3 Slave Prospectors and the Creation of Public Lands 

While the Paulistas explored the hills from the outset of the gold rush, there is 

wide debate as to when the first concerted efforts at colonization began. Authors 

approaching the subjects from a variety of fields cite various factors as important for the 

colonization of the hills. One group, looking at the dissemination of mining techniques, 

suggests a significant presence on the hills from 1704-1705. Another group considers the 

move to the hills to be a direct result of the declining productivity of the rivers, where 

gold could be extracted with greater ease. This would place the colonization of the hills 

between 1720 and 1730.40 

                                                        

39 The Guarda-mor Geral of Minas, Garcia Rodriques Pais, informed the King in a 1718 letter that no such 
legislation had been passed to date (APM, SC-04, fls. 167-68). See also APM, SC-04, fls. 639-640. The King 
charged the guardas-mores with the distribution of water rights in February of 1720 (APM, SC-04, fls. 251-
253). 
40 See Rezende “Mineração nos morros,” 29-39 for discussion. 
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Considering the specific case of Vila Rica, Vasconcelos writes that before 1708, 

Pascoal da Silva Guimarães began to shift his operations from the lower hill to the 

upper. By 1708, he already had three hundred slaves working in his mines and had 

occupied the slope of Itapenhoacanga.41According the municipal records in Vila Rica, 

Silva Guimarães requested and received a sesmaria in 1711, and while the actual 

document provides only a nebulous location, Vasconcelos claimed it was for the ridge 

(the hill).42 The same year, the people of Vila Rica petitioned the Governor, Antonio de 

Albuquerque to leave the hilltops around their city free and open for all their slaves to 

mine.43 If one accepts Vasconcelos’ timelines, the petition filed by the people of Vila Rica 

seems to be a reaction to Silva Guimarães sesmaria; the townspeople had been 

accustomed to sending their slaves to the hilltops before 1711 and the sesmaria presented 

a threat to this tradition. In 1721 and 1728, Governor Lourenço de Almeida confirmed 

and repeated that hilltops near populous areas in the region should be maintained as 

public land.44 

Consequently, this dissertation accepts the model of settlement proposed by the 

first group, asserting that settlement on hills of Vila Rica began as early as 1705 and 

                                                        

41 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 201. 
42 In the carta da sesmaria, dated April 4, 1711, the location for the land is listed as “capoeria dos Limoeiros” 
to Itapanhuacanga (APM, SC-07, fl. 90). See also Angelo Alves Carrara, “Contribuição para a História 
Agrária de Minas Gerais—séculos XVIII-XIX,” Universidade Federal do Ouro Preto, Departamento de História, 
Núcleo de História, Econômia e Demográfica, Série Estudos 1 (1999): 41. Vasconcelos, História antiga, 201. 
43 Códice Costa Matoso, 765-769. 
44 As evidenced by his ruling on the hill of Matacavalos near Vila do Carmo (APM, SC-21, fls. 4v-5) and on 
the hill of São João del Rei (APM, SC-27, fls. 50-50v). 
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certainly before 1711. Between 1720 and 1730, mining on the upper hills would have 

intensified in direct relation to the decrease in productivity and general exhaustion of 

the datas in the valley.45 The influx of persons into the upper hills during this period 

generated conflicts over land use and ownership, as is evident from a string a court 

cases, prompting the Governor to reaffirm the public nature of the hilltops with his 1721 

and 1728 order. 46 

The water monopoly, combined with the creation of the public lands, began to 

stratify the population of Vila Rica along racial lines, concentrating slaves on the 

hilltops. According to the 1711 petition, the slaves primarily used the land for open 

prospecting. These were often the slaves of persons whose datas were exhausted, whose 

positions precluded the ownership of a data (such as representatives of the Crown), or 

whose primary business was in agriculture or commerce and whose mining operations 

in the valley had been adversely affected by the water monopoly.47 They were also the 

slaves of wealthy and successful landowners who sought to expand their mining 

interests, such as Pascoal da Silva Guimarães. According to Francisco Eduardo de 

Andrade, however, these slaves were disproportionately those of poor prospectors who 

never received a data, whose data was unproductive, or too expensive to mine.48 

                                                        

45 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 103-104. See also Códice Costa Matoso, 765-69. 
46 APM, SC-27, fls. 50-50v; APM, SC-21, fls. 4v-5; Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 168-169.  
47 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 169. 
48 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 170. 
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From the start of the gold rush, poor prospectors were at a disadvantage, both 

from Regimento and from its application. By tying land distribution to slave ownership, 

the Regimento favored the wealthy, giving larger tracts of land to those who could afford 

more slaves. It simultaneously excluded the poorest prospectors who could not afford 

any slaves. This exclusion was not an oversight. As previously noted, the Regimento of 

1702 retained all but two of the articles in Artur de Sá’s Regimento of 1700. One was 

Article Twenty-Five, which allowed poor whites without slaves to compete for one data 

of five braças (or around eleven meters) in the partitioning of each new discovery.49 By 

removing this allowance in Regimento of 1702, the King and his Council prevented the 

poorest segment of society from ever acquiring a data. Those who did qualify for datas 

were at the mercy of corrupt officials who gave preferential treatment to the Paulistas, 

the wealthiest and the most powerful prospectors. Consequently, the majority of poor 

prospectors never received a productive data.50 These prospectors sent their slaves out to 

work as day laborers, or jornaleiros, “trying their luck in the interstices of other mines,” 

in abandoned or unclaimed datas, on the hilltops and even in the backlands.51 Luso-

Brazilian prospectors widely believed Mina slaves to be skilled in finding and working 

gold.52 As jornaleiros, these slaves were free to move around in search of a livelihood, 

                                                        

49 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 28. 
50 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 162. 
51 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 163. 
52 The label Mina, for example, generally referred to slaves originating in West Africa and leaving the Ivory, 
Gold or Slave Coasts, (Cape Palmas to the Cameroons) from the Bight of Benin and the port of Ouidah 
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paying for their own shelter and sustenance; in exchange for this freedom, they paid 

their owners a fixed weekly (or daily or monthly) sum.53 The slave could keep any 

earnings in excess of this fee. As Andrade notes, for many of these owners, collecting the 

jornais of their slaves was more profitable than employing them in their own mines.54 

This was certainly the case for those poor prospectors affected by the water monopoly. 

However, owners who employed their slaves as jornaleiros, often had a secondary 

objective to collecting their weekly fees. Should the slaves find a profitable deposit, the 

owners reserved the rights to claim the discovery. The problem with the system of 

jornais was that it gave the slaves little incentive to reveal the location of their discoveries 

to their masters. For the slave, it would be more advantageous to pay the jornais and 

keep the excess gold. In the event of a large discovery, they had little incentive to return 

                                                        

 

(Soares, People of Faith, 18). Many of the West African peoples trafficked out of the Bight of Benin came from 
the Akan Kingdoms. Well before the onset of the slave trade, these kingdoms mined, traded and worked 
with gold (Arhin, Gold-mining, 89-90). Mina slaves imported from the Ivory, Gold or Slave Coasts had the 
potential to became powerful partners for the Luso-Brazilian prospectors. This was augmented by the fact 
that many prospectors had little or no mining experience. By purchasing slaves with gold-mining 
experience, these prospectors could make up for their own deficiencies. Whether or not actual miners 
comprised a significant number of the Mina slaves matters less than the fact that Luso-Brazilian prospectors 
believed all Mina slaves to be excellent miners and good at finding gold deposits. This widespread 
misperception led to the increased importation of Mina slaves into Minas, as well as the independence given 
these slaves by their masters in order to locate and work new mineral deposits. Both would ultimately lead 
to the formation of semi-independent slave communities and impact the future development of urban 
spaces in the region. See Kwame Arhin, Gold-mining and trading among the Ashanti of Ghana, in Journal des 
africanistes 48, no. 1 (1978), 90. See also Russell-Wood, “Technology and Society,” 77. See Goulart, A 
escravidão africana, 186. 
53 Slaves and masters agreed on a payment schedule. The requirements varied but, according to Moura, 
weekly was the most common. Clóvis Moura, Dictionario de escravidão negra no Brasil (São Paulo: Editora da 
Universidade de São Paulo, 2004), 150. 
54 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 170. 
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to their masters at all. “The black and mestizo workers, many times, during the 

eighteenth century, revealed the secrets of their explorations in the streams or in the 

catas of the mountains only if some benefit was at stake.”55 These could be monetary 

rewards but, more often, they were freedom papers. In exchange for revealing a 

profitable gold deposit, the slave received something he valued more—his freedom.  

The system of jornais co-existed with that of coartações—a variation that 

incorporated the incentive of freedom into the initial payment contract. Studied 

extensively by Eduardo França Paiva, coartações stipulated that a slave pay a fixed 

weekly, monthly or yearly sum towards the purchase of his or her freedom. Paive 

describes the system as follows: 

"It was therefore a self-purchase governed by a verbal agreement established 
between master and slave or, as in many cases, by a document called Carta de 
Corte, signed by the owner but not registered with a notary’s office, at least 
customarily. In the letter, the basis of the agreement was made explicit, such as 
the agreed value, the frequency of payments, the delimitation of the region 
where the coartado could go in search of work and the penalties to be applied if 
the agreement were not rigorously fulfilled by the future freedman (he would be 
returned to captivity and the payments already effectuated would be considered 
jornais). He could then earn his wage away from his master’s domain, but needed 
to cover his own expenses for food, housing, clothing, and health. During the 
specified period, his master could not sell him... "56 

                                                        

55 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 163. Original text: “Os trabalhadores negros e mestiços, muitas vezes, ao 
longo do século XVIII, revelavam os segredos de explorações nos ribeiros ou nas catas das serras somente se 
estivesse em jogo algum benefício.” 
56 Eduardo França Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias nas Minas Gerais do século XVIII: as possibilidades de 
libertação escrava no principal centro colonial,” Revista de História, no. 133 (second semester 1995): 51.  
Original text: “Tratava-se, pois, de uma autocompra regida por um acordo verbal estabelicido entre senhor e 
escravo ou, como em muitos casos, por um document denominado Carta de Corte, assinada pelo 
proprietário, mas não registrada em cartório, pelo menos constumeiramente. Na carta, as bases do acordo 
eram explicitadas, como o valor acertado, a periodicidade dos pagamentos, a delimitação da região por 
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By treating the monthly payments as deposits towards self-purchase, the system of 

coartações ensured that slaves would return to their owners or risk losing their 

investments. Coartações could also include a stipulation regarding the discovery of large 

and profitable gold deposits, for example, reducing the length of the contract if the slave 

told his master. Despite such incentives, most slaves worked out the length of their 

contract, meeting their monthly payments and retaining any additional gold they 

extracted. 

 According to Paiva, there is evidence of coartações from the first decades of the 

1700s and the number continued to increase over the eighteenth century.57	It is difficult 

to estimate the size of this population, since the contracts were informal and never 

registered with the State. It is also difficult to estimate the number of the freedmen 

resulting from this system, since the colonial government did not tally freed slaves until 

the institution of the capitation tax in 1735. Writing in 1732, the Governor claims: “the 

number of them, as neither their color nor their work distinguishes them, is not easy to 

know because there has not been, up to now, someone who examined how often 

                                                        

 

onde o coartado poderia andar à procura de trabalho e as penas a serem aplicadas cado o acordo não fosse 
rigorosamente cumprido pelo future liberto (seria reconduzido ao cativeiro e os pagamentos já efetuados 
seriam considerados jornais devidos). Ele, então, poderia formar o pecúlio longe do domínio senhorial, mas 
deveria custear suas despesas com alimentação, habitação, vestimenta e saúde. Durante o período acertado, 
seu senhor não poderia vendê-lo…” 
57 Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 51 and 53. 
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freedom is granted.”58	Nevertheless, numerous documents from the 1720s and 30s refer 

to the large number of freed slaves. The number of freedmen recorded for the capitation 

tax was also much lower than the actual population. This tax had been designed for 

slaves, who were reported by their masters, and relied on freedmen to register 

themselves. One can imagine that few freedmen would have reported to the colonial 

government to pay a tax on themselves. For example, in 1738, only 223 freedmen paid 

the capitation tax in Vila Rica. However, Mauricio Goulart estimates the actual free 

population to be around 1,206.59	For Paiva the “enormous freed population in Minas” 

was “one of the largest in all of the New World.”60 	

The system of coartações and jornais created a large population of mobile, 

independent, itinerant, slave and free black populations. With the institution of the 

water monopoly, they began to concentrate at the tops of the hills, above the datas, 

sesmarias and water rights, where the land was still open for free exploration. This will 

have a profound impact on the future development of the urban space. 

 

                                                        

58 Transcribed in Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 50. Original text: “O número deles como os não distingue a 
cor nem o serviço dos mais escravos não é fácil saber, porque não houve até agora quem o examinasse, 
quanto a serem freqüentes as alforrias.” 
59 Goulart, A escravidão africana, 141. 
60 Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 56. 
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2.4 Minas Gerais: Mines for All People 

The objective of the hilltop prospectors was to find the gold veins that generated 

the alluvial deposits below. The prospectors began by sinking holes near rock 

formations and by splitting the formations themselves. They were searching for either 

veins of quartz or quartz-rich rocks—including filito, itabirito and quartzite.61 Once a vein 

had been located, they either systematically explored it with a galeria or excavated the 

entire area with a cata. Catas were conical-shaped holes, similar to those described by 

Antonil, often reinforced with steps; galerias were systems of underground shafts and 

tunnels, supported by a wooden columns and beams. According to Flávia Maria da 

Mata Reis, catas were the favored technique for the upper hillside.62 And, as Charles 

Boxer asserts, galerias were rarely used in Luso-Brazilian mining.63 Reis outlines the 

mining process as follows: 

“Once miners located a vein of quartz, they soaked and “softened” the rock prior 
to breaking it apart. The most affluent miners would divert streams or ground 
water (sometimes from great distances) through a system of canals; this allowed 
them to continuously blast the rock with pressurized water (gravitational 
pressure), assisting the slaves who simultaneously hammered away at the 
material. The catas were often funnel shaped, such that the material extracted 
with the water would be washed down the funnel and collected in a canal. In 
order to ensure no gold was lost, the canal filtered out large rocks by means of 
iron grates and transported the remaining stones and mud to a purification pool 
on the lower slope or base of the hill. The gold pebbles and powder were 

                                                        

61 Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 116-117. 
62 Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 120. 
63 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 183-184. 
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removed from the mud through natural decantation and any filtered rocks 
would later be broken apart by slaves to reclaim any gold.64 

When gold was located in very dense rock, miners explored the vein by means of 
galerias or simply holes, if the vein was shallow enough.65 These galerias required 
air vents and drainage tunnels for rainwater, as well as a supporting structure in 
wood. Working underground, the miners broke down large rocks by means of 
gunpowder or thermal shock—spraying cold water over the stone and then 
heating it with fire. The quartz itself was cut from the surrounding stone using 
hammers and picks. The pieces were then carried out of the mine to be crushed 
and washed with water, which separated the gold from the quartz dust.”66 

Both catas and galerias could require a substantial investment of money, time and labor 

for the construction of the infrastructure and the operation of the mine. One might 

imagine that the mines described by Reis would have been available only to the most 

affluent prospectors. However, as Dejanira Ferreira de Rezende demonstrates, a 

productive cata or even galeria did not necessary have a single, wealthy investor. Slaves 

from many different masters often united together to create larger operations, 

coordinating the work amongst themselves without the consent or knowledge of their 

respective masters.67 Additionally, since slaves could keep the money they earned in 

excess of the jornais, they were not wholly without resources. As Paiva asserts, “the 

intense circulation of gold flakes (oitavos de ouro) and the informality of the existing 

system of credit, principally in the urban nuclei of the captaincy, greatly facilitated the 

                                                        

64 See Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 116-129. 
65 Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 124. 
66 See Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 116-129. 
67 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 89. 
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task of the coartados.”68 Slaves provided their own labor and could purchase supplies on 

credit, paying the bills over time. They also simplified the mining system to fit their 

resources. For example, they could avoid the massive infrastructure needed to divert a 

stream and instead collect rainwater in tanks above their cata, soaking the rock at shorter 

intervals.69 If they had no access to water or water tanks, they could always break the 

rocks apart dry and carry the material out of their cata to be filtered and washed 

elsewhere. Catas also varied widely in size, with the smaller versions no larger than a 

man-sized hole in the ground, often called simply buraccos in colonial documentation.  

If the slaves’ masters became involved, or if a poor white prospector made a 

discovery himself, it was not uncommon for them to request a mineral data on the 

hillside, to protect and control their discovery. From the outset, however, the process of 

partitioning mining rights showed its shortcomings. The Regimento of 1702 had been 

designed for mining in the river valley. It carved the land into blocks sized to the 

available labor because the gold was scattered throughout the area—as long there was 

enough labor, all the blocks had a reasonable potential for profitability. This was not the 

case on the hill, where the gold was concentrated in veins. Requesting a data for a 

subterranean vein did not ensure a profit because the size and direction of the vein 

could not be determined until the entire area had been excavated. When a data was 

                                                        

68 Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 52. Emphasis mine. Original text: “A intense circulação de ouro em pó 
(oitavos de ouro) e a informalidade do sistema de crédito existentes, principalmente, nos núcleos urbanos da 
Capitania facilitavam bastante a tarefa dos coartados.” 
69 Reis, “Escravos, espaço urbano e criminalidade,” 121. 
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issued, its position was an estimate of where the vein might go but veins could easily 

expire or, worse, change direction and end up under someone else’s data.70  

This brings us back to the petition from the people of Vila Rica. In 1711, they 

asked the Governor to refrain from issuing datas and sesmarias on the hilltops, and to 

partition mining rights based solely on who was working the land. 

“On this point the people agreed, requesting from the governor the hills near the 
town, for the prospecting of their slaves; and like this the governor deferred to 
them, ordering the guardas-mores not to distribute datas on the said hills, nor to 
create divisions, and that anyone who wanted to work them [the hills] would 
acquire dominion by possession; and this person [would have] the right to work 
and to sell [the land]. And from here on, the district of Vila Rica and all of its 
comarca71 came to be called Minas Gerais, because her hills were public and open 
to everyone.”72 

The concept of public land was applied above a certain elevation (numerically 

unspecified in the document) to most hills and allowed miners to follow the veins until 

their expiration, as long as they did not enter another person’s active mine. 

The legislation and processes enumerated above created a space that was 

uniquely favorable to poor prospectors, to slaves and freedmen for a number of reasons. 

First, it reserved an area of land that could not be subject to political divisions and, 

therefore, could not be appropriated or dominated by persons favorable to the Paulistas 

                                                        

70 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 169. 
71 A comarca was an administrative region. 
72 Códice Costa Matoso, 225. Original text: “A esta mesma paragem concorreu o povo, requerendo ao 
governador os morros da vizinhança da vila para faisqueira dos seus escravos, e assim lhe dereriu o dito 
governador, ordenando aos guardas-mores que não dessem datas nos dittos morros, nem houvesse 
repartições e que qualquer que quisesse trabalhar neles adquirisse seu domínio por posse, e desta senhor 
para a lavrar e vender. E daqui se ficou chamando ao distrito de Vila Rica, a toda a sua comarca, Minas 
Gerais, por serem os seus morros realengos e gerais para todos.” 
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or colonial administration. Second, it reduced the space of ownership to the portion of 

land worked at the time in which it was being worked (the site of an active mine). This 

allowed for a greater density of prospectors and faster turnover rate of the land. Third, 

the public land gave all prospectors an equal opportunity to mine and made that right 

defensible in the colonial judicial system. In the coming years, the concept of public 

lands would be continuously challenged and upheld. 

While there was an equal opportunity, there was not equal treatment or respect 

among the prospectors. Land usurpation, for example, was a common problem. The fact 

that land could only be claimed while it was being worked created a loophole by which 

mines could be appropriated and water rechanneled, if either was unused for too long. 

This problem encouraged free blacks, jornaleiros and coartados to maintain a physical 

presence in their mines, creating a semi-permanent black population on upper hills.  

The protected environment created by the public land thus encouraged the 

continued growth of the slave populations in the upper hills. From 1711, the number of 

slaves on the hills in and around Vila Rica would increase dramatically, reaching more 

than three thousand slaves on the hill of Pascoal da Silva Guimarães alone by the 1720s. 

In addition to this hill, Rezende identifies at least three others classified as public land: 

the Morro da Agua Limpa, the Morro do Ramos, and the Morro do Ouro Podre, though 

she emphasizes that these were the sites represented in her documents and, in all 
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likelihood, there were more.73 The relative permanence of this population ensured the 

development and diversification of these communities. 

 

2.5 The First Urban Nodes 

The process of mining and the regulatory measures established by the Crown in 

the Regimento of 1702 determined the distribution of the population in the landscape. 

This is, however, only a partial picture. Such early legislation focused almost exclusively 

on economic production—namely extracting gold—not on colonizing space. Therefore, 

the population distribution it presents is a distribution based on labor—where people 

would be located as they worked the land. Consistent with the Crown’s predominantly 

economic interest in Brazil, and Minas in particular, no royal policy or order consulted 

for this work gave any guidance on the formation of communities or the fabrication of 

urban environments during this period. The urbanization of Minas and Vila Rica thus 

resulted from the natural concentration of their inhabitants as they engaged in their 

daily economic activities. 

An anonymous account in the Códice Costa Matoso relates the cycles and seasons 

of mining. Following the first repartition of datas on the Carmo stream (in 1700), “the 

miners extended themselves along the full length, occupying the position of their datas, 

and each one created his own small farm in the places that by luck could fit them. And 

                                                        

73 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 65. Rezende also identifies the Morro da Queimada as public land. 
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having finished this, they retreated, some to the hunt and others to the settlements, 

because of the great lack of food…”74 Since the discoverers and prospectors from this 

early period were almost wholly self-reliant, they could only engage in mining after 

sufficient food had been gathered or cultivated. Prospecting, by necessity, followed the 

agricultural cycle becoming a seasonal pursuit.75 

Mining also had seasons of its own and the ability to mine depended on weather 

patterns, changes in temperature and rainfall. The account continues by asserting that 

                                                        

74 Códice Costa Matoso, 180. Account attributed to Bento Fernandes Furtado, son of Salvador Fernandes 
Furtado and dated circa 1750. 
75 Precisely the same events occurred in the region of Ouro Preto between 1700 and 1701. Just like the 
famines around Rio do Carmo, the first wave of prospectors overwhelmed both the natural environment 
and the Paulista’s system of arraiais— as the volume of people quickly exceeded the capacity of the forests 
and of the fields planted by the discoverers. As the Códice Costa Matoso reports, there was not enough corn 
“from the few that had planted it the year before in order to sustain the many that had come for the fame [of 
that place] …” (Códice Costa Matoso, 174). Or, as Antonil famously wrote, “not a few died with a corn cobb in 
hand, without having any other sustenance” (Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 139). While some food 
arrived in Tripuí from Bahia during this period, the supply was neither consistent nor sufficient. According 
to Augusto de Lima Júnior: “The communication with Rio de Janeiro very difficult and those with São Paulo 
depopulated, there was not a remedy when the floods of the rivers and the seasonal rains impeded 
communications with Bahia. This was what happened in the winter of 1700-1701, when the impassability of 
the roads isolated the mining district, impeding traffic to the north. The events at the Carmo stream the year 
before repeated themselves on a larger scale, in which the famine devastated the incipient establishments of 
the Paulistas” (Júnior, A Capitania das Minas Gerais, 55). Faced with starvation, the discoverers and first 
settled withdrew from the region. Describing the event, Diogo de Vasconcelos writes: “The desertion of the 
region of Ouro Preto was so great in 1701-1702, that even the discoverer Antônio Dias de Oliveira did not 
remain, nor did ever return to his mine” (Vasconcelos, História antiga, 152). Antônio Dias left for São Paulo 
and Padre Faria for Guaratinguetá; neither would return to Ouro Preto (Vasconcelos, História antiga, 148 and 
152). The Camargos brothers, on the other hand, embarked on a new exploratory expedition, discovering 
gold four leagues from Tripuí and establishing a new encampment. According to Diogo de Vasconcelos and 
Sylvio de Vasconcellos, the famines in Carmo and Ouro Preto produced many such expeditions, creating a 
litany of new discoveries and encampments outside the region of Ouro Preto. “From this escape various 
other settlements were born, also gold-bearing but, shortly after, the exodus was compensated with the 
arrival of new and willing immigrants, coming from, already now, not only São Paulo, but also other 
capitals of the Kingdom.” (Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 23). Augusto de Lima Júnior, A Capitania das Minas Gerais: 
origens e formação (Belo Horizonte: Instituto de História, Letras e Arte, 1965). See also Vasconcelos, História 
antiga, 148. 
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when the prospectors returned to work their claims, it was the wet season, and they 

faced a stream with “turbulent waters and fast currents, with very deep wells” making 

their datas particularly difficult to work:76 

“In the end, the whole distance referred to remained almost deserted, with only a 
few who, here and there, could be found in the river at the few so-called itaipavas, 
which are those places where the rivers run wide over the gravel, with less depth 
in their flows, and in these parts could be found faisqueiras77 that, driving wooden 
stakes in the middle of the river currents, [and] bracing themselves against them, 
could reach down with their pans and collect the gravel and clay from under the 
water, without having excavations impede them, because in those areas the 
strength of the currents did not let them stop [the waters] when they came racing 
down the hills with the winter floods.”78 

While the Carmo stream was larger and deeper than surrounding waterways and, 

therefore, more difficult to work, changes in water flow during the wet season affected 

most streams in Minas Gerais producing strong currents and frequent floods. This was 

also true for the conical pits used to explore the historical alluvial deposits (tabuleiros and 

grupeiros), where excessive rains saturated the soil undercutting and collapsing the 

earthen walls of these excavations. 

Perhaps the most universal and continuous problem during the winter months 

was, however, the low temperature of the water. Prospectors in the tabuleiros and 

                                                        

76 Códice Costa Matoso,180. Original text: “Porém, acharam grande dificuldade em as lavrar, porque além de 
ser o ribeirão já caudaloso em águas e de rápida corrente, com poços muito fundos...”  
77 A faisqueira was a place where gold flakes could be found. 
78 Códice Costa Matoso, 180. Original text: “Ficou enfim, toda a distância referida quase deserta, só com alguns 
poucos que, de estância em estância, acharam no rio alguns poucos, digo, itaipavas, que são aquelas 
paragens em que os rios correm mais espraiados por cima dos cascalhos, com menos fundo de suas 
correntes, e nestas partes acharam faisqueiras que, fincando estacas de pau em meio das correntes do rio, 
encostados a eles, pudessem mergulhar com as bateias e tirar debaixo da âgua cascalho e piçarra, sem ter 
desmonte que impeça, porque naquelas paragens o rápido das correntes as não deixam parar quando vêm 
corridos dos montes com as inundações das invernadas.” 
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grupeiros worked under a continuous stream of water and those in the rivers stood waist 

deep in the water for hours at a time. As the Códice Costa Matoso asserts: “So strong and 

unbearable was the cold of the waters of the river that it was necessary to enter them 

around ten o'clock in the morning and leave them by three o'clock in the afternoon […] 

because outside these hours the cold was intolerable.”79 Considering the difficult 

working conditions, many prospectors withdrew from their claims during the winter 

months, retreating once again to settlements and engaging in other pursuits, while they 

waited for the bad weather to pass. Thus, even after the diversification of the economy 

and stabilization of the food supply, mining remained a largely seasonal pursuit. 

As described in the Códice Costa Matoso, the seasonality of mining suggests 

continuous cyclical changes in the population distribution in the mining region. During 

the dry season, miners tended to spread out across the landscape to work their claims; 

during the wet season, they retreated into settlements. At least by 1702, “it was already 

common for gold extraction to be associated, in the same property, with agriculture” 

and the food supplies were stable enough for miners on the Carmo river to create winter 

encampments near their datas.80 This is evident from an account describing the 

movements of Colonel Salvador Fernandes Furtado. As previously mentioned, Furtado 

                                                        

79 Códice Costa Matoso, 181. Original text: “Tão forte e insuportável era o frio das águas do ribeirão que era 
preciso entrar nele pelas dez horas da manhã e sair dele pelas três da tarde…porque fora destas horas era 
insuportável o frio.” 
80 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 70. Original text: “Já era comum que a extração aurífera aparecesse 
associada, em uma mesma propriedade, à agricultura.” 
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was the Secretary of the guarda-mor who registered the strikes at Antônio Dias and Padre 

Faria and who claimed his own strike at Bom Successo in 1701. By 1702-1703, he had 

expanded his mining interests to the Carmo stream: 

“[Furtado] came to discover and situate himself where today the freguesia81 de São 
Caetano is founded, in that time called Morro Grande, and planting his farms 
[alongside his datas] withdrew to the encampment called Cima de Cidade 
Mariana, for this was the most convenient place to pass the winter, extracting 
some gold here and there to sustain himself and his slaves…”82 

Passing the winter in encampments near their datas gave the prospectors a range of 

benefits. First, they could maximize the profitability of their mines by working them 

whenever possible during the wet season; or, in the case of Furtado, extract gold as 

necessary while simultaneously engaging in other pursuits. This ensured their relative 

financial stability throughout the year. Second, remaining in the vicinity of their datas 

allowed prospectors to ward off squatters, which had been a significant problem in 

previous years.83 Third, remaining near their datas saved the prospectors the time, cost 

and danger of a significant yearly migration. From 1702, the seasonal movement of 

population would be localized, becoming more of a local flux, with significant fluidity 

between life in the encampments and on the datas. 

                                                        

81 A freguesia was an administrative subdivision of the Church. In this context, it is used synonymously with 
parish. 
82 Códice Costa Matoso, 181. Original text: “Veio a descobrir e situar-se onde hoje está fundada a freguesia de 
São Caetano, naquele tempo chamado Morro Grande, e feitas as roças veio aquartelar-se no arraial chamado 
o de Cima da Cidade Mariana, por ser lugar mais cômodo para passar a invernada, tirando algum ouro para 
sustentar-se e aos seus escravos.” 
83 This was one of the causes of the Emboabas War. When the Paulistas abandoned their datas during the 
famines of 1697-1701, many returned to find that new arrivals (often Emboabas) had laid claim to their 
lands. 
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From these local, seasonal concentrations of population came the first 

settlements. Following the work of Augusto de Lima Junior, scholars generally agree 

that these seasonal encampments, called arraiais, would not only have been installed 

near the datas but also along trails and roads. Citing the origin of the word arraial, 

Cláudia Damasceno Fonseca writes: “By the end of the seventeenth century, the term 

arraial designated the rest stops and farms that the first explorers created along the trails 

to ensure their survival… After the discovery of the mines, these trails became paths—

more or less practicable, depending on the characteristics of the land—through which a 

large number of travelers and troops moved.”84 It was the custom of the Paulista 

explorers to plant small fields of corn along their path of travel, so that, should they 

return by the same route, they would have a ready source of food. As previously 

mentioned, at least three exploratory expeditions passed through the region of Tripuí 

prior to its settlement: Fernão Dias Pais crossed the area in 1674, Antônio Rodrigues 

Arzão examined the waterways in 1694, and four years later, Antônio Dias’ expedition 

discovered gold in the river of Tripuí. These explorers would have erected their arraiais 

in locations with access to water, amenable to cultivation and convenient to their 

trajectory of travel. According to the prevailing theory, the Paulista prospectors who 

                                                        

84 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 64. Original text: “No final do século XVII, o termo arraial designava os 
pousos e roças que os bandeirantes criavam ao longo das trilhas para assegurar a sua sobrevivência... Após 
a descoberta das minas, estas trilhas transformaram-se em caminhos—mais ou menos praticáveis, 
dependendo das características dos terrenos—pelos quais transitava um grande número de viajantes e 
tropeiros.” 
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followed the first explorers would have traveled down the same paths. After striking 

gold and claiming their datas, the prospectors would logically have retreated to the 

nearest arraial where they could take advantage of the food and structures that had been 

left there. While not every strike was near an arraial and not every arraial became a 

mining camp, there was a clear affinity between them—so much so that every 

encampment, regardless of its origins or location, came to be called arraial.  

 

Figure 3: The first mining encampments85 

In his work, Vila Rica: formação e desenvolvimento – residences, Sylvio de 

Vasconcellos86 identifies eight encampments, all founded in the first years of the gold 

                                                        

85 Topographical data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second Global,” U.S. 
Geological Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 15, 2017, 
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/SRTM1Arc. Street data from geo-rectification of historical maps using Google Maps as 
well as textual sources. Google Maps, accessed December 15, 2017, https://www.google.it/maps/@-
20.3889506,-43.4967541,14z?hl=en. Historical maps include “Planta de Vila Rica de N. S. de Pilar,” (APM-
079); “Planta da Cidade de Ouro-Preto: organizada por ordem do Excelentíssimo Senhor Doutor Luiz 
Eugenio Horta Barbosa, Presidente da Provincia” (APM, PP-006); “Plan of the Sesmaria and Town of Ouro 
Preto“ (APM, SA-047).  
86 As previously mentioned, Sylvio de Vasconcellos laid the foundation for studies on the urban history of 
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rush, that would form in the region of the future Vila Rica: Padre Faria (1698), Antônio 

Dias (1698), Ouro Preto (1700-1701), Cabeças, São João do Ouro Fino (1700), São 

Sebastião (1700), Santana (before 1720), and Piedade (before 1720).87 The first four 

encampments were founded in the river valley, roughly equidistant from each other, 

and stretched out in a linear formation (see Figure 3). To them, must be added Salvador 

Fernandes Furtado’s encampment at Bom Successo, situated near Padre Faria from 

1701.88 These five encampments, roughly followed the trajectory of the Tripuí River, 

which collected the water from each of their streams. They also roughly followed the 

line of travel from the Caminho Velho to the earlier strikes in the region of Carmo 

(present-day Mariana). Whether or not the encampments took advantage of arraiais 

along an existing path of travel, or were formed ex-novo from the mining endeavors, is 

less important for this dissertation than the fact that, from early in their existence, a path 

connected them. This path would determine the form of the future settlement growing 

around the encampment.  

The latter four encampments listed by Sylvio de Vasconcellos were founded on 

the hillsides, outside the linear development in the valley below. These sites, also born 

                                                        

 

Vila Rica and Minas Gerais. 
87 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 70. The dates indicated do not come from Vasconcellos. They are approximations 
of when the first population concentrations might have occurred and are based on when gold was 
discovered and the first temporary chapels erected. 
88 Vasconcellos probably excluded Bom Successo from his list because the settlement dissipated early in its 
history, after a flood ruined the chapel. 
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from the mineral exploration of the Paulistas, were generally settled more slowly than 

those in the valley, suffering various interruptions in their history and gaining a 

significant population only with the general upward migration.89 

By the second decade of the eighteenth century, three hills emerged as populous 

centers: Ouro Podre, Ouro Fino and Córrego Seco. Ouro Podre included the 

encampments Arraial dos Paulistas at the original site of João and Tomás Lopes de 

Camargo’s encampment at the headwaters of the Antônio Dias stream and Arraial do 

Pascoal da Silva90; Ouro Fino contained the encampment of São João; Córrego Seco 

encompassed the hills of Santana and Piedade. Interestingly, Sylvio de Vasconcellos 

makes no mention of Ouro Podre in his list of contributors to Vila Rica’s future urban 

form. Its absence is probably the result of its violent destruction after the Rebellion of 

1720. Despite its short tenure as a settlement (roughly from 1704-1720), this dissertation 

argues that Ouro Podre had a profound effect on the urban form of the future city, as 

Chapters Five and Six will demonstrate. 

All the hillside encampments, by virtue of their geographic isolation from each 

other and from those in the valley, developed relatively independently. As the 

                                                        

89 As previously mentioned, the Paulistas made their first discoveries in the rivers and focused their mining 
endeavors on the river datas, causing the valley to develop more rapidly than the hillside. The population in 
the hills only began to expand with the arrival of the Emboabas, bringing new mining techniques and a 
large slave labor force (from around 1703-1705). 
90 These two names, both used in colonial documents, probably designate the same arraial. Arraial dos 
Paulistas had been founded by the Camargos brothers. Later, Pascoal da Silva Guimarães took over their 
lands. From the sources consulted, it is unclear whether he installed himself in the same arraial the 
Camargos had abandoned or created another nearby. The nomenclature used to designate encampments, 
streets and other landmarks was imprecise during this period and often varied from person to person. 
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encampments in the valley began to merge, those on the hillside remained semi-

detached from the growing urban center—connected by paths and roads but not 

spatially contiguous. This relative isolation, combined with the institution of public 

lands after 1711, changed the social and spatial characteristics of the hillside 

encampments compared with those in the valley. 

The enormous concentrations of slaves working in the public lands, cultivated a 

commercial market in and around the mines—a market that catered to the miners. As 

Sylvio de Vasconcellos notes, the zones peripheral to the growing urban center in valley 

were served by small commercial nuclei of their own.91 Venders circulated among the 

prospectors selling everything from food (cakes, biscuits, breads), drink (milk, alcohol) 

to tobacco, sex and games (gambling). Storefronts were also established near the mines, 

selling similar items and services, as well as mining equipment. These vendors and 

storekeepers were primarily female slaves, or free women, who used their earnings to 

pay their jornais and coartações.92 Some were installed on the hills to manage their 

master’s business, serving as a figurehead more appealing to the slave clientele. As these 

communities grew, collecting more and more slaves from the datas below, they began a 

process of racial stratification—changing the population distribution in the landscape 

and character of the urban development that followed it. 

                                                        

91 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 124. 
92 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 97. See also Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 52. Other common 
professions for coartados, though not strictly tied to the hilltops, included cooking, sewing, and husbandry. 
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2.6 The Racial Stratification of the Population 

The gold rush inserted populations into the topography of Minas Gerais 

beginning from the streams and moving upward. The colonial authorities attempted to 

regulate this insertion through the institution of the datas, sesmarias and public lands. 

These policies affected not only the upward movement of the population but also the 

distribution of people in the landscape. Datas divided the waterways into small, densely 

occupied parcels; sesmarias, which coexisted with datas in the valleys and lower hills, 

spread out the population; public land in the upper hills created a space of infinite and 

constant variation, characterized by a high population density but absence of formal 

divisions. Speaking broadly, these policies concentrated the population around the 

waterways and in the upper hills. They also resulted in a racial stratification of the 

landscape. While slaves represented the majority of persons in all types of lands and at 

all elevations, there was, nonetheless, a growing concentration of Afro-Brazilian 

populations in the upper hills. This was the result of the gradual evacuation of the slave 

populations from the waterways, with the water monopoly and with the decline in 

productivity of the rivers after 1720. The slaves, working as jornaleiros and coartados, 

concentrated in the public lands on the upper hills. Consequently, the population 

around the rivers gradually became whiter and those on the hills became darker. 
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This “coloring of the topography” overlapped with another process, also 

stimulated by the Regimento’s policies of land distribution—the social ordering of the 

population. The distribution mechanisms of the datas and sesmarias imposed a certain 

social order on the population occupying those spaces. Through the Regimento of 1702 

and similar laws, the King and his officials determined who would receive the land and 

how they could use it. The recipient was obliged to comply with these regulations under 

the penalty of losing his claim, making sure the slaves who worked it did so in an 

appropriate and efficient way. In theory, the datas and sesmarias presented a model of 

social occupation in perfect harmony with the ideas of social order propagated by the 

metropole—the slave worked under the authority of his master who worked under the 

authority of the King. Everyone operated within defined social and spatial boundaries. 

While the actual situation was not so clear-cut, the model of production on the datas and 

sesmarias presented a stark contrast to the model of production on the public lands. 

These lands developed in precisely the opposite manner, from the bottom of the social 

pyramid up. By and large, the slaves colonized them first, claiming and working the 

land, independently from their masters. Only if a slave found a significant deposit of 

gold, and only if he told his master would the latter become involved in overseeing the 

mining operation. Only if this master arrived before 1711, and only if he wanted to 

secure his claim, would he have requested a data, thereby recreating the same social 
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model as in the valleys. Most of the time, none of these eventualities occurred and the 

majority of public land remained effectively in the hands of the slaves.  

The process of darkening overlapped with the breakdown of the social model in 

such a way that government officials began to associate the slave communities with 

disorder. This perception was exacerbated by the use of the public land. Since 

ownership in the public lands extended only over the area worked, land usurpation and 

conflicting claims were common problems. The frequency of these cases, brought before 

the colonial authorities, propagated an image of spatial disorder in the public lands. This 

would eventually be perceived as a threat to the urban spaces forming below. Its impact 

on the urban development of Vila Rica will be explored at length in Chapter Four and 

Five. 

 

2.7 A New Urban Model 

Historically, the Portuguese inserted themselves into a new territory at the 

highest elevation. Like medieval kingdoms across Europe, the Portuguese Kings 

conceived of their settlements first as defensive fortifications and second as habitations. 

This tendency became especially pronounced during the Reconquista in the twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries, when Portugal fought to wrest control of the Iberian Peninsula from 
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the invading Moors.93 During these extensive campaigns, the installation of hilltop, 

frontier cities became not only a defensive mechanism but also one the Catholic 

monarchs’ primary means of colonizing and controlling newly re-conquered lands. This 

model of a defensive (or offensive) city would remain in the Portuguese urban repertoire 

through the Age of Exploration. 

When Portugal sought to expand its overseas empire, the hilltop, frontier city 

once again served as the primary mechanism for colonizing Brazil. The typology 

consisted of a cidade alta (upper city) and cidade baixa (lower city).94 The cidade alta, 

located on the hilltop, contained the church, public offices and seigniorial residences and 

was surrounded by a fortified wall. The cidade baixa, at the base of the hill, consisted of 

the port, commercial establishments and popular residences. Salvador da Bahia, the first 

city to be founded in Brazil, epitomized this model, as did Olinda/Recife and 

innumerable other settlements across the colony and the seventeenth century, but not 

those in Minas Gerais.95 

Considering the topography of the region and the importance of the rivers in the 

search for gold, one might expect the Lusitanian paradigm to prevail, with the mining 

                                                        

93 Manuel da Costa Lobo, Introduction to Urbanismo de colina: uma tradição luso-brasileira, edited by Manuel 
da Costa Lobo and José Geraldo Simões Júnior (São Paulo: Editora Mackenzie, 2012), 17. 
94 According to Manuel Leal da Costa Lobo and José Geraldo Simões Júnior, the duality of cidade alta/cidade 
baixa was “…the principal paradigm of Portuguese urbanism” (Lobo, Introduction to Urbanismo de colina, 
18). 
95 Gilda Collet Bruna, “Paradigmas urbanístico-ambientais das cidades luso-brasileiras,” in Urbanismo de 
colina: uma tradição luso-brasileira, edited by Manuel da Costa Lobo and José Geraldo Simões Júnior (São 
Paulo: Editora Mackenzie, 2012), 48-49. 
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activities concentrated along the river and the settlements on the hilltops. However, 

precisely the opposite occurred: the process of mining inserted people into the landscape 

beginning at the lowest elevation with the most prestigious lands located next to the 

rivers and the poorest segment of the population occupying the upper hills. The pattern 

of cidade alta and cidade baixa was thus inverted. Governmental buildings, churches and 

seigniorial residences would first be founded in the valleys near the water and popular 

residences relegated to the hills. Moreover, there was a clear racial division between the 

population of the former and that of the latter—with Luso-Brazilians forming a greater 

proportion of residents in the valley than on the hills, where Afro-Brazilians 

predominated. This inverted model of development would define a new standard for 

the urban development of the entire region, including Vila Rica. 
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3. The Rosary Confraternity and Urban Development 

Confraternities became an essential part of the urban development in Minas 

Gerais, and Vila Rica in particular, with the formation of the first urban spaces. 

Confronted with the lack of traditional religious institutions (such as hospitals to care for 

the sick), early prospectors pooled their financial resources and formed confraternities to 

provide material support and spiritual assistance for their members. These 

confraternities were established in small chapels, constructed by the first prospectors 

next to their mining camps. The services they offered encouraged the nearby population 

to regularly visit the chapels, spurring the creation of residences and businesses in the 

vicinity. Consequently, the chapels and their confraternities became a fundamental 

stabilizing presence in the mining encampments, turning the ephemeral 

conglomerations of habitations into growing, semi-permanent settlements. 

Given the importance of confraternities to urban development, their influence on 

the urban fabric increased when the first brotherhoods broke away from the first chapels 

and founded independent churches in new areas. This occurred quite early in Vila Rica 

and coincided with the institution of parishes and parochial services. Not surprisingly, 

the bare-bones parish network did not effectively administer to the needs of the 

population. The high demand for religious services, the relative isolation of the mining 

region, and the position of the parish priest as one of the only official representatives of 

the Church in Minas Gerais led to frequent abuses among the parish clergy—namely, 
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overcharging for incomplete or lackluster religious services. These abuses weighed 

especially heavily on the confraternities (who guaranteed certain religious services to 

their members) and led the poorest brotherhoods to leave the parish churches from an 

early date. The excess of unaffiliated clergy for hire facilitated the confraternities’ 

departure. 

In both Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias, the first brotherhood to leave the parish 

church was that of Nossa Senhora do Rosário. The only Afro-Brazilian confraternity 

among many Luso-Brazilian sodalities, the Rosary brothers faced discrimination from 

other confraternities, unfair competition for space and the suppression of their rituals by 

the parish priest. Abandoning the valley for the refuge of the hills, the Rosary brothers 

attempted to distance themselves as much as possible from the parish and to locate their 

chapel in friendlier territory—“a happy place.”1 Following the racial stratification of the 

population, they founded their chapels on hills convenient for their membership base. 

Like the first churches, the Rosary chapels intervened in the course of Vila Rica’s urban 

development, changing its direction. 

 

                                                        

1 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, e historia das imagens milagrosas de Nossa Senhora, e da 
milagrosamente aparecidas que se veneram em todo o Bispado do Rio de Janeiro e Minas e em todas as ilhas do 
oceano… Tomo décimo, e ultimo (Lisboa: Oficina de Antonio Pedrozo Galram, 1923), 241. 
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3.1 The First Churches 

The defining characteristic of the first encampments, whether in the valley or on 

the hillside, was their impermanence. Shaped by the population flux described earlier, 

they appeared with the fervor of new discoveries, waxed and waned with the winter 

rains, and disappeared with the famines and the exhaustion of the gold. According to 

Fonseca, “The ephemeral character of most of the settlements can also be explained by 

the fact that the first miners did not hesitate to abandon still productive 'mining services' 

to settle along streams and rivers that seemed more promising to them.”2 The alluvial 

deposits in the riverbeds tended to expire quickly and many Paulistas lacked the labor 

and/or skill to explore them further.3 The encampments identified by Vasconcellos and 

explained in the previous chapter only represent the sites that eventually developed into 

permanent settlements. Numerous others peppered the history of Vila Rica, appearing 

and disappearing with little or no documentary record. 

What determined the longevity of a settlement? What brought prospectors to the 

same site year after year? What motivated new arrivals to re-found previously 

abandoned settlements? While the contributing factors were many—including the 

productivity of nearby data and the arability of surrounding land—this dissertation 

posits another significant factor: the construction of a church. 

                                                        

2 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 65, Original text: “O caráter efêmero da maior parte dos arraiais também 
pode ser explicado pelo fato de que os primeiros mineradores não hesitavam em abandonar ‘serviços de 
minerar’ ainda produtivos para se instalar junto a córregos e ribeiros que lhes pareciam mais promissores.” 
3 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 64. 
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Scholars are nearly unanimous in their assertion that a religious center was 

fundamental to the formation of nascent urban spaces. Fonseca writes: “The history of 

the ecclesiastical organization of the captaincy might be confused with the history of the 

‘perennialization’ of human settlements and their development… In fact, several 

historical accounts show that, in a general way, the moment of consecration—that is, of 

‘officialization’—of the small chapels built by the inhabitants alongside their mines or 

their fields coincided with the beginning of the formation of a more stable human 

agglomeration.”4 Similarly, Caio Boschi writes: “…the evolutionary framework of the 

spatial occupation and of the society of Minas Gerais is concomitant with that of the 

churches...”5 Maria Aparecida de Menezes Borrego calls the chapels “agglutinators” for 

urban formations and asserts the “fundamental role of chapels in the urban formation.”6 

Even Sylvio de Vasconcellos alludes to their importance, writing: "the settlements are 

organized around their temporary chapels, whose forecourts and paths…will delineate 

the incipient public places."7 However, none of these authors explore in any depth why 

                                                        

4 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 83. Original text: “A história da organização eclesiástica da capitania 
confunde-se, pois, com a história da perenização dos estabelecimentos humanos e do seu 
desenvolvimento… De fato, diversos relatos históricos demonstram que, de modo geral, o momento da 
consagração - ou seja, da oficialização - das pequenas capelas construídas pelos habitantes ao lado de suas 
lavras ou de suas roças coincidia com o início da formação de uma aglomeração humana mais estável." 
5 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 32. Original text: "O quadro evolutivo da ocupação especial e da sociedade 
mineira desenha-se concomitantemente ao das igrejas.” 
6 Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 60 and 68. 
7 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 21. Original text: “Normalizando-se as explorações, organizam-se os povoados em 
torno de suas capelas provisórias, cujos adros e caminhos, cascados, vão cordear os incipientes logradouros 
públicos.” 
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or how the churches in Minas and their occupants generated urban space.8 Filling this 

gap is a central goal of this dissertation. 

Many of the first adventurers brought priests with them to Minas, such as Padre 

Faria who accompanied Antônio Dias and the chaplain of José de Camargo Pimentel. 

The role of these clerics was multifold: they looked after the religious needs of the first 

adventurers and provided missionary services for the natives these adventurers set out 

to capture. They also sought divine favor for the expeditions (for the search for gold) 

and christened discovered lands. As previously mentioned, Antônio Dias and Padre 

Faria made camp on June 23, 1698 in Tripuí.9 The following day was the feast of John the 

Baptist and the company paused to pay their respects to the Saint. Padre Faria, armed 

with his portable altar, looked over the valley, and dedicated the site to Saint John.10 The 

adventurers then descended the ridge to make their discoveries. As Menezes notes: the 

first act of the conquistadors was a proclamation of faith, before engaging in the search 

for gold.11 A similar story surrounds the discoveries of José de Camargo Pimentel and 

his chaplain who, according to the Códice Costa Matoso, sought to interpret and follow 

                                                        

8 To these authors must be added Paulo Santos, who asserts that in all of colonial Brazil, a small provisional 
chapel was often the first construction in a settlement (Santos, Formação de cidades, 21). Also, Joaquim 
Furtado de Menezes echoes the importance of churches to the first encampments in the region of the future 
Vila Rica (Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 11-18). And Diogo de Vasconcelos writes: “The 
chapels, as we have already said, were essential to the conquest of Minas…” (Vasconcelos, História antiga, 
188). Original text: "As capelas, como já temos dito, faziam-se essenciais à conquista das Minas…” 
9 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 133.  
10 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 12. Vasconcelos, História antiga, 134. A chapel dedicated to São 
João Baptista was later built on this site and the Arraial of São João do Ouro Fino grew around it. 
11 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 12. 
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the will of God in order to discover gold: “…from far away a lofty peak that rises to the 

heavens serves as a marker of that place, a marker that God wanted to set there in order 

for that site with its many and grandiose riches to be sought and found by that 

marker…”12 While, the author of this document, who emphasized the saintly nature of 

Camargo and pre-destination in his life and death, could have retroactively imposed the 

idea of divine providence in Camargo’s discoveries, there is little doubt that the 

Paulistas viewed divine favor as an essential and inextricable part of the search for gold. 

The document itself has been attributed to Bento Fernandes Furtado, himself a Paulista 

and son of Colonel Salvador Fernandes Furtado. 

As soon as the Paulistas struck gold, one of their first acts was to found a chapel, 

not only to fill their own religious needs but also to bring the favor of God upon their 

mining endeavors. The personal chaplains of the first explorers were also the first priests 

to man these chapels. The text continues, Camargo “sited and constructed a chapel 

[here] with the invocation of St. Michael and administered sacraments through a 

chaplain he brought with him.” 13 Antônio Dias and Padre Faria also built small chapels 

near their strikes: Padre Faria founded Nossa Senhora do Parto in 1698, the same year he 

struck gold; Antônio Dias founded Nossa Senhora da Conceição de Antônio Dias in 

                                                        

12 Códice Costa Matoso, 175. Original text: “…de muito longe um altivo pico que levanta ao ceu serve de sinal 
daquele lugar como padrão que Deus quis pôr para ser buscado e achado pelo tal padrão...” 
13 Códice Costa Matoso, 175. Original text: “Onde se sitou e fez capela com a invocação de São Miguel e se 
administraram sacramentos por um capelão que consigo trazia.” 
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1699, the year after.14 The strikes at Pilar and Bom Successo would similarly gain their 

own churches immediately after their discovery, between 1700 and 1701. In fact, all of 

the encampments identified by Sylvio de Vasconcellos as significant to the future 

development of Vila Rica contained chapels from the first years of their foundation. 

A document in the Códice Costa Matoso underlines the importance of chapels to 

the early encampments. Briefly describing the nascent encampment of Ouro Preto, the 

author writes: “And I can only say that in this Vila Rica, which had no more inhabitants 

than Colonel Francisco do Amaral and his nephew Bento do Amaral, the church was a 

room constructed of wooden stakes, lined with taquara mats and covered with 

straw…”15 According to this quote, when Ouro Preto contained only two noteworthy 

residents, there was already a chapel. Furthermore, as described, the small church was 

the most enduring structure in the encampment. In his seminal study on Vila Rica 

(including Ouro Preto), Vasconcellos suggests that the other buildings (the first shelters), 

would have been even more ephemeral: 

 
“The first houses of Vila Rica, the result of a sudden population explosion in a 
rural area far from the resources necessary for a methodical ordering of 
constructions, are, in principle, simple temporary shelters, destined for the 
precarious protection of the inhabitants, still unable to establish a stable human 
agglomeration. In fact, the miners never thought of stability… Organized in 
bands, continuously on the move and not yet grouped into families, their 

                                                        

14 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 13 and 15. 
15 Códice Costa Matoso, 218. Original text: “E só posso dizer que nesta Vila Rica, que não tinha mais 
moradores que o coronel Francisco do Amaral e seu sobrinho Bento do Amaral, a igreja eram quarto 
forquilhas, forrada de esteiras de taquara e coberta de palha…” 
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dwellings are only for short rests, interspersed among the feverish activities in 
the open fields.”16 

These early ranches would have been single room dwellings for multiple persons with 

no window or openings besides a door. Constructed on bundled sapé (thatch) with an 

earthen floor, they were particularly easy to build in a short period of time. According to 

Vasconcellos, this style of dwelling dominated Vila Rica well past the first ten years of 

settlement in the area.17 Returning to the description in the Códice Costa Matoso, all 

structures in Ouro Preto were ephemeral but not necessarily equal in their ephemerality. 

Scholars such as Boschi distinguish between the materials used for houses and those for 

churches. While most houses were thatch and also some churches, more often religious 

buildings tended to be taipa (rammed earth), pau-a-pique (earth covering straw in a 

wooden framework), caniçada e reboque (cane of reed framework covered in plaster), 

adobe or, like the church in Ouro Preto, wooden poles.18 Following Boschi’s analysis, the 

                                                        

16 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 181-182. In terms of the structure of these buildings, Vasconcellos writes: “They 
are, at times, collective dwellings, for the chief (the master of the manifesto) his companions and servants, 
who share in common the little comfort given them by these single-room ranches; and [they] resemble those 
described by travelers through our country, which can be summed up as a covered area with an earthen 
floor, a grill over the hearth in the center, and in the corners the jiraus [wooden sleeping slabs] for the 
deserved rest of its occupants. When they are many, they spread out on the ground, on hides or mats, as the 
use of the hammock is not widespread in Minas” (Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 181-182). Original text: “As 
primeiras moradias de Vila Rica, fruto de um povoamento súbito em sítio agreste, distante dos recursos 
necessários a uma ordenação metódica de suas construções, são, a princípio, simples abrigos provisórios, 
destinados à proteção’ precária de seus habitantes, ainda inaptos ao estabelecimento de uma aglomeração 
humana estável. Ademais, dessa estabilidade, de fato não cogitavam os mineiros.” 
17 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 183. 
18 Salomão Vasconcelos writes: “the small chapels were also in thatch, some already established as parish 
churches” (Salomão Vasconcelos, Os primeiros aforamentos e os primeiros ranchos de Ouro Preto, in Revista do 
Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico Nacional, no. 5, 1941, 241). Original text: “De palha eram tambem as 
capelinhas, algumas já arvoradas em matriz.” A document in the Códice Costa Matoso also relates: “I ordered 
a chapel to be made encircled by a fence, closed with a door, and covered with thatch since there were not 
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change in materials increased not only the prestige of the structure but also its 

permanence. He writes that unlike houses, chapels “received reinforcements of 

hardwood, thus becoming the only stable elements in that embryonic society.”19 Charles 

Boxer supports this claim when he notes that, later on, chapels were also "by custom the 

first buildings to be graced with a tiled roof."20 The semi-permanent church was thus the 

first anchor for these nascent settlements, promoting a return to the same encampment 

each winter. The churches “pegged” the mobile encampments in place. 

Why was such importance placed on the chapel? Prospecting was a lifestyle 

filled with uncertainty and superstition, permeating all aspects of a miner’s existence. As 

previously mentioned, settlers in Minas often attributed their gold strikes to luck or 

divine intervention, rather than to skill. The type of people who came to settle the region 

exacerbated this tendency. In the first decade of the eighteenth century, the Paulistas 

would be overwhelmed by an influx of Portuguese immigrants who came from poor, 

rural backgrounds. In Cônego Raimundo Trindade’s lineage study, Velhos Troncos 

Ouropretanos, he indicates that of the twenty-one oldest families (“old trunks”) of Ouro 

Preto, all originated in Portugal, except for one Paulista, two from northern Brazil and 

                                                        

 

yet tiles” (Códice Costa Matoso, 212). Original text: “Eu mandei fazer a Capela tapada fechada com porta e 
coberta de capim que não havia ainda telha.” See also: Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 178; Borrego, Códigos e 
práticas, 68; Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 22; Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 51. 
19 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 22. Original text: “Recebiam reforços de madeira de lei, tornando-se, por isso, os 
únicos elements estáveis naquela sociedade embrionária.” 
20 Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 51. 
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one French family.21 The vast majority of prospectors in the region of the future Vila Rica 

(including Ouro Preto), after the first years of the gold rush and especially after 1709, 

would have been poor Portuguese peasants. According to a document in the Códice Costa 

Matoso, these people “believed much more in charity, love and zeal than the Paulistas.”22 

Their local religion also included a strong emphasis on superstition and the divine 

interpretations of natural events. This transposed itself onto the religion in Minas, 

fortifying the religiosity of the Paulistas. Describing the religious culture developing in 

Minas Gerais, Carrato writes: “First and foremost, this religiosity is the fruit of the 

spiritual primacy of ignorant people, who do not look beyond the simplest evidence of 

faith…”23 Consequently, the rapid rise and fall of individual wealth in the mining 

economy would often be constructed as dependent on divine favor or retribution, itself 

inherently linked to the religiosity of both the individual and the population. As Boschi 

points out, people came to the small chapels every Sunday (even in the dry season) to 

pray for luck, turning the chapels into a fixture of daily life.24 The tendency to attribute 

their mining success to divine intervention would solidify the importance of the chapel 

in daily life in Minas. This would be further reinforced as the mining region suffered 

                                                        

21 See summary in Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 25. 
22 Códice Costa Matoso, 185. This document has been attributed to Bento Furtado, a Paulista and a harsh critic 
of the Portuguese immigrants in Minas. Surprisingly, he praises the religiosity and Christian charity of these 
new arrivals. Original Text: “Muito mais confiados na caridade, amor e zelo com que os paulistas.” 
23 Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 45. Original text: “Antes de tudo, êsse religiosismo é 
fruto do primarismo espiritual das gentes ignorantes, que não prospectam além das evidências mais simples 
da fé…” 
24 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 22. 
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repeated shortages of food, labor, and supplies. People tend to group together in 

adversity and to turn to God when hardships become too difficult for the community to 

overcome.25 According to Boschi, these were the ideal conditions for the foundation of 

confraternities.26 

 

3.2 The First Confraternities 

Confraternities were religious brotherhoods, founded by laymen for the practice 

of devotion and Christian charity. They were also the primary providers of social 

services in Portugal and the Lusitanian Empire. In reference to their development in the 

metropole, but no less relevant for Minas Gerais, Boschi writes: 

“From its earliest days, the Portuguese State clearly demonstrated that its 
exclusive interest was the management of economic and political affairs, 
relegating social assistance to second place. To this extent, it [the State] was born 
and organized itself to be concerned solely with preserving the interests of the 
privileged classes, not understanding as its duty the provision of services 
demanded by society. Thus, unserved and helpless, the lower segments grouped 
together and developed forms of self-preservation.”27 

One of the forms these took was the creation of confraternities, whose development in 

Minas Gerais echoes their historical presence across Portugal and the Brazilian coast.  

                                                        

25 See discussion in Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 22. 
26 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 22. 
27 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 51. Original text: “Desde seus primórdios, o Estado português deu clara 
demonstração de que seu interesse exclusive era a gestão dos negócios econômicos e politicos, relegando a 
segundo plano a assistência social. Nessa medida, ele nasceu e se organizou preocupado unicamente com a 
preservação dos interesses das classes privilegiadas, não entendendo como seu dever o provimento de 
serviços demandados pela sociedade. Assim, desassistidos e desamparados, os segmentos inferiores 
agruparam-se e desenvolveram formas de autopreservação.” 
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Confraternities offered their members insurance, by pooling the resources of all 

members.28 When a brother fell on hard financial times, the confraternity would help 

provide for them and their family through loans and services. When a brother became 

sick or died, he or she would be guaranteed the Last Rites and a Christian burial in the 

church or churchyard. Help would also be extended to the widow(er) and children if 

necessary. In the isolated region of Minas, the prospectors could only depend on 

themselves and their nascent community for support. In the absence of traditional 

religious institutions, they formed confraternities, providing themselves with a small 

amount of security in the volatile enterprise of mining. 

These associations, by regulation and tradition, were founded in churches, 

further reinforcing the importance of the chapel to the daily life of the community. 

Dedicated to saints, the confraternities directed the spiritual life of their members, with 

obligatory masses, processions, devotions and celebrations of their saints in addition to 

their charitable works. These religious services would have been officiated by either a 

private chaplain, hired by the confraternity from the plethora of unaffiliated clergy in 

Minas, or by the priest who managed the chapel in which they were seated. With the 

creation of confraternities, the small chapels became both frequent meeting points and 

social and religious help-centers. 

                                                        

28 These resources were collected through membership dues, special donations and alms. 
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These associations could be found in the chapel of Ouro Preto from the first 

decade of the eighteenth century. The confraternity of the Santissimo Sacramento was 

probably the first to be erected, shortly after the foundation of the chapel by Antônio 

Dias. Following the Council of Trent, and especially in colonial Minas, Portugal 

encouraged the formation of confraternities dedicated the Santissimo Sacramento as a 

means of offsetting the Crown’s expenditures in installing and maintaining the religious 

cult (the King’s responsibility under the Padroado).29 Seated at the main altar of the 

parish church, this confraternity shouldered the responsibility of maintaining the parish 

church and organizing the required yearly festivals—namely Corpus Christi, São 

Sebastião, their patron (Nossa Senhora do Pilar in Ouro Preto), as well as Royal Births, 

Deaths and Weddings.30 In Ouro Preto, documentary records indicate the presence of 

the Santissimo Sacramento confraternity from 1711.31 However, their Compromisso 

(foundation document) suggests a much earlier origin: 

“Illustrious Sir Dom Francisco de S. Hyeronimo, predecessor of Your 
Illustriousness, was served in the year 1712 to pass a provision of approval and 
confirmation of the Compromisso of the Brotherhood of the Holy Sacrament of the 
Parochial Church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar of Vila Rica do Ouro Preto [that] 

                                                        

29 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 23. 
30 During the course of research, I found reference to the celebration of Corpus Christi in the Ouro Preto 
chapel from 1718, the celebration of São Sebastião and Nossa Senhora do Pilar from 1722, Santa Isabel and 
the Anjo Custódio from 1754, Francisco Borja from 1757 (following the Lisbon Earthquake) and royal 
celebrations from 1718.  
31 The first Book of Acts from this confraternity begins with entries in 1712, the official foundation date of the 
confraternity. However, the first act in this book refers to confraternal dues paid during the previous year, 
indicating that the confraternity was active from at least 1711. AEPNSP Códice 205/223 (Santissimo 
Sacramento). 
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being the first and oldest in the said freguesia32 made a Compromisso and was 
erected as the Temple to God was consecrated...”33 

Considering Portuguese law and tradition, the brotherhood of the Santissimo 

Sacramento was probably founded contemporaneously with the first church in Ouro 

Preto, or at least in its first years. Notably, two other confraternities claim similar 

antiquity—Nossa Senhora do Pilar and São Miguel e Almas. In their Compromisso, the 

brothers of Nossa Senhora do Pilar write: “Nossa Senhora do Pilar is the oldest of this 

freguesia of Ouro Preto de Vila Rica for the Senhora is the patron saint of this parish…”34 

Similarly, the brothers of São Miguel write: “The Brotherhood of the Arcanjo São Miguel 

e Almas is one of the oldest of this freguesia of Ouro Preto of Vila Rica, for it had its 

beginning while the temple of God was being erected, still being an arraial what today is 

a vila…”35 While it is difficult to measure the true antiquity of these foundations, all 

certainly predate their official establishment dates—Santissimo Sacramento in 1712, 

Nossa Senhora do Pilar in 1712 and São Miguel e Almas’ in 1713.36 When the 

                                                        

32 A freguesia was an administrative division of the Church similar to a parish. 
33 AEPNSP Códice 201 (Santissimo Sacramento). Original text: “Illustrissimo Senhor D. Francisco de S. 
Hyeronimo antecessor de Vossa Illustrissima, foi servido no anno de 1712 mandar passar Provizão de 
aprovação e confirmação do Compromisso da Irmandade do Santissimo Sacramento da Igreja Parochial de 
Nossa Senhora do Pillar de Villa Rica do ouro preto, sendo a primeyra e mais antiga na dita Freguezia fez 
Compromisso, e foi erecta tanto que se consagrou Templo a Deos...” 
34 AEPNSP Códice 56 (Pilar). Original text: “A Nossa Senhora do Pilar he a mais antiga desta Freguezia do 
Ouro Preto de Villa Rica por ser a senhora a padroya desta Parrochia...” 
35 AEPNSP Códice 11 (São Miguel). Emphasis mine. Original text: “A Irmandade do Archanjo S. Miguel e 
Almas he huã das antigas desta Freguezia do ouro preto da Villa Rica, pois teve o seo principio tanto q’ se 
eregio templo a Deos inda sendo Arrayal o que hoje he Villa.” The term vila was a formal designation for a 
settlement that had reached a certain size, economic output and population. The nature and implication of 
this designation will be discussed at length later on. 
36 AEPNSP Códice 11 (São Miguel). See also Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 217-218. 
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encampments in the Tripuí valley—including Ouro Preto, Antônio Dias and Padre 

Faria—were elevated to the classification of a city in 1711, the Bishop officially created 

the parishes of Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias the following year.37 The installation of 

these new power structures over the religious life in the town probably forced the 

regularization of existing confraternities resulting in the official approval of their 

Compromissos and setting their foundation dates around 1712. 

Despite the antiquity and importance of the Santissimo Sacramento 

confraternity, another brotherhood—Nossa Senhora do Rosário—represents BOTH one 

of the earliest and the largest confraternity in Ouro Preto.38 Membership in the three 

confraternities mentioned above was limited by strict blood-purity requirements to 

Caucasian families of Lusitanian or Brazilian origin. Yet this population represented a 

small fraction of the total patrons for Ouro Preto’s single chapel, the majority of whom 

were slaves. As previously mentioned, the population of slaves in Vila Rica 

outnumbered the white prospectors three to one by 1718. Excluded from the above-

mentioned confraternities, the growing population of African slaves founded their own 

brotherhood dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Rosário—the consoler of hard labor.39 In a 

                                                        

37 In 1711, Ouro Preto, Antônio Dias and surrounding encampments were combined into the city of Vila Rica 
de Ouro Preto. 
38 From his extensive survey of documents, Boschi asserts that documentally, Nossa Senhora do Rosário is 
the first dedication to appear in Minas (Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 24). Furthermore, from the 322 
confraternities he identifies in Minas, almost twenty percent were dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Rosário; 
the second most common dedication was Santissimo Sacramento, with around thirteen percent (Boschi, Os 
leigos e o poder, 187-188). 
39 Before arriving in Minas, confraternities dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Rosário already had a long history 
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society that lacked social services for all populations, confraternities became especially 

important for marginalized groups, who often had no other recourse for basic assistance. 

By concentrating the majority of slaves into a single brotherhood, the Rosary 

confraternity served as a vehicle through which their collective voice could be heard—

reaching the power structures in the town, colony and even the metropole. As Julita 

Scarano writes: “In this way, the confraternity was practically the only institution open 

to a man of color, within legality, where, forgetting his position as slave, he could live as 

a human being.”40 

Like other confraternities in Minas, Nossa Senhora do Rosário offered financial 

and social assistance to its members, but the organization also focused on issues 

important to the slaves—helping their members to cover their jornais, paying for 

manumission and securing a burial in the churchyard.41 Slave confraternities such as 

Nossa Senhora do Rosário were tolerated (and even welcomed) by the colonial 

                                                        

 

in Africa where Dominican missionaries had established them parallel to their convents as a means of 
indoctrinating the African peoples into the Christian religion. See Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 55. 
40 Scarano, Devoção e Escravidão, 145. See also Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 14. Original text: "Desse modo, a 
confraria era praticamente a única instituição aberta ao homem de cor, dentro da legalidade, onde, 
esquecida a sua situação de escravo, poderia viver como um ser humano." 
41 As João José Reis demonstrates in Bahia, burial in a churchyard was a particularly important issue as 
slaves without confraternal affiliations risked burial in mass graves and open pits, with no religious rites 
(Reis, Death is a Festival, 155). João José Reis, Death is a Festival (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 2003). In Minas specifically, Liana Maria Reis writes that a parish priest had to use all his powers of 
coersion to force slave owners to give their slaves a Christian burial (Reis, Crimes e escravos, 208). It is also 
important to emphasize that not all slave confraternities offered help with manumission. Liana Maria Reis, 
Crimes e escravos na capitania de todos os negros (Minas Gerais, 1720-1800) (São Paulo: Editora Hucitec, 2008). 
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administration because they “served as an instrument for inserting the black man into 

the cultural patterns of the white man.”42 The confraternity gave the slaves a voice but 

also ensured that their voice would be moderated by established Portuguese religious 

structures and speak to the Lusitanian cultural paradigm. Consequently, the Rosary 

confraternities were simultaneously sites of resistance and of suppression or, better 

stated, sites of controlled resistance. This will be explored at length in Chapter Six. 

In Ouro Preto, the official foundation date for the Rosary confraternity is July 13, 

1715, the date their Compromisso was approved. However, Friar Agostinho de Santa 

Maria, who history of miraculous images of the Virgin Mary between 1707 and 1723, 

reports that the Rosary confraternity existed in Ouro Preto from 1711.43 Like the three 

confraternities listed earlier, the Rosary was probably founded before its erection date 

and served as the counterpart of the Santissimo Sacramento for the Afro-Brazilian 

segment of the population. The July 1715 coincides precisely with a revision of the first 

parishes in Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias in June 1715.44 As with the prior three 

confraternities, the religious re-organization no doubt forced the regularization of the 

remaining brotherhoods, already extant at the time. In fact, three other confraternities—

Nosso Senhor dos Passos, Santo Antônio de Pádua, and Santa Quiteria—have their 

                                                        

42 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 69. Original text: “Serviram como instrumento de enquadramento do negro aos 
padrões culturais do branco.” 
43 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 241.  
44 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. 
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foundation dates listed the same year.45 To these, Agostinho de Santa Maria adds, Nossa 

Senhora dos Pardos which had been founded before 1723.46 

Ten years after the foundation of Ouro Preto’s chapel, there were at least three, 

probably four, confraternities occupying the small space.47 Less than five years later, 

there were at least seven and probably eight.48 It is unclear whether the very simple 

chapel described in the Códice Costa Matoso was the same structure that housed these 

eight confraternities in 1715. Confraternities tended to be seated at individual altars 

(dedicated to the patron saint of the confraternity) lining the sides of the nave and the 

Santissimo Sacramento confraternity at the high altar in the choir. Consequently, the 

1715 structure must have been large enough to accommodate several side altars. The 

confraternities of Santissimo Sacramento, São Miguel e Almas, and Santo Antônio de 

Padua all record undertaking large and costly decorative programs for their individual 

altars between 1712 and 1718. For example, the confraternity of the Santissimo 

Sacramento sent for ornaments from Rio de Janeiro in 1712, for the high altar including: 

crimson damask fabric fringed in gold, a palio, silver vases for the wine and water, and 

                                                        

45 Caio Boschi lists the first record of the Santa Quiteria confraternity as 1720. However, according to a 
document in the Paroquial Archive of Nossa Senhora do Pilar, the confraternity was officially founded in 
1715. Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 218. 
46 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 239. 
47 Santissimo Sacramento, São Miguel e Almas, Nossa Senhora do Pilar and probably Nossa Senhora do 
Rosário. 
48 Santissimo Sacramento, São Miguel e Almas, Nossa Senhora do Pilar, Nossa Senhora do Rosário, Nosso 
Senhor dos Passos, Santo Antônio de Pádua, Santa Quiteria and probably, Nossa Senhora dos Pardos. 
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more.49 The Brothers of Santo Antônio de Padua also decorated their side altar from at 

least August of 1717 when they spent four hundred and fifty oitavas of gold on the 

“retable of the Glorious Saint.”50 By 1718, the confraternity of São Miguel e Almas was 

putting the finishing touches on their altar by hiring a gilder: “to gild the entire 

altarpiece of the altar of the Capela51 das Almas in two hundred and sixty oitavas of 

gold.”52 To these must be added Nossa Senhora do Pilar and Nossa Senhora do Rosário 

which, according to Agostinho de Santa Maria, “created their chapel [altar] and not with 

little grandeur….,” both well before 1723.53 During this period, the confraternities also 

had significant inventories of accoutrements for their cult, including and gold and silver 

items, requiring a secure storage space.54 While it is unclear from the documents 

whether or not the other three confraternities had independent side altars, it is probable 

that they did. Yet, even if seven confraternities shared four side altars, it seems unlikely 

that the simple building described in the Códice Costa Matoso would have been deemed a 

suitable envelope for the resplendent and costly decorations created by the 

confraternities of São Miguel e Almas, the Santissimo Sacramento and Santo Antônio de 

Padua. It is more likely that the church had been recently renovated motivating the 

                                                        

49 AEPNSP Códice 205/223 (Santissimo Sacramento), 81. See also Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario 
Mariano, 239. 
50 AEPNSP Códice 252 (Santo Antônio). 
51 Side altar were often referred to as chapels in colonial documents. 
52 AEPNSP Códice 16 (São Miguel). Emphasis mine. 
53 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 240. Original text: “Fizerão a sua capella e não com pequena 
grandeza…” 
54 AEPNSP Códice 205/223 TAL (Santissimo Sacramento), 83, 85, 92. AEPNSP Códice 63 (Pilar). AEPNSP 
Códice 252 (Santo Antônio). 
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confraternities to undertake their decorative works. Agostinho de Santa Maria’s account 

supports this, indicating that: “soon a large temple was made, and because of the great 

expense, they made it of excellent, rich, incorruptible woods, of which there were many 

in those forests.”55 When the church had been completed, Agostinho continues, the 

Image of Nossa Senhora do Pilar was added, an act that he dates to 1710.56 

The proliferation of confraternities not only underlines the rapid growth of the 

population but also their tendency to concentrate around the chapels. By 1712, the 

church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar and its confraternities had become the spiritual and 

social center of the mining region. Each confraternity celebrated a weekly mass in the 

chapel with a private chaplain—for example, the Santissimo Sacramento held mass on 

Thursdays, Nossa Senhora do Pilar on Saturdays, São Miguel e Almas on Sundays.57 

Each confraternity also had regular meetings in which their governing body and 

members held elections, discussed problems, planned events and undertook building 

projects (such as renovating the altars). Finally, each brotherhood managed its own 

calendar of devotions, celebrations and processions occurring in the chapel and around 

the encampment. All of these events, outlined in the foundation documents of the 

confraternities, required the recurring presence of the confraternity’s members in the 

                                                        

55 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 238. Original text: “logo se derão principio a hum grande 
Templo, e porque se fizesse mais despessa o fizerão de excellentes, e ricas madeiras incorruptiveis, de que 
muito abundão aquellas matas.” 
56 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 238.  
57 AEPNSP Códice 16 (São Miguel). AEPNSP Códice 205/223 (Santissimo Sacramento), 80v. Agostinho de 
Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 239. 
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chapel, continuously drawing people into the encampment and re-enforcing the 

importance of Ouro Preto’s chapel to the community. 

Reprising Boschi’s observation above: “The evolutionary framework of the 

spatial occupation of the mining society is concomitant with that of the churches and,” 

he continues, “consequently, of the lay associations that took responsibility for them...”58 

The chapels and their confraternities turned the ephemeral Ouro Preto into a permanent 

settlement by maintaining a commanding presence in the daily life of the community. 

This produced a strong urban tendency among the prospectors, as Miran de Barros Latif 

demonstrates.59 By requiring the frequent presence of members in the encampments, the 

confraternities encouraged the creation of structures around a chapel that withstood 

seasonal changes in the population. Members no doubt found it more convenient to 

maintain a house in the encampment, than to make continuous and repeated trips back 

and forth from their datas. The sustained presence of people in the encampment also 

attracted commercial development, catering to the needs of these residents. Returning to 

the Códice Costa Matoso, the document that describes the early settlement in Ouro Preto 

continues by describing the encampment of Antônio Dias, already a few years older 

than Ouro Preto. In addition to its small chapel, Antônio Dias had also gained a butcher 

                                                        

58 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 32. Original text: “O quadro evolutivo da ocupação especial e da sociedade 
mineira desenha-se concomitantemente ao das igrejas, e, por via de decorrência, das associações leigas que 
lhe suportavam o onus, quer da manutenção.” 
59 Miran de Barros Latif, As Minas Gerais (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Agir, 1960), 118.  
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shop.60 The introduction of commercial spaces also promoted the frequent return of 

miners to the encampments and underscored their importance to the daily life of the 

prospectors in all seasons. 

The centrality of the chapel to the social culture in Minas and to the nascent 

urban formations is demonstrated by the location of roads. As Vasconcellos notes: 

“These streets, in general, radiate from the chapels, as they still do in Santana, but soon 

lose themselves in simple paths.”61 The chapel, as the center of life in the settlement, 

became the axis around which the urban development revolved. Even the name of 

encampments became interchangeable with the denomination of their chapels. As 

Fonseca notes: “…the terms ‘parish’ and ‘chapel,’ belonging to the ecclesiastical lexicon, 

can accompany or replace the word ‘arraial’, and are, therefore, part of the urban 

taxonomies of Minas Gerais, serving to designate most of the settlements.”62 At the 

beginning of the eighteenth century, the Tripuí Valley could be described as a network 

of churches connected by roads. The chapels and their confraternities became centers of 

urban development and producers of urban space. 

 

                                                        

60 The Códice Costa Matoso relates: “in Antônio Dias there was only a butcher shop owned by a man called 
Henrique Lopes” (Códice Costa Matoso, 218). Original text: “em Antônio Dias só havia um corte de carne de 
um homem chamado Henrique Lopes.” 
61 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 152. Original text: “Essas ruas, em geral, irradiam-se das capelas, como ainda 
aparecem na de Santana, logo perdendo-se, porém, em simples caminhos.” 
62 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 84. Original text: “…os termos “freguesia” e “capela”, pertencentes ao 
léxico eclesiástico, podem acompanhar ou substituir a palavra “arraial”, e fazem, portanto, parte das 
taxinomias urbanas de Minas Gerais, servindo para designar a maior parte das povoações.” 
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3.3 The Dysfunctional Diocese 

From outset of the gold rush, the Bishop (and the Crown) attempted to regulate 

the confraternities and chapels in Minas by creating parishes. The reasons for this early 

intervention are various. First, the Padroado obligated the Crown to establish the 

Church throughout its overseas territories. Second, the Portuguese monarch, Dom João 

V, was well-known in Europe for his extreme religious devotion and emphasis on the 

importance of the religious cult in daily life. Finally, the institution of the parishes 

incorporated the mining region into the established administrative structure of the 

Church and State—including the collection of taxes and donations for the religious cult. 

Fonseca observes: 

“As occurred in other parts of the Portuguese empire, as well as other European 
nations, the parishes or freguesias constituted the basic cells of ecclesiastical 
organization in the colony. In the ambit of the parishes all the activities of the 
religious life unfolded; But they also served the civil administration and, in 
particular, the Treasury—the parish being the territorial unit adopted for various 
acts of an administrative nature, such as censuses and the collection of taxes 
(such as tithes).”63 

Within the parishes, the confraternities would bear the brunt of these often unwelcome 

and burdensome contributions since they guaranteed certain religious services and often 

pledged to help members with financial problems. Consequently, the installation of 

                                                        

63 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 85. Emphasis mine. Original text: “Como ocorria em outras partes do 
império português, assim como em outras nações da Europa, as paróquias ou freguesias constituíam as 
células de base da organização eclesiástica na colônia. No âmbito das freguesias desenrolavam-se todas as 
atividades da vida religiosa; mas elas também serviam à administração civil e, em particular, ao fisco - a 
paróquia sendo a unidade territorial adotada para diversos atos de natureza administrativa, como os 
recenseamentos e a cobrança de impostos (como o dízimo).” 
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parishes often prompted confraternities with fewer financial resources to abandon the 

parish church. Constructing independent chapels in the surrounding area, these 

confraternities multiplied the number and type of urban nodes. Such was the case with 

Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias. 

Writing to King Dom João V in 1715, the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro, Dom Francisco 

de São Jerônimo, relates his early attempts to establish parish services in Minas and, 

consequently, in Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias: “In the backlands of Minas when they 

were discovered, I ordered that some casas barradas64 be constructed, and cover[ed with] 

straw in the American way for churches and I named parish priests for them…”65 The 

Bishop passed his orders to certain Paulistas whom, as we have seen, were already 

prolific founders of chapels. One such man was Colonel Salvador Furtado. In the first 

years of the gold rush, the Bishop gave Furtado ample license “to be able to build a 

portable altar anywhere, and erect chapels wherever necessary for the administration of 

the sacraments.”66 Apparently taking his mandate to heart, Furtado became a prolific 

founder of chapels both in Tripuí and along the Carmo river, erecting Nossa Senhora do 

Carmo in the Arraial do Carmo 1696-1698, Nosso Senhor do Bom Successo in the Arraial 

                                                        

64 The bishop refers to a construction technique typical of early buildings in Minas. After the walls had been 
constructed from a lattice of woven sticks and straw, they were covered (infilled) with clay to improve their 
durability. 
65 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo to King Dom João V dated 
June 13 1715. Original text: “No certão das Minas quando se descubrirão, ordeney se levantassem alguas 
cazas barradas, e cubertas de palha ao modo da America para Igrejas e nome[illegible] Parrochos p.a ellas.” 
66 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 91-92.  
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do Bom Successo in 1700-1701, a chapel (probably São Gonçalo) in the Arraial de Cima 

in 1701 and Nossa Senhora de Loreto in Morro Grande in 1703.67 In concert with these 

efforts, the Bishop began to selectively insert parish priests into Fonseca’s churches, as 

well as those of other Paulistas. Furtado’s chapel of Nossa Senhora do Carmo, receiving 

a parish priest in 1703, would be the first in Minas to be incorporated into the diocese.68 

It is important to underline that not all Paulistas founded chapels at the Bishop’s 

behest. On the contrary, most of the chapels in Minas would be founded by the first 

explorers (or prospectors) and manned by their chaplains they brought with them (or by 

one of the many priests who entered Minas illegally and offered themselves for hire), 

without prior knowledge or consent of the Church. The Bishop himself asserts this in 

1715 when he writes to King: “All these churches were raised by the inhabitants, and 

they go on adorning them, and paying their pastor without the tithes69 being used for 

these expenses...”70 In other words, the prospectors installed and maintained the 

religious cult in Minas independent of the traditional structures established by the 

                                                        

67 See the Códice Costa Matoso: “…and in this place, Arraial de Cima, he created the first chapel that could be 
found in all the settlements of the Carmo river” (Códice Costa Matoso, 181). After the winter, he moved to his 
farms in Morro Grande and created another chapel (Códice Costa Matoso, 182) Original text: “Passado o 
inverno e socorrendo já os mantimentos a prescrita opressão da fome, se recolheu o ditto coronel a sua roça 
do Morro Grande e fabricou outra capela…” Diogo de Vasconcelos identifies this chapel as Nossa Senhora 
de Loreto and dates its foundation to 1703. See Vasconcelos, História antiga, 188. 
68 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 92. 
69 Called dízimos in Portuguese, this tax comprised one tenth of a person’s income (less expenses) and was 
traditionally paid to the Church for the maintenance of the chapel and the parish priest. 
70 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo to King Dom João V dated 
June 13 1715. Original text: “Todas estas igrejas levantarão os moradores, e vão paramentando, e pagão os 
seus parrochos sem dos dizimos se concorrer para estas despezas…” 
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Church for the care of souls (cura animarum), such as parishes. Concomitantly, there 

would have been no financial support from the Church. Boschi also underlines this 

tendency writing: “It was not the religious officers who were responsible for the 

implantation of the faith but the laymen—masters and slaves... who replaced the 

original role of the clergy as agents and intermediaries of religion.”71 Only after the 

construction of the churches and institution of the cult did the Catholic Church 

retroactively legalize and regularize these structures and the priests that worked within 

them. Such was the case with most of the churches in the Tripuí Valley. Based on the 

sources consulted, the chapel of Nosso Senhor do Bom Successo appears to be the only 

one founded under the Bishop’s mandate in the region of Vila Rica.  

The Church wasted no time inserting parish priests into the valley’s other extant 

chapels. Around four years after their foundation, in 1705, the churches of Nossa 

Senhora do Pilar in Ouro Preto and Nossa Senhora da Conceição in Antônio Dias both 

received their first parish priests—Padres Manoel de Castro and João de Faria Fialho 

respectively.72 However, the incorporation of these sites into the structure of the diocese 

appears to have occurred much later. While, the first baptisms recorded in Antônio Dias 

                                                        

71 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 24 and 65. Original text: “Não foram os religiosos de ofício os responsáveis pela 
implantação da fé, mas sim os leigos—senhores e escravos...[que] substituíram o papel precípuo do clero 
como agentes e intermediaries da religião.” 
72 Menezes cites the Compêndio da épocas da Capitania de Minas Gerais as his source for the names of the two 
priests (Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 13). Diogo de Vasconcelos, alternatively names the first 
parish priest of Ouro Preto as Padre Francisco de Castro (Vasconcelos, História antiga, 217). Both authors set 
the date of the first parish as 1705.  
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date from 1707, the first baptisms in Ouro Preto would not be recorded until after 1712.73 

Despite the Bishop’s early efforts, the Parish of Nossa Senhora do Pilar in Ouro Preto 

would not be officially established until 1712, after the King’s intervention. 

Following the Emboabas conflict, Dom João V pressured the Bishop for greater 

regularization of the religious structures in Minas. As mentioned in Chapter One, one of 

the chief conspirators of the Emboabas War was a Trinitarian friar—Francisco de 

Menezes. No doubt incensed by the presence of Friar Menezes in Minas Gerais, after all 

unnecessary clerics had been banned from the region in the Regimento of 1702, the King 

wrote to the Bishop on November 9, 1709, asking him to travel to Minas Gerais 

personally, create the necessary parishes and expel all unnecessary priests: 

“…so that with your authority you may try to curb the discords which I am 
informed there are between the Paulistas and reinois [Emboabas], admonishing 
them to live in peace with each other as Christians who are obedient to God and 
their King; and in the district of the same mines, establish the parishes, which are 
necessary for administering the sacraments to the vassals who live in them; and 
you shall endeavor to expel all religious affiliates and clerics from the mines, 
who reside in those districts and who do not have employment necessary and 
compatible with the ecclesiastical state…”74 

In the aftermath of the Emboabas conflict, Dom João V believed that the establishment of 

the Church in Minas Gerais would calm the rebellion and inspire obedience in his 

                                                        

73 See Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 70. 
74 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 896. Letter from Dom João V to the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro dated 
November 9, 1709. Original text: “Para que com a vossa autoridade procureis atalhar as discordias de que 
sou informado ha entre os Paulistas, e Reynoes, admoestando os, para que huns, e outros vivão em boa paz 
como christãos obedientes a Deus, e ao seu Rey; e nos destritos das mesmas minas estabaleçereis as 
Parochias, que forem necessarias para se administrarem os sacramentos aos vassalos, que vivem nellas; e 
procurareis com effeito seijão expulssos das minas todos os Religiozos e clerigos, que Rezidirem naquelles 
destrictos, que não tenhão emprego necessario e comperente ao estado eccleziastico…” 
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subjects. In other words, he clearly equated submission to God with submission to the 

King. This conception of the Church as a pacifying mechanism would also impact his 

actions in the wake of the future rebellions—as we will see in Chapter Five and Six. 

Under the impetus of the King, the Bishop re-evaluated the parishes in Minas Gerais, 

officially erecting the parishes of Nossa Senhora do Pilar do Ouro Preto and Nossa 

Senhora da Conceição do Antônio Dias (along with twenty-nine others) in 1712. 75 Dom 

João V confirmed them on February 22, 1716.76 

In Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias, it is no coincidence that the official creation of 

the first parishes in 1712 followed the elevation of these two encampments to the 

classification of a vila (town)—in other words, the recognition of their development and 

endurance as permanent settlements. As Fonseca observes: “The institution of parish 

seats assumed the existence of a nucleus of stable settlement and of a certain prosperity 

in the zones that would be included within each parish.”77 Integrating the Paulistas 

chapels into the diocesan system, imposed a religious structure with well-defined 

administrative, ritual and financial obligations. This required a stable population with a 

                                                        

75 AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 896. Letter from the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro to the Dom João V dated 
March? 13, 1710. The Bishop waited at least two years to comply with the King’s request because more 
pressing issues in São Paulo required his attention. In a letter to the King dated March 13, 1710, he indicated 
that the retreat of the Paulistas’ army to São Paulo necessitated his immediate departure for that region in 
order to the calm the tempers of the rebels (AHU_ACL_CU_017, Cx. 8, D. 896). 
76 Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo informs King Dom João V that he created thirty-one parishes in his letter 
dated June 13, 1715 (AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45). The King confirmed them on February 22, 1716 
(Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 27). 
77 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 83. Original text: “A instituição de sedes paroquiais supunha a existência 
de um núcleo de povoamento estável e de uma certa prosperidade nas zonas que seriam incluídas dentro de 
cada freguesia.” 
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consistent income to maintain the religious apparatus as defined by Roman Catholic law 

and tradition. The erection of vilas indicated this stability. The order turning the 

encampments of Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias into the town of Vila Rica de Nossa 

Senhora do Pilar itself outlines the terms for becoming a vila, including the longevity of 

the population at the site, the continued productivity of the mines, the development of 

commercial enterprises and the installation of agriculture.78 On July 8, 1711 the Governor 

wrote: 

“.... attending to the riches that the mines promise, that for many years these hills 
and streams have been worked and are the principal part of these mines, where 
commerce and farms increase rapidly... it has been decided ... that from this 
arraial, together with the one of Antônio Dias, a vila will be founded for the 
above-mentioned reasons…”79 

Instituting the parishes inside an established vila ensured that the population could 

provide for the religious apparatus of the Catholic Church. 80 

In perfect concert with the Crown’s financial interests in the region, the 

simultaneous creation of vilas and parishes directly integrated the encampments into the 

                                                        

78 RAPM 2, no. 1 (January-March 1897): 86-87. In 1711, the Governor (acting on behalf of the Crown) also 
elevated the encampments along the Carmo River and along Rio das Velhas to the classification of vilas—
Vila do Ribeirão de Nossa Senhora do Carmo would be created on April 8; and Vila Real de Nossa Senhora 
da Conceição do Sabará on July 17.  
79 RAPM 2, no. 1 (January-March 1897): 84-85. Emphasis mine. Original text: “...attendendo ás riquezas que 
promettião as minas, que ha tantos annos se lavrão nestes morros e ribeiras e ser a parte principal destas 
minas, aonde acode o Comercio, e fazendas... se resolvia... que neste d.o Arrayal Junto com o de Antonio 
Dias se fundasse a Villa pelas razões referidas…” 
80 Like the parishes, the creation of vilas reflected the Crown’s larger plan for subjugating the region of 
Minas Gerais to Royal authority after the Emboabas War. In 1709, Dom João V separated the regions of São 
Paulo and Minas from Rio de Janeiro, installing an independent Governor over the new district. The 
creation of vilas from the most populous settlements in Minas, and the installation of City Councils over 
them, was a further attempt to “subject their inhabitants to the Laws of Justice” (RAPM 2, no. 1 (January-
March 1897): 84-85). 
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fiscal systems of both the Church and the State—dramatically increasing amount and 

type of emoluments paid by the inhabitants. At least from 1712, the inhabitants of Minas 

complained to the Bishop and the King about redundancy in their financial obligations. 

They continued to pay, as they always had, for the construction of their chapels, for their 

decoration and repair, and for the services of their priests; on top of this, with the 

institution of the parish and vila, they also paid the conhecença to the Church and the 

tithes to the Crown.81 The conhecença was a fixed yearly fee paid to the parish priest at 

Lent for confession and communion. As is well-known, tithes (or dízimos) was a tax of 

one tenth on a person’s income (less expenses), traditionally paid to the Church for the 

maintenance of the chapel and the parish priest.82 The problem with the new taxes was 

that they were redundant and neither replaced the standing financial obligations of the 

prospectors towards their chapels. In other words, the people of Minas were paying 

three times for the same services. 

The problem of overlap between the tithes and the conhecença was not new. 

According to Carrato: 

“Already in Bahia, shortly after the Church lost the collection of tithes, it 
instituted the payment of "conhecença of a certain amount in cash, according to 
the treatment of each person", that was given at the time of the Easter, as a 
financial reinforcement to the meager salary received by the vicars: one paid the 
following "each member of a couple four vinténs83, and each single person two 

                                                        

81 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom João V to the Bishop Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo 
dated November 9, 1712 in which the King summarizes and responds to the Bishop’s letter from April 25. 
82 Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 55. 
83 One vintém was approximately 37.5 réis. 
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vinténs for Communion, and only for Confession one vintém of conhecença, which 
is commonly called Alleluia, because it is customary to pay during the Easter 
Resurrection." It happened that the faithful rebelled. As they paid the tithes, 
which were reportedly destined for the expenses of the cult, they thought that to 
pay also the conhecença to receive the sacraments was a true double taxation.”84  

As Carrato notes, this double taxation became common across colonial Brazil, including 

Minas Gerais.85 However, in Minas, the double taxation also overlapped with the 

existing system of self-financing for the churches, so, the double taxation became a triple 

taxation. 

Furthermore, when the Bishop applied the conhecença to Minas, he dramatically 

increased the rate of coverage compared to other regions. Returning to his 1715 letter to 

the King, when the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro asked the Paulistas to establish churches on 

the frontier and sent the first parish priests to populate them, he also established the 

values of the conhecença. He writes: 

“and for not being practical nor having notice from the backlands in order to be 
able to determine a competent salary for the support of the parish priests; I 
charged the Vigário da Vara to determine it [the amount] with the freguesias and 
[…] the first inhabitants; they agreed to give each year to their parish priest one 

                                                        

84 Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 55-56. Carrato quotes page 169 of the Constituições do 
Arcebispado da Bahia. Constituições do Arcebispado da Bahia feitas, e ordenadas pelo illustrissimo, e reverendissimo 
senhor D. Sebastião Monteiro de Vide, 5° Arcebispo do dito Arcebispado, e do Conselho de Sua Magestade: propostas, e 
aceitas em o synodo diocesano, que o dito Senhor celebrou em 12 de Julho do Anno de 1707 (São Paulo: NA 
Typographia 2 de Dezembro de Antoio Louzada Antunes, 1853), 169. Original text: “Já na Bahia, logo após 
ter a Igreja perdido a arrecadação dos dízimos, instituiu-se o pagamento de “huma conhecença de certa 
quantia em dinheiro, segundo o trato de cada hum”, que se dava no tempo da desobriga pascal, como 
reforço financeiro à magra côngrua recebida pelos vigários: pagava, assim, “cada cabeça de casal quatro 
vinténs, e cada pessoa solteira sendo de Comunhão dois vinténs, e sendo somente de Confissão hum vintém 
de conhecença, a que vulgarmente se chama Alleluia, por se costumar pagar pela Pascoa da Ressurreição.” 
Aconteceu que os fiéis recalcitraram. Como pagavam os dízimos, declaradamente destinados às despesas do 
culto, acharam que pagar também as conhecenças para receber os sacramentos era uma verdadeira 
bitributação.” 
85 Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 55-56.  
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gold oitava per person of communion, and half a oitava of gold per person for 
confession, as are many new slaves coming from the Coast of Guinea. This is the 
salary that has been agreed upon to give the parish priest, and this is that I 
ordered be given to him until now.”86 

The Bishop was quick to shift responsibility for the tax rates onto the inhabitants, 

however: a comparison between the contributions established in Bahia in 1707 and those 

established in Minas around the same time indicates precisely the degree to which the 

Church increased these rates. When, in Bahia, confession cost one vintém (or 37.5 réis) 

and communion two vinténs (or 75 réis), in Minas, confession cost half an oitava (or 750 

réis) and communion cost one oitava (or 1500 réis). Between Bahia and the mining region, 

the cost of religious services increased twenty-fold! Since many prospectors came to 

Minas from other Brazilian captaincies, they would have immediately perceived the 

change in price. Like the residents of Bahia, the prospectors in Minas began to feel not 

only triple-taxed but truly oppressed by the Church’s tax rates. 

From the official institution of the parishes in 1712, the people of Minas 

complained first to the Bishop and then to the King, beginning a cycle of avoidance and 

inaction that would ultimately result in the withdrawal of the first confraternities from 

                                                        

86 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo to King Dom João V dated 
June 13 1715. Original text: “E por não ser practico nem ter a noticia do certão para poder arbitrar congrua 
competente para a sustentação dos Parrochos; encomendey ao Vigr. da Vara que lha ajustasse com os 
freguezes e a que [illegible] primeiros habitadores; os quais assentarão dar cada anno ao seu Parrocho hua 
oitava de ouro por pessoa de comunhão, e meya oitava de ouro por pessoa de confissão, como são muitos 
escravos novos que vem da Costa de Guinê. Esta foy a Congrua que se assentose dar ao Parrocho, e esta he 
que lhe mando dar athé agora.” 
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the parish church in Ouro Preto.87 All of the City Councils in Minas complained to the 

Bishop in 1712 before sending letters directly to the King.88 The City Council of Vila do 

Carmo was the first, asking the Crown on August 7, 1713 for a portion of the dízimos to 

pay for the maintenance of the parish priest “for the people to be more relieved.”89 In 

response, the King asked the Bishop to investigate creating salaried priests and, 

presumably, removing the conhecença.90 On June 13, 1715 the Bishop replied, lobbying for 

the preservation of the existing contribution system. The conhecença, he wrote, was 

“already so lucrative that at this time, they [the priests] earn a hundred and ten 

thousand cruzados each year, and no doubt will earn more”91 The rate of salary for 

parish priests paid from the Royal Treasury, by contrast, was only 75,000—a sum the 

Bishop claimed was insufficient for the cost of living in Minas. Consequently, he 

continued, even doubling this salary, “it is necessary that in the parishes the custom and 

system of the conhecença remains,” though, he conceded, it could be lowered to the rate 

of Bahia.92 Moving the parish income from contributions to salaries meant the diocese 

                                                        

87 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. 
88 In a letter to Dom João V dated June 13, 1715, the Bishop, Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo, writes: “all the 
City Councils of Minas made this same request to me as I already indicated to Your Majesty; about which 
Your Majesty resolved to inform himself in order to give evidence by a letter dated 9 December 1712...” 
(AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D 45). 
89 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. 
90 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Reply dated April 30, 1714. 
91 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo to King Dom João V dated 
June 13 1715. Original text: “Sendo já tão rendozos, que neste tempo importão cada anno cento e dez mil 
cruzados, e sem duvida renderão mais.” 
92 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 45. Letter from Dom Francisco de São Jerônimo to King Dom João V dated 
June 13 1715. Original text: “Será precizo que nos freguezes permaneça o costume e a creação da 
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would lose control over funding their parishes. Recognizing the earning potential in 

Minas, the Bishop encouraged the King to retain at least a portion of the contributions. 

Before any decision was made, the City Councilors of Vila Rica sent their own 

complaint to the King in 1716. While echoing the Councilors in Vila do Carmo (they 

condemned the Bishop for his oppressive taxation which, they wrote, he instituted 

“without any greater reason than his ambitious will”), they also complained about the 

quality of the services for which they triple paid.93 The conhecença, they claimed, 

encouraged the parish priests to administer the sacraments to slaves before instructing 

them in the Christian doctrine for the sole purpose of collecting gold. Furthermore, “the 

large income that results from the above-mentioned conhecença makes the parish priests 

live worse.”94 By “live worse” the Councilors referred to the licentious lifestyle of many 

clerics in Minas, who engaged not only in religious pursuits but gold mining, 

prostitution and any number of other illegal and immoral acts. Suggesting moral 

corruption of their parish priests, the Councilors in Vila Rica hint at a much larger 

problem that would continue to plague the city (and region) even after the problems 

with the conhecença had been resolved. 

                                                        

 

Reconhecenca.” 
93 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 61. Original text: “Sen maiz constituissaõ que a sua vont.e ambiçioza.” 
94 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 61. Original text: “A m.ta renda que se segue da sobre dita dezobriga aoz 
d.os Parrocho o faziaõ de viverem pior.” 
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Responding to the complaints from Vila Rica, the Overseas Council agreed with 

the City Council, calling the prices of the conhecença in Minas “scandalous and against 

the sacred canons.” 95 They also underlined the fact that the contributions should be 

voluntary and based on the economic means of the person making the donation. To 

correct these abuses, they suggested providing a yearly salary of 200,000 réis to each 

parish priest in Minas.96 Dom João V agreed and acted on their advice in February 

1718.97 He also ordered the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro to lower the conhecenças to a 

reasonable rate.98 The Bishop obliged in February 1719, reducing the conhecença to a fifth 

an oitava of gold (300 réis)—notably less of a reduction than he proposed in 1715.99  

The intervention of the State was too little and too late. First, while the conhecença 

had been reduced, it still bore little comparison with rates charged in Bahia. Second, by 

1719, the long-unsalaried priests in Minas had already turned religious services into a 

lucrative business. In addition to the yearly conhecença, priests charged independent 

contributions for every service they performed: for masses, festivals, weddings, 

baptisms, and burials—including separate charges for funerals, religious 

accompaniments, interments, commendation of body, and sung or prayed mass.100 They 

                                                        

95 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 61.  
96 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 1, D. 61. 
97 RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 395. On February 16, 1718, he ordered the Governor of São Paulo and 
Minas, Dom Pedro de Almeida, to give each parish priest a yearly salary of 200,000 réis paid from the Royal 
Treasury. 
98 RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 395. 
99 Carrato, Igreja, iluminismo e escolas mineiras coloniais, 56-57. 
100 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 73. 
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even charged for the bells to be rung prior to any sacrament or ceremony, refusing to 

perform the sacrament without first receiving the bell tax.101 A letter from the City 

Council of Vila Rica to King in 1763 perfectly outlines the continued problems these 

abuses presented: 

“…and there is the irregularity of the said emoluments, that for a certificate for 
any Parochial act, they charge seven hundred and twenty thousand réis, and for 
the publication of bans, fifteen hundred and fifteen; and of a Mass of a present 
body, two thousand and four hundred; charging even more for the burial of a 
little angel, without the suffrages of mass, than for that of an adult slave with the 
said suffrage; and it is no less confusing and embarrassing, in the duties of Lent 
[the conhecença], because they are published in the Constitution of Bahia for all to 
see, and one realizes that they charge, for each person seven years and older, 
whether free, or captive, three hundred réis; the excess of which is so great that 
the people become very offended....”102 

The problems presented in this letter were precisely the same as those identified at the 

beginning of century—the high rate of the conhecença, excessive and un-necessary 

charges, and the poor quality of parish services. Lowering the official rates of the 

conhecença in 1719 barely moderated the yearly fees demanded by the Church and it did 

                                                        

101 Boschi, Os leigos e o poder, 73. 
102 AHU_CU_005, Cx. 81, D. 10. Letter from the City Council of Vila Rica to the King dated March 15, 1763. 
This letter was sent to the King more than forty years after the reduction of the conhecença, indicating that 
the “business” of religion had changed little by the midcentury. The letter from the City Council came on 
the heels of an earlier complaint, issued in 1760 by the Confraternities of the Santissimo Sacramento and 
Nossa Senhora da Conceição in Antônio Dias. These two brotherhoods requested the intervention of the 
King to prevent the parish priests from charging excessive fees. Original text: "… e hé tal a irregularidade 
dos referidos emolumentos, que por hua certidão de qual quer acto Parochial, levão sete centos e sincoenta 
reis, e da publicação de huns banhos, mil e quinhentos; e de huma Missa de corpo prezente, dous mil, e 
quatro centos; regulando-se por muito mais, o emolumento de enterro de hum Anjinho, sem sufragios de 
missa, do q o de hum escravo adulto com o referido sufragio; E não menos confuzão e estorquimento ha, nas 
desobrigos da Quaresma [a Conhecença], por que sendo publicada a Constituição da Bahia a este respeito se 
observão, no que lhe faz conta, levando de cada cabeça de sete annos para cima, ou seja forro, ou catico, 
trezentos reis; cujo excesso emtão avultado povo se faz tão sensivel, como não menos o violento uzo do 
Monitorio se que se valem para cobrarem os taes emolumentos…” 
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not in any way reduce corruption in the priesthood. By this time, the first confraternities 

had already begun to leave the parish church in Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias and the 

exodus would continue throughout the century. 

 

3.4 The Rosary Breaks Away 

In the business of religious services, the confraternities that were responsible for 

burials, masses, festivals and the religious life of the settlements, suffered the brunt of 

these excesses, and the Rosary brothers disproportionately so. With a membership base 

comprised almost entirely of slaves, the Rosary brothers had more limited financial 

resources (and political clout) than other confraternities. Furthermore, they faced extra 

social and racial discrimination both in the price and quality of services. As previously 

mentioned, one of the key roles of the confraternity in the religious life of the region was 

the burial of dead. Writing to the King in June 1726, the City Council of Vila Rica 

complained about high prices charged for the burial of slaves, requesting that the vicars 

of Minas lower their fee to two oitavas of gold and one candle for every slave that died.103 

Repeating their request in July 1731 they described the worsening situation: “And how 

the said vicars exceed the old obligations, they had charged three oitavas and the said 

candle, and today they want to them to pay four oitavas of gold and a candle without 

                                                        

103 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx.19, D. 20.  
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attending to the miserable [slave].”104 Four oitavas amounted to 6000 réis for the burial of 

a slave, three times the cost of the conhecença that had sparked universal outrage not long 

before. Given the high mortality rate of slaves and the rising cost of funerals, the Rosary 

brothers would have found it increasingly difficult to fulfill their obligations.  

A letter from the Rosary confraternity in the Parish of Nossa Senhora da 

Conceição de Antônio Dias to the King summarized perfectly the effects of these abuses 

on the slave brotherhoods: 

“The Ethiopians, Creoles, Free Blacks, and Captives of Nossa Senhora do Rosário 
do Ouro Preto, Capitania of Minas Gerais of Brazil, prostrate […] in the dust of 
the earth, come to the presence of Your Royal Highness, to represent their just 
feelings, the only source from where they hope for the [answer] to their 
necessities, the remedy to their unjust vexation… 

Nothing is enough for the priest of that parish São João Antonio Pinto, not to 
disturb the peace, […] wanting to sing masses to them during their festivals at a 
criminal price, the determinations [for which are] granted in Chapter Fifteen of 
their Compromisso [foundation documents], added by certification, where it 
expressly entitles their chaplain to perform them [these rites] … 

For this appalling affliction, and absolutist procedure, he found beneficial the 
will of the Ouvidor Antonio Ramos da S.a Negueira his relative by blood, and 
similarity, who ordered the cult to be suspended…”105 

                                                        

104 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx.19, D. 20. Original text: “E como oz d.ez vigr.oz excedão tanto aouzo antigo q. 
tinhão tres oitavos e a d.a vella hoje querem que lhe paguem coatro oitavos e vella sem atenderem ao 
mizeravel.” 
105 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx.111, D.82. Emphasis mine. Original text: “Os Ethiopes, Cioulos, Pretos forros, e 
Captivoz de N.a R.a do Ouro Preto, Cap.nia de Minas Gerais do Brazil, postrados…ao pó da terra, vem à 
Prozença de NAR, reprezentarem os seus justos sentimentenos, unica fonte deonde esperão o [illegible]ecial, 
ás suas neseccidades, remedio ao seu injusto vexame (vexation)… Nada he bastante p. q. o Parroho da qu. 
Freg.a o S. João Antonio Pinto, não perturbe a paz,…querendo cantar lhes missas nas suas festividades de 
prezo criminozo as determinaçõens concedição no Cap. 15 do seu compromisso, q. por certidão juntão, onde 
expressamente lho facultão ao seu capelão… Para este orroroza attentado, e absoulto procedimento achou 
propicio a vontade do (found beneficial the will of) Ouv.or Respetivo Antonio Ramos da S.a Negueira seu 
parente por sanguinidade, e simillança, q. despacha, q. sispende a continuação dos cultos…" According to 
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Despite the late date of this letter, the situation described was similar to that facing 

Rosary confraternities throughout the eighteenth century. As long as they remained 

under the umbrella of the parish church, they would be subject to the excesses, power 

and discrimination of any person or organization occupying a higher rung on the social 

ladder. The further the Rosary confraternity could distance itself from the parish 

structure, the more freedom it would have to manage its own affairs.  

According to the documents consulted for this dissertation, the Rosary brothers 

were the first to leave the chapel of Nossa Senhora do Pilar in Ouro Preto. Describing the 

event, Agostinho de Santa Maria claims that the Rosary confraternity had a 

misunderstanding with the parish priest over the content of their processions and 

festivals. He writes: “On one occasion they left [the church] with such excessive pomp 

that it would not be good if it was allowed, for which they [the brothers] were given 

many reasons…”106 So, Agostinho continues, “they resolved to build a new church, 

where it seemed to them that they would not be impeded in these excesses…” and they 

“purchased land at the entrance of the town, in a happy place.”107 Agostinho’s account 

                                                        

 

Liana Maria Reis, a similar situation happened with the parish priest of Sabára, indicating the widespread 
nature of these types of abuses (Reis, Crimes e escravos, 207).  
106 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 240-241. Original text: “Em hua occasião sahirão eles com 
demasiada pompa, que não era bem se lhe permitisse, de que elles se derão por muy sentindos.” 
107 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 240-241. Original text: “Em hua occasião sahirão eles com 
demasiada pompa, que não era bem se lhe permitisse, de que elles se derão por muy sentindos, e intenarão 
fazer hua nova Igreja, aonde lhe pareceo se lhe não impedirião estes excessos…” He continues by explaining 
that they desisted from these intentions “that were against all reason” and “suspended their foolishness” 
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indicates that the Rosary brothers left the parish church because the parish priest had 

begun to limit their freedom of religious expression. For the African slaves, religious 

festivals were one of the moments in which they could resurrect the music, dances, art, 

and religious practices they had been forced to abandon in Africa. The Catholic Church 

generally tolerated such syncretism during religious festivals, as long as the practices 

were in service of the Catholic saints. No doubt, the priest of Ouro Preto felt that the 

Rosary confraternity had taken their syncretic displays too far. Often, as Reis writes, “the 

presence of the clergy inhibited and limited the religious and playful manifestations of 

the captives, impeding certain important practices that functioned as elements of 

cultural identity, brought from the African continent and reinvented in Minas.”108 

Unwilling to give up these practices, the Rosary brothers attempted to physically 

distance themselves from the parish priest by constructing their own chapel on the edge 

of town. Documents appended to the end of the Rosary’s Compromisso date the 

departure of the confraternity from the parish church to 1716—just one year after the 

confraternity was officially founded.109 

                                                        

 

even though they had already bought land (Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 240-241). 
Agostinho, a great defender of the Church, probably bent the truth to demonstrate that the parish retained 
control over its Afro-Brazilian confraternal affiliates. 
108 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 208. Original text: “A presença do clero inibia e limitava as manifestações religiosas 
e lúdicas dos cativos, impedindo certas práticas importantes que funcionavam como elementos de 
identidade cultural, trazidas do continente africano e reinventadas nas Minas.” 
109 AEPNSP Códice 3044 (Rosário), unnumbered pages. 
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Figure 4: Slave women during the Feast of Nossa Senhora do Rosário by Carlos 
Julião (1740-1811)110 

In addition to the freedom of religious expression, the Rosary confraternity 

would have had other, not insubstantial, reasons for their departure. First	and	foremost,	

their departure date corresponds precisely with the height of the controversy over the 

conheçenca in Vila Rica and, as demonstrated, these fees combined with the high prices	

charged for parish services weighed disproportionately on the slave community.111	

Second, the growing competition for space in the parish church would have placed the 

                                                        

110 Carlos Julião, “Vestimenta de escravas pedintes na Festa do Rosário,” in Riscos illuminados de figurinhos de 
brancos e negros dos uzos do Rio de Janeiro e Serro do Frio (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria São José, 1960), pl. XXXV. 
Detail of original plate. 
111 If they were high enough for the City Council to complain in 1716, they also represented a burden for the 
wealthier confraternities in which the City Council’s members participated. While it is true that masters 
would sometimes pay the conheçenca for their slaves, we must not assume that this was always, or even 
often, the case. 
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Rosary brothers at a significant disadvantage. In 1715, there were probably eight 

confraternities occupying the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar—seven for white 

prospectors and one for the slaves. Considering the obvious propensity for racial 

discrimination during this period, one can safely assume that the Rosary brothers would 

have been relegated to the end of line for any and all services, including the use of the 

chapel and the parish priest. Finally, burial rights were a particularly expensive and 

contentious issue throughout the colonial period. Considering the high cost of funeral 

services, the high mortality rate of slaves, and the limited space for interment inside the 

chapel, the Rosary confraternity would have found it difficult to fulfill their funerary 

obligations to their members. Additionally, the seven other confraternities would surely 

have lobbied against the burial of slaves inside the church, both considering them 

unworthy of the honor and fearing that no space would remain for their own patrons. 

As Adalgisa Arantes Campos demonstrates, from 1712-1733, Afro-Brazilians in Ouro 

Preto received no burial spaces inside the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar and only a 

few received a burial plot in the churchyard.112 The fact that the Rosary brothers left the 

parish only one year after their official foundation is a testament to the difficult situation 

                                                        

112 Of the 158 burials in the churchyard between 1712 and 1733, only seventeen were slaves (Campos, 
“Locais de sepultamentos,” 180). This is especially striking considering that burial in the churchyard was 
free (Campos, “Locais de sepultamentos,” 181).  Adalgisa Arantes Campos, “Locais de sepultamentos e 
escatologia através de registros de óbitos da época barroca: a freguesia de Nossa Senhora do Pilar de Ouro 
Preto, “ Varia História, no. 31 (January 2004): 180. As Isânia das Graças Silva demonstrates, even in the latter 
half of the eighteenth century, the majority of the slaves buried in the parish church were relegated to the 
cemetery outside. Isânia das Graças Silva, “Identidades étnicas dos escravos em Vila Rica dos setecentos” 
(Thesis, Universidade Federal de São João del Rei, 2006), 40-41. 
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they must have faced in the parish church. By constructing their own chapel and 

managing their own schedule and space, the confraternity could offer their brothers a 

small reprieve not only from the high fees of the parish priest but also from the 

discrimination they routinely faced.  

In order to leave the parish, the Rosary confraternity required money—money to 

buy land, to build their church and to pay a chaplain for religious services. However, as 

a confraternity of slaves, most of the Rosary’s members had little to give their 

brotherhood. But where did the money come from? First, the membership dues charged 

yearly to each brother constituted the financial base of the confraternity. Rosary 

confraternities were some of the most inclusive in Minas, allowing any person of any 

race to join. This was not only a pushback against the racial discrimination of other 

confraternities but also a matter of practicality. Collecting Luso-Brazilian members 

increased the financial and social resources of the confraternity. As Agostinho de Santa 

Maria observes, when the Rosary brothers decorated their altar, the noble, Luso-

Brazilian members contributed substantially.113	Luso-Brazilians, however, represented a 

small percentage of the Rosary’s members compared with Afro-Brazilian slaves, who 

also had to pay membership dues. Some masters paid these dues for their slaves—

probably motivated by a combination of Christian piety and convenience, since the 

confraternity arranged for the slave’s burial, taking this burden off of the master. Some 

                                                        

113 Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 240. 
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slaves paid the dues for themselves. As previously mentioned, through the system of 

jornaleiros and coartações, many slaves mined independently or earned an income 

through commerce. After paying their jornais, some contracts allowed the slaves to 

retain the remainder of their income. As we saw previously in Chapter Two, other 

owners allowed the slaves to mine for their own profit on their master’s lands but only 

during certain periods of time. According to Antonil, Sundays, Saint’s Days, and the last 

hours of the day were the most common periods in these agreements.114	Describing their 

work to fund the Rosary confraternity in the Parish of Nossa Senhora da Conceição, but 

equally relevant for the one in Ouro Preto, the slaves wrote: “...for the decency of the 

cult, without the help or favor of some other person, being the subject of the Eucravida, 

they paid daily for their chaplain, they prayed, they buried their brothers, using the free 

days of their captivity, granted for rest, risking their lives in the bowels of the earth, 

without seeing the light of day in order to extract enough [gold] for the provision of 

their Brotherhood, incited by zeal and devotion.”115 In addition to the dues, funding 

could also be collected in the form of alms or donations. For example, when Rosary 

brothers of Ouro Preto attempted to renovate their church later in the century, they sent 

                                                        

114 “…on the Saint’s Days and in the last hours of the day they extracted gold for themselves…” (Antonil, 
Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 145). Original text: “Porque os Negros, & os Indios escondem bastantes oitavas, 
quando catão nos Ribeiros, & nos dias Santos, & nas ultimas horas do dia tirao Ouro para si…” 
115 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 111, D. 82. This document, undated, is an account written by the slaves and 
freedmen in Antônio Dias working to fund their own confraternity of Nossa Senhora do Rosário—the 
contemporaneous counterpart of the one currently under discussion, seated in the Parish of Nossa Senhora 
do Pilar. 
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alms collectors around the region.116 It is not unreasonable to assume that this tactic, 

commonly used by church builders since the middle ages, would also have been 

implemented in the 1710s as well. Finally, there was also the much-repeated stereotype 

of the slaves who routinely hid golden flakes in their hair, mouths, and clothing while 

mining for their masters.117	Although each of these sources may have provided a small 

contribution, the Rosary’s financial power lay in the size of its membership.118	

In 1716, six confraternities were founded by and served exclusively white 

prospectors, while only the Rosary admitted slaves. Using the population estimates from 

1718 (the earliest available), the Rosary confraternity served three-quarters of the parish 

population while the six other confraternities served the remaining quarter. The massive 

base of this confraternity would be maintained until the midcentury when the number 

of confraternities in Nossa Senhor do Pilar surged to fifteen and still only one admitted 

slaves.119	The entire slave population in the parish united in a single confraternity for the 

entire eighteenth century. This fact alone allowed the Rosary brothers to raise the 
                                                        

116 APM, CC, Cx. 79, Pl. 20119, D. 3. 
117 For example, Antonil writes: “…the slaves and the natives hid many oitavas, when they panned in the 
streams…” (Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 145). See also Agostinho de Santa Maria, Santuario Mariano, 
240. 
118 Vasconcellos expresses a similar view with regard to the magnificent churches built by Rosary 
confraternities in the latter half of the eighteenth century—churches like the one that replaced the primitive 
chapel the Rosary brothers of Ouro Preto would build in 1716. He writes: “And if the churches of the 
inferior classes, like those of the Rosary, could be erected with such grandeur, this phenomenon must be the 
conjunction of the efforts of the interested parties that overcame their number the small value of their 
donation…” (Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 67). Original text: “E se igrejas de classes inferiores, como as do 
Rosário, puderam ser levantadas com tanta grandeza, deve-ser o fenômeno à conjunção de esforços dos seus 
interessados que supriam cóm o número o pouco valor de seus donativos.” 
119 In addition, one confraternity would be added for mixed race persons—São José—a testament to the 
widespread culture of miscegenation. 
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necessary funds not only to extricate themselves from the parish church.120	The difficulty 

the Rosary confraternity faced in collecting funds underscores the anger they must have 

felt when this hard-earned money was wasted on unnecessary and unreasonable parish 

fees.	

Another prerequisite for the confraternity’s departure was hiring a chaplain 

although, considering the proliferation of priests in Minas, this would not have been a 

difficult task. It is possible that the confraternity already had ties to a chaplain while 

seated in the parish church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar. As the Books of Acts from 

contemporary confraternities demonstrate, it was common for each brotherhood to hire 

an independent chaplain and for them to change chaplains with relative frequency. In a 

period of less than eight years, 1712-1720, the Santissimo Sacramento confraternity went 

through one chaplain, São Miguel e Almas went through five, Nossa Senhora do Pilar 

went	through two and Santo Antônio de Padova went through three.121	The frequency 

with which	confraternities changed chaplains, confirms the copious number of clerics 

and friars offering their services in Minas Gerais. Consequently, even if the Rosary 

brothers had not had a chaplain while in the parish church, finding a willing individual 

and negotiating a reasonable rate would not have been difficult—greatly facilitated by 

                                                        

120 It is also important to note that the slaves probably provided much of their own labor for the construction 
of the church, supplementing anyone they might have hired. Even if each slave could only contribute a 
small amount of time (their days off), by virtue of the number of brothers, their collective work hours would 
have been significant.  
121 AEPNSP Códice 252 (Santo Antônio); AEPNSP Códice 16 (São Miguel); AEPNSP Códice 63 (Pilar); 
AEPNSP Códice 205/223 (Santissimo Sacramento). 
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the competitive	market. Hiring a private chaplain did not necessitate the Rosary’s 

departure from the parish church, however, leaving did give their chaplain substantially 

more freedom. The Rosary confraternity and their chaplain would have been subject to 

the parish priest’s conditions and demands, as long as they remained in Nossa Senhora 

do Pilar. As previously mentioned, the parish priest of Antônio Dias tried to force the 

Rosary confraternity in his parish to use his services instead of those of their chaplain.122	

While leaving the parish church did not wholly extricate a confraternity from parochial 

oversight, it nevertheless distanced them from the parish priest. Notably, by founding 

an independent chapel, the Rosary could also guarantee burial inside the church to their 

members. 	

In Agostinho de Santa Maria’s account, he stated that the Rosary brothers 

purchased their land at the entrance of town “in a happy place.” The happy place he 

refers to was Caquende. Located on the road connecting Cabeças and Ouro Preto—

Caquende was well-traveled but peripheral to the centers of development (and to the 

parish!). This marginal location would have reduced the price of land and made the site 

more economically accessible to the Rosary brothers. Furthermore, the land they 

purchased was on the slope of a hill—a particularly low-cost location because of the 

                                                        

122 And this was after the confraternity had already left the parish church! 
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difficulty in building on the site.123 This would have reduced the price of the Rosary’s 

land even further.  

The site was also in a location convenient for the Rosary confraternity’s 

predominately-slave membership base. As demonstrated in Chapter Two, from 1704-

1705, the population of the Tripuí Valley began to climb the hills and, from 1711, 

Antônio Albuquerque legalized the creation the public lands on the upper hills. By 

purchasing land on a hillside, the Rosary brothers inserted themselves into an area that 

had already been racially stratified as described in the previous chapter—settled by 

Afro-Brazilian jornaleiros working in a predominately-slave mining district nearby.	

When, like the first churches installed in Minas, the Rosary chapel formed an urban 

node in Caquende, the development that followed catered to the interests and needs of 

the slave community. Installing their church on this hillside, the Rosary confraternity 

solidified the racial stratification of the area by creating the first predominately-black 

urban area. 

At around the same time, the Rosary confraternity in Antônio Dias also broke off 

from the parish church. Founded in Nossa Senhora da Conceição in 1717, Nossa Senhora 

do Rosário de Antônio Dias collected both black and white members but was composed 

primarily of freed slaves. The history of this Rosary confraternity parallels that of the 

                                                        

123 Throughout colonial Brazil, hillsides were almost always settled by people who could not afford property 
anywhere else. Even in the cidade alta/cidade baixa model, the hillside inbetween came to be populated by 
slaves, freedmen and mixed-race individuals. 
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Rosary brothers in Ouro Preto, at least during this early period. Separating from the 

parish only two years after its foundation, the Rosary confraternity in Antônio Dias 

established themselves in an independent chapel on the Alto da Cruz (or Cruz das 

Almas). Like the Rosary brothers of Ouro Preto, they chose a hillside location, peripheral 

to the parish center and near a predominately-slave mining center. By building on the 

Alto da Cruz, the Rosary confraternity created a second urban node in the racially 

stratified space of the upper hills, spurring the development of another predominately-

black urban area. The two Rosary confraternities in Vila Rica formed a new type of 

urban node—a black node—that would change the patterns of urban development in 

the area.	

	

3.5 The Impact of the Rosary Chapels on the Urban Fabric 

Starting in 1711, it is possible to trace the urban development of Vila Rica in 

detail, allowing the reader to clearly view the impact each of the events in this chapter 

had on the formation of the urban space—including the establishment of the vila and the 

detachment of the Rosary confraternities from the parish church. With the creation of 

Vila Rica in 1711, the new Governor of São Paulo and Minas Gerais, Antônio de 

Albuquerque Coelho de Carvalho, gave the City Council a land grant to provide 

income from rents for the operation of the local government. On September 27, 1711, he 

writes: 
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“The City Council requests in sesmaria the following lands: "from the passage of 
the Ribeyrão to the land of the Villa, and from the Serra do Hitacolomi to the 
Antonio Pereyra, until the intersection with Cap. Manoel de Mattos one finds a 
lot of vacant land, which was necessary for the Senate, and they desired it by 
sesmaria, with all the forests, fields, nooks and crannies, which were not [already] 
given [away] by sesmaria, and also the fields that had been vacant from Tripuhi 
[…], and the ridge of Hitatiaya… It is good to have mercy on the officials of the 
said City Council, in the name of Your Majesty, that God looks after, to give 
them by sesmaria the land that they ask for; But as far as the division for the part 
of the Ribeyrão is concerned, it will be limited above by the large holdings of 
Colonel Antônio Fr. da Sylva… The said lands must be cultivated and settled in 
two years, and not doing so… they will be judged as abandoned, in the form of 
the Order of Your Majesty of October 22, 1698.”124 

We can trace the early development of the city from the land grants the City Council 

subsequently issued to individuals beginning in 1712. However, this type of analysis has 

some clear limitations. First, these land grants, as recorded in the Book of Rents, 

represent only the lands granted from within the City Council’s sesmaria—the 

boundaries of which are difficult to reconstruct. Second, the Book of Rents only 

represents land grants issued after 1712, and does not register any development prior to 

the City Council’s sesmaria. Additionally, as Fonseca asserts, any houses constructed on 

mining datas were exempt from paying rent, even if the datas were located within the 

                                                        

124 RAPM 3 (1898): 31-32. Original text: “Da passagem do Ribeyrão até o terreno da d.a Villa, e da Serra do 
Hitacolomi até o Antonio Pereyra, correndo até intestar com o Cap. Manoel de Mattos se achava muita 
terra devoluta, a qual era necessr.a para o ditto senado, e a queria [ill.] sesmaria, com todos os mattos, 
campos, seus cantos e recantos, que não estivessem dados por sesmaria como tambem os campos que 
estivessem devolutos desde o Tripuhi curra in ho, e serro de Hitatiaya”... “Hey por bem de fazer merce 
aos dittod off.es da Cam.ra, em nome de S. Mag.de q.e Deos g.de de lhe dar de sesmaria a terra que 
pedem; porem no que toca a divisão p.a a p.te do Ribeyrão será o Limite delas no alto das possas grandes 
do Coronel An.to Fr. da Sylva”. as dittas terras se cultivarão e povoarão dentro em dous annnos, e não o 
fazendo nelles se lhes denegará mais tempo, e se julgarão por devolutas, na forma da ordem de S. Mag.de 
de 22 de Outubro de 1698.” 
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City Council’s sesmaria.125 Third, there is a certain amount of ambiguity in the locations 

cited in this book, which often consist of reference points that no longer exist or cannot 

be tracked—for example, “the houses in which I live” or “next to a ranch of the 

supplicant.”126 This extends to the labeling of roads, where, as Vasconcelos and Fonseca 

demonstrates, the nomenclature lacks consistency.127 Fourth, the City Council was 

neither rigorous in charging rent nor in keeping records, as Governor Dom Lourenço 

Almeida laments. In his 1730 letter to all City Councils in Minas, he accused them of 

falsifying records, losing Books of Rents and relieving a large number of people from 

paying rent “por paixões particulares” (for personal reasons).128 Such problems with 

record keeping can be clearly seen in Vila Rica’s Book of Rents, which lacks almost all 

data from 1716-1717. Finally, the Book of Rents represents an official version of urban 

development—those lands acquired from a government office through government 

processes, excluding squatters, sub-letters and any unregistered dwellings. 

Notwithstanding these nomenclature and ambiguity issues, it is still possible to use the 

Book of Rents to see general trends in the urban fabric by cross-referencing it with 

known construction projects. Through this process, the effect of the dislocation of the 

                                                        

125 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 496. 
126 Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 244-46. 
127 For example, Rua Direita de Ouro Preto. In the present day, this is the road that descends from Praça 
Tiradentes towards Nossa Senhora do Pilar. However, as Salomão Vasconcelos notes, originally this was the 
road that climbed from Nossa Senhora da Conceição to the Praça (Plaza) (Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros 
aforamentos,” 247, note 3). Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 490. 
128 Partially transcribed in Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 487-488.  
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Rosary confraternities from the parish churches becomes clearly visible in the urban 

fabric (see Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 10 and Figure 11). 

 

Figure 5: QGIS map of landmarks, waterways and roads129 

                                                        

129 Topographical data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second Global,” U.S. 
Geological Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 15, 2017, 
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/SRTM1Arc. Street data from geo-rectification of historical maps using Google Maps as 
well as textual sources. Google Maps, accessed December 15, 2017, https://www.google.it/maps/@-
20.3889506,-43.4967541,14z?hl=en. Historical maps include “Planta de Vila Rica de N. S. de Pilar,” (APM-
079); “Planta da Cidade de Ouro-Preto: organizada por ordem do Excelentíssimo Senhor Doutor Luiz 
Eugenio Horta Barbosa, Presidente da Provincia” (APM, PP-006); “Plan of the Sesmaria and Town of Ouro 
Preto“ (APM, SA-047). 
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Figure 6: QGIS visualization of property requests in Vila Rica (1712 to 1716), 
based on the first Book of Rents (darker red indicates a higher number of 

requests)130 

From January through June 1712, the requests for land indicate growth around 

existing centers—namely the chapels of Nossa Senhora da Conceição in Antônio Dias 

and Nossa Senhora do Pilar in Ouro Preto. Arraial dos Paulistas (Antônio Dias) also 

appears in requests, affirming continued development around the lands of Pascoal da 

Silva Guimarães, on the hillside. During this period, the growing urban fabric also began 

to extend along the roads between each of the encampments that formed the new Vila—

the Rua Direita between Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto, the Rua Direita between Antônio 

Dias and Padre Faria and the Rua Direita between Ouro Preto and Arraial dos Paulistas 

                                                        

130 Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 5. 
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(Ouro Preto). Rua Direita was generally used to signify the direct, or straight, road 

between two encampments. 

Starting in June 1712, there is some diversification in the nomenclature of streets 

around Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias, indicating a thickening of the area around the 

churches and Rua Direita. In particular, in Antônio Dias, there is the first reference to an 

area called “Bairro da Ponte” (or “neighborhood of the bridge”) and numerous 

references to the Rua da Ponte (or “Road of the Bridge”). The most detailed request asks 

for land along the “lower road that goes towards the bridge that is on the stream, also 

called Rua da Ponte.”131 Lower was in reference to the older Rua Direita (also Rua da 

Igreja de Antônio Dias), running parallel but at a slightly higher elevation.132 Another 

entry cites an alley between the two. The presence of two parallel roads and the use of 

the term “bairro” or neighborhood suggests a densification of the urban fabric in and 

around Antônio Dias. Notably, the word “bairro” focused on a landmark other than the 

church—the bridge. This indicates that the urban fabric of Antônio Dias had begun to 

stretch from the church towards the bridge. 

Until September 1712, urban development expanded the existing settlements of 

Antônio Dias, Ouro Preto and Arraial dos Paulistas, stretching out along the roads that 

connected them with each other and other encampments. Between June and September 

                                                        

131 APM, CMOP-01. See also Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos.” Original text: “Rua de baixo que vai 
para a ponte que está no corrego, tambem chamada Rua da Ponte.” 
132 See also Mônica Massara, “Evolução urbana de Ouro Preto,”146. 
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1712, requests continue to appear for land in Arraial dos Paulistas and for land along the 

road that connects Antônio Dias and Arraial dos Paulistas, indicating continued growth 

on the hillside around Pascoal da Silva Guimarães. In 1712, this area comprised twenty-

four percent of all petitions—the most requested location that year. 

Following the unification of Antônio Dias, Ouro Preto and surrounding 

encampments into Vila Rica in 1711, the new City Council resolved to create a 

permanent meetinghouse for the new city government starting in June 1712.133 Prior to 

this date, the City Council had met in private homes but, they complained, “it was not 

decent that, there being many individuals among them with noble houses, the public 

officials should walk around begging for the use of a store.”134 The new City Hall would 

be located on the ridge between the two encampments as a means of spatial unification. 

Before 1712, development had tended to move away from the ridge, 

concentrating around the existing centers of Ouro Preto, Antônio Dias and Arraial dos 

Paulistas. In the case of Antônio Dias, the urban fabric was growing east towards the 

Bairro da Ponte. Placing the new City Hall on the ridge reversed the direction of 

development, creating a new city center to the west of Antônio Dias. 

Once the decision had been made to develop the ridge, work proceeded quickly. 

Already by September 1712, a new road, crowning the ridge, appeared in the Book of 

                                                        

133 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 236-237. 
134 APM, SC-62, fl. 53. See also Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 37. Original text: “…não era decente q. havendo m.tos 
particulares nela com casas nobres, andassem os oficiais públicos pedindo por empréstimo hua logea...” 
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Rents. This month, Antônio Dias da Cunha requested three braças of land to create 

houses “on the new path that was opened going from Ouro Preto to Antônio Dias”135 

This road, substituting the earlier Rua Direita, became a focal point of development. By 

October, a pelourinho136 had been installed on the road, serving as the symbolic center of 

the new unified town. That month several requests appear for “the new road that goes 

to the pelourinho,” “the new road that goes from Ouro Preto to the pelourinho” and “the 

slope of the Hill that goes from Ouro Preto to the pelourinho.”137 The pelourinho became a 

landmark along the road. Less than six months later, the first references appeared to the 

new City Hall, when Pedro Ferreira requests land “on Rua da Fonte, facing the same 

street on the side of the hill with the houses of the City Council.”138 While still under 

construction, the City Hall became the unequivocal focus of urban development from 

this point on, with the requests for land concentrating almost exclusively around this 

landmark.139 From April 24, 1713 until the end of that year, every request for land 

registered with City Council (except for one) was for this area.140 The intensity of 

requests only increased in 1714, when from June of that year, they started using the City 

                                                        

135 Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 245. 
136 A pelourinho was traditionally a column on which castigated criminals would be publically displayed. 
137 Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 246. 
138 Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 246. 
139 References to the pelourinho completely disappear by 1715 and the Casa da Câmara (City Hall) becomes 
the preferred landmark for the area. APM, CMOP-01. 
140 Including requests for the new road and surrounding area. APM, CMOP-01. 
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Hall as a reference point.141 In 1713, fifty-six percent of land requests were for the new 

road or area around the City Hall; in 1714, this number holds steady at fifty-five 

percent.142 By 1714, Vasconcellos confirms that the new City Hall had been partly 

completed.143 

Development continued around the new City Hall with the creation of the Praça 

between 1714 and 1716. The first reference to the Praça (Plaza) in the Book of Rents is 

from September 1714, when Nazarino Carvalho de Azevedo requested land “on the 

road to the Praça”144 There were almost no entries in the Book of Rents between 1715 and 

1717. However, other documents indicate continued development in the area of the 

Praça. For example, on April 3, 1715 the Governor of São Paulo and Minas granted the 

City Council of Vila Rica a second “sesmaria for one square league of uncultivated and 

abandoned lands that they will make [illegible] in the pelourinho of the stated Vila.”145 

And on February 29, 1716, the City Council contracted João Pinto Rebello to build an 

unspecified part of the Praça for one thousand oitavas of gold.146 When the Book of Rents 

picks up again in 1718, requests for land around the Praça remained high, comprising 

thirty-one percent of the entries that year.147 

                                                        

141 Beginning with João Tomé who, on 6-19-1714, requested land “on the street that goes from Ouro Preto to 
the houses of the City Council.” Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 248. APM, CMOP-01. 
142 APM, CMOP-01. 
143 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 37-38. 
144 Vasconcelos, “Os primeiros aforamentos,” 248. 
145 RAPM 4 (1899): 163. 
146 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 14. 
147 APM, CMOP-01. 
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Along with the new city center, requests for the area of Arraial dos Paulistas 

(Antônio Dias) remained high, focusing on Rua das Paulistas, which climbed the ridge 

from Antônio Dias and arrived north of the new Praça.148 Denunciations during this 

period suggest that development along Rua das Paulistas corresponded with the 

continued growth of Pascoal da Silva Guimarães operation in Arraial dos Paulistas 

(Antônio Dias). Together, the Praça and the Rua dos Paulistas reached almost 55% of 

land requests in 1718.149 From a focus on individual arraiais in 1712, urban development 

in Vila Rica centered on the Praça—the administrative heart of the Vila—but throughout 

this entire period, Arraial dos Paulistas maintained steady growth as a secondary 

hillside center.150 

                                                        

148 Rua das Paulistas was previously called Rua da Fonte. 
149 APM, CMOP-01. 
150 While development concentrated on the Praça (Plaza), a small number of requests continued to seek land 
in the old centers of Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias. Furthermore, around 1714, a fire destroyed many of the 
houses around the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar. On April 7, 1714, the City Council decided "to inspect 
the houses in the neighborhood of Ouro Preto where the fire had occurred, measuring and laying them out 
[anew], so that they [the houses] could be moved back and a square inserted in front of the parish church of 
that neighborhood, [all] for a better organization of this new town." (ABNRJ 49 (1927): 319). "Atas da 
Câmara de Vila Rica," (ABNRJ 49 (1927): 319). Original text: “se fizesse vistoria no bairro de Ouro Preto, nas 
casas donde tinha sucedido o incêndio, medindo e arruando-as de sorte que as recuassem para os fundos e 
ficasse uma praça para melhor arruamento desta nova vila e por ficar defronte da Matriz daquele bairro.” 
See also Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 105. 
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Figure 7: QGIS visualization of property requests in Vila Rica (1717 to 1722), 
based on the first Book of Rents (darker red indicates a higher number of 

requests)151 

Starting in 1719, for the first time, attention moved away from the original 

centers of Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto and away from the new Praça in-between them. 

Instead, urban development focused on the fringes of Vila Rica at the Cruz das Almas 

and Caquende. Cruz das Almas appeared for the first time in the Book of Rents in 

September 1718. That year, two requests mentioned Cruz das Almas but also included 

clarification, such as, "on the hill that goes to Cruz das Almas, on the road to Padre 

Faria."152 The petition cites two different endpoints on the same road, as if Cruz das 

Almas would not be easily understood. Similarly, the first three entries in 1719 (January-

                                                        

151 Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 5. 
152 Also, “on the hill going to Cruz das Almas, in Padre Faria.” APM, CMOP-01. 
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March) mentioning Cruz das Almas are actually for the surrounding area, but begin to 

use the site as a destination.153 For example, "on the road that goes to the neighborhood 

of Padre Faria in front of the Cruz das Almas."154 This suggests development on the hill 

itself. By April 1719, Cruz das Almas had moved from an afterthought to a destination 

and landmark with petitioners writing simply “on the cruz das almas.” This area 

dominated land requests for the remainder of 1719. Of the sixty-two petitions that year, 

forty-five percent were for this region or the roads leading up to it, significantly more 

than any other single location; thirty-two percent (or twenty entries) list Cruz das Almas 

specifically.155 Notably, the surge in land requests for the Cruz das Almas corresponded 

with a lesser but noteworthy interest in Caquende. Appearing in the Book of Rents for 

the first time in 1719, Caquende would be cited in nine requests.156 Together with the 

Alto da Cruz, these two sites comprised around fifty percent of total land requests that 

year.157  

                                                        

153 APM, CMOP-01. 
154 Also, “past the cruz das almas”. APM, CMOP-01. 
155 Excluding licenses for re-edification. The location with the second-highest number of petitions was Padre 
Faria with nineteen percent, followed by Arraial dos Paulistas six percent. APM, CMOP-01. 
156 Between 1718 and 1721. 
157 APM, CMOP-01. 
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Figure 8: Requests in Alto da Cruz (Cruz das Almas) as a percentage of the 
yearly total158 

 

                                                        

158 The years marked in red have very few entries in the Book of Rents (ranging from 1 to 7). With such a 
small sample, statistics from these years should considered estimates. Data taken from APM, CMOP-01. 
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Figure 9: Requests in Caquende as a percentage of the yearly total159 

 

                                                        

159 The years marked in red have very few entries in the Book of Rents (ranging from 1 to 7). With such a 
small sample, statistics from these years should considered estimates. 
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Figure 10: Detail of QGIS visualization of property requests160  

                                                        

160 Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 5.  
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Figure 11: Detail of QGIS visualization of property requests161 

                                                        

161 Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 5. 
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The sudden appearance of, and focus on developing, the Alto da Cruz and 

Caquende corresponded precisely with the departure of the Rosary confraternities from 

their parish churches. The Rosary confraternity of Antônio Dias established their chapel 

on the Alto da Cruz in 1719 spurring development in the area. The same year, the Alto 

da Cruz appears in the book of Book of Rents for the first time and dominates the land 

requests for that year. The Rosary confraternity of Ouro Preto established their chapel in 

Caquende in 1716. While the records from 1715-1717 are largely missing from the Book 

of Rents, it is almost certain that a similar spike in requests would have occurred in 

Caquende in 1716. The small but marked appearance of requests for Caquende in 1719 

could suggest a continuation of prior development. The work of Sylvio de Vasconcellos 

also supports this theory. Following the first arraiais, formed by the first prospectors 

(Padre Faria, Antônio Dias, Ouro Preto, Cabeças, Santana, São Sebastião, Piedade, São 

João, etc.), he identifies the next sites of concentrated urban development as Caquende 

and the Alto da Cruz. While Vasconcellos acknowledges the same progression in urban 

development suggested by this dissertation, he never explains or explores why 

Caquende and the Alto da Cruz follow the first mining encampments. By accident or by 

design, the slave confraternities are left out of the urban history of the city. Yet they, 

along with the City Council, were the first propagators of urban space. The clear 

association between the construction of the Rosary chapels and the rise in land requests 

for the area around those chapels demonstrates not only the urbanizing potential of 
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confraternities but the clear role of the Afro-Brazilian population in the formation of 

urban space.162 

 

3.6 Concluding Remarks 

By abandoning the parish church, the Rosary brothers began a movement that 

other confraternities would soon follow. Creating independent chapels and hiring 

exclusive chaplains, the Afro-Brazilian brotherhoods separated themselves (as much as 

possible) from the repression and abuses of the parish clergy. The new confraternal 

churches they created, located on the periphery of town, began to urbanize new parts of 

the Tripuí valley. Other confraternities would soon follow their examples, separating 

from the parish church, establishing independent chapels, and urbanizing new areas.  

The Rosary brothers thus changed the trajectory of urban development in Vila 

Rica. Located east of Antônio Dias, on the road to Padre Faria, the Alto da Cruz was as 

far from Nossa Senhora da Conceição as Caquende was from Nossa Senhora do Pilar 

but in opposite directions. Spurring development to the east and west of the town 

                                                        

162 This is more striking in Caquende than in Alto da Cruz. Alto da Cruz was the natural access point for 
Ouro Fino and Ouro Podre from the Rua Direita. The large Afro-Brazilian population in these mining areas 
would have both motivated the confraternity to move their church to the Alto da Cruz and spurred land 
requests around the church itself. The church enabled, facilitated, and focused development at a location 
that was already geographically important. This also helps to explain the much larger number of requests 
for Alto da Cruz as compared with Caquende, which was a less-developed area at the time. The fact that the 
Rosary confraternity moved into Caquende in 1716 and the location suddenly appeared in the Book of Rents 
immediately after this date, indicates an even greater association between the new urban development and 
the presence of the confraternity than in Alto da Cruz. Although, in both cases, the confraternity’s presence 
in the area corresponds with a sharp rise in land requests. 
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center, the Rosary confraternities pulled the growing urban fabric towards these 

peripheries. They simultaneously pushed it up the hillside. Following their membership 

base up the hills, the Rosary brothers located their chapels (the epicenter of urban 

development) at a higher elevation than the parish churches. In doing so, they also 

started a trend in which all future confraternal churches in Vila Rica would also be built 

on hills.163 This, combined with the construction of the Praça (Plaza) and general upward 

movement of mining, solidified the importance of the hilltops for the future urban form 

of the city.  

                                                        

163 While the Rosary brothers followed their membership base up the hillside, later confraternities would 
seek hilltop locations for other reasons. 
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Figure 12: QGIS elevation profile along the Rua Direita with chapels164 

                                                        

164 The race indicated for each church on the diagram represents the predominant racial component of their 
primary confraternity’s membership base. Most Afro-Brazilian and mixed-race confraternities accepted 
members of other races to varying degrees. Around 1740, the Luso-Brazilian members of the predominantly 
Afro-Brazilian brotherhood of Nossa Senhora do Rosário on the Alto da Cruz left or were expelled. They 
formed a separate confraternity (also dedicated to Nossa Senhora do Rosário) based in the chapel of Padre 
Faria, which was managed by the Confraternity of Nossa Senhora do Parto at the time. Sources for the 
visualization include: Topographical data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second 
Global,” U.S. Geological Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 15, 2017, 
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/SRTM1Arc. Street data from geo-rectification of historical maps using Google Maps as 
well as textual sources. Google Maps, accessed December 15, 2017, https://www.google.it/maps/@-
20.3889506,-43.4967541,14z?hl=en. Historical maps include “Planta de Vila Rica de N. S. de Pilar,” (APM-
079); “Planta da Cidade de Ouro-Preto: organizada por ordem do Excelentíssimo Senhor Doutor Luiz 
Eugenio Horta Barbosa, Presidente da Provincia” (APM, PP-006); “Plan of the Sesmaria and Town of Ouro 
Preto“ (APM, SA-047). The elevation profile for the Rua Direita was obtained using the “Profile Tool” plugin 
by Borys Jurgiel, Patrice Verchere and Etienne Tourigny to extract data from the upsampled SRTM elevation 
model. It was then smoothed in Microsoft Excel using a moving average scheme with a width of 9 points. 
The original data has a resolution of 1 arc second, or about 31 meters, so the profile should be considered 
approximate. 
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Finally, the Rosary confraternities created racial enclaves in the urban fabric. 

Since the confraternities were strictly separated by race, and since the development that 

surrounded a confraternal chapel catered to the interests and needs of the community 

occupying that chapel, the urban development in Caquende and the Alto da Cruz was 

primarily designed by and for the slave and freed community. This imbued the urban 

spaces around the Rosary chapels with a racial identity. It should also be noted that the 

Rosary confraternities established themselves in a region that already had a racial 

identity. As demonstrated in Chapter Two, the racial stratification of the population 

tended to concentrate slave communities on the hills. By establishing themselves near 

these communities, the Rosary confraternities and their urban environments became 

part of the larger racial identity of the space. Not surprisingly, urbanizing racially 

stratified space tended to create racially stratified urban environments.	

With	the urban development of the hills of Caquende, Alto da Cruz and Ouro 

Podre (Pascoal da Silva’s operation around the Arraial dos Paulistas) between 1712 and 

1719, these new urban environments inherited the spatial conceptions already associated 

with the region they occupied. In particular, the notions of disorder introduced in 

Chapter Two impressed themselves on the new urban environments occupying these 

hills. As the urban fabric of the city center stretched towards these hillside communities, 

the physical, visual and social intersection of the	“ordered”	urban center with the 

“disordered” hills would become a source of friction. 
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Figure 13: View from Nossa Senhora da Conceição looking towards the Rosary 
church (Santa Efigênia) on the Alto da Cruz165

                                                        

165 Photo by author. 
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4. The Invisible Spaces 

The image of urban development created from the Book of Rents is, by default, a 

map of spaces controlled by the State. Requests were made to the City Council, for land 

under its control, to be leased and developed by private individuals. As with mining 

datas and sesmarias, the City Council granted land to those who could afford to develop 

it.1 These were overwhelmingly Luso-Brazilian individuals who lived and worked 

within the Portuguese colonial system—statesmen, businessmen, tradesmen, farmers 

and prospectors. If one were to draw a map from the Book of Rents, it would read as a 

growing nexus of state-sanctioned structures, all populated by Luso-Brazilian colonists. 

When the Rosary chapels spurred development in Caquende and Alto da Cruz, they 

pulled this type of Luso-Brazilian, state-sanctioned development into these areas. 

Why did the relocation of an Afro-Brazilian confraternity, onto a racially 

stratified hillside, spur property requests from Luso-Brazilians? There are a few possible 

explanations. First, the requests could have been made by speculators who, realizing 

that the construction of a confraternal church would soon increase interest (and 

therefore the value of land) in that area, purchased property as an investment: with the 

possible intentions of developing it with businesses catering to the Afro-Brazilian 

community, renting it to tenants, or reselling the it at a profit. Second, since the Rosary 

                                                        

1 As demonstrated in Chapter Two, the Crown’s Regimento of 1702 only allowed slaveowners to claim datas, 
with the slaves providing the manpower necessary to work them. 
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confraternities included some Luso-Brazilian members, it is possible that these persons 

purchased land around the new church to be closer to their brotherhood. This would 

have been more likely in Alto da Cruz than in Caquende, since the Rosary confraternity 

in Antônio Dias had been founded as a mixed Afro and Luso-Brazilian confraternity and 

included numerous Luso-Brazilian members. However, many Luso-Brazilian affiliates 

of Rosary confraternities were also members of other, exclusively-white confraternities 

and, therefore, would not have been strongly motivated to move. Third, it is possible 

that the land requests were made by Luso-Brazilians on behalf of Afro-Brazilians, where 

the requester retained title to the property but the primary user was a slave, jornaleiro or 

freed person. The final scenario is indicative of the larger issue at stake in this 

discussion—bias in the colonial record. The Rosary confraternity did not spur only 

Luso-Brazilian development, but this is the only type of development for which a 

colonial record remains. 

So, where were the Afro-Brazilians? This chapter attempts to reconstruct the 

types of spaces that the Afro-Brazilian community surrounding the Rosary chapel might 

have built and occupied—invisible spaces. These were informal and unregistered 

businesses and habitations that can roughly be grouped in four categories: borrowed 

spaces, hidden spaces, mobile spaces and temporary spaces. They were created by and 

for jornaleiros living and prospecting independently, coartadas selling food and services 

to the prospectors, freedmen, freedwomen, and escaped slaves. These spaces remained 
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“invisible” to the colonial record until conflicts occurred with Luso-Brazilian society and 

the colonial government produced denunciations. Using these denunciations, it is 

possible to fill in some of the voids left by the Book of Rents.  

There is, of course, an inherent bias in working with denunciations, which 

inevitably reveal only those invisible spaces considered unsavory or dangerous to Luso-

Brazilian society. In other words, the denunciations tend to focus on specific types of 

space and specific locations, perceived to be more of a threat to colonial society. In Vila 

Rica, the vast majority is directed at the Vila Rica ridge and Ouro Podre, where the Afro-

Brazilian community was substantially larger than in any other area. Their content, 

however, is no less relevant for the other Afro-Brazilian-dominated areas—including the 

areas around the Rosary churches—as the few documents referring to the larger 

network of invisible spaces indicate. Consequently, the reconstruction of invisible space 

presented in this chapter must be considered a narrow window into a much larger 

invisible spatial network, within which the Rosary confraternities and their churches 

played a central role. 

 

4.1 The Whitening of Urban Space 

The Book of Rents catalogues the dispersion of Luso-Brazilian dominated and 

controlled space. As previously mentioned, Governor Antônio de Albuquerque Coelho 

de Carvalho gave the City Council of Vila Rica a sesmaria for the land surrounding the 
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town in order to provide income from rents for the operation of the local government. 

Prior to the sesmaria, there was little regulation over lands that did not produce gold. In 

theory, anyone could claim land by simply building on it, working it or defending his or 

her claim. After 1711, the City Council introduced a system of controlled distribution, 

requiring anyone who wanted to build, or to modify an existing building, to acquire a 

license and pay a yearly fee. This allowed the City Councilors to manage both what 

could be built on their land and who could build on it. Not surprisingly, the City 

Council’s two requirements—a license (i.e. Council approval) and a fee (i.e. economic 

means to make the annual payment)—both weighed disproportionately against Afro-

Brazilians and effectively limited their access to property. 

The first requirement, a license, meant that a petitioner had to gain approval 

from the city’s white upper-class dignitaries before acquiring or building on the land. As 

Fernanda Fioravante demonstrates, Vila Rica’s early City Council was composed 

exclusively of homens bons (good men), which she defines as follows: 

“To be considered an homem bom, an individual needed to assert his quality by 
means of elements that attested to his position on a higher social scale. Among 
the elements that these individuals sought in order to assert their quality were 
family ancestry—which they could evoke both by claiming kinship to men who 
had been in governance, and emphasizing their connections to individuals 
involved in conquest activities—and the defense or settlement of land at the 
expense of their lives and farms in the name of the King ... In Portuguese 
America, these guidelines were expanded to include an impediment against 
those who had mixed white and black blood. Finally, another means which made 
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it possible to assert the quality of the individual was the ennoblement by military 
titles and patents as gratification for services rendered to King.2 

While most petitions would have been supported (especially in the early years when the 

Council was desperate for income3), the uniform social and racial composition of the 

Council created the potential for discrimination: if not overt racial discrimination, at 

least the tendency to privilege the interests and needs of the Councilors’ own social 

circle above all others. Afro-Brazilians could apply for and did receive licenses; 

however, their petitions would have always been secondary to those of Luso-Brazilians. 

The greater problem for Afro-Brazilians to overcome was the second 

requirement—the ability to pay the annual rental fee and develop the property. The fee 

was intentionally set relatively low in order to encourage existing property owners to 

start paying rent. On January 30, 1712, the City Council established an annual rental rate 

                                                        

2 Fernanda Fioravente, “As custas do sangue, fazenda e escravos: formas de enriquecimento e padrão de 
ocupação dos ofícios da Câmera de Vila Rica, c. 1711-c.1736,” (Master’s thesis, Universidade Federal do Rio 
de Janeiro, 2008), 13. Emphasis mine. Original text: “Para constituir-se em homem bom o indivíduo deveria 
asseverar sua qualidade por meio de elementos os quais atestassem a sua posição em uma mais elevada 
escala social. Dentre os elementos os quais esses indivíduos recorriam a fim de afiançar sua qualidade 
estava a ascendência familiar—que podiam evocar tanto para alegar parentesco com homens que passaram 
pela governança, como para ressaltar suas ligações com indivíduos envolvidos com atividades de 
conquista—e a defesa ou povoamento de terras a custa de suas vidas e fazendas em nome de El Rei… Na 
América portuguesa, tal diretriz foi acrescida pelo impedimento daqueles que tivessem misturado o sangue 
branco com o negro. Por fim, outro meio o qual possibilitava a asseveração da qualidade do indivíduo era o 
enobrecimento por títulos e patentes militares enquanto gratificações por serviços prestados a El Rei.” 
3 The City Council, whose sole income during this period was derived from rents, had difficulty getting the 
people to rent land from them, at least in the first years. The inhabitants of Vila Rica saw no reason to pay 
the City Council for what they had previously acquired for free. On July 2 1712, they sent a letter to the 
Council complaining about the rental system and asserting that “the inhabitants should have the rights and 
privileges to use what they conquered, without them being obligated or constrained to rent the possession 
of the City Council...” (ABNRJ 49 (1927): 242). Original text: “devião os seus constituentes lograr a Regalia 
de povoadores, sem que pudesem ser obrigados, nem constrangidos aforar a poseção do conselho.” 
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of “half an oitava [750 réis] for every braça of land [around 1.8m].”4 This rate was applied 

to all lands on the sesmaria of Vila Rica regardless of their location, meaning that 

property on the periphery (for example, Caquende and Arraial dos Paulistas) carried the 

same yearly fee as that around the Praça.5 If most lots contained between 3.6-10.8 meters 

of street frontage, the yearly fee would have been 1500-4500 réis. The smallest lot 

recorded in the Book of Rents measured 1.8 meters and would have cost 750 réis per 

year. This fee structure endured unchanged through 1720. While seemingly egalitarian, 

its blanket application to all lands in the sesmaria automatically excluded the poorest 

segment of society from owning property anywhere in and around the city. While the 

fees would have been relatively low for everyone else, they represented a substantial 

burden for this segment of society, disproportionately comprised of Afro-Brazilian 

slaves, jornaleiros, coartados and freedmen. During the Governorship of Dom Braz 

Balthazar da Silveira (1713-1717), the daily wage of slave averaged half an oitava.6 While 

seemingly substantial enough to cover the half an oitava of yearly fees, these jornaleiros 

and coartados would have lost most, if not all, of their income to their masters in order to 

cover their jornais. Similarly, the freedmen who had managed to extricate themselves 

from the slave system, often facing inconsistent work, a low income. For example, until 

                                                        

4 ABNRJ 49 (1927), 227. Although, the first entry in the Book of Rents, dated January 19, 1712, already quotes 
the rate of half an oitava per braça (APM, CMOP-01, fl. 2). 
5 Although, as Fonseca asserts, the actual price charged per braça varied until around 1716-1718, when half 
an oitava per braça became more widespread (Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 485). 
6 APM, CMOP-49, fl. 44. See also Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 329 (note 16). Ramos 
alternatively suggests a daily wage of 4.5 oitavas. 
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1730, freedmen were barred from the military, artisanal work and any governmental or 

bureaucratic position.7 For most Afro-Brazilians, even the low annual fee would have 

been too high. 

The system of licensure and rents adopted by the City Council ensured that few 

Afro-Brazilians would own property, at least in the first decade or so after its institution. 

Of the 278 entries listed in the Book of Rents between 1711 and 1721, only four pertain to 

people of color—all freedmen and freedwomen.8 Whether by discrimination or 

economic disadvantage, the City Council’s system effectively placed the lands in and 

around Vila Rica almost exclusively into the hands of Luso-Brazilians. 

If one were to draw a map from the Book of Rents, Vila Rica would appear to be 

inhabited only by Luso-Brazilian colonists. Yet, as noted above, during this period, Afro-

Brazilians outnumbered Luso-Brazilians more than 3.5:1. One might assume that most of 

these Afro-Brazilians were slaves, and therefore, would have lived on their master’s 

property. However, by this time, the popularity of the jornaleiro system had already 

                                                        

7 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 232. 
8 Since race was only indicated as an epithet when it was notable, it is possible that there were additional 
Afro-Brazilian men and women who purchased property but whose race was not recorded. For example, 
petitioners without a last name or with a single last name originating from the Church—such as Mariana do 
Rosário—were probably slaves or orphans prior to appearing in the Book of Rents. Even adding such 
entries—around seven to ten in total—the number of requests by Afro-Brazilians would still comprise a 
small fraction of the total. It also must be emphasized that the entries in the Book of Rents should be 
considered a sample of property owners and not a comprehensive list. As previously mentioned, the City 
Council only began to record property ownership after its institution in 1711, and it focused exclusively on 
new requests and renovations. The Councilors were also not as meticulous with their records as scholars 
might hope and the Book of Rents lacks data between 1716 and 1717. Consequently, both the total number 
of property owners and the number of Afro-Brazilian owners would have been higher. 
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created a large, mobile and semi-independent Afro-Brazilian population (and a growing 

number of freedmen and freedwomen).9 When Afro-Brazilians left enslavement (or 

traditional slave roles), where did they go? Why do they never appear in the colonial 

record? 

One explanation could be that the City Council’s land-distribution policy forced 

many of them to remain in a traditional socio-spatial model. With Luso-Brazilians 

controlling ninety-nine percent of allocated properties, Afro-Brazilian men and women 

who lacked the financial and political capital to purchase their own land were often 

forced to choose between voluntarily remaining in the service of their old master (or a 

new master) and moving away from controlled urban space. As various scholars have 

noted, freed persons often chose the former.10 In order to remain on the Council’s land, 

these Afro-Brazilians would have been forced to conform to the existing social order: 

living and working on the property of, and under the authority of, Luso-Brazilians. One 

might even argue that such social ordering was an express objective of the City Council 

                                                        

9 Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 12. 
10 See, for example, Russell-Wood, “Black and Mulatto Brotherhoods,” 572-573 among others. See also 
discussion in: Eduardo França Paiva, “A plebe nerra: forros nas Minas Gerais no século XVIII,” Caravelle, 
no. 84 (June 2005): 70. In addition to the stereotyping and racism described by Paiva, one of the reasons 
scholars have tended to showcase cases of Afro-Brazilians returning to their old masters is bias in the 
documentary record. One of the largest sources of information on early Minas Gerais was the Portuguese 
administration, which had a vested interest in maintaining the social order—in other words, retaining 
absolute control over Afro-Brazilians (and their contribution to the mining economy). Consequently, 
documentation from government sources tended to emphasize the incapacity of Afro-Brazilians to provide 
for themselves, their natural tendency to turn to crime and to propagate disorder, and their inevitable return 
to their masters—all to justify their continued suppression. With few alternative sources on the lives of Afro-
Brazilians, the negative examples and imagery found in government records informed the scholarship based 
upon them—including the repeated example of freed persons running back to their masters. 
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and Portuguese administration. At a time when Afro-Brazilians enjoyed unprecedented 

mobility and independence, the City Council, Governor and King sought to maintain 

some semblance of the established social order. By granting almost all properties to 

Luso-Brazilians, the Councilors provided Afro-Brazilians with few viable alternatives 

(aside from leaving controlled space) to remaining on seigniorial properties, subject to 

Luso-Brazilian observation and control. Perfectly in line with the Crown’s long-standing 

model of social control through spatial control, maintaining the Afro-Brazilian 

population in a state of dependency preserved the existing social order within the City 

Council’s lands. Their actions parallel similar, stronger policies, established by the 

Governor and the Crown beginning in this period—all aimed at maintaining the socio-

spatial subjugation of Afro-Brazilians. These will be explored at length later on. 

However, assuming that all, or even most, freedmen, jornaleiros and coartados 

voluntarily remained in the service of Luso-Brazilian masters undermines the initiative 

and creativity of Afro-Brazilian persons. As the City Council and Portuguese 

administration pushed them to remain in the Luso-Brazilian’s ideal socio-spatial model, 

these Afro-Brazilians found a myriad of ways to circumvent that model. Many Afro-

Brazilians never appear in the colonial record because they acquired land without 

petitioning the City Council. In other words, they moved into invisible spaces—unknown, 

undocumented, or misidentified by the colonial administration. By moving into these 

spaces, Afro-Brazilians slipped from the gaze of colonial authorities and from colonial 
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documentation but maintained their presence in the urban fabric. The remainder of this 

chapter is devoted to defining these spaces and their relationship with the documented 

urban space. 

 

4.2 Visible Spaces 

Before delving into the intricacies of invisible space, brief mention should be made 

of those few Afro-Brazilians who worked within the confines of the City Council’s rental 

system in order to acquire property. In addition to the four people who directly 

petitioned to the City Council for land (mentioned in the previous section), two Afro-

Brazilians received property via an intermediary. This brings the total number of Afro-

Brazilians represented in the first Book of Rents (1712-1721) to six out of the 278 total 

entries. The small sample size, of course, presents clear limitations on analyzing only 

this data. Where appropriate, data from subsequent years will be aggregated to help 

identify larger trends. Notwithstanding its limitations, the Book of Rents and 

surrounding documentation offer a narrow glimpse of how Afro-Brazilians overcame 

the limitations imposed by the City Council and gained a foothold in Vila Rica’s 

property market. 

The entries from the Book of Rents are summarized in Table 2 and include only 

Afro-Brazilians who directly petitioned the Council for land from 1711-1721. 

Immediately, a few observations can be made. All petitioners received land in the urban 
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center, in high-request areas at precisely the moment these areas were in vogue. 

Additionally, the three women appear to have lived on their property while the single 

man, Manuel da Graça, clearly treated his land as an investment.11 A note after his entry 

indicates that he subsequently rented most of the land to Manuel Pires de Carvalho, 

presumably a Luso-Brazilian man: “I declare that the buyer/renter above, Manuel Pires 

de Carvalho, only pays rent of one oitava and three quarters and the remainder must be 

paid by Manuel da Graca, freedman, since he remains a resident on the property.”12 The 

writer uses the word “estante” to describe Manuel’s continued relationship to the 

property, meaning “that is,” “that lives” or “resident.” Of the 2.5 braças of land Manuel 

da Graça requested from the City Council, he rented out two braças and presumably 

retained the tiny half braça (2.2m) for his own house.13 Manuel appears to struggle with 

maximizing the return on his investment, enlisting his renter to pay most of the annual 

fee to the City Council, and saving the smallest possible amount of land for his own use. 

After only two years, Manuel da Graça again rented or sold the larger portion (two 

braças) but not the half braça.14  

                                                        

11 There are three women, assuming that the Maria da Cruz whose entry was not completed in 1716 is the 
same Maria da Cruz who appears again in 1718. If the three Afro-Brazilian women rented out their land or 
managed a business on the property, they did not inform the City Council, meaning that they themselves 
continued to pay the annual rental fees.  
12 APM, CMOP-01, fl. 101. Original text: “Declaro que o comprador assima, Manuel Pires de Carvalho, paga 
só foro de hua oitava e tres quartos e o mais se deve haver de Manuel da Graça, preto forro, por ficar como 
estante propriedade.” 
13 It is possible that he combined this land with property he owned before the institution of the City Council. 
14 Manuel da Graça then rents or sells his 2 braças to Braz Jorge 29/10/1720 or 25/10/1720. APM, CMOP-01, fl. 
101. 
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Table 2: Afro-Brazilians in the Book of Rents from 1712 to 1721 

1713: January 16 Maria de Barros freedwoman 
(black) 

2 braças On the new road that goes 
from Ouro Preto to 
Antônio Dias 

1714: December 9 Joana Maria freedwoman 
(black) 

2 braças On the new road that goes 
from Ouro Preto to City 
Hall 

1716: April Maria da Cruz freedwoman 
(black) with 
guarantor 

- - 

1718: November Maria da Cruz freedwoman 
(black) 

3 braças On the new road that goes 
to the Praça 

1718: November 12 Manuel da 
Graça 

freedman 
(black) 

2.5 braças On Rua dos Paulistas, in 
the neighborhood of Ouro 
Preto 

Source: APM, CMOP-01, fls. 32, 52v, 56v, 101, 133. 

Adding an analysis of petitions for land registered between 1724 and 1737, 

summarized in Table 3, two trends start to emerge. First, the petitions of Afro-Brazilians 

tend to move from the urban center towards the periphery with time—a trend that 

continues to develop after 1737. Fonseca’s analysis of later Books of Rents confirms this, 

and further suggests that, in these peripheral areas, Afro-Brazilians became prolific and 

influential developers. She writes: “Despite their modest condition, freed persons 

appear to have been quite active investors in the town’s real estate market: the Books of 

Rents from subsequent periods contain several records of properties—often located in 

the more peripheral parts of Vila Rica—that were commercialized by members of this 
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social category.”15 This commercialization follows the urbanization of the periphery, 

started by the Rosary confraternities and described in Chapter Three. The active role of 

Afro-Brazilians in developing these peripheral areas will be explored at length in 

Chapter Six. Second, among Afro-Brazilian petitioners, women continue to predominate. 

This is in stark contrast to Luso-Brazilian petitioners, where women constitute a small 

minority. The divide between the sexes is even more noteworthy if we add three Afro-

Brazilian women, listed in the Book of Rents, who acquired their property through an 

intermediary and three more who are mentioned as the primary residents of a property 

but who did not actively pay rent to the City Council.16 Including these persons, the total 

number of Afro-Brazilian women with properties registered in the Books of Rents (1711-

1737) reaches twelve, while the total number of Afro-Brazilian men remains only one.17 

                                                        

15 Fonseca, Arraiais e vilas d’el rei, 487. Original text: ”Apesar de sua condição modesta, os forros parecem ter 
sido investidores bastante ativos no mercado imobiliário da vila: os livros de tombo dos períodos 
subsequentes contêm diversos registros de propriedades—situadas, muitas vezes, nas partes mais 
periféricas de Vila Rica—que foram comercializadas por membros desta categoria social.” 
16 These include, Suzana, whose house is mentioned by Nazario Caravalho de Azevedo when he requests 
land on September 18, 1714, on “the new road to the Praça,” that “begins on the lower border with a black 
woman by the name of Suzana” (APM, CMOP-01, fl. 50). Since Suzana’s civil status is not mentioned, nor 
the name of her owner, it is unclear whether she is a freedwoman, jornaleiro or slave. However, a second 
land request by the same person, Nazario, for land adjoining his existing property lists his neighbor in 1716 
as  “a freedwoman named Anna” (APM, CMOP-01, fl. 57v). There is also Luiza, whose house is cited by 
Antonio Barbosa Pereira when he requests land on November 16, 1718 “past the bridge of Antônio Dias, on 
the right side” that “begins with the houses of Luiza, freed creole” (APM, CMOP-01, fl. 99). Finally, there is 
Rosa Maria, who is mentioned by Manuel Gonçalves Loureiro when he requests land on Rua dos Paulistas, 
defining the edge of his property as the house of Rosa Maria, a freedwoman (APM, CMOP-01, fl. 75). While 
all three women are certainly the primary residents of the property they occupy, it is unclear whether or not 
they actually own the land. It is possible that they acquired their property prior to the institution of the City 
Council, or that their claim to the land was simply never registered with the Council (considering the lapse 
in records between 1716 and 1717). It is also possible that another person requested the land and paid rent 
on their behalf.  
17 Excluding the single mixed-race woman and two mixed-race men. 
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Why so many women? 

Table 3: Afro-Brazilians in the Book of Rents from 1724 to 1737 

1724 Pedro Nunes de 
Freitas 

freedman 
(mixed race)18 

5 braças No location listed 

1724 An.a de Narais 
(or Morais) 

freedwoman 
(black) 

2 braças Rua dos Paulistas, Antônio 
Dias 

1724 Caetana freedwoman 
(black) 

1.5 braças No location listed 

1724 Maria freedwoman 
(mixed race)19 

2.5 braças No location listed 

1733: November 3 Alberto Gomes mixed-race 
man20 

3 braças Ponte de São José 

1734: September 24 Joana Vieyra  freedwoman 
(black) 

2.5 braças Arraial do Taquaral 

Source: APM CMOP-1, fl. 16, 46v, 49v, 90v, 115, 121. 

The predominance of freedwomen among Afro-Brazilian property owners, 

combined with the location of their land and its apparent use for personal habitation 

without subdivision or sublease indicates a social, economic and political capital 

apparently at odds with their position in society. At a time when Afro-Brazilian women 

arguably constituted the most oppressed social segment in colonial Minas Gerais, 

freedwomen in Vila Rica not only received more land than Afro-Brazilian men but also 

more than Luso-Brazilian women.21 Furthermore, the lots were located in the city center, 

                                                        

18 The term used in the Book of Rents is pardo. 
19 The term used in the Book of Rents is parda. 
20 Notably, he is not listed as a freedman but simply an homem pardo. 
21 Between 1711 and 1721, four Luso-Brazilian women submitted petitions to the City Council for land, 
compared with six Afro-Brazilian women who either submitted petitions themselves or through an 
intermediary. 
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on highly-requested streets, at the precise moment in which those locations were in 

vogue.22 

How did Afro-Brazilian women achieve this? It is possible that they were able to 

build successful businesses (selling goods and services to miners), earn sufficient income 

and make the right connections to acquire land for themselves. It is also possible that, 

since the plots they requested were in areas of new development, there was simply 

plenty of land to go around despite the high volume of requests. However, a closer look 

at the entries suggests another explanation. 

Returning to the Books of Rents, those Afro-Brazilians who did not petition the 

City Council but received land through an intermediary (by donation or sale) provide 

some clues. Between 1712 and 1738, the City Council registered three such transactions. 

On July 20, 1718, Manuel Golçalves Loureiro requested five and half braças of land in the 

neighborhood of Antonio Dias, on Rua dos Paulistas, next to the fountain. A note under 

his entry in the Book of Rents relates that the same day “he divided the five and half 

braças in half and, with the permission of the Senate, sold one half to Anna Maria, 

freedwoman, who has been paying rent since the date above..."23 Considering the 

timeline, Manuel Loureiro (presumably a white man) clearly petitioned the City Council 

                                                        

22 The plots were between 2 and 3 braças, close to the average size of lots (3.6 braças) requested by all people 
between 1711 and 1721. See Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 79 and Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 156. The 
generalization on location applies only to land requested between 1711 and 1721. There are not enough 
locations listed in the entries after 1721 to draw any kind of conclusion. 
23 APM, CMOP-01, fl. 75. Original text: “das cinco braças e meia partiu pelo meio, e com liceça deste Senado 
vendeo a detta ametade a Anna Maria, preta forra de que fica pagando desde o dia asima.” 
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with the intention of giving part of his land to Anna Maria (an Afro-Brazilian woman). 

By Vila Rica’s standards, where the average lot size around 3.5 braças, Loureiro 

requested a relatively large piece of land and the same day he submitted his petition, 

divided the land into two plots, informing the Council that he had sold half to Anna 

Maria. Precisely the same type of transaction occurs on November 2, 1718, when 

Lourenço Mendes Coelho requested four braças of land on Rua dos Paulistas. According 

to the margin notes, he subsequently divided his land equally between Thereza, 

freedwoman, and Pedro Roja, retaining nothing for himself. Unfortunately, no date is 

listed for the second transaction, so it is unclear whether Coelho simply sold them the 

land or if he, like Loureiro, petitioned the Council on behalf of Thereza and Pedro. 

Another instance of a Luso-Brazilian intermediary giving land to an Afro-Brazilian 

occurred on December 18, 1738, when Manoel Pires de Cavalho acquired four braças of 

land from the City Council only to divide it with Rosa Maria, freedwoman, who then 

began to pay half of the rental fee. In all three cases a presumably white man dealt with 

the City Council’s land acquisition procedure, but a black woman ultimately received 

the land and paid the annual fee to the Council. 

The close relationship between miners and their slaves no doubt motivated some 

Luso-Brazilians to intercede with the Council on behalf of Afro-Brazilians. However, the 

form of intermediation described above probably resulted from the particular type of 

close relationship that predominated between Luso-Brazilian men and Afro-Brazilian 
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women during this period. From outset of the gold rush until the 1730s, the vast 

majority of migrants to Minas were young Luso-Brazilian men who came to the region 

alone to make their fortune. Even those who had wives and children frequently left 

them behind because of the dangers of the road, ruggedness of the region and insecurity 

of the prospector’s lifestyle. Consequently, for most of the first half of the eighteenth 

century, the ratio of Luso-Brazilian men to Luso-Brazilian women in Minas Gerais was 

dramatically skewed towards men. The same was true for slave populations, with the 

City Council of Vila Rica recording 488 enslaved men and only 24 enslaved women in 

1716.24 From 1720, the number of enslaved women in Vila Rica began to increase such 

that, by the turn of century, they nearly equaled the number of enslaved men: 1, 190 

women and 1, 649 men.25 Not surprisingly, many of the young Luso-Brazilian 

prospectors turned to female slaves for companionship, sex and even marriage.26 

Already in 1711, Antonil notes that it was common practice for relationships to develop 

between prospectors and their slaves writing: “necklaces, earrings and other jewelry are 

today worn much more often by ‘mulattas of ill-repute’ and blacks than by [Luso-

Brazilian] ladies.”27 

                                                        

24 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 193. Since the City Council recorded these numbers for 
purposes of taxation, one must assume that the actual values would have been higher for both sexes as tax 
evasion was rampant during this period. 
25 Luna, “Estrutura da posse de escravos,” 50. 
26 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 28, D. 53. 
27 Antonil, Cultura e Opulencia do Brasil, 181. Emphasis mine. Original text: “cordoens, arrecadas, & outros 
brincos, dos quaes se vem hoje carregadas as Mulatas de mao viver, & as Negras, muito mais que as 
Senhoras.” 
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Both the Church and the State were eager to suppress the growing frequency of 

interracial relationships in Minas, claiming that they undermined the institution of 

slavery, challenged the structure of colonial society, and corrupted the purity of the 

Portuguese race by producing mixed-race children. By the 1720s, both would take 

decisive action to squelch interracial marriage, dating and sexual relations in any form. 

For example, in 1725, the Governor reported that religious authorities called visitadores 

were barging into private homes without notice and levying extraordinary fines if they 

found an Afro-Brazilian woman present, regardless of her role in the house.28 At the 

same time, the Crown began to promote marriage between Luso-Brazilians as the only 

acceptable type of partnership. A 1734 report by the Overseas Council on the 

“inconvenience of marriage between whites and blacks in Minas” explained how tainted 

African blood would “infect the families” of the Portuguese colonists.29 They strongly 

advised the King to prohibit the union of whites with blacks and mixed-race persons 

writing: 

“The disposition of the Council of Trent that favors the Liberty of Marriage is 
understood in the positive action and not the negative action of marriage to a 
certain kind of persons... It seems to the Council that in order to avoid the 
disorder to which this paper refers, it would be convenient if you Your Majesty 
could order by a law that any white man who, after the proclamation [of this 
law], marries a black or mulatta, and impregnates her with a black son or 
daughter shall be exterminated from the Captaincy of Minas... and if the same 
penalty could be imposed on white women that marry blacks or mulattos... The 

                                                        

28 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 6, D. 52. Letter dated May 13, 1725. 
29 AHU_ACL_CU_005 Cx. 28, D. 53. Letter dated December 11, 1734. 
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Council also believes that it would be convenient if [this law applies] not only to 
the inhabitants of Minas but to all of Brazil.”30 

The King had already taken action towards this goal in 1726, ordering the Governor to 

prevent men in interracial relationships from serving in public office. In his well-known 

letter, he writes: 

“the majority of the inhabitants of these lands do not try to marry because of the 
freedom and liberty in which they live, [and it is] not easy to coerce them to 
move away from taking blacks and mulattas as concubines and because of this, 
they are staining their whole families... Any man who… is not married to a white 
woman or her widower cannot henceforth be elected as Councilman or Ordinary 
Judge or govern in the towns of the Captaincy.”31 

While such actions did little to decrease the frequency of multi-racial unions, they did 

encourage interracial relationships to be moved outside of the seigniorial residence in 

order to diminish the potential for a scandal and minimize the negative repercussions a 

Luso-Brazilian man might suffer.  

Over the course of the eighteenth century, many Afro-Brazilian women, especially 

those with mixed-race children, came to be lodged in independent houses with their 

                                                        

30 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 28, D. 53. Letter dated December 11, 1734. Original text: “A dispoziçaõ do 
Concilio Tridentino que tanto favorece a Liberdade do matimonio se entende na acçaõ efectiva e naõ 
negativa do matrimonio come certo genero de pessoas… Ao Concelho parece que para evitar a dezordem 
em que este papel se refere serâ conveniente que V. Mag.de se sirvir ordenar por huá Ley que todo o homem 
branco que despois da promulgaçaõ della cazar com preta ou mulata, filhaou nella de preto ou preta sejá 
exterminado da Cappitania das Minas… e que a mesma penna sêja imposta as mulheres brancas que 
cazarem com negros ou mulatos…Tambem entende o Concelho serâ conveniente que naõ sô a respeito dos 
moradores das Minas mas de todo o Brazil.” 
31 RAPM 30 (1979): 230-231. Order from Dom João V to the Governor of Minas Gerais dated January 27, 
1726. Emphasis mine. Original text: “a maior parte dos moradores dessas terras não tratam de casar-se pela 
soltura e liberdade com que nelas se vive, não sendo fácil a coação para que se apartem do concubinato das 
negras e das mulatas e por esta causa se vão maculando as famílias todas… não possa daqui em diante ser 
eleito Vereador ou Juiz Ordinário nem andar na governança das Vilas dessa Capitania homem algum que… 
não for casado com mulher branca ou viúva dela.” 
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living situation facilitated by their Luso-Brazilian partner. Since racial prejudice and 

social pressure marked the Afro-Brazilian woman as unsuitable for formal commitments 

and, in the eyes of the metropole, even for sexual encounters, her spatial separation from 

the Luso-Brazilian man allowed for plausible deniability in case of formal inquiries. In 

other words, a Luso-Brazilian man could maintain a public image in line with the 

metropole’s ideals, regardless of his private affairs. Public image was a fundamental part 

of eighteenth-century Luso-Brazilian socialization and essential for social and political 

advancement. As demonstrated above, only a Luso-Brazilian wife and family were 

acceptable in the eyes of the metropole. Removing a Afro-Brazilian partner to a separate 

residence, and refraining from formal commitments with her, left Luso-Brazilian men 

with the option to marry a Luso-Brazilian woman later on. This of course meant that 

Afro-Brazilian women often ended up as concubines rather than wives, with Luso-

Brazilian men maintaining multiple relationships and/or families simultaneously. The 

marriage records in the Parish of Nossa Senhora da Conceição indicate only eleven inter-

racial weddings between 1707 and 1726, including only two between a Luso-Brazilian 

and mulatto, and only three between an Afro-Brazilian and a Luso-Brazilian.32 Even if a 

man was committed to his Afro-Brazilian partner, the hostile environment created by 

                                                        

32 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 252-253. Of these latter three, one was a Luso-Brazilian man 
who married his Afro-Brazilian slave, two were Luso-Brazilian men who married freedwomen and one was 
a Luso-Brazilian woman who married an Afro-Brazilian man (his social status was not listed). There were 
also five marriages between an Afro-Brazilian and a mulatto, and one between an Afro-Brazilian and a 
native. 
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the Church and State meant that an open inter-racial relationship or marriage could 

damage his public image, and with it any social or political prospects to which he might 

aspire. Consequently, even Afro-Brazilian women in committed relationships came to be 

lodged in independent houses. 

The predominance of women among Afro-Brazilian property owners might be 

explained by this trend. The wealthiest and most powerful segment of mineiro society, 

Luso-Brazilian men, had a personal interest in assisting Afro-Brazilian women acquire 

land (but no such interest in helping Afro-Brazilian men).33 Returning to the Book of 

Rents, the entries in which Afro-Brazilian women acquired land through intermediaries 

all point towards an inter-racial relationship between the woman and her petitioner. For 

example, the Luso-Brazilian intermediaries for Anna Maria and Rosa Maria divided 

their own land in half, creating two equal plots, side by side—one for the Luso-Brazilian 

man and one for the Afro-Brazilian woman. This not only suggests an interest in 

continuous contact but also some equality in the relationship despite racial differences. 

Thereza and Pedro similarly retained equal shares of land in adjoining plots. Separate 

plots in close quarters allowed a Luso-Brazilian man to better control his public image 

while maintaining a shared life with his Afro-Brazilian partner and any children they 

might have. The other Afro-Brazilian women in the Book of Rents also probably 

                                                        

33 The lack of requests from Luso-Brazilian women was probably because there were few of them to be 
found in Vila Rica during this period. Those women who did live in Vila Rica would have married easily 
and quickly (considering the number of eligible bachelors), moving directly from their father’s to their 
husband’s property. 
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received economic or political assistance in acquiring their land. For example, Maria da 

Cruz is expressly listed as having a guarantor. The influence and economic power of 

Luso-Brazilian men, as guarantors and intermediaries, helped Afro-Brazilian women 

obtain and retain valuable land in Vila Rica.34 

 

4.3 Invisible Spaces 

While the visible spaces described above were inhabited only by freed persons 

(mostly women), the residents of invisible spaces comprised a much larger volume and 

spectrum of the Afro-Brazilian population—including but not limited to slaves, 

jornaleiros, coartados, escaped slaves, freedmen and freedwomen. Invisible spaces existed 

throughout the Brazilian colony, and across the colonial period. However, their 

production in Minas Gerais was intimately tied to the growing popularity of the 

jornaleiro system. With the profusion of jornaleiros and coartados, increasing continuously 

through the 1730s, the number and diversity of invisible spaces also proliferated. 

                                                        

34 Brief mention must be made of a final means by which many Afro-Brazilians acquired land—inheritance. 
This did not involve registration with the City Council and therefore, is more difficult to trace. To 
reconstruct the volume and distribution of land willed to Afro-Brazilians would require sifting through the 
stacks of wills kept in the parish archives—a monumental task outside the scope of this dissertation. The 
importance of inheritance for the present discussion is simply that, by 1719, it had become common practice 
in Vila Rica for Luso-Brazilian land owners to will their property to ex-slaves—at least common enough for 
the Governor to write about what he considered a concerning trend. According to the Governor Pedro de 
Almeyda e Portugal, slave owners were willing their properties to escaped slaves as long as they were 
determined to have died a natural death, thereby preventing the slaves from returning to murder them—
presumably as vengeance for maltreatment during captivity (APM, SC-11, fls. 282-284). This trend and its 
context will be discussed later on. 
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As demonstrated in Chapter Two, it was common practice in Minas Gerais for 

slaves to negotiate contracts with their owners to provide periodic payments to their 

masters from labors conducted outside of the seigniorial lands. For some Luso-Brazilian 

slave-owners, jornaleiro contracts were a matter of necessity: after a mining data was 

exhausted or became unprofitable to work, the contracts allowed Luso-Brazilian slave 

owners to generate income outside their lands. For others, the contracts were a matter of 

convenience, eliminating the need to provide for their slaves, while still allowing them 

to profit from their slaves’ labor. By 1711, the institution of a water monopoly around 

Vila Rica combined with the gradual decline in productivity of river datas, had made the 

jornaleiro system a fixture of colonial society. That year, the citizens of Vila Rica 

requested the institution of public lands on the hilltops for their jornaleiro slaves to work. 

The popularity of the jornaleiro system also contributed to its propagation, by creating an 

expectation among slaves for their freedom. According to Vidal Luna, slaves in Minas 

Gerais often pushed their masters to adopt the system by limiting personal productivity 

such that “only through stimuli—material rewards and relative freedom—did you get 

the good performance of the workers.”35 Freedom, of course, provided the strongest 

possible motivation and led to the steady rise in the number of coartados and ultimately 

freedmen over the course of the century. Beginning in the 1730s, the number of Afro-

                                                        

35 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 71. Original text: “somente através de estímulos—recompensas materiais e relativa 
liberdade — os senhores obtinham o bom desempenho dos trabalhadores.” 
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Brazilians with jornaleiro or coartado contracts, and those ultimately freed by the system, 

would begin to increase dramatically following the large-scale exhaustion of the river 

datas.36 Citing Herbert S. Klein’s figure of 123,000 freed persons in Minas Gerais in 1786, 

Paiva asserts that “the enormous freed population in Minas [was] perhaps, one of the 

largest in all of the New World slave societies.”37 

The jornaleiro and coartados systems shattered the Crown’s ideal model of colonial 

society by allowing the slaves to live and work independently from their masters. While 

the title jornaleiro suggests daily payments, these contracts often allowed slaves to return 

weekly, monthly, or simply periodically to pay their dues. Making payments more 

infrequently allowed the slaves to travel longer distances in search of gold or other work 

(outside the immediate area of the town), a privilege that could also be expressly written 

into their contracts.38 This freedom of mobility and time management provided the 

jornaleiros and coartados with opportunities to establish contacts, build businesses and 

maintain social networks—in other words, to invent themselves outside of the 

traditional slave system. This new lifestyle demanded new spaces, especially if the 

jornaleiros and coartados traveled and worked outside their home area. Increased demand 

                                                        

36 Paiva’s detailed study of coartações in Rio das Velhas region provides a representative example, where the 
first noteworthy increase in coartações occurred around 1738. Eduardo França Paiva, Escravos e libertos nas 
Minas Gerais do século XVIII: estratégias de resistência através dos testamentos (São Paulo: Annablume, 1995), 
197-203. 
37 Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 56. Herbert S. Klein, Escravidão Africana: América Latina e Caribe (São Paulo: 
Brasiliense, 1987), 85.  
38 Paiva, “Coartações e alforrias,” 51. 
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for shelter, food, work and entertainment led to the production of spaces catering 

specifically, and often exclusively, to the jornaleiros’ and coartados’ needs—the invisible 

spaces. 

As previously mentioned, the invisible spaces can be roughly grouped into four 

categories: borrowed spaces, hidden spaces, mobile spaces and temporary spaces. The 

different types of invisible spaces tended to serve different groups within the Afro-

Brazilian community and to be located in different places. For example, jornaleiros 

tended to make use of borrowed space, concentrated on the hillsides near the mines, while 

escaped slaves tended to use hidden spaces in the forests, on the periphery of town, where 

they could better avoid detection by colonial authorities. Of course, jornaleiros, freedmen 

and escaped slaves, as well as mulattos (mixed-race individuals) and poor whites could 

be found in all of the invisible spaces, and the different types of invisible space could be 

found throughout the urban fabric. Generally speaking, however, the invisible spaces 

served the Afro-Brazilian community—creating a network of safe-havens and free 

spaces within the urban fabric (and extending well beyond it) in which the Afro-

Brazilians could live, work, socialize and express themselves outside of Luso-Brazilian 

observation and control. Not surprisingly, the presence of these types of spaces in the 

urban fabric produced anxiety in Luso-Brazilian population and frequent denunciations. 

Considering the centrality of denunciations to the analysis of invisible space, it is 

important to understand the position of the two primary government agencies that 
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processed and produced such denunciations in relation to these spaces. The City 

Council, representing the interests of local Luso-Brazilian slave owners, maintained an 

ambiguous relationship with the invisible spaces. They tolerated the spaces as long as 

they were profitable or convenient but called for their suppression whenever the spaces 

or their inhabitants began to threaten their income, security or control. Some slave 

owners created invisible spaces for their jornaleiros, if such an investment promised to 

increase the financial returns they received from their jornaleiro’s labor. For example, 

various Luso-Brazilians, including members of the City Council itself, purchased 

property and established businesses for their jornaleiros to run.39 It was ultimately in the 

financial interest of Luso-Brazilian slave owners to ensure that their jornaleiros had a 

means to pay their jornais. Consequently, the City Council tended to tolerate invisible 

spaces populated by jornaleiros to a greater degree than those occupied by escaped slaves 

and freedmen. Along the same lines, the invisible spaces created by Luso-Brazilians and 

used by Afro-Brazilians tended to receive fewer and lighter condemnations from the 

City Council than those created by Afro-Brazilians without the knowledge or oversight 

of Luso-Brazilians. However, these tendencies must be viewed as broad generalizations. 

Since the Councilors largely responded to complaints and demands made by the local 

elite, even spaces that had previously been tolerated could easily come under attack.  

                                                        

39 For example, the secretary of the City Council in 1714, Bento Cabral de Sá. 
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The Governor, representing the interests of the Crown, tended to be less tolerant 

of invisible spaces, though the degree of such tolerance depended both on the individual 

filling this position and the spaces in question. With less direct, personal investment in 

the jornaleiros and their work, the Governor and the Crown viewed the invisible spaces 

with greater suspicion. Developing outside governmental systems for land 

management, invisible spaces created a location where Afro-Brazilian populations could 

congregate without Luso-Brazilian knowledge or control. Such spaces had the potential 

to produce two outcomes damaging to the Portuguese government in Minas Gerais: loss 

of income and rebellion. The first problem, loss income, related to the common practice 

of defrauding the quintos. Since jornaleiros could still be classified as slaves, their Luso-

Brazilian masters paid taxes on their behalf, calculated on the value of the gold they 

extracted or income they earned. The problem with the invisible spaces was that they 

provided a location to which jornaleiros could periodically (or permanently) escape their 

Luso-Brazilian masters, avoiding to pay their jornais in a timely manner or spending 

their earnings before they could be taxed. The second problem, slave rebellion, was a 

recurrent threat in Minas Gerais. Periodically, rumors of a large-scale slave rebellion 

swept through the captaincy, often beginning with actual isolated incidents. Such 

rumors fed Luso-Brazilian fears that the slaves they had subjugated, beaten and 

mistreated would unite and rise up against them. Since the Afro-Brazilians vastly 

outnumbered Luso-Brazilians (by 3.5:1 in 1718 in Vila Rica, as we have seen) and slave 
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owners (by 26:1 in 1718 in Vila Rica), Luso-Brazilians would find themselves at a severe 

disadvantage in any ensuing conflict. For the Portuguese government, the invisible spaces 

gave Afro-Brazilians an opportunity to unite and organize themselves by providing a 

venue, outside of Luso-Brazilian observation and control in which the growing 

population of jornaleiros, ex-slaves and freedmen could coordinate with each other.  

Even if the City Council supported the jornaleiro system and selectively tolerated 

the invisible spaces, the large-scale emancipation, 'seigneurialization’ or rebellion of Afro-

Brazilians was not in the interests of any of the ruling elite. Since Luso-Brazilian 

livelihood depended on the jornaleiros remaining in the service of their masters and 

returning to pay their jornais, both the City Council and Governor worked to suppress 

any invisible spaces that challenged the established economic or social order. In so doing, 

the Portuguese government (whether local, regional, or imperial) consistently attempted 

to drive the population back towards its ideal socio-spatial model—slaves living and 

working in prescribed spaces under the watchful eye of their owners. This produced the 

body of denunciations and remediations that allows this dissertation to both reconstruct 

the invisible spaces and gauge their influence on the urban fabric. 

 

4.3.1 Borrowed Space 

As the name suggests, borrowed space took many forms, but the common 

characteristic was, of course, that the owner and the user were separate individuals. In 
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the first decades of the eighteenth-century, the vast majority of borrowed spaces were 

constructed and owned by Luso-Brazilian persons and borrowed by the jornaleiro and 

slave communities.40 For this reason, borrowed space tended to maintain a close 

relationship with the Book of Rents, comprising structures registered with the City 

Council prior to being repurposed. 

The most commonly borrowed space was the slave quarters, which, according to 

denunciations, frequently served as lodging for slaves from multiple masters. The slave 

quarters in Vila Rica comprised various types of housing which included the cellar to 

the master's house, separate structures on the master’s property housing all slaves or 

clusters of individual huts, one for each slave.41 The slave quarters were one of the few 

built environments in which enslaved persons could freely congregate without arousing 

the suspicion or disdain of Luso-Brazilian colonists. It was after-all, a purpose-built 

environment for the congregation of slaves (albeit slaves from the same master). In 

addition to the people who actually lived in this space, jornaleiros and coartados often 

found an open bed and welcome reception. Such arrangements for temporary housing 

were often made between Afro-Brazilians without the knowledge or participation of 

either the jornaleiros’ owner or the owner of the property. In addition to providing 

temporary lodging, slave quarters may also have served as meeting spaces, although 

                                                        

40 For the simple reason that Luso-Brazilian land owners vastly outnumbered Afro-Brazilian land owners 
during this period 
41 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 231. 
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none of the denunciations encountered refer to this type of use. Slave quarters were 

located throughout the urban fabric (anywhere a master lived and maintained slaves) 

and their use as a borrowed space was generally tolerated as long as jornaleiros and 

coartados returned to their own masters to pay their jornais on time.  

In addition to the slave quarters, the Book of Rents makes reference to three 

entire properties owned by Luso-Brazilians but inhabited and used by their jornaleiros. 

In 1714, two separate property requests on the “new road to the Praça” and on the “new 

road to City Hall” cite their neighbors as “a ranch of Bento Cabral de Sá where he has a 

black woman with a shop” and a “luncheonette of a black woman of Bento Cabral de 

Sá”.42 During this period Bento Cabral de Sá was the Secretary of the City Council, who 

recorded entries in the Book of Rents. He clearly used his own properties as a reference 

for the location of the new requests, with unusual honesty over who was actually living 

and working inside. In addition to the properties of Bento Cabral, the Book of Rents 

mentions: “the ranch of a black woman of João Velozo by the name of Joana” on July 16, 

1714.43 Both Bento Cabral and João Velozo were clearly aware that their land was being 

used by jornaleiros and Bento Cabral probably purchased the property with the intention 

of creating a business for his jornaleiro to run. This practice was actually quite common 

                                                        

42 APM, CMOP-01, fl. 50 and 52v. 
43 APM, CMOP-01, fl. 46. 
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but rarely mentioned in the Book of Rents, since it was not necessary, when making a 

property request, to specify who actually lived on the land. 

The borrowed houses were located throughout the city and generally tolerated 

by the City Council (and even the Governor) since the spaces had been established by 

Luso-Brazilians as a financial investment and were often overseen by them. However, 

certain houses located on hills, near the mining areas lacked significant or consistent 

oversight from their owners and their use patterns began to challenge the metropole’s 

accepted socio-spatial model. Appropriated by jornaleiros for lodging, dining and social 

gatherings, the number of these hillside houses proliferated in Vila Rica from at least 

1713. Officially registered with the City Council as hillside ranchos (literally, ranches or 

farms), many of these structures functioned more as multi-purpose businesses selling 

everything from food and mining equipment to sex, alcohol and gambling opportunities 

to prospectors. Since Afro-Brazilian jornaleiro miners comprised a large part of the 

market in this area, the Luso-Brazilian owners frequently installed Afro-Brazilian 

jornaleiro women as proprietors of these establishments in an effort to attract the miners 

as clientele. According to the denunciations, the owners did not provide proper 

oversight for these businesses and the jornaleiros who managed them, used these spaces 

for their own purposes. On Sept 20, 1732, Manuel de Fonseca de Azevedo, Secretary of 

the Government of Minas Gerais, wrote to the King describing the long-standing 

problem with hillside houses in Minas (including Vila Rica): 
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“...large numbers of inhabitants have houses from which they sell food and drink 
and into which they install their female slaves to invite the male slaves to makes 
purchases; and to better to win the hearts of the same male slaves they allow the 
[black] women to deal with them luxuriously and many times withdraw from 
their shops, taking a walk or spending time with other similar folk in order to 
give the women space so that they are less embarrassed by the use of their 
[sexual] appetites. Others live in different places apart [from their businesses], so 
that their female slaves can live as they like. Almost all of these [black] women 
host in their houses at all hours of the day and night, not only the black miners, 
but also escaped slaves…and […] in them they [escaped slaves] hide themselves 
from their masters, and from there they are able to maintain their flight, 
collecting in the same houses the items they steal, in which the same black 
women are sometimes counselors and participants. Also, the same houses are 
furnishing the needs of black robbers from the quilombos44, passing them 
information on the people from whom they are to steal, and the locations from 
which it would be better for them to enter and leave [in order to complete the 
theft] ...”45 

From this denunciation, we learn that the slaves living and working in the 

hillside houses not only conducted business on behalf of their master but also used their 

masters’ houses to further the interests of the Afro-Brazilian community around them. 

They were able to provide lodging for other jornaleiros, host gatherings, hide escaped 

slaves, and run under-the-counter businesses in stolen goods. Removing the bias 

towards negativity in the denunciation, the hillside houses effectively became key 

centers for the Afro-Brazilian community from which they provided social and material 

support for each other and for the larger slave and ex-slave populations. Such support 

also included entertainment—consisting not only of the drinking and sexual pleasures 

foregrounded by the denunciations but also the preservation of African traditions and 

                                                        

44 Quilombos were communities of escaped slaves, living independently in forested areas on the periphery of 
town. They will be addressed at length in the following section. 
45 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. Letter dated February 20, 1732. 
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creation of Afro-Brazilian social culture. Reis, Andrade and Vasconcellos all assert that 

batuques and congadas (Afro-Brazilian dances accompanied by percussion) as well as 

religious ceremonies were common occurrences, especially in the hillside houses in and 

around Vila Rica.46 Given the distance between properties, the paucity of Luso-Brazilian 

inhabitants and the relative isolation of the hillside from the city center, the enslaved 

and freed community enjoyed greater freedom of movement and expression within this 

space. The area around the Rosary church would have comprised one of these types of 

spaces. 

 

4.3.2 Hidden Space 

Like borrowed houses, hidden spaces comprised one of the most contentious 

forms of invisible space, producing a plethora of denunciations. Hidden space refers to any 

space whose existence was concealed from colonial authorities, often for the purpose of 

hiding its occupants. While Afro-Brazilians of various civil statuses occupied hidden 

space, these locations were most often created and inhabited by escaped slaves, whose 

freedom, and often survival, depended on evading colonial authorities.47 Hidden spaces 

ranged from secret hideouts, occupied by escaped slaves for short periods of time, to 

independent Afro-Brazilian settlements concealed in the forests. The latter, called 
                                                        

46 See Reis, Crimes e escravos, 187. See also Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 57 and Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 173. 
47 Punishments for escaped slaves tended to be brutal to which Azevedo attests, writing in 1732 that 
“…being caught [they] sometimes receive such severe punishments that they either die as a result, or are 
rendered incapable of work”( AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64). 
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mocambos, and later quilombos, were often created by fugitive slaves to be a space 

permanently free from Luso-Brazilian rule and society. Their inhabitants, called 

quilombeiros, were routinely distinguished from other escaped slaves in colonial 

documents, since they engaged in a form of organized resistance to Portuguese colonial 

rule. Other escaped slaves, by contrast, enjoyed a temporary (even if prolonged) state of 

liberation within the existing colonial system. Not surprisingly, it was the quilombos and 

quilombeiros that the Portuguese government found most offensive and dangerous to 

their hold on the colony. These settlements continuously generated discussion among 

the Portuguese administration and, therefore, are some of the most well-documented 

hidden spaces. Consequently, the discussion in this section will focus on quilombos, which 

existed around the periphery of Vila Rica—a periphery that the Rosary confraternity 

entered with its move into Caquende. 

While the Overseas Council defined a quilombo as any group of five or more 

escaped slaves living together in an unpopulated area, these communities ranged in size 

from a single village to a large urban network with tens of thousands of inhabitants.48 

Some of the largest quilombos, such as Palmares, were ruled by an Afro-Brazilian King 

and court. Founded throughout the Brazilian territory and over the entire history of the 

slave trade, much has been written on quilombos, their history, social structure and urban 

                                                        

48 Carla Ladeira Pimentel Águas, “Quilombo em festa: pós-colonialismos e caminhos da emancipação 
social,” (Ph.D. diss., Universidade de Coimbra, 2012), 118. 
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layout and those arguments will not be repeated here. Using a synthesis of the most 

well-studied quilombos, I attempt to reconstruct what the hidden spaces around Vila Rica 

might have looked like and their relationship with the area around the Rosary church.  

In his study of quilombos in Minas Gerais, Carlo Magnus Guimarães counts 126 

sites across the region including 32 in proximity to Sabará, 31 around Vila Rica, 31 

around Rio das Mortes, 10 around Serro Frio and 22 that could not be located.49 

Schwartz cites a slightly lower total number of 117.50 Despite a lack of specific, 

descriptive information (in the documents consulted for this dissertation) on the 31 

quilombos around Vila Rica, the amount of scholarly research on similar spaces provides 

a clear image of what Vila Rica’s quilombos might have been like. 

The existence of all quilombos depended on their ability to remain hidden. 

Consequently, the inhabitants often selected a site with natural barriers and worked to 

augment and fortify them. For example, the Dutchman Blaer-Reijmbach, who was sent 

to destroy the quilomobo of Palmares in 1645, reported that the site of at least one of the 

villages was bordered by a swamp to the north and felled trees to the south.51 In 

addition to these natural defenses, the inhabitants added a double palisade around their 

                                                        

49 Carlo Magnus Guimarães, Uma negação da ordem escravista: quilombos em Minas Gerais no século XVIII (São 
Paulo: Ícone, 1988), 137-142. Guimarães lists only the documents where he found the references. Reis 
tracked down these references and presented the statistics cited. Reis, Crimes e escravos, 206. 
50 Stuart B. Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels: Reconsidering Brazilian Slavery (Urbana and Chicago: 
University of Illinois Press, 1996), 119. 
51 Robert Nelson Anderson, “The Quilombo of Palmares: A New Overview of a Maroon State in 
Seventeenth-Century Brazil,” Journal of Latin American Studies 28, no. 3 (October 1996): 551.  
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site surrounded by a trench filled with sharpened, wooden spikes. 52 The Relação das 

guerras feitas aos Palmares reports similar defensive systems including iron caltrops, open 

pits disguised with brush, a palisade with embrasures, and a stone and wood battery.53 

The inhabitants of another quilombo, the Burraco de Tatú, took such defenses even 

further. Already protected by a swampy dike, sharpened stakes, and twenty one open 

pits covered with brush, the residents also added false roads leading away from their 

settlement.54 Commenting on common defensive models for quilombos in general, Stuart 

Schwartz notes that covered traps and sharpened stakes were commonly used for 

protection from present-day Nigeria to old Kingdom of Congo.55 Since the vast majority 

of slaves imported into Minas Gerais and Vila Rica came from this area (the Mina Coast 

and Bight of Benin), it is likely that the quilombos around Vila Rica used similar defensive 

strategies.56 

                                                        

52 Anderson, “The Quilombo of Palmares,” 551. 
53 Anderson, “The Quilombo of Palmares,” 553-555.  
54 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 115-116. “Only when the watchmen placed planks over some of the 
obstacles did entry and exit become possible” (Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 116). 
55 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 116. 
56 Mina slaves also dominated the population of Vila Rica during the eighteenth century. In her study of 
baptismal records in Ouro Preto, Patrícia Porto de Oliveira found that of the 491 slaves who self-reported an 
ethnicity or nation from 1712-1750, 344 (70%) were Mina (Oliveira, “Vila Rica: dados urbanos,” 8-10). 
Similarly, Isânia das Graças Silva’s study of the death certificates in the Parish of Nossa Senhora da 
Conceição de Antônio Dias found that from 1760-65, 45% of the 788 slaves who provided ethnicities were 
Minas and 25% were Angolan; from 1770-1775, 52% of were Minas and 25% were Angolan (Silva, 
“Identidades étnicas dos escravos,” 25). Regionally, Rodrigo Castro Rezende’s study of Quintos lists and 
Confessados reports the same trend in the Comarca of Vila Rica (including Ouro Preto) where, in 1718, 57% 
of slaves were Minas and 12% were Angolan (Rezende, Os outros (des)classificados do ouro, 521). The Governor 
of Minas himself confirms this, writing in 1719 that Mina and Angolan slaves were the most abundant in the 
mining region (APM, SC-04, fl. 714). Patrícia Porto de Oliveira, “Vila Rica: dados urbanos através dos 
Assentos de Batismos de Escravos Adultos Séc. XVIII,” II Seminário de Historia Quantitativa e Serial (2001): 8-
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While a quilombo’s location and defensive network worked to isolate them from 

surrounding Luso-Brazilian settlements, their economy did the opposite, ensuring a 

permanent link between these two spaces. The economy of Palmares was based on 

agriculture and trade, with residents exchanging food from their farms, as well as straw 

goods, gourds and pottery they produced, for arms munitions and salt from Luso-

Brazilian settlements and farms.57 The residents of Palmares appear to have cultivated a 

mutually beneficial relationship with at least some of their Luso-Brazilian neighbors, 

such that the latter not only tolerated the presence of the quilombo but also helped to 

preserve it. As Kent notes, Palmares’ neighbors often warned its residents when a raid 

on the quilombo had been planned by the colonial administration, giving the Afro-

Brazilians time to escape.58 This is not say that everyone in the region approved of the 

quilombo or assisted its inhabitants—plantation owners, for example, called for its 

destruction, fearing that the presence of a free, Afro-Brazilian community nearby would 

encourage their slaves to flee the rigors of captivity for the oasis of Palmares.59 Nor did 

every quilombo cultivate a positive economic relationship with the neighbors. As 

                                                        

 

10. Rodrigo Castro Rezende, “Os outros (des)classificados do ouro: a (re)criação da África nas Minas 
setecentistas,” VI Jornada Setecentista (2005): 521. Several studies echo these findings. See also: Luna, 
“Estrutura da Posse de Escravos (1718),” 34. Bergad, Slavery, 152. 
57 Anderson, “The Quilombo of Palmares,” 552. 
58 Kent, “An African State in Brazil”, 171. R.K. Kent, “An African State in Brazil,” The Journal of African 
History 6, no. 2 (1965): 161-175. 
59 Kent, “An African State in Brazil,” 162 and 171. 
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Schwartz demonstrates, the Burraco de Tatú built a “predatory economy”, exchanging 

goods and services with their Luso-Brazilian, Afro-Brazilian and mixed-race neighbors 

through theft, extortion, and violence.60 Located near Salvador, this quilombos’ residents 

often raided the city during the night, stealing food, goods and women.61 According to 

Schwartz, some residents of Salvador (both Afro-Brazilian and Luso-Brazilian) even the 

assisted in these raids in order to avoid becoming targets themselves.62 

This type of “predatory economy” seems close to the relationship Vila Rica’s 

quilombos cultivated with the city. Based on the accusations recorded by the City 

Council, the problem with the quilombos in Vila Rica was less that they might entice 

slaves to escape and more that their residents actively engaged in violent crimes against 

citizens. The quilombos around Vila Rica were located near enough to the urban 

environment to extract the resources they needed but deep enough in the dense forests 

to remain relatively inaccessible. As in other parts of Minas, the quilombeiros’ predations 

concentrated first along roads, where the thick forests provided ample cover and 

travelers carrying goods would have been at their most vulnerable. In 1717, the 

Governor of Minas and São Paulo reported “the great damage caused by the quilombos of 

                                                        

60 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 116. 
61 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 112-113. While they took little interest in the race of their victims, 
they did demonstrate a strong preference for Afro-Brazilian or mulatto (mixed race) women, rather than 
Luso-Brazilian, perhaps because of the potential repercussions for the disappearance of a white woman or 
the greater likelihood that an Afro-Brazilian woman treat her life in the quilombo as an improvement to her 
previous living situation. 
62 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 112-113. 
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the escaped slaves fleeing, killing, and robbing, and infesting the roads to the detriment 

of travelers.”63 This happened throughout the captaincy, with reports of such 

occurrences from São João del Rei to Serro Frio increasing steadily through the 1730s. 

Vila Rica was no exception. In 1737, a report to City Council described the situation 

around this city very clearly: 

“The residents say that in the suburb and forests that extend from Passa-Dez 
until the entrance of Tripuí, every day there are deaths and robberies that the 
blacks commit against the travelers whom they presume to carry gold or of 
goods or supplies [food] to sell in this town...”64 

While the author attributes the crimes to slaves going into woods to search for wood and 

reeds rather than quilombeiros, the nature of the items stolen—food and supplies—and 

the locale in which they were taken—a suburban road surrounded by a forested area—

corresponds precisely with the profile of crimes commonly committed by quilombeiros. 

As other documents from this period indicate, it was often difficult to distinguish a 

quilombeiro from a jornaleiro or freedman. This ability to blend in was part of what made 

the quilombeiros so successful in their supply raids and led to a number of freedmen 

being arrested as escaped slaves. 

                                                        

63 APM, SC-11, fl. 269. Dated December 20, 1717. Emphasis mine. Original text: “o grande prejuizo q. 
causavão os quilombos dos negros fogidos matando, e roabando, e infessando os caminhos com detrime.to 
dos passagr.os...” 
64 APM, CMOP, Cx. 10, D. 11. Dated May 14, 1737. Original text: “Dizem os moradores q nos suburbios dela, 
e mattos q dirão da vinda do Passa diz athe a vinda do Tripui estao todos os dias socedindo mortes e roubos 
que fazem os negros aos passageiros a quem presumem levar ouro ou de negocio ou procedido dos 
mantimentos que vem vender nesta vila...” 
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In addition to stealing from travelers, some quilombeiros also invaded private 

homes in an attempt to secure supplies, arms, gold, and women. While this was an issue 

throughout Minas, it became especially problematic for the town of Vila do Carmo, 

neighboring Vila Rica. In 1718 Governor Assumar reports: 

“they have committed and commit during the night many robberies and, in the 
process, ruining the walls of houses with excavations, [and] entering the yards 
by breaking the fences… [This] is what is born of the liberty with which blacks 
move at all the hours of the night…All of the blacks that are found in this town 
and its suburbs from nine o clock at night and onwards without written notice 
from their masters will be taken to prison.”65 

The Governor attempted to combat such crimes by establishing a curfew for Afro-

Brazilians and dispatching patrols in the evening to arrest any Afro-Brazilians found 

outside.66 Considering the proximity of Vila do Carmo and Vila Rica, the same quilombos 

probably targeted both cities in their raids and it is reasonable to assume that similar 

crimes also occurred in Vila Rica during this period. 

The prevalence of such home invasions throughout Minas Gerais prompted 

some Luso-Brazilians to take extreme precautions in order to protect themselves and 

their property from harm. On November 21, 1719, the Governor Pedro de Almeyda e 

Portugal reports an unusual trend in which slave owners were willing their property to 

                                                        

65 APM, SC-11, fl. 270v. Dated January 15, 1718. Original text: “se tem feito e fazem de noute m.tos furtos 
arruinandos e p.a este effecto as paredes das casas com socavoes, entrando nos quintais dellas 
derribandolhes as cercas… o q. nasce da liberd.e com q. todas as horas da noute discorrem livrem.te os 
negros… todo o negro q. encontrarem nesta V.a e seos arrabaldes da nove horas da noite e por diante sem 
escrito de seu o leve a cadeya.” 
66 APM, SC-11, fl. 270v. 
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their escaped slaves, as long they (the property owners) were determined to have died a 

natural death: 

“…slaves disrupt the public peace by committing robberies, homicides, and 
other atrocities. [Yet] it is detrimental to all if the masters who mistreated the 
same slaves attempt to remediate their wrongdoings such that they will not 
being touched… [illegible] all black men that escape to the woods and live 
outside the obedience of their masters, if they open a petition, and being proven 
by this petition and by two other witnesses that their master died of natural 
causes… they will give them their houses with the greatest brevity…” 67 

By giving their escaped slaves their land, Luso-Brazilians hoped to prevent those slaves 

from returning to target them or their possessions, especially if the slaves ultimately 

joined a quilombo. Like the residents of Salvador described by Schwartz, some Luso-

Brazilians in Minas attempted to protect themselves and their property by 

demonstrating good will towards any future and present quilombeiros. 

Considering the quilombos, within the larger network of invisible spaces in and 

around Vila Rica, the hidden spaces were intimately tied with the borrowed spaces on the 

hillside. For example, the denunciation quoted in the previous section indicates that the 

Afro-Brazilians who inhabited the hillside houses assisted the quilombo residents in 

stealing food and goods from travelers, passing them information on who they might 

                                                        

67 APM, SC-11, fls. 282-284. Original text: “desmandos e desordens com q. os dittos escravos perturbão o 
socego publico fazendo roubos, homecidios e outras atrocidades e sendo egualm.te prejudiciaes a todos se 
descuidão os senhores dos mesmos escravos de remediallas como se lhes não tocassem, e dezejando evitar 
este mal, [illegible] e mando q. todo o negro q. foraehado no mato e andar afastdo da obediencia de seu s.r 
se lhe faça auto e sendo por ella provado o sobre d.o com duas [illegible] testemunhas morra morte natural 
precidendo os votos dos ouv.res gerais e. os darão de suas cazas com a mayor brevid.e.” 
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rob, serving as lookouts, and hiding the quilombeiros when they came into town.68 These 

hillside houses also served as a waypoint for jornaleiros who sought to disappear (and 

avoid paying their jornais) for short periods of time before either returning to their slave 

quarters or escaping the slave system altogether and departing for the quilombos. 

Consequently, a nocturnal flow of clandestine traffic constantly moved through the 

borrowed space of the hillside houses, connecting the Afro-Brazilians in quilombos with 

those in town.69 As indicated above, the volume and frequency of such movements 

steadily increased through the 1730s, when the decline in productivity of the datas led to 

both a general increase in the number of slaves released into the jornaleiro and coartado 

systems and the difficulty they faced in covering their jornais with traditional 

prospecting work. A detailed complaint submitted to the City Council by the residents 

of Padre Faria and Antônio Dias during this period clearly demonstrates how the 

borrowed and hidden spaces worked together to support members of the Afro-Brazilian 

community, especially slaves and jornaleiros who sought temporary or permanent relief 

from their condition. Between the bridge of Antônio Dias, Agua Limpa and the Vila Rica 

ridge, there was: 

“a street named for the robberies and insults that happen on it” Rua Argel 
[Algiers Street] that is located above on the hill on the part behind the street of 
Padre Faria in which all the establishments are shops and houses in which 

                                                        

68AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. 
69 People traveling from the quilombos to town and back to the quilombos, those traveling from the town to the 
quilombos, those who sought temporary refuge before returning to their slave quarters, and those moving 
from one town to another all passed through these houses. 
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escaped slaves are hidden…such that their owners don’t receive any jornais. And 
it even happens that by way of that road these slaves become calhambolas 
[escaped slaves] and fugitives, since the houses of that street give them an escape 
route by way of certain alleys; and many houses also have an exit on the rua 
direita [main road]. When their masters go to collect them, the slaves always have 
an escape plan ready moving from one road to the other by way of the alleys and 
even through the houses, such that the slaves can escape to the forest... More 
than one hundred some shops [have] closed between the bridge of Antônio Dias 
and Agua Limpa, not to mention the commotion commonly caused by the blacks 
every night on the said road, disrupting the peace, perturbing and disturbing the 
residents of the Arraial da Padre Faria and often impeding communication with 
the hill during the night because of the danger in traveling along the said 
road...[Officers of the City Council] do us the favor of ordering all the shops and 
houses on the hill to be closed, and on the said road imposing a penalty for the 
damages so that they cannot open or be used again, [and] also sealing off all of 
the alleys [in this area] with walls...”70 

Removing the bias towards negativity in this denunciation, the borrowed and hidden 

spaces together formed a corridor through which the slaves and jornaleiros could move, 

temporarily escaping detection or permanently escaping slavery. The borrowed spaces 

were especially helpful for slaves who sought the latter. Since a quilombo’s existence 

depended on its ability to remain hidden, the best means to find and reach one was by 

way of someone who already visited or lived in that space. By becoming a meeting point 

for Afro-Brazilians of various social conditions, the hillside houses facilitated the 

                                                        

70 APM, CMOP-49, fls. 68-70. See also Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 206. Original text: “Antes 
sim lhe succede da tal rua o fazer em se lhe seus escravos calhambolas e fujões dando lhes dando lhes nas 
casas de tal rua couto e escapulha por certos buos que nella ha e muitas das casas terem tambem sahida pera 
da rua direita e quando succede os senhores hirem providade se os escravos tem sempre a fugida prompta 
de uma rua pela outra pelos becos e ainda proprias casas de que rucoros os taes escravos se auzentão para o 
mato... mais de centos e tantas vendas que estavão acertas da ponte de Antonio Dias ate a Agua Limpa, alem 
da inquietação que deja socego de bulhas que commummente todas as noites fazem os negros na deta rua 
que perturbao e molestao os moradores da Arraial da Padre Faria e impedem muitas vezes a communicao 
para o morro por de noite ser perigoso o passar pela dita rua... facao merece mandar fechar todas as vendas 
ou cazas de ladeira que na dita rua se achao impondo pena aos dannos pera que mais as nao abrao nem de 
lhes uzem, fechando se tambem de parede todos os beccos...” 
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creation of connections between quilombeiros, jornaleiros, coartados and slaves, giving the 

latter three a better chance of changing their circumstances permanently. It is not 

unreasonable to assume that similar circumstances existed in the region around the 

Rosary church. 

 

4.3.3 Mobile Space 

Mobile space connected the borrowed and hidden spaces together. The continuously 

changing space in which ambulant venders and itinerant prospectors lived and worked, 

mobile space was not a single place but a composite of many locations created through 

constant movement. The shape and position of mobile space varied depending on the 

person who inhabited it: some of these spaces covered long distances (like those of 

itinerant prospectors), others formed closed circuits, traveled continuously and 

repeatedly. In mobile space the act of movement was the act of habitation, with every 

location being temporary. 

The inhabitants of mobile space could be jornaleiros or even escaped slaves, but 

they were most often freedmen and freedwomen. Jornaleiros and coartados remained 

tethered to the house of their master, always obliged to return to pay their jornais, 

limiting their freedom of movement to a certain radius. While some jornaleiros did 

occupy mobile space, they were more likely to do so for short periods of time, when 

avoiding to pay their jornais. Some escaped slaves also occupied mobile space as a means 
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of evading arrest. However, like the jornaleiros, this was often a temporary condition: 

they were more likely to establish themselves in a hidden space and venture out from that 

location when they felt confident they would not be discovered.71 Freedmen, by contrast, 

could move freely and independently, building an itinerant business and sustaining 

themselves through their constant movements. Considering the difficulties freed 

persons often faced in acquiring property, a state of constant movement provided a 

viable alternative to remaining in their ex-master’s service. 

Mobile space presented a particular challenge for colonial authorities, since the 

constant movement of its inhabitants made them particularly difficult to find and, 

therefore, to control. Returning to Manuel de Fonseca de Azevedo’s letter, he writes: 

“…and Your Majesty one must also understand the reputation of the free blacks 
that have their [own] businesses because they are so much more harmful than 
the others. In the same way, in the villages, arraiais, and roads of Minas, they 
travel selling other blacks edible things in tabuleiros72 (which create the same 
luxurious disorders with whites as with blacks), and approaching […] the gold 
mines to take the jornais from the blacks with their sales as with their bodies, 
from which also stems serious damage.”73 

For Azevedo, the freedmen and freedwomen who occupied mobile space presented a 

much greater threat than other ambulant venders. This was because their unrestricted 

                                                        

71 Constant movement, especially during the day, brought with it the risk of chance encounters, untimely 
conditions or other unknown and uncontrollable circumstances that might lead to their discovery and 
arrest. 
72 Tabuleiros were flat boards with shallow sides, usually hung around the neck, from which ambulant 
venders served food and beverages. 
73 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. 
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space of movement, or mobile space, made them difficult to find and, therefore, control. 

As Reis writes: 

“Once again, the reasons for the persecution of vendors, especially black women, 
are understood to be because of the facility with which they can circulate 
continuously through unguarded and unpopulated places, through 
encampments, mining sites, paths and roads, and clandestinely selling 
gunpowder, guns, cachaça74 or becoming the middle man in the market of stolen 
goods, smuggling gold and diamonds, etc.”75 

More than this, however, the ambulant venders could spread information. Mobile space 

and its inhabitants connected invisible spaces together, not just the borrowed and hidden 

spaces within one town, but all borrowed and hidden spaces regionally, across many towns. 

This allowed for the creation of a large Afro-Brazilian social network—a network 

through which slaves, jornaleiros, and quilombeiros across the city and region began to 

communicate. This had two results damaging to the Portuguese Crown. First, as Reis 

notes, the Afro-Brazilian community began “conceiving of themselves daily as a specific 

social segment” and “gradually acquired a certain ‘consciousness’ of ‘us’ and ‘them’.”76 

Second, they began to plan, on a large scale, how to collectively liberate themselves from 

the demeaning, dangerous and miserable conditions of slavery. In other words, they 

began planning a widespread revolt against Portuguese colonial rule. The reaction of 

                                                        

74 Cachaça was an alcoholic beverage made from sugar cane. 
75 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 182. Original text: “Entendem-se assim, mais uma vez, os motivos da perseguição 
às vendedoras, especialmente às negras de tabuleiro, por terem facilidade para circular continuamente por 
locais pouco vigiados e despovoados, pelos arraiais, sítios de mineração, caminhos e estradas, podendo, 
clandestinamente, vender pólvora, armas, cachaça ou intermediar produtos roubados, contrabandear ouro e 
diamantes, etc.” 
76 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 250. Original text: “Constituindo-se cotidianamente como um segmento social 
específico, os escravos aos poucos foram adquirindo uma certa “consciência do “nós" e do “eles”.” 
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colonial authorities to this discovery and its implications for the invisible spaces will be 

addressed in Chapter Five. 

 

4.3.4 Temporary Space 

Before locating the invisible spaces in Vila, brief mention must be made of one 

final type of invisible space—temporary space. Rarely appearing in the colonial record, 

temporary spaces included makeshift camps, shelters, and squatters’ residences. By 

temporary I refer both to the presence of a person within the space and the existence of 

the space itself. Some temporary spaces endured for an extended period of time. However, 

even a long-term temporary space always had a finite future. The few references and 

allusions to these spaces that can be found in colonial documents do little more than 

confirm the existence of such spaces.  

The first type of temporary space comprised the ephemeral shelters created by 

jornaleiros and freedmen in and around the mines in which they worked. References to 

this type of shelter are tenuous and oblique. For example, the Governor Minas wrote in 

1719: “the hidden and subterranean parts in which the blacks live on the stated hill.”77 

Did the Afro-Brazilian jornaleiros or coartados actually live in or around the mines where 

they worked? It is not unreasonable to assume that some of them sheltered nearby for 

                                                        

77 RAPM 3 (1898): 263-266. Original text: “em partes ocultas, e sobterraneos em que os negros vivem no detto 
morro.” 
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limited periods of time. As demonstrated in Chapter Two, ownership of a mine in the 

public lands was based on a person’s presence. If a jornaleiro or freedman wanted to 

ensure his control over a particular mine, he would need to remain physically present in 

or around that space. Also, many slave owners allowed slaves to work their mines in the 

evenings and on holidays, keeping any gold they found during this period for 

themselves. This meant slaves often had an incentive to lengthen their workday as much 

as possible. Using a naturally occurring or constructed shelter and purchasing meals 

from ambulant vendors, a prospector could remain at the mines for an extended period 

of time. 

A more enduring form of temporary space was the squatter’s residence. These 

were located on unused or unclaimed land throughout Vila Rica but one can assume a 

higher concentration of such residences existed outside the urban center—on the 

periphery and on the hills where demand for land would have been lower. While some 

squatters would have been poor whites, freedmen made up a large portion of the 

inhabitants of these types of spaces. As previously demonstrated, their race and social 

status placed them at a significant disadvantage in both acquiring the resources to 

purchase land and in being granted a plot by the City Council. 

Unlike the other invisible spaces, temporary space did not come under systematic 

attack by colonial authorities—no doubt its ephemerality gave authorities little 

opportunity to condemn it. This also meant that temporary space had less of a lasting 
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influence on the urban fabric than other types of invisible space. Nevertheless, it formed 

part of the larger invisible spatial network that, as a whole, would have a profound impact 

on the urban form of Vila Rica. 

 

4.4 Mapping the Invisible Spatial Network 

The “invisibility” of invisible spaces stemmed simultaneously from their nature—

as borrowed, hidden, mobile and temporary—and from their users’ interest in 

concealing such spaces from the colonial authorities who often sought to suppress them. 

Consequently, mapping individual invisible spaces with precision would be an 

impossible task. At the same time, the invisible spaces maintained a clear and direct 

relationship with each other and with those in the Book of Rents. So, exploring their 

general position in relation to mapped spaces remains a possibility. For example, the 

inhabitants of borrowed space occupied some of the same structures recorded in the Book 

of Rents; the residents of one hidden space, quilombos, renounced these structures for the 

freedom and isolation of the forests, locating themselves on the periphery of town near 

roads; the inhabitants of mobile spaces moved between visible and invisible spaces, and the 

builders of temporary spaces inserted themselves in the margins between other 

constructions. If one were to plot the invisible spaces onto a colonial map, the spatial 

network they created would be inseparable from the structures registered in the Book of 

Rents but, at the same time, extend well beyond them. 
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Based on the denunciations, one might also attempt to map concentrations of 

invisible space, as such spaces were not evenly distributed across the city.78 Since the 

Afro-Brazilian community created and used the invisible spaces, these spaces developed 

where that community was most active. As demonstrated in Chapter Two, the racial 

stratification of the population led Afro-Brazilians to concentrate on the hills, around the 

mines and public lands. In line with this process, a plethora of borrowed spaces could be 

found on the hillsides around Vila Rica and, in particular, on the ridge north of the city 

center. The mobile spaces also tended to concentrate on the hills (more than the center of 

town), where ambulant venders targeted prospectors working in mines and on the 

public lands. The temporary spaces cannot be mapped with any certainty but probably 

would also have been located on the periphery of the city and around the hillside mines, 

where prospectors sought short-term housing options and where land was less densely 

developed. Finally, the hidden spaces, namely quilombos, were located in the forests 

around Vila Rica, near the periphery of town. Considering the invisible spaces 

collectively, the two most significant concentrations of such spaces were on the hillsides 

and on the periphery. 

The distribution of invisible spaces suggested above corresponds with the 

distribution of Afro-Brazilian slaves (including jornaleiros and coartados) recorded by the 

City Council in 1721. In Ouro Preto, the Councilors counted 1,001 slaves, in Antônio 

                                                        

78 With the exception of the slave quarters, of course, which were spread throughout Vila Rica. 
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Dias 1,063, in Padre Faria 1,251 and in the settlements on the Vila Rica ridge (including 

Ouro Podre, Ouro Bueno and Ouro Fino collectively) 1,694 slaves—more than any of the 

three original settlements. These numbers were, most likely, lower than the actual slave 

count, since the City Council relied on self-reporting from the slaves’ masters. In letter to 

the Ouvidor of Rio das Mortes, dated March 24, 1719, the Governor of Minas estimates 

that “three thousand or so blacks” mined on the Vila Rica ridge.79 According to Donald 

Ramos, the lower number of slaves in Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias corresponded with 

a lower number of slaves per person in these areas and was “confirmation that most of 

the alluvial deposits in the[se] area[s] had been exhausted…[and] mining was no longer 

a significant factor in the economic life.”80 Mining, and the Afro-Brazilians who relied 

upon it for their livelihood, had already moved into the hills around Ouro Preto and 

Antônio Dias, concentrating on the Vila Rica ridge. 

Ramos points to one particular hill in Ouro Preto as significant for mining during 

this period—the Morro do Ramos, northwest of Caquende. Here both large-scale mining 

operations (including three prospectors with more than twenty-six slaves each) and 

public lands co-existed.81 Since the Rosary confraternity was the only Afro-Brazilian 

                                                        

79 APM, SC-11, fl. 118v. See also Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 190. 
80 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 190. For Ramos, a higher number of slaves per slaveowner 
indicated active mining operations. He writes: “There was no use for large numbers of slaves other than in 
mining... In those areas known to be producing gold in significant quantities the number of slave owners 
with more than ten slaves was much greater than that in regions known to be agricultural” (Ramos, “A 
Social History of Ouro Preto,” 191-192). 
81 Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 190. Rezende, “Mineração nos morros,” 65. 
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confraternity in Ouro Preto (and for slaves in particular), it would not be unreasonable 

to assume that these slave prospectors and the Afro-Brazilian community around them 

frequented the new Rosary church in Caquende, contributing to the production of 

invisible spaces in the area and linking the Rosary confraternity with the larger invisible 

spatial network in Vila Rica. 

Using the denunciations to map concentrations of invisible space, also, by default, 

maps colonial anxiety towards these spaces. The volume of denunciations referring to a 

particular type of invisible space was indicative of the threat that the space posed to Luso-

Brazilian society and the colonial administration. Not surprisingly, the denunciations 

tended to concentrate on locations with large numbers of Afro-Brazilian inhabitants and 

groups of invisible spaces. From the second decade of the eighteenth century through the 

1730s, the denunciations focused on the borrowed spaces of the hillside houses—with a 

particular preoccupation for those on the Vila Rica ridge. Attention was also given, but 

to a lesser degree, to the hidden spaces on the periphery. As the number of invisible spaces 

and Afro-Brazilian residents in an area increased, the threat they posed to colonial 

authorities seemed to increase proportionally. Thus, any map made from the 

denunciations would indicate the highest concentrations of Afro-Brazilian populations, 

invisible spaces and colonial anxiety, all on the hills and, in particular, on the Vila Rica 

ridge. 
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4.5 The Urban Impact of Invisible Spaces 

By virtue of their informal construction, invisible spaces were difficult to regulate 

and to control and, therefore, not only provided a space for Afro-Brazilian populations 

to live and work outside Luso-Brazilian observation but also represented one of the 

ways in which Afro-Brazilians directly contributed to the urban formation of Vila Rica. 

Since the documentary record is strongly biased towards materials produced by the 

colonial government, the direct impact of these spaces on the urban fabric is difficult to 

define in detail. However, the invisible spaces, like an invisible force, certainly molded the 

registered and mapped spaces around them, impacting not only the placement of 

subsequent structures but also the types of people who chose to inhabit the surrounding 

area. This was certainly the case in Caquende and Alto da Cruz. 

When the Rosary confraternities moved into Caquende and Alto da Cruz, they 

would have prompted the construction of the types of spaces outlined in this chapter. As 

centers of the Afro-Brazilian community, the confraternities naturally drew members of 

that community to their churches, solidifying the constant presence of Afro-Brazilians in 

Caquende and Alto da Cruz and spurring urban development that catered to the needs 

of these persons. This would have included, most notably, borrowed spaces. As mentioned 

in the introduction, the Rosary confraternities’ move into Caquende and Alto da Cruz 

spurred land requests by Luso-Brazilians in these areas. There is little doubt that some of 

these spaces later became the borrowed spaces described earlier, including Afro-Brazilian-
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headed businesses or households. To these must be added the temporary spaces, 

documented across from the Rosary church in Caquende, and the hidden spaces that 

concentrated around the urban periphery, most likely near the road west of Caquende 

and northeast of Alto da Cruz. By moving into peripheral, hilltop areas, and 

constructing a space for the Afro-Brazilian community to meet, the Rosary churches 

(especially the one in Caquende which was owned and operated by Afro-Brazilians, 

with minimal intervention from Luso-Brazilians) would have become essential points of 

contact and exchange for the Afro-Brazilian community. In other words, a central node 

in the invisible spatial network. 

By spurring both Luso-Brazilian and Afro-Brazilian development in the same 

space, the Rosary confraternities would eventually create a confrontation between these 

two types of development—between the visible and invisible spaces. As the City Council 

attempted to fill the growing number of new, Luso-Brazilian land requests in Caqunde 

and Alto da Cruz, they found that much of the land had already been developed in a 

“disorderly way”—in other words, ouside the control of the City Council. This, of 

course, led to the suppression of the disordered spaces and, ultimately, a city-wide war 

against the creation of invisible space. 

Invisible spaces also had an indirect impact on the urban fabric. The Luso-

Brazilian reaction to invisible spaces prompted both small and large-scale urban changes. 

Associating these spaces with crime, disorder and social deviance, colonial authorities 
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took drastic steps to suppress them, making calculated changes to the urban fabric in the 

process, and for this, if not for the spaces themselves, there is ample documentation. The 

proposal for closing the alleys on Algiers street provides one minor example. Other, 

more far-reaching changes, will be explored in the following chapter, including the 

destruction of portions of the Vila Rica ridge by the Governor, the relocation of the 

Governor’s palace to a hillside and the production of the first municipal code for urban 

development. While historians tend to dismiss, downplay or simply forget the role of 

Afro-Brazilian populations in these events, this dissertation demonstrates that all of 

these changes were the result of efforts to suppress the invisible spaces and bring the 

Afro-Brazilian populations of Vila Rica under colonial control. 
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5. The Blackness of Disorder or Disorder of Blackness 

When the Rosary confraternities relocated to the hills of Caquende (in 1716) and 

Alto da Cruz (in 1719), they stretched the state-sanctioned urban development from the 

city center towards these areas. As demonstrated in Chapter Three, there was also a 

third hill that saw continuous and sustained growth between 1712 and 1719—Ouro 

Podre with the settlement of Arraial dos Paulistas. Unlike Caquende and Alto da Cruz, 

the growing connection between Arraial dos Paulistas and the urban center resulted 

from the construction of Rua das Paulistas (before 1718), as well as the increasing 

population and commercial enterprises in the area. Similar to Caquende and Alto da 

Cruz, the urban fabric began to pull towards Arraial dos Paulistas.  

Between 1716 and 1720, the growing social and spatial continuity between the 

urban center and all three hillside communities made the invisible spaces of the latter 

progressively and overwhelmingly visible to the residents of the former. The sheer 

number of Afro-Brazilian inhabitants and laborers on the hills and the relative freedom 

with which they lived and worked defied and challenged the colonial habitus. This 

phenomenon instilled fear and disdain in the Luso-Brazilian population concentrated in 

the valley below, and they began to draw a distinction between the “ordered” space of 

the city center and the “disordered” space of the hills. From the second half of 1713, and 

especially after 1719, a series of complaints and condemnations accused the Afro-

Brazilian hillside residents of spreading disorder and crime. 
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The City Council and Governor consistently responded to these denunciations 

by attempting to force the Afro-Brazilian population out of the invisible spaces and back 

into an ordered and controlled urban environment. At first, the colonial government 

suppressed these spaces on all of the hills. However, after the Rosary confraternities 

moved into Caquende and Alto da Cruz, the government suppressions focused 

exclusively on Ouro Podre.1 Both the Governor and the City Council labeled this region 

not only as disordered but as a serious threat to Luso-Brazilian interests in the city 

center.  

The situation reached a climax between 1719 and 1720, when slaves across Minas 

Gerais planned the mass-murder of their masters and the formation an independent 

Afro-Brazilian kingdom. While the plot was discovered before the event took place, the 

Governor identified the hill of Ouro Podre as the center of this rebellion (for the area of 

Vila Rica), though he could find no evidence against the Afro-Brazilian population 

living there. The following year, the Luso-Brazilian residents of Ouro Podre began a 

city-wide revolt against Vila Rica’s colonial government, over the planned construction 

of a foundry.2 While this rebellion had little to do with the Afro-Brazilians in Ouro 

Podre, both the Governor and the City Council identified them as dangerous aggitators. 

                                                        

1 As mentioned in the introduction, the location of Ouro Podre is difficult to determine from colonial-era 
documents. This dissertation proposes that Ouro Podre comprised the watershed of the stream of Antônio 
Dias, stretching from Arraial dos Paulistas in the west to Morro da Quiemada in the east. 
2 This would have changed the currency from gold powder to coins and forced the population to pay the 
quintos they had been successfully evading. 
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Using the revolt as an excuse, the Governor invaded Ouro Podre, burned down much of 

the town and cleared the surrounding forests—all in an effort to eliminate the invisible 

spaces and bring this spatially and socially disordered hill into conformance with the 

colonial habitus.  

This event had two outcomes important for the Rosary confraternities and urban 

development. First, the colonial government viewed the Rosary brothers as a pacifying 

mechanism on the hills of Caquende and Alto da Cruz. One of the reasons for the shift 

from suppressing invisible spaces on all hills to solely those in Ouro Podre was the 

presence of Rosary chapels in Caquende and Alto da Cruz, which made locations seem 

less threatening. Second, the events in Ouro Podre prompted the Rosary confraternity in 

Caquende to move from a passive to an active role in urban development, changing the 

types of spaces inhabited by its Afro-Brazilian community. While, the Rosary brothers 

are a silent presence in the events of this chapter, the destruction of Ouro Podre helped 

change their relationship with urban space.  

 

5.1 The Creation of Urban Order in the Town Center 

The homes and businesses represented in the Book of Rents followed a certain 

state-sanctioned model of urban order: straight roads, rectangular lots and aligned, neat 

façades. I am not suggesting, however, that the city itself was planned or geometric. On 

the contrary, the Portuguese neither favored the pre-planned nor the grid-based urban 
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development so common in the Spanish colonies. Instead, the roads in Vila Rica 

developed from use-paths and patterns, as did the urban fabric around them. Only with 

the creation of the first City Council in Vila Rica, did the government begin to intervene 

in the growing urban space, attempting to order the unruly development. According to 

Barcelos: “The function of the municipalities was to ensure that the conformance of 

space occurred in accordance with the stipulations of the Portuguese State.”3 As 

mentioned in the previous chapter, when Governor Albuquerque granted the City 

Council all the lands in and around Vila Rica to rent for income, the Councilors 

established a system of licensing and rents that allowed them not only to control future 

development but also retroactively to bring order to the pre-existing spaces. The Book of 

Rents, therefore, was much more than a means of earning money for the City Council: it 

represented a conscious effort to manage the trajectory of urban development, and 

represented the first attempt of colonial authorities to bring order and control to the 

urban fabric of Vila Rica. 

In February 1712, the same month that the City Council took possession of their 

new sesmaria, they resolved to “rebuild the roads for the service of this city” because 

they were found to be “incapable of transporting food” and “difficult for residents with 

                                                        

3 Mariana Lima Barcelos, “Entre conflitos e mediações: a formação da Câmera de Vila Rica (1711-1736)” 
(Master’s thesis, Universidade de Brasília, 2014), 53. Original text: “A função das municipalidades era de 
cuidar para que a conformação do espaço occurresse de acordo com o estipulado pelo Estado português.” 
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slaves to use.”4 The reason given was the “feitura delles” or their physical configuration, 

format or form.5 The choice of the word feitura implies not only a problem with the 

roads’ surface but also with their chaotic alignments, making the roads particularly 

difficult for carts, carriages and wagons to navigate. In addition to utility, straight roads 

were also considered a hallmark of orderly and attractive urban development. To assist 

with restructuring the roadways, the City Council hired an arruador (road planner), who 

was given the task of straightening the alignment of the roads and the structures along 

them.6 Such improvements would be accomplished via the system of licensure and 

rents, through which the City Council monitored and controlled new development, 

ensuring conformance with their vision for an orderly city. On March 5, 1712, the City 

Council writes: 

“Everyone who builds a rancho [ranch] without the said license will be 
condemned by the Council and made to tear down the structure at his own cost 
and the same goes for those that began construction before the [Council’s] order 
but did not finish, and all those that want to fix or rebuild a house that already 
exists, so that in this way se vão emdireitando the streets…”7 

The Council uses the word “emdireitando” which means both “to correct” and “to make 

straight.” The implication is that the City Council would not only use the funds collected 

from the licenses to fix the roads but also that the process of licensure and allotment 

would ensure that no new structures or additions to existing structures impeded the 
                                                        

4 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 228. The City Council resolved to fix the roads on February 6, 1712 and took possession 
of their sesmaria on February 20th of the same year.  
5 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 228. 
6 Fonseca, Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 514. 
7 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 230. 
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straightening of the roadway system. The latter intent is further confirmed in October 

1712 when the City Council, which had previously condemned a resident, Andre 

Ramalho, for adding a brace to the corner of his house, rescinded that condemnation 

because the wooden pole he added “was not prejudicial to the road.”8  

In addition to straightening the roads, the City Council also concerned 

themselves with bettering the street frontage, again using the system of licenses. On July 

13, 1712, the City Council issued a clarification to the system of rents, explicitly adding 

quintais (yards and patios) to the structures that required a license. They write: 

“These they cannot make nor enlarge without first renting from the Senate; and 
the same is intended for the quintais that occupy the street frontage; or other part 
where something else could be made for the better arrangement of the streets in 
this new city…”9 

The City Council asserted, in no uncertain terms, that leaving a yard or constructing a 

patio on the street frontage of a property was neither an acceptable nor appropriate use 

of space. The street frontage was the most important part of the lot for the City Council, 

following normative urban precepts: the frontage defined the edges of the roadway 

since the alignment of even facades effectively straightened the road, while yards, patios 

and other empty spaces created a jagged edge. A straight line of buildings also 

improved visibility and accessibility for businesses and houses. In a society that 

privileged public display for identity construction, street frontage comprised an 

                                                        

8 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 249-250. 
9 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 242. 
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important canvas upon which the inhabitants could communicate prosperity and social 

prestige. The visibility of such displays was as important to the collective as to the 

individual. As Fonseca writes, the Traité du droite de voyrie, which itself quotes Plato, 

epitomized eighteenth-century urban precepts, asserting that the “beautification of cities 

consisted of constructing buildings arranged in a straight line… so that an entire road 

appeared as a single house...”10 

Commensurate with the importance of street frontage, the City Council 

measured lots exclusively by their frontage without any indication as to their depth—a 

system that would impact both the size and position of structures on these lots. Like the 

datas, where measuring their size along the water’s edge signaled the importance of the 

water to the grantee, measuring the urban lots along the street signaled the importance 

of this portion of the lot. According to Vasconcellos, the land grants registered by the 

City Council between 1712 and 1721 were overwhelmingly lots with a street frontage 

around seven meters—the closer to the center, the more restricted these dimensions, 

such that lots in the area of the Praça and around the churches in Antônio Dias and Ouro 

Preto, rarely exceeded ten meters of street frontage.11 The small street frontage and the 

                                                        

10 Fonseca, Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 539. 
11 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 156. Of the 134 landgrants made by the City Council during this period, 
Vasconcellos counts 24 for two braças, 50 for three braças and 21 for four braças (Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 156). 
In other words, 71 percent of land grants were around 7meters. Borrego analyzes the data differently, citing 
the most commonly requested lots as three braças (6.6m) with 83 requests, followed by two braças (4.4m) 
with 46 requests, four braças (8.8m) with 33 requests, two and half braças (5.5m) with 22 requests and six 
braças (13.2m) with fifteen requests. See Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 79. 
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privilege given to this part of the lot by the City Council constrained the size and 

position of the structures built on these lots. Most landowners maximized the visibility 

of their residence or business by stretching the façade along the full length of the street 

frontage and extending the structure back perpendicular to the street. In doing so, they 

followed the implicit suggestion of the City Council: by prohibiting yards and patios 

and sizing the lots for a single structure, the Councilors left landowners with little other 

choice. Therefore, urban development in the city center, as described in the Book of 

Rents, represented the division of land into rectangular, roughly evenly-sized lots with 

parallel structures pressed up against the edge of the street. 

Cartographic representations of Vila Rica produced in the latter part of the 

century present this ordered image of an urban center described in the Book of Rents. 

Often drawn by the Portuguese military or by surveyors commissioned by the State, 

these maps privileged state-approved structures and infrastructure, concentrating on 

detailing roads, bridges, fountains, and churches, as well as delineating blocks of 

houses. Perhaps the earliest example is the Planta de Villa Rica de N. S. do Pilar, drawn 

circa 1775 by P. D. Almeida (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Detail of the map of Vila Rica drawn by P.D. Almeida (circa 1775)12 

Consistent with the tendency to maximize street frontage in the urban center, 

Almeida compresses the individual lots around the Praça, Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto 

into single urban blocks, depicting nearly all the houses and businesses as conjoined 

with their neighbors. It is possible, however, to see the type of early lots described above 

at the edges of the 1775 city, east of Padre Faria. Here, Almeida depicts small, evenly-

sized lots with their structures hugging the roadside (maximizing visibility). Consistent 

with the allotment presented in the Book of Rents, Almeida gives no indication as to the 

depth of the lots but represents them as open-ended rectangles. The presence of this type 

of rectangular allotment and the maximization of street frontage throughout the city 

                                                        

12 P.D. Almeida, “Planta de Villa Rica de N.S. do Pilar,” in Roteiro Prático de Cartografia: da América Portuguesa 
ao Brasil Império, ed. Antônio Gilberto Costa (Belo Horizonte: Editora UFMG, 2007), 210. Original located in 
the Arquivo Histórico do Exército. 
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center—from Ouro Preto to Antônio Dias—is also confirmed by the vestiges that remain 

in the present-day urban fabric. 

Despite working around existing buildings, this regularization of the urban 

fabric reshaped the urban space relatively quickly, especially in the city center. As the 

City Council specified, any modifications to existing structures required approval from 

the Council and, therefore, conformance with their expectations. Already in August 

1712, the City Council issued the first fines for violators, demonstrating that even minor 

repairs forced existing structures into conformance. For example, the City Council fined 

Manoel Alures for fixing his house without a license, Manoel Marques for enlarging the 

veranda of his house, Antonio Gomes Crespo for enlarging his house, Manoel Lourenço 

for building a kitchen, Ignacio de Souza for building a quintal (despite having been 

instructed otherwise) and Ramalho, mentioned above, for adding a wood pole to the 

corner of his house.13 The degree to which the City Council was committed to urban 

order (and acquiring money from licenses) is revealed by the fact that even upgrading a 

roof from thatch to tiles required approval, to which numerous requests in the Book of 

Rents attest.14 Considering the ephemerality of these wood and thatch structures, the 

volatility of the mining economy, and the tendency for prospectors to move around, the 

                                                        

13 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 243-244 and 249. 
14 See, for example, APM, CMOP-01, 180v and 181v, among others. 
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turnover rate (and, therefore, regularization rate) of properties would have been 

relatively high. 

There was also a conscious push by the City Council to remove unwelcome 

development and unsightly structures. For example, when a fire damaged the buildings 

around the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar do Ouro Preto in 1714, the City Council 

forbade the reconstruction of the residences and businesses in order to create a plaza in 

front of the church.15 

Nevertheless, complete renovation of the existing urban space cannot be 

assumed. The City Council was an ever-changing body of representatives with varying 

priorities and, as mentioned in Chapter Three, certain Councils had a penchant for 

granting exceptions to the licensure and rents process, as well as a lack of rigor in 

collecting rent. This no doubt impeded the larger objective of ordering the urban space. 

As visitors in the latter half of the eighteenth-century would comment, the city retained 

some irregularity in the siting of its buildings .16 

Perhaps the clearest and most decisive move towards a fully reformed urban 

center was the Council’s decision to move the City Hall onto the ridge between Antônio 

Dias and Ouro Preto. Built almost entirely ex nihilo, this new urban center serving both 

                                                        

15 Fonseca, Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 514. 
16 José Joaquim da Rocha’s Geografia histórica da Capitania de Minas Gerais: descrição, geográfica, topográfica, 
histórica e política da Capitania de Minas Gerais (Belo Horizonte: Sistema Estadual de Planejamento, Fundação 
João Pinheiro, Centro de Estudos Históricos e Culturais, 1995), 105. See Fonseca’s comments on this text in 
Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 538. 
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of the old arraias was to be an ordered space from the outset, with any development 

requiring the City Council’s approval, and the engagement of the arruador (street 

planner).17 In effect, the new road from Ouro Preto to the Praça became a perfectly 

straight street with even façades. The combined result of these efforts was a rapidly 

homogenizing region of regularized development stretching from the new city center 

across Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto, with the most orderly spaces around the Praça. 

                                                        

17 APM, CMOP-01, fl. 54v. See also Fonseca, Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 514. 
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Figure 15: Image of Rua Conde de Bobadela culminating in the Praça18 

                                                        

18 Photo by author. 
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5.2 The Image of Urban Disorder 

In contrast to the imposition of regularity and order on the urban center, 

structures on the slopes of hills were often irregular in both their position and layout. 

According to Vasconcellos, who headed a city-wide study of civil architecture for the 

purpose of conservation (including this area) in the 1950s, the streets on the hillsides 

were “narrower and not bordered by continuous houses.”19 The difficult topography on 

the slopes did not allow for dense, regular development; the positioning of structures 

needed to conform to the rocky landscape.20 Furthermore, Vasconcellos continues, “on 

the mining slopes, the houses are located in plots of irregular conformation, rarely 

configured in blocks…”21 As demonstrated in Chapter Four, these areas contained large 

concentrations of invisible spaces which did not follow any of the guidelines prescribed 

by the City Council. The spatial disorder on the hillsides would have become 

increasingly apparent after 1716 when the first Rosary confraternity moved into 

Caquende and when Arraial dos Paulistas became better connected with the urban 

center. As the City Council began to extend its land grants towards these areas and the 

Alto da Cruz, the new lots they created had to work around both existing, irregular 

                                                        

19 For example, in February 1715, the City Council responded to a land request on the new road from Ouro 
Preto to the Praça (Plaza) by sending the arruador to set markers from the property at the top of the hill in 
order to ensure the proper alignment of the properties below Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 152.  
20 Also, as outlined in Chapter Two, the hillsides developed at a later date and more slowly than the valley. 
Lower demand on the hills meant residents had more open space and less constraints when building their 
homes and businesses. 
21 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 152. Original text: “Nas encostas mineráveis, as casas localizam-se em terrenos de 
conformação irregular, raramente configuradas em quadra…” 
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development, as well as the difficult topography—making the phenomenon of urban 

disorder in the hills especially apparent to the City Councilors.22 

This disordered development can be seen clearly in Almeida’s map (Figure 14 

above), described earlier. Unlike the neat rows of building in the urban center, Alemida 

represents the development on the hillsides as a sprinkling of small structures and 

churches, like confetti strewn across the landscape. Some locations are recognizable as 

the first mining encampments in the region, such as the small agglomerations of 

structures around Piedade and Sant’Ana. However, the vast majority of buildings offer 

no indication of communities or roads—both of which clearly existed and are well-

documented in other sources.23 Some of these structures in the immediate periphery of 

the urban center are encompassed by polygons that come in a wide variety of shapes 

and sizes: some are open, some closed, some contain multiple structures, some only one, 

some fully enclose their structures, some do not. There appears to be little reason or 

order to the position and shape of the polygons, other than their location in the first 

periphery and their association with one or more structures. It is possible that the wide 

array of polygons represents the City Council’s attempts to create lots in this area. 

Lower demand and slower development meant the irregular architecture on the hills 

endured. This explains its continued existence and representation in Almeida’s 1775 

                                                        

22 Since the government could not remove inhabitants from land claimed prior to the creation of the vila and 
institution of the city government, they could not order all of the structures to be razed. 
23 With the exception of two short trails climbing the hills, along which there is only one structure, the artist 
indicates no other roads or trails to reach the hillside structures. 
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map. Regardless of what the polygons represent, the most striking characteristic of 

Almeida’s depiction of the hillsides is its visual disorder in comparison to the neat 

rectangular lots in the city center. 

Almeida’s depiction of two unique environments on his map—the hills and the 

urban center—is underscored by his treatment of the topography in these two regions. 

Aside from some light shading around the Praça, São José, São José street, and the river, 

the urban development in the city center is depicted as relatively planar. This certainly 

does not reflect the actual topography of the city, where the central Praça, the Alto da 

Cruz and the Rosary chapel in Caquende were positioned on significant hills and 

Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto sat in deep valleys. Almeida suppressed the topographical 

changes in the urban center to suggest a homogeneous environment—an environment in 

line with the concept of the ideal city during this period. In eighteenth-century, a well-

planned city contained planar streets with clear vistas that were easy to navigate. Vila 

Rica, constructed over many hills, was the opposite: the streets climbed steep rises with 

views restricted by the landscape. By razing the topography in his map, Almeida erased 

from the city center what was considered throughout the eighteenth-century to be its the 

primary defect: the hills. Pushing all of the hills outside of the urban center, Almeida 
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also emphasized the separation between the two spaces (and especially the urban center 

from the Vila Rica ridge).24 

The separation between the two spaces is further emphasized by Almeida’s 

rendering of the structures and natural environment. Within the city center, he 

highlights the diversity of form in the urban blocks, the roadways and waterways, 

giving particular attention to accurately locating and representing these features. 

Although he made a significant mistake on the left side of his map, between the church 

of Nossa Senhora do Pilar, Rosário and Cabeças, (probably to fit the map on the paper) 

his overall attempt at accuracy is noteworthy. The attention given to the space of the 

valley stands in stark contrast to his treatment of the surrounding hills, which he fills 

with a sea of abstract forms. These darkly shaded amoeba-like forms make no attempt at 

representing the actual shape, height or disposition of the hills around Vila Rica.25 

Instead, the urban center appears surrounded by a surreal landscape and within this 

landscape, Almeida’s treatment of its structures underscores its abstraction. Unlike the 

detail and variation he gives to buildings in the city center, nearly all structures in the 

hills take precisely the same size and shape. The noteworthy exceptions are the polygons 

                                                        

24 By 1775, both Caquende and Alto da Cruz had become contiguous with and incorporated into the urban 
center of Vila Rica. 
25 It must be noted that while Almeida attempts to accurately trace the course of the waterways and their 
intersections with each other, his depiction is skewed about 45 degrees on the left-hand side from the actual 
trajectory of the streams (as is his entire map). 
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in the first periphery, which seem to represent a transition zone, between the detailed 

variation of the urban space and the abstract, surreal environment of the hills.  

The tendency to separate the urban center from the surrounding hills is not 

unique to Almeida’s map. On the contrary, his depiction of Vila Rica visualizes a long-

standing conceptual separation between the two areas.26 Numerous colonial documents 

from the early and mid-eighteenth century indicate a tendency to differentiate the city 

from the surrounding, disordered areas. This can be clearly seen in the application of the 

terms “Morro” (hill) and “Mato” (forest, wilderness). Both terms encompassed large, 

often poorly defined swaths of land, considered problematic for the city. The term 

“Morro” (generally capitalized) could refer to any of the many hills that composed the 

city but was most often applied to the Vila Rica ridge (both as a whole and in reference 

to any of its individual components). In the denunciations, the use of the term “Morro,” 

with no additional locational data, tended to suppress the difference between the 

heights of Vila Rica and suggest that the entire swath of land above the city center, as 

well as all the people in it, were a threat to the city below.  

                                                        

26 Maps throughout history use similar techniques to differentiate the urban space from the natural 
environment, with repeating patterns of abstract vegetation or topography comprising common tropes for 
mapmakers to indicate unknown or uninteresting spaces. In the colonial world, this technique took on 
further meaning by creating clear visual distinctions between the urban order implanted by the colonizer 
and the foreign landscape of the colonized into which they planted it. Like other colonial mapmakers, 
Almeida went to great lengths to draw a clear distinction between “us” and “them” by exaggerating, 
abstracting, and surrealizing the natural environment of the hills and forests outside the colonial settlement. 
However, in case of Almeida, the “them” was not the colonized natives but Afro-Brazilians who no longer 
fit into the Luso-Brazilian colonial system. 
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The term “Mato” was used in a similar way to refer to uncultivated land, without 

habitations (generally in a wilderness area). “Mato” was also applied to any 

undeveloped or underdeveloped land. Speaking of the period from 1717-1721, Laura de 

Mello e Souza writes: “The frontiers were fluid and undefined… the vast and dreaded 

backlands were the land of no one, or better, the land of the fiery native and rebellious 

black man.”27 Arguably, this characterization, scaled-down, was also applied to the area 

around Vila Rica. Any uncultivated land, not yet settled by Luso-Brazilian populations, 

and not registered with the City Council was considered “Mato:” “terra de ninguém” 

(no one's land) and “terra de negro revoltoso” (land of the rebellious black). Like 

“Morro”, the use of the word “Mato” in the denunciations tended to suppress the 

difference between spaces or regions outside the city center, characterizing everything 

that was not a Luso-Brazilian, government-sanctioned space as a threat to the city and 

its inhabitants. At a time when the physical space of the urban center was becoming 

progressively more contiguous with that of the hillside communities, the application of 

the term “Morro” to the latter represented an attempt to maintain a conceptual 

separation between the “disordered,” Afro-Brazilian-dominated spaces of the hillside 

and the ordered Luso-Brazilian-dominated spaces of the city center. Almeida took this a 

step further, compressing “the Morro” and “the Mato” into a single surreal landscape on 

                                                        

27 Laura de Mello e Souza, Norma e conflito: aspectors da história de Minas no século XVIII (Belo Horizonte: 
Editora UFMG, 1999), 87. Original text: “Eram fluidas e indefinidas as fronteiras... o sertão vasto e temido, 
era terra de ninguém, ou melhor, terra de índio bravo e de negro revoltoso.” 
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his map, strengthening the association between the hills and the forests and the division 

of these “disordered,” Afro-Brazilian spaces with the “ordered,” Luso-Brazilian urban 

center. 

For many Luso-Brazilian residents and the colonial government, disordered 

spaces enabled and amplified the disordered lives of a portion of their residents. As 

noted by Foucault, the physical environment played an important role in the behavior of 

a person.28 Physically disordered spaces were harder to control, since inhabitants could 

easily escape observation, whereas ordered spaces regulated behavior since their 

inhabitants knew that they could be under observation at any time. For example, the 

straight roads and continuous façades advocated by the City Council for the city center, 

created a single path of travel, visible down its entire length, giving disorderly persons 

little space in which to hide or routes by which to escape. Calls to modify the urban 

spaces in Vila Rica were often attempts to change the behavior of its inhabitants. For 

example, when residents petitioned the City Council to restructure Algiers Street and 

create a controlled entry and exit towards the Vila Rica ridge (quoted in the previous 

chapter), the proposed modifications were a clear attempt to reduce the crime, noise and 

social disorder in the area.29 The Luso-Brazilian residents believed that the structure of 

their street supported criminal activity—since the houses with doors on multiple streets 

                                                        

28 Michael Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage Books, 1977). 
29 APM, CMOP-49, fls. 68-70.  
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and the numerous alleys made patrolling the area more difficult and gave criminals a 

plethora of access points and escape routes.  

If the disorder on Algiers Street facilitated crime, its connection with other 

disordered spaces amplified the problem. Crime was almost always attributed to Afro-

Brazilians and, in particular, escaped slaves. Urban disorder, and the network of invisible 

spaces hiding within this disorder, allowed escaped slaves to move more easily between 

the urban center, the Vila Rica ridge and the forests. When the residents of Algiers Street 

petitioned the City Council to restructure their neighborhood, walling up the alleys and 

limiting connections with the “Morro” and the “Mato” (both explicitly mentioned in the 

petition), they hoped to limit the movement of Afro-Brazilians, and especially escaped 

slaves between their neighborhood, the borrowed spaces on the hill and the quilombos in 

the forests—a measure they claimed would reduce crime, noise and social disorder. 

 

5.3 The Blackness of Disorder 

At the heart of the problem was the colonial association between disorder and 

race—the implicit assumption that Afro-Brazilians, as a “naturally disordered” people, 

could not effectively govern themselves and must be guided by Luso-Brazilian rule. This 

was the universal European justification for colonial endeavors across the globe. 

Evidence of this line of thinking also appears in colonial Brazilian documents related to 

urban spaces as is suggested by phrases such as, it was “natural” for Afro-Brazilians and 
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natives to seek refuge in the forest because their “uncivilized nature” inexorably drew 

them there.30 For the colonial government, the chaotic, disordered spaces on the hills 

were the visual manifestation of the disordered lives of the people who resided there. 

And, conversely, the disordered lives of the hillside residents were amplified by the 

disordered spaces in which they lived—in a self-propagating system. The greater 

problem, however was when this disorder broke out of the hills and their invisible spaces, 

and entered the ordered colonial urban center. 

With the increased connections between the city center, Caquende, Alto da Cruz, 

and Arraial dos Paulistas, the volume of people moving between the communities of the 

“Morro” and the city center on a daily basis continuously increased. As the level of 

awareness and exchange between these spaces grew, concern over the nature of social 

and economic exchange also grew. Business-owners in Antônio Dias complained that 

unlicensed stores and venders on the hillsides created unfair competition, threatening 

their livelihood. Luso-Brazilian residents in Ouro Preto and Antônio Dias complained 

about increases in the amount of crime and disruption to the public peace. As “naturally 

disordered persons” Afro-Brazilians bore the brunt of these accusations, especially those 

who spent most of their time on the hillsides. Over the first half of the eighteenth-

century, they were accused of propagating various types of disorder, including, but not 

limited to, moral, monetary, social, religious, public and criminal disorder. However, in 

                                                        

30 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 211. 
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many cases, the driving force behind the disorder was not the Afro-Brazilians 

themselves but Luso-Brazilians. 

 

5.3.1 Moral Disorder 

Moral disorder was linked with the widespread prostitution of Afro-Brazilian 

women, who sought to pay their jornais in any way possible. In many cases this was not 

an individual choice but a situation into which Afro-Brazilians women were forced by 

necessity or by their masters. Azevedo offers perhaps the best description of this 

situation in his 1732 letter to the King: 

“In the gold mines from its beginning until the present time it has been the 
custom among some inhabitants to bring female slaves to pan for gold, obliging 
them to pay jornais in the same way that is practiced with the male slaves who 
prospect. Almost all these women are sent by their masters to perform this work 
without the instruments of panning […] and their owners ask them for their 
jornais every day, or at the end of each week, seeing very clearly that these 
women do not carry the said instruments without which they cannot pan for 
gold; it seems that they [their masters] want and consent to (or pretend not to 
notice) that these women give them the jornais by acquiring and earning them as 
they would like, and they [the masters] were aware that the women wrongly use 
their bodies in order to earn the said jornais, and without impediment they 
receive them and compel the women to give the jornais to them with rigorous 
punishments and poor treatment, and the chief foundation of this excess is the 
lack of fear of God, and disorderly ambition...”31 

The prostitution of many Afro-Brazilian women was an organized institution 

implanted on the hills by Luso-Brazilians. This included not only women sent to the 

mines to sell their bodies itinerantly but, also, fixed locations inside the hillside houses, 

                                                        

31 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. 
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where men came to engage in sexual encounters with Afro-Brazilians.32 While these 

houses catered mostly to Afro-Brazilian men, Luso-Brazilian prospectors also took 

advantage of them. Not surprisingly, this created a problem for both the Church and the 

State, both accusing the Afro-Brazilian women around the mines of sexual depravity. 

	

5.3.2 Monetary Disorder 

Monetary disorder was based on the assumption that Afro-Brazilians could not 

be trusted with the gold they extracted, succumbing to the temptations of food, alcohol 

and sex offered by the numerous, unregulated venders and businesses concentrated 

around the mines. Again, the situation in which the Afro-Brazilians found themselves 

was one created by Luso-Brazilians attempting to extract a profit from the prospectors 

before they turned over the gold to their masters. As Antonil writes: 

“a large part of this gold they spend on food and drink and insensibly give the 
venders great profits… And for this reason, even men with greater assets do not 
neglect to take advantage of this situation, mining the flowers of the earth, by 
having black cooks, mulatta bakers and creole tavern keepers, occupied in this 
lucrative business and requisitioning from the sea ports everything that gluttony 
is accustomed to like and procure.”33	

To these hillside venders, the jornaleiros and coartados lost much of their jornais. This was 

not only to the detriment of their masters, who collected only a small fraction of what 

                                                        

32 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. 
33 Antonil, Cultura e opulencia do Brasil, 145. Original text: “a mayor parte deste Ouro se gasta em comer, & 
beber: & insensivelmente dâ aos vendedores grande lucro… E por isso até os homens de mayor cabedal nao 
deixârao de se aproveitar por este caminho dessa Mina á flor da Terra, tendo Negras cozinheiras, Mulatas 
doceiras, & Crioulos Taverneiros, occupados nesta rendosissima Lavra; & mandando vir dos Portos do Mar 
tudo o que a gula costuma appetecer, & buscar.” See also Reis, Crimes e escravos, 182.  
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they expected but also to businesses in the city center, who lost many of their customers 

and income to the more enticing and conveniently located hillside venders and 

establishments.34 

 

Figure 16: “Ambulant Venders” by Carlos Julião (1740-1811)35 

                                                        

34 As previously mentioned, in 1719, business owners in Antônio Dias complained bitterly about unlicensed 
hillside stores and venders stealing their customers and undermining their profits. Furthermore, the 
jornaleiros and coartados who failed to make their daily or weekly payments (after spending their earnings) 
often ran away, in order to avoid defaulting on their contracts or facing punishment. This, according to the 
denunciations, created an additional monetary loss for their masters. 
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5.3.3 Social Disorder 

Social disorder was related to the widespread perception that Afro-Brazilians 

attempted to live above their station. In 1719, the Governor reports that: 

“many emancipations [have been] granted by their masters to black men and 
women who obtain their freedom by unlawful means, thereby ceasing the public 
benefit and utility [of this practice] to the Royal Treasury, and making the stated 
blacks lords of farms and slaves, establishing businesses as if they had never 
been [enslaved].”36 

This type of lifestyle was not confined to freed persons. Jornaleiros and coartados also 

built independent lives and businesses in the invisible spaces, even, on occasion, 

purchasing luxury goods and slaves of their own. For the Governor, the problem was 

that Afro-Brazilians began to live like Luso-Brazilians, accumulating wealth and 

wielding power in a manner that negated or challenged their perceived racial inferiority. 

As Paiva notes: “Often it was not mocking the law that transformed them [Afro-

Brazilians] into undesirable individuals, but, on the contrary, it was the fact that they 

                                                        

 

35 Carlos Julião, “Vendadores Ambulantes,” in Riscos illuminados de figurinhos de brancos e negros dos uzos do 
Rio de Janeiro e Serro do Frio (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria São José, 1960), pl. XXXII. Detail of original plate. 
36 APM SC-11, fls. 282-284. Original text: “Muitas alforrias concedidas por seus senhores aos d.os negros e 
negras q. conseguem a liberd.e por meyos ilicitos, cessando por este modo o beneficio public e utilid.e da 
fazenda Real e fazendosse os d.os negros forros senhores de fazendas e escravos e tratendo e comerciando 
como se nunca o tivessen sydo.” 
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ascended economically and socially and conquered a certain social status.”37 This 

challenged both the established social order and the inherent racial distinctions upon 

which the slave system, integral to this social order, was based. 

 

5.3.4 Religious Disorder 

Religious disorder refers to the corruption of the Catholic faith through the 

preservation of the African cult despite religious conversion. While the importation of 

some traditions was tolerated and even encouraged by the Church (as long as they were 

directed at Catholic saints), their practice outside of the Catholic umbrella was 

considered sacrilegious. When the Inquisition came to Minas Gerais in the eighteenth 

century, the most common denunciation was for witchcraft.38 

According to Andrade, many of these heretical practices occurred in the hillside 

houses. Citing a report from the Bishop of Rio de Janeiro’s visit to Itatiaia, he writes of 

all hillsides in the region: “The houses of the blacks took on various features; they could 

be at the same time points of sale for various products, guest houses, points of food 

                                                        

37 Paiva, “A plebe nerra,” 68. Original text: “Muitas vezes, não foi o fato de burlarem a lei que os 
transformava em indivíduos indesejáveis6, mas, ao contrário, era o fato de ascenderem económica e 
socialmente e de conquistarem certo status social.” 
38 Maria Leônia Chaves de Resende, “Minas Gerais sub examine: inventário da denúncias nos cadernos do 
promotor da inquisição de Lisboa (século XVIII),” in Travessias inquisitoriais das Minas Gerais aos cárceres do 
Santo Ofício: diálogos e trânsitos religiosos no império luso-brasileiro (sécs. XVI-XVIII), eds. Júnia Ferreira Furtado 
and Maria Leônia Chaves de Resende, 415-475 (Belo Horizonte: Fino Traço, 2013), 417. 
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service, places of parties or of religious activities.”39	As demonstrated in Chapter Four, 

the hillside houses in Vila Rica were no different: with their relative seclusion and the 

absence of their Luso-Brazilian owners, they permitted religious practices considered 

heretical by the Church to proliferate.	

 

5.3.5 Public Disorder 

Public disorder was, according to Reis’ study of crime in Minas Gerais, the most 

common type of disorder in Vila Rica. She defines “crimes against the public order” as 

vagrancy, assault, banditry, violation of the municipal regulations, noncompliance with 

curfew, drunkenness, fights, physical and verbal aggression, carrying and using arms, 

insults to residents and authorities, escape from jail, and attacks on public buildings 

among others.40	These crimes tended to be the most consistently visible, since they often 

occurred in public space. They were also some of the most difficult to combat. Reis 

writes: 

“The volume of documents relating to this type of crime issued by the City 
Councilors and Governors throughout the eighteenth century proves the 
powerlessness of public officials to extinguish or even inhibit its occurrence. 
These crimes happened on the streets and public places and, more frequently, in 
points of sale.”41 

                                                        

39 Andrade, “Viver à Gandaia,” 173. Original text: “As casas dos negros assumiam feições variadas; podiam 
ser ao mesmo tempo, vendas de diversos gêneros, hospedarias, pontos de alimentação, locais de festejos ou 
de atividades religiosa.” 
40 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 162. 
41 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 187. Original text: “Os crimes contra a ordem pública foram os mais constantes e 
difíceis de serem combatidos pelas autoridades da capitania… O volume de documentos referentes a esse 
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This type of crime, especially, became associated with the shops on the hillside selling 

alcohol, gambling and prostitution opportunities to the prospectors. According to the 

denunciations, these businesses (combined with the ambulant venders) created a volatile 

situation by plying Afro-Brazilian prospectors with alcohol and then laying before them 

a variety of vices on which to spend their gold. The colonial government believed that 

whether through an innate pre-disposition or the misery of their lives, the Afro-

Brazilians lacked self-control—easily becoming drunk, spending all of their jornais, 

fighting and carrying their conflicts into the city streets. This gave the hills a particular 

reputation as the origin of public disorder. 

 

5.3.6 Criminal Disorder 

Criminal disorder refers to violent crimes against persons and property. 

According to Reis, these included homicide, poisoning, rape, bodily injury, theft, home 

invasion and the kidnapping of slaves.42 She writes: “Historically, crime tends to be 

associated, in various historical realities, with poverty and misery, since the absence of 

material goods that guarantee the minimum survival of the individual generates, for 

                                                        

 

tipo de crime, emitidos pelos camaristas e governadores ao longo do século XVIII comprova a impotência 
dos funcionários públicos para extinguir ou mesmo inibir sua ocorrência. Esses crimes ocorriam nas ruas e 
logradouros públicos e, mais freqüentemente, nas vendas…” 
42 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 163. 
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him, the need to seek these goods, many times at any cost...”43 Afro-Brazilians, mostly 

slaves and ex-slaves, comprised the poorest segment of colonial Brazilian society and 

continuously fought against a system designed to keep them in a state of servitude. 

Those who managed to extricate themselves from slavery faced discrimination both in 

interpersonal interactions and codified in the law—discrimination that made it difficult 

for them to secure basic necessities such as employment, housing, and unadulterated 

food and goods at a fair price. Many Afro-Brazilians were driven to commit crimes out 

of sheer necessity. For example, Reis identifies freedmen and freedwomen as the 

segment of Afro-Brazilian society most involved in petty theft.44 Slaves, and particularly 

escaped slaves and quilombeiros, tended to be accused of more violent crimes such as 

home invasion, murder and assault. Escaped slaves and quilombeiros lived outside the 

colonial system and risked brutal corporal punishments if they were caught procuring 

basic necessities.45 Their crimes tended to be more violent because of their need to 

remain hidden—waiting in the forest and ambushing their targets or invading a home 

under the cover of night was clearly a more traumatic and intrusive experience for their 

                                                        

43 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 17. Original text: “Historicamente, não raro a criminalidade tende a ser associada, 
em várias realidades históricas, à pobreza e à miséria, uma vez que a ausência de bens materiais que 
garantam a sobrevivência mínima do indivíduo gera, para ele, a necessidade de buscar esses bens, muitas 
vezes a qualquer custo, originando o roubo, o assassinato, a vadiagem e outros crimes praticados contra a 
ordem pública, a pessoa ou a propriedade privada.” 
44 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 250. Original text: “Os libertos, e particularmente as libertas, estiveram mais 
envolvidos em crimes contra a propriedade, e, portanto, menos graves e violentos, como pequenos furtos e 
roubos…” 
45 While particularly resourceful, even quilombeiros in the most developed quilombos, could not produce 
everything they might need. And they would have had great difficulty finding employment, earning an 
income and purchasing goods in a socially-acceptable manner. 
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victims than simple pickpocketing. While some slaves and escaped slaves did seek 

retribution for maltreatment, violent crimes were not always committed at the impetus 

of the Afro-Brazilian individual. Luso-Brazilian slave owners often used their slaves to 

take care of undesirable or dangerous tasks such as settling scores with adversaries, 

extracting payment or providing defense. In all of these cases, the Afro-Brazilian became 

the visible perpetrator while the Luso-Brazilian managed the crime behind the scenes. 

No matter the motives for the crimes, Afro-Brazilians developed a reputation as visible 

criminal offenders. The hillside houses, as centers for the Afro-Brazilian community 

with clear ties to the quilombos and the traffic of escaped slaves, came to be identified as 

locations that facilitated this crime. As mentioned in Chapter Four, denouncers such as 

Azevedo accused their inhabitants of helping to hide quilombeiros or other perpetrators, 

becoming lookouts for thieves, and storing and selling stolen goods. 

In reality, Afro-Brazilians were convenient scapegoats for social anxiety, and this 

contributed greatly to the various notions of disorder that became attached to them. 

“From the perspective of the State and the ideology of a slave society, any act, behavior 

or attitude, or sometimes only a slave's intention to confront the colonial order and 

colonial slave society, were perceived as crimes.”46 This led to the creation of certain 

stereotypes associated with people who lived on the edge, or outside, of the colonial 

                                                        

46 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 255. Original text: “Na perspectiva do Estado e na ideologia escravista, qualquer 
ato, comportamento ou atitude, ou às vezes apenas intenção do escravo para fazer frente à ordem e à 
sociedade escravista colonial, eram percebidos como crime.” 
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system. Often these stereotypes had little to do with reality. Reis	concludes	her	study	by	

indicating	that	“on the whole, the slaves of the region of Ouro Preto [Vila Rica], and 

especially the female slaves, were more often targets than aggressors, more often victims 

than defendants, since their own social condition placed them in a situation of inferiority 

before colonial society.”47 She offers striking confirmation of these circumstances in Vila 

Rica between 1720 and 1750, when Afro-Brazilians appear as victims of homicide in 

more than 117 of the cases but as perpetrators in only 4.48 Even in cases of public 

disorder, such as fights, Afro-Brazilians were the victim as often as the perpetrator.49 

Reis concludes: “These crimes seem to have been committed by the slaves and freedmen 

much more between themselves than against the white men…”50 Nevertheless, Afro-

Brazilians gained a strong and sustained reputation for disorder, crime and violence—a 

reputation consistently constructed as a threat to Luso-Brazilian society. 

The more liberty with which an Afro-Brazilian lived, the greater the danger he or 

she posed to the colonial order. As a result, quilombeiros were more of a threat than 

escaped slaves, who were more of a threat than freedmen, who were more of a threat 

                                                        

47 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 250. Original text: “…no cômputo geral, os escravos da comarca de Ouro Preto [Vila 
Rica] e, especialmente as escravas, foram muito mais agredidos do que agressores, mais vítimas que réus, 
uma vez que sua própria condição social os colocava em situação de inferioridade perante a sociedade 
colonial.” 
48 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 229. The same is true for other types of crime, such as assaults. 
49 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 229. 
50 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 250. Original text: “Esses delitos parecem ter sido cometidos pelos escravos e 
libertos muito mais entre eles próprios do que contra os homens brancos.” 
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than jornaleiros, and so on.51 Often, simply the fear of Afro-Brazilians who rejected the 

social order led to more severe and sustained accusations being levied against them. The 

invisible spaces of the “Morro” and “Mato” allowed slaves to live outside the accepted 

socio-spatial model (to various degrees) and, therefore, were perceived of as epicenters 

from which social disorder originated and spread. The mobile Afro-Brazilian body 

carried this disorder into the urban center, and the freed persons, who could move long 

distances, spread it across the region. Such notions became an excuse to suppress the 

invisible spaces in an effort to compel social change. 

 

5.4 The Suppression of the Invisible Spaces 

The full range of invisible spaces identified in Chapter Four came under attack by 

colonial authorities in an effort to limit the freedom of Afro-Brazilians and force them 

back into line with the colonial habitus. However, the degree to which a space was 

suppressed was directly proportional to its deviation from the accepted socio-spatial 

model. For example, the borrowed space of the slave quarters nominally conformed to 

colonial expectations and little action would be taken against it. By contrast, the harshest 

and most sustained measures were levied against the borrowed houses and the 

quilombos—spaces contributing to the disorder of the “Morro” and the “Mato.” 

                                                        

51 Often, the fear of certain Afro-Brazilians who rejected the social order, such as quilombeiros, led to more, 
and more severe, accusations being levied against them. 
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Quilombos and quilombeiros, who rejected the colonial system entirely, received the most 

brutal treatment. It was, however, the suppression of the borrowed houses on the Vila 

Rica ridge, and Ouro Podre in particular, that had the most enduring effect on the future 

of the invisible spaces—suppressions in which the Rosary confraternity would play an 

unexpected role. 

 

5.4.1 The Suppression of Borrowed Space: The Slave Quarters 

Slaves congregating in the slave quarters perfectly conformed to existing 

paradigms of spatial use and segregation: all slaves remained on a seigneurial property, 

with the owner of that property in close proximity. Consequently, the presence of the 

interlopers in a slave quarters was not itself a problem for the colonial government. 

Responding to complaints from Luso-Brazilians in 1714, the Governor required that 

jornaleiros first pass through the house of their own master and gain his permission 

before visiting or staying with slaves from different masters. He writes: 

“I order and command that no person of any quality or condition harbor at night, 
in his house, black strangers without [first] making them go to their masters' 
house” because of “the great damage to the common good that follows from 
slaves spending the night and sleeping in houses that are not those of their 
masters. When they do so, they will not pay attention to their jornais, often 
spending them in excess and with intemperance.”52 

                                                        

52 APM, SC-09, fls. 10v-11. Emphasis mine. Original text: “Ordeno e mando que nenhua pessoa de qualquer 
qualidade ou condição que seja recolha de noite em sua casa negros alheios antes os fizessem ir para casa de 
seus senhores” para “o grande dano que se segue ao comum de que os escravos pernoitarem e dormirem 
em outras casas que não fossem as de seus senhores pois se assim o fazerem resulta não darem conta dos 
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The problem was not the jornaleiros’ presence in the slave quarters but the fact that they 

moved around different houses in order to avoid paying their masters. By stipulating 

that all slaves must pass through their master’s house each night, the Governor forced 

the daily payment of their jornais, as well as curtailing the radius their free movement, 

and obliging their masters to keep closer tabs on them. Through this ruling, he pushed 

mineiro society back towards a more traditional socio-economic system, in which the 

slaves lived under the supervision of their masters. Within this model, the Governor 

tolerated slaves congregating and socializing because the perception of social control 

was preserved.53 

 

5.4.2 The Suppression of Borrowed Space: The Hillside Houses 

Unlike the slave quarters, the borrowed space of the hillside houses did not fit into 

colonial authorities’ vision of urban and social order, coming under severe and 

sustained attack from both the City Council and Governor. From 1713, the City Council 

attempted to curtail the businesses and venders that established themselves on the hills 

and, especially, near the mines. That year, the Councilors agreed “that there should be 

no store selling farm goods or dry goods or any vender of any kind in the district of this 
                                                        

 

jornais gastando-os muitas vezes com demazia e descempcrança.” See also discussion in Reis, Crimes e 
escravos, 19. 
53 Notably, Governor Baltazar’s opinion would not be shared by his successors who banned any jornaleiros 
from slave quarters that were not their own. 
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vila, within a distance of one league [about 5 km]…with the exception of those [stores] 

that are along the road of the settlement and the river.” 54 This was due to the perceived 

damage these businesses caused including “the decrease of her [the vila’s] income, as 

well as that of her merchants and of her prospectors’ of gold...”55 By drawing a 5km 

radius around the urban center, but excluding roads and rivers, the City Councilors 

effectively targeted the hills and periphery—in other words, the locations of the Afro-

Brazilian communities on the hillsides. 

Over the following years, the City Council instituted several similar suppressions 

that aimed at the hillside establishments. For example, in 1714, they instituted the 

requirement that all businesses apply for a license in order to reduce unregulated 

vendors selling undesirable merchandise around the mines.56 Shortly thereafter they 

uniformly prohibited taverns and kitchens “in the place where one mines and pans [for 

gold] because of the general damage that follows to the miners by the mischief of their 

slaves” and ruled that “taverns will only be allowed in this vila and on the public 

                                                        

54 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 266. Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 125. Emphasis mine. Original text: “…proibir a que não 
houvesse no distrito desta Vila, em distância de uma légua, loja de fazenda, seca ou molhada ou qualquer 
vendagem de nenhuma sorte… exsetuando as que estiverem no caminho de povoado e do Ribeirão.” 
55 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 266. Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 125. Emphasis mine. Original text: “…diminuição do 
aumento dela, como também aos mercadores dela, e aos lavradores do ouro...” 
56 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 291. Requiring licenses instantly placed freed persons, jornaleiros, and other Afro-
Brazilian populations at a disadvantage with respect to Luso-Brazilian business owners. 
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roads....”57 All of these rulings were attempts to suppress the invisible spaces spanning the 

hillsides in and around Vila Rica. 

From 1716, the City Council’s fight against the disordered “Morro” began to 

focus only on the area of Ouro Podre on the Vila Rica ridge. Between January 1716 and 

1720, the City Councilors passed no less than nine bans against the construction and use 

of the hillside houses in this area.58 These suppressions increased in frequency over time 

such that, by 1719, a new ban would be passed every few months.59 The penalties for 

violators also rose from fine of twelve oitavas in February 1719 to the demolition of any 

house constructed in a prohibited area, a fine of fifty and time in jail by January 1720.60 

The City Council’s campaign against the borrowed spaces in Ouro Podre was 

particularly intense and enduring. The huge number of Afro-Brazilians mining in this 

                                                        

57 ABNRJ 49 (1927): 297. Passed January 11, 1714. Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 126. They later added “...a 
proibiçao das vendas nas lavras de qualquer gênero que fôsse, de comestível e bebidas” (ABNRJ 49 (1927): 
298). Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 126. Original text: “uniformamente se proibicem as tavernas e cozinhas das 
lavras em que se minerar ou faiscar pelo prejuizo geral que se segue aos mineiros pelos descaminhos dos 
seus escravos e que só serão permitidas tavernas nesta Vila e estradas publicas...” 
58 From 1717, these suppressions would also be expanded to include the nearby areas of Corrego Seco, Ouro 
Fino and Ouro Bueno. 
59 For example, on January 29, the City Counselors banned the contruction and re-construction of ranches 
(RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 12-13). On November 21, they assert that no person can construct a ranch to 
create a point of sale next to the mines (RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 22-23). The following year, they repeated 
the prohibition of sales in Ouro Podre and extended it to Corrego Seco nearby “because of the great damage 
that follows to all of the people…because in them [the sales establishments] they lose their jornais and it 
follows that they run away, because one finds the said sales around the mines in which the said blacks 
work” (RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 29-30). Ouro Fino and Ouro Bueno would be added by September 7 of 
the same year (RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 81). This order would be repeated for one or more of the 
aforementioned locations on January 23, 1719, February 8, 1719, May 30, 1719, July 15, 1719, January 10, 1720 
(RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 93-94 and 97. RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 108. RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 122. 
Original text: “pello grande damno e perjuizo que se segue a todos estes povos asim porn as ditas vendas se 
lhe determem os seus negros que minerão como porque nella destroem os jornais deque se segue fogirem 
por o se acharem as ditas vendas sobre azLavras e em que os dittos negros trabalhão.” 
60 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 97 and RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 123-124. 
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area—the largest concentration in Vila Rica—combined with the large number of 

invisible spaces increased the government’s preoccupation with this area. Also the 

presence of Pascoal da Silva Guimarães, a wealthy, powerful and controversial figure in 

the history of Vila Rica, no doubt influenced their actions. It is also important to note 

what was not present in this area—a confraternal church.61 

In the eyes of the colonial government, confraternities formed an important part 

of society, re-enforcing the racial hierarchy and preserving colonial order. From their 

foundation, they were subject to the approval and oversight of the Church and State. In 

the case of the Rosary confraternity, their meetings were monitored by a Luso-Brazilian 

official who served in the capacity of Secretary.62 Additionally, since confraternities were 

strictly divided by race, they held a clear position in the social hierarchy of the town—a 

position that was communicated and reinforced by their procession order at local 

events. Consequently, all confraternities, including the Rosary brotherhood, represented 

an ordering mechanism for colonial society. 

The Rosary confraternities in Caquende and Alto da Cruz were perceived as a 

moderating and pacifying force by the colonial government. Even though large numbers 

of Afro-Brazilians inhabited invisible spaces in these areas, the Rosary confraternity 

reinforced the “rightful position” of these persons in colonial society and the Luso-

                                                        

61 To my knowledge, there was no Rosary confraternity in Arraial dos Paulistas. 
62 By regulation only a Luso-Brazilian could serve in this position. 
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Brazilian officer in the confraternity monitored attitudes and events in the area. 

Consequently, the colonial government considered the spaces in Caquende and Alto da 

Cruz to be less of a threat to the social order. Notably, when the Rosary confraternities 

moved into Caquende and Alto da Cruz, the City Council began to focus their 

suppression of the hillsides solely on Ouro Podre. 

Through the restriction of development on the hillsides and especially Ouro 

Podre, colonial authorities attempted to force the Afro-Brazilians in these areas back into 

a more traditional socio-spatial model. As Azevedo clearly states in his 1732 letter, the 

solution to the various kinds of disorder on the hills was to move the jornaleiro venders 

back into a more controlled environment. He writes:  

…In the vilas and arraiais there should be designated places where the black 
women can congregate to sell to the public, and if they are found outside of the 
said selling places they will be punished, and lose their tabuleiros63 that they bring 
to sell [their merchandise], and become prisoners in the jails of the districts in 
which they are caught.64 

By forcing venders to work only in public spaces, Azevedo effectively placed them 

under perceived surveillance by the public eye. When this legislation was actually 

enacted, the City Council of Vila Rica took an even more stringent stance than Azevedo, 

ordering that jornaleiro venders conduct their business in the square in front of City Hall. 

                                                        

63 Tabuleiros were flat boards with shallow sides, usually hung around the neck, from which ambulant 
venders served food and beverages. 
64 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 20, D. 64. Letter dated February 20, 1732. With these places delineated, Azevedo 
writes, no inhabitant of Minas should take his female slaves to the mines, nor place them in public and 
private sales. Notably, Azevedo focuses his censure on female jornaleiros but his intended effect would have 
been far-reaching nonetheless as jornaleiro venders tended to be women. 
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By concentrating all venders in a single public space overlooked by the local authorities, 

the City Councilors returned these Afro-Brazilians to a position of control and 

observation. If their masters would not take the responsibility of supervising their 

activities and business transactions, the City Council would. In doing so, the Councilors 

once again followed the metropole’s established paradigm of social control through 

spatial control. The borrowed space of the hillside houses was difficult to monitor, 

allowing the jornaleiros an independent, unregulated, and “dangerous” lifestyle. 

Suppressing the businesses that created the borrowed spaces and ensuring that no 

jornaleiro could independently inhabit a hillside house (at least under the pretense of 

running his master’s business), the City Council attempted to re-establish control over 

the Afro-Brazilians and stifle their disorderly conduct. 

 

5.4.3 The Suppression of Hidden Spaces 

The King, Governor and City Council took an even stronger stance against the 

hidden spaces, which not only defied their ideal socio-spatial model but, in the case of 

quilombos, represented a direct affront to Portuguese sovereignty. As previously 

mentioned, the Governor and City Council justified their brutal penalties by citing the 

criminal tendency of quilombeiros and the danger they posed to colonial society. 

However, there was a disconnect between these constant assertion and the low number 

of actual crimes committed by these Afro-Brazilians. Both the Luso-Brazilian inhabitants 
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and the colonial government exaggerated the threat posed by quilombos in order to enact 

equally exaggerated policies of suppression and elimination. For example, in 1717, 

Governor Assumar instituted an unprecedented policy to combat quilombos in Minas 

Gerais. He writes: 

“[Because of] the great damage that the quilombos of escaped blacks cause, killing 
and robbing, and infesting the roads to the detriment of the travelers, it is 
necessary to find a solution to this problem ... Any and all persons that wish to 
take action and to attack the quilombos of escaped blacks can do so without any 
impediment, taking for this task the weapons that he wants, and taking the heads 
of all people who resist [capture]…65 

In doing so, the Governor officially introduced death penalty for any Afro-Brazilians or 

carijós66 caught in the raid. 

According to Schwartz, this type of aggressive policy was not employed in other 

regions, where controlling the quilombos was exclusively the task of the Capitães do Mato 

(Bush Captains).67 He writes: “Such measures indicate a level of insecurity and fear in 

the mining zones seemingly exceeding that of the plantation areas.”68 The Governor’s 

                                                        

65 APM, SC-11, fl. 269..Emphasis mine. Original text: “o grande prejuizo q. causavão os quilombos dos negros 
fogidos matando, e roabando, e infessando os caminhos com detrime.to dos passagr.os e sendo preciso dar 
providencia a este damno… todo e qualquer pessoa q. quiser tomar a sua conta atacar os d.os quilombos dos 
negros fugidos a podera fazer sem impedim.to algum levando p.a isto as armas, que quizer, e metrara as 
cabeças de todos os q. resistirem.” 
66 Carijó refers to an indigenous population originally enslaved by the Paulistas, or, a mixed-race individual 
with Luso-Brazilian and indigenous heritage. 
67 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 119. 
68 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 120. Minas Gerais had a reputation for insubordination. The nature 
of the first Paulista inhabitants, the designation of Minas as a refuge for criminals under Artur de Sá, and the 
Emboabas War all contributed to this stereotype. In addition, the large-scale application of the jornaleiro 
system, the growing number of mobile, independent Afro-Brazilian workers, and the widespread practice of 
arming Afro-Brazilian slaves augmented the impression of instability in the region and, in particular, the 
lack of control over Afro-Brazilian populations. 
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use of terms to describe the quilombo was also indicative of such insecurities. According 

to Schwartz, administrators in other regions of colonial Brazil, such as Bahia and 

Pernambuco, favored the term macambo for Afro-Brazilian maroon communities, while 

in Minas, these sites were more often called quilombos.69 Mu-kambo meant “hideout”70 

whereas, ki-lombo has been identified a male warrior cult.71 The Governor’s use of the 

term quilombo instead of macambo underscores the threat he believed these communities 

posed to the colonial administration. 

The following year, Governor Assumar also targeted any and all escaped slaves. 

In his July 13 letter to the King, he writes: 

“…There are many escaped blacks and each day they are disrupting several 
areas. Confidently they dare not only to infest the roads and [perturb] those who 
walk along them but also those who dwell in the suburbs close to the towns, 
taking from their homes not only gold and supplies, but things of less 
importance and greater volume. Due to their boldness, joining together in bands 
of twenty, thirty and forty armed men, defended by [fire]arms, they flee their 
masters and attack travelers…” 72 

                                                        

69 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 125. 
70 In the Ambundu language. It should be mentioned that some of Kent’s translations have been called into 
question by later scholars, though this particular one has not.  
71 Kent, “An African State in Brazil,” 164. See Andrade, “The Quilombo of Palmares,” 548 and Schwartz, 
Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 134 (note 65). 
72 APM, SC-04, fls. 554-557. RAPM 3 (1898): 251-252. Letter dated July 13, 1718. Original text: “como os 
negros fugidos são m.tes, cada dia estão Rebentando por diversas p.tes, e confladam.te se atrevem não só a 
infestar as estradas e os que andão por ellas, mas aos q.’ habitão nos sitios e rossas ainda visinhos as villas, 
levando lhes de casa não so ouro e mantiment.tos, mas couzas de menos importancia e mais volume, por q.’ 
para tudo toma lugar o seu atrevim.to, juntando se em quadrilhas de vinte e trinta e quar.ta armados e 
defendidos das armas, com que fogem a seus S.res e que apanhão aos passagr.es, e parece-me de tanta 
importancia esta matr.a que della pode depender a conservação ou ruina deste paiz, e assim deve V. Mag.de 
mandar ponderalla mui seriam.te, e aplicar lhe com a mayor brevid.e remedio mais adequado.” 
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He went on to assert that the conservation or ruin of the country depended upon solving 

this problem. As a solution, he suggested various tactics used in other parts of Latin 

America, such as slave hunters patrolling the forests and executing any slaves they find 

(a policy he claimed was used by the King of Castile in Panama) or “cutting the right 

leg” of escaped slaves (a policy he claimed this was used in Mississippi and Louisiana).73 

He finished his letter by writing: “and it is necessary for this to be attended to with all 

circumspection, because I see the blacks of this region very inclined towards producing 

here something similar to Palmares in Pernambuco.”74 The Governor clearly believed 

that the application of such brutal tactics against the runaway slaves in Minas would 

prevent them from creating quilombos. Happily, the King never accepted his more brutal 

proposals. 

The City Council of Vila Rica also took a strong position against the hidden spaces. 

Echoing the Governor’s harsh choice of words, the Council’s 1735 petition to the King 

explained how “the presence of a quilombo of escaped slaves” can “infest” a town.75 In 

order to combat this “infestation”, the City Council called on an “assembly of homens 

bons” or “good men,” to make a recommendation on how best to deal with the escaped 

                                                        

73 By “cutting the right leg,” he meant cutting the Achilles tendon of the slaves such that they could still limp 
to work but could not run or travel long distances. See also: Letter of Governor Assumar to the King July 13, 
1718. Mello e Soua, Norma e conflito, 178. 
74 RAPM 3 (1898): 252. Palmares was perhaps the largest and longest enduring quilombo in colonial Brazil. 
Original text: “e deve ser servido mandar atender neste p.ar com toda a circunspecção, por q.’ vejo mui 
inclinada a negraria deste Governo a termos aqui algua semelhante aos Palmares de Pernam.co...” 
75 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 40, D. 27. The Governor also called the quilombos an “infestation” and went a step 
further, describing the escaped slaves themselves as “infesting the roads”(RAPM 3 (1898): 251). 
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slaves, quilombos and quilombeiros. The assembly, composed exclusively of Luso-Brazilian 

men with high economic and social status, returned with the following proposal: first, 

that all slaves traveling without their master must carry a note or risk being arrested; 

second, that the sale of arms to Afro-Brazilians and other mixed-race persons should be 

prohibited; third, that a Capitão do Mato (Bush Captain) and soldiers should be 

maintained in each parish of Vila Rica with the express objective of hunting down 

escaped slaves and destroying quilombos; fourth, that any escaped slave caught in a 

quilombo of seven or more people would have a hand cut off and his or her future 

movements monitored by the local officials.76 Most of these suggestions extended 

existing laws.77 By 1738, the City Council also requested exemption from prosecution for 

anyone who killed an escaped slave, re-vitalizing Governor Assumar’s 1717 call for all 

men to attack quilombos and their inhabitants.78 

The brutal tactics of both the Governor and the City Council were aimed at 

instilling fear in the population of wayward Afro-Brazilians. The objective was to 

discourage the formation of quilombos in the first place and to eliminate or permanently 

mark anyone who had demonstrated himself or herself to be a quilombeiro. Apparently, 

once an Afro-Brazilian had rejected the colonial habitus and demonstrated themselves to 

                                                        

76 Paraphrased from Ramos, “A Social History of Ouro Preto,” 207. He cites the Junta report from January 
20, 1735 (APM, CMOP-28, fls. 153-157v). 
77 Such as the employment of Capitães do Mato and prohibition on the sale of arms and the removal of a 
hand.  
78 Schwartz, Slaves, Peasants, and Rebels, 120. 
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be actively against the colonial system, they were considered irreversibly corrupt and 

reintegration into colonial society no longer feasible without extreme precaution. No 

doubt the fear was that they would rally other slaves and Afro-Brazilians around their 

cause. 

 

5.4.4 The Suppression of Mobile Space 

The final type of invisible space to be consistently suppressed was mobile space. 

Considering the threat it posed to Portuguese control over Minas, government officials 

consistently attempted to push its inhabitants back into a fixed place of residence. 

Notably, the numerous condemnations of inhabitants of mobile space were often location 

dependent—a large number of mobile venders or itinerant prospectors could be seen 

gathering in a specific location or type of location and the government took steps to 

disband them. For example, in 1725 any Afro-Brazilian venders (negras de tabuleira) 

found in the slave quarters of someone who was not their master, would be arrested and 

subject to fifty lashes.79 Another example comes from Governor Antônio de Andrade, 

who condemned Afro-Brazilian men from various towns who appeared in Vila do 

Inficionado under the impetus of earning jornais.80 The tendency to issue location-based 

                                                        

79 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 195-196. 
80 See Reis, Crimes e escravos, 196. 
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condemnations of mobile individuals underscores the difficulty the government faced in 

identifying and finding the inhabitants of mobile space. 

Despite these difficulties, more general calls for the suppression of mobile 

persons also existed. Governor Andrade condemned Afro-Brazilian venders who left the 

city limits, claiming that, once outside of inhabited areas, they engaged in sales or other 

activities that were in their own interests—activities which the Governor universally 

called offensive to God and damaging to the “people” (i.e., the Luso-Brazilian 

inhabitants).81 He called on the Captains of the District to recollect these persons and 

send them back in their “true homes”.82 Perhaps the most geographically unfettered 

order came from the King in 1766, who sent following command to Governor Luís 

Diogo Lobo da Silva: 

“[Considering] the repeated complaints of crimes and atrocious insults that in 
the backlands of this captaincy have been committed by the vagrants and 
criminals who live in them (as they have been separated from civil society and 
human commerce), I am compelled to order that all men who in the stated 
backlands are vagabonds or itinerant persons should be obliged to choose 
suitable places to live together in civilian settlements, with at least 50 housholds 
or more...”83 

                                                        

81 See Reis, Crimes e escravos, 196. 
82 See Reis, Crimes e escravos, 196. Notably the women in question were largely jornaleiros and slaves, rather 
than freedwomen. 
83 Partially transcribed in Reis, Crimes e escravos, 60. Original text: “as repetidas queixas os crimes, e atrozes 
insultos que nos sertões dessa capitania têm cometido os vadios e os facinorosos que neles vivem, como 
foram separados da sociedade civil e comércio humano. Sou servido ordenar que todos os homens que nos 
ditos sertões se acharem vagabundos, ou em sítios volantes sejam logo obrigados a escolherem lugares 
acomodados para viverem juntos em povoações civis, que pelo menos tenham de 50 fogos para cima…” 
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The King clearly equated itinerant Afro-Brazilian prospectors and businessmen with 

vagrants—a testament to the Luso-Brazilian distaste for their mobile lifestyle. He called 

on them to settle down, not just anywhere, but in a town with a minimum of fifty 

households. Commenting on this text, Reis writes: “One sees the reinforcement of the 

importance of urbanization for the colonizing project…”84 This project encompassed not 

just controlling the land but controlling the individual on that land—once again, social 

control through spatial control. Compared with the countryside, urban space was 

ordered space under the observation and control of the colonial government. Forcing 

itinerant businessmen into an urban environment of reasonable size, pushed them into 

an environment more closely monitored by Luso-Brazilian government officials and 

back towards the Crown’s ideal socio-spatial model. 

 

5.4.5 The Failure of Suppression 

The government failed in its primary objective: forcing Afro-Brazilians back into 

the colonial habitus. The long-term, larger-scale suppression of invisible spaces in Minas 

Gerais was wholly ineffective at both eliminating disorder and pushing the Afro-

Brazilian community back into a traditional socio-spatial model. The sheer number of 

suppression orders issued is testament to their inefficacy, as is their continued repetition 

                                                        

84 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 60. Original text: “Vê-se o reforço da importância da urbanização para o projeto 
colonizador…” 
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over time. At no point in the first half of the eighteenth century did the invisible spaces 

cease to exist.  

At the same time, the colonial government never relaxed their campaign of 

condemnation and eradication. However, between 1719 and 1720, the density and 

severity of suppressions against Ouro Podre had unexpected consequences. At the 

height of the City Council’s war against the borrowed spaces, Afro-Brazilians in Ouro 

Podre joined those across Minas Gerais in planning a large-scale slave rebellion against 

the Portuguese government.85 A year later, the entire settlement of Ouro Podre took up 

arms against the City Council and Governor in the famous Revolt of Vila Rica. Both of 

these uprisings had dramatic consequences for the invisible spaces of the “Morro” and 

“Mato” and, more importantly, the future of their urban development. 

 

5.5 The White Revolt that was Colored Black 

The Revolt of Vila Rica has been extensively studied, mostly from the perspective 

of relations between the metropole and colony.86 This dissertation offers an alternative 

                                                        

85 While this did not stop the suppressions, it did change their focus. By January of 1720, City Council 
specifically prohibited Afro-Brazilian venders in Ouro Podre, in addition to the general ban on all venders. 
On January 17 the City Council writes: “no black man or black woman can go around the mines of the hill 
selling edible things with tabuleiros” (RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 123-124). And on January 20: “no 
inhabitant of these vilas can send a black man or black woman with tabuleiros to sell at the mines where 
they pan, nor those on the hill” (RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 124).  
86 See, for example, historiographies of Carlos Eugênio da Silva Negreiros, Wilson Arnhold Chagas Jr. and 
Willibaldo Ruppenthal Neto, “De um episódio da história pátria à disputa de redes comerciais: ensaio sobre 
as análises historiográficas da revolta de vila rica,” CAHistória—Caderno Acadêmico de História 4, no. 4 (Year 
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interpretation, based on the character of Governor Assumar and his relationship with 

the Afro-Brazilians and invisible spaces in Vila Rica. 

Governor Dom Pedro de Almeyda e Portugal, the Conde de Assumar was 

fundamentally a racist. As previously mentioned, he was one of the foremost 

proponents of the Código Negro (cutting the Achilles tendon of escaped slaves). He was 

also well known for the brutal tactics he employed to keep Afro-Brazilians under 

control—tactics that he implemented against the invisible spaces in Vila Rica from 1717-

1720 (as demonstrated in the last section). During his tenure as Governor of São Paulo 

and Minas, the tension between the Afro-Brazilian and Luso-Brazilian inhabitants of 

Minas erupted in violence and revolt. The first instance occurred in 1719 and comprised 

a failed attempt of all slaves in Minas Gerais to rise up and kill their masters, 

establishing a new slave order in the region. The second instance, in 1720, was initiated 

by the Luso-Brazilian inhabitants of the “Morro” (namely, Ouro Podre). The colonial 

government, beginning with the Governor and continuing with the City Council of Vila 

Rica, would conceive of the 1720 revolt in terms of the 1719 rebellion, transposing the 

Afro-Brazilian perpetrator from the latter into the former. This had important 

implications for the invisible spaces of the “Morro” and the “Mato.” 

                                                        

 

III, 1st Semester/2013): 8-22. Laura de Mello e Souza, “Estudo Crítico,” in Discurso histórico e político sobre a 
subvelação que nas Minas houve no ano de 1720 (Belo Horizonte: Fundação João Pinheiro, 1994), 13-55. 
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5.5.1 The Failed Slave Revolt of 1719 

The 1719 slave revolt began in Rio das Mortes but spread quickly throughout the 

region of Minas. In a letter to the King immediately after the event, Governor Assumar 

described the foiled plot: 

“the greater part of the black community of these mines rose up, they tried to 
hasten a general revolt, pushing one another and coordinating themselves over 
long distances by means of several emissaries that went from one place to 
another performing negotiations, and they had decided amongst themselves that 
the first operation would be on Good Friday of this year. Since all of the white 
men would be occupied in the Churches, they had time to break into the houses, 
remove the firearms from them and murder the whites without mercy. Some 
days before Holy Week, differences arose amongst the blacks regarding who 
would rule over the others. And the secret was revealed in the Comarca of Rio 
das Mortes, from which I got wind of this uprising, with the news that the blacks 
of this comarca had already named a king, prince and military officers amongst 
themselves...”87 

The revolt failed due to a conflict between the Angolan and Mina slaves over which 

group would rule Minas Gerais in the aftermath of the rebellion. The Governor 

continued his account by expressing his surprise at the level of organization among the 

                                                        

87 RAPM 3 (1898): 263-266. Letter dated April 20, 1719. Original text: “mayor p.te da negraria destas minas 
aleventarem ce contra os brancos, tratarão de hurdir hus sublevação geral, induzindo sse huns a outros, e 
conformando sse todos em p.tes mui distantes por meyo de varios emissaries que andavão de húas para 
outras paragens fazendo esta negociação, e tinhão ajustado entre Sy q.’ a pr.a operação della fosse em quinta 
fr.a de Endoenças deste anno por q.’ achando sse todos os homens brancos ocupados nas Igrejas, tinhão 
tempo p.a aRombar as Cazas, tirar as armas dellas e investir os brancos degolando os Sem Remissão algu’a 
Alguns dias antes da Semana S.ta tiverão os d.os negros differenças sobre o dominio que pertendião os de 
sua nação Sobre os mais, e veyo, a romperce o Segredo na Comarca do Rio das mortes de onde tive aviso 
desta soblevação com a noticia de terem ja os negros da d.a Com.a nomeado entre sy, Reym Principe, e 
officiaes militares…” 
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slaves, admitting that, at first, he did not believe that so many Afro-Brazilians could 

coordinate over such a long distance: 

“…and when I persuaded myself that this might just be the imagination of the 
blacks, another notice arrived from the area called Forquim, in the jurisdiction of 
this town and distant from it two days' journey and from Rio das Mortes six or 
seven [days], reporting the same circumstances as the first notice from Rio das 
Mortes, which persuaded me to believe that this matter was already of great 
importance.”88 

The mobile Afro-Brazilians, traveling long distances, spread news of the planned 

rebellion—in the eyes of the colonial government, the most insidious kind of disorder. 

As part of his preventative measures against this revolt, the Governor focused his 

attention on the Afro-Brazilian community in Vila Rica:89 

“…on the hill of Ouro Preto there was also suspicion that the blacks were 
involved with the same matter (because this is an area where 3,000 to 4,000 very 
resolute blacks mine), and for this reason it was where the greatest danger would 
be. I went to Vila Rica and sent two companies [of soldiers] to climb the hill and 
search for arms, but they did not find them, either because there were none, or 
because they [the blacks] had hidden them in the secret and subterranean places 
in which they live...”90 

The Governor invaded the “Morro” claiming to search of weapons, even though he 

knew that the slaves planned to steal the weapons immediately before their attack. Not 

                                                        

88 RAPM 3 (1898): 263-266. Letter dated April 20, 1719. Original text: “e quando eu me persuadia a q.’ 
poderia isto ser algua Redicularia de negros; me chegou outro avizo de hua paragem chamada o Forquim 
termo desta V.a, e distante della dois dias de jornada, e do Rio das mortes Seis ou Sete, com as mesmas 
circunstancias q.’ trazia o avizo do R.o das mortes, o que me fes crer que a matr.a era ja de m.ta importancia. 
Passei Logo, as ordens necessarias p.a a prevenção.” 
89 In the aftermath, the Governor calls for the arrest of any Afro-Brazilians suspected to be involved, 
especially the would-be “kings” from the Mina and Angolan Nations, located in Rio das Mortes. 
90 RAPM 3 (1898): 263-266. Letter dated April 20, 1719. Original text: “Sabendo que no morro do Ouro preto 
havia tambem suspeita e q.’ os negros tratavão na mesma matr.a por ser p.to onde minerão trez p.a quarto 
mil negros mui Resolutos, e porisso era onde se Receava mayor perigo, passey a V.a Rica e fiz subir duas 
companhias ao d.o morro p.a dar busca as armas, porem não se acharão, ou por não as haver, ou porq.’ as 
tivessem escondidas em p.tes ocultas, e sobterraneos em q.’ os negros vivem no d.o morro 
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surprisingly, he found nothing. The “Morro” in this case refers to the Vila Rica ridge and 

Ouro Podre in particular. The reason he gave for suspecting the Afro-Brazilians in this 

area was simply their number and “resolute nature.” In all likelihood, the problem was 

more the invisible spaces that he references at the end of the quote. In the preceding years, 

the government in Vila Rica and the Governor himself had been inundated with 

complaints against Ouro Podre and had been actively trying to suppress the borrowed 

houses in this area (as demonstrated in the last section). Already considered a 

disordered and dangerous space, it would have been natural for the Governor to assume 

this region would be the source of any disorder that might threaten the town. While his 

invasion of the “Morro” did not produce any evidence, the Governor would persist in 

his belief that its Afro-Brazilian community was an eminent threat, impacting the 

Governor’s actions when, the following year, a Luso-Brazilian revolt erupted in the same 

community. 

The 1719 rebellion created fear and panic for the simple reason that the Luso-

Brazilians (including the Governor) did not realize how connected the Afro-Brazilian 

community and their invisible spaces were. As previously mentioned, in 1718 Afro-

Brazilians outnumbered Luso-Brazilians three to one (in Vila Rica).91 If the slaves were to 

rise up against their masters, they would pose a real danger not only to Portuguese 

colonial rule but also the lives of Luso-Brazilian colonists. In order to ensure the safety of 

                                                        

91 These are the statistics from Vila Rica in 1718. 
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both the Luso-Brazilian community and the colonial government, the Governor issued a 

series of orders intended to sever connections between Afro-Brazilians in Minas Gerais.92 

First, he enacted a ban on freeing slaves, since the mobile individuals who spread news 

of the revolt were, most likely, freed persons, able to travel long distances.93 Second, he 

prevented slaves from owning other slaves.94 This limited the number of hierarchies 

internal to the Afro-Brazilian community. Third, he suppressed ritual Afro-Brazilian 

rulers (traditionally crowned during festivals). He writes: “...never in memory have they 

been allowed this stimulus and incentive for supremacy and superiority.”95 Fourth, he 

limited ritual Afro-Brazilian families by strongly recommending that priests only allow 

Afro-Brazilians to select godfathers and godmothers who were of Luso-Brazilian origin. 

He writes: 

“experience has shown that in the vilas and other parts where many blacks are 
congregated they encounter other persons who were children or relatives of their 

                                                        

92 He also repeats an existing ban on Afro-Brazilians carrying weapons on March 24, 1719 (APM, SC-11, fls. 
279-280 and RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 460). This itself is a repeat of a ban issued in 1714 (RAPM 
16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 460). See also Reis, Crimes e escravos, 50. There was also a general ban on 
carrying weapons into Minas issued March 29, 1719. No person, regardless of status, quality or condition, 
can bring weapons of any kind “with a point that can make a penetrating wound” into Minas including 
knives, daggars, pistols, and firearms with a short barrel (among others) not even “if they are branded, [and] 
a great treasure” (RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 460-461). Original text: “com a ponta se puder fazer 
ferida penetrante” into Minas “faca, punhal, sovelão, estoque, pistolas, armas de fogo mais curtas de que a 
Ley permitte” not even “seja de marca, thezoura grande.” 
93 APM, SC-11, fls. 282-284. Dated November 21, 1719. 
94 APM, CMOP-06, fls. 16-18. Original text: “nenhum negro, ou negra cativos, consentirão seus senhores, que 
tenham outros negros, a que chamem seus, ainda que os comprem com o ouro adquirindo com permissão e 
consentimento de seus senhores e estes sem demora alguma tomarão logo assim os ditos escravos havidos 
nesta forma, sem que nem o domínio nem administração concedida pelos senhores aos negros cativos.” See 
also Reis, Crimes e escravos, 134. 
95 APM, SC-11, fl. 288v. Dated May 1720. This prohibition was passed for Serro Frio, echoing an existing 
prohibition in all of Minas. Original text: “nem pella memoria lhes passe este estimullo e incentivo de 
mayoria e superioridade”  
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homeland…Almost all of them take these persons as a godfather or godmother 
in the sacrament of baptism and marriage. This gives one person subordination 
to and respect for the other. This leads some [of the blacks] to become leaders, 
forming groups that escape to the forests [and create] quilombos governed by 
them.”96 

By suppressing connections and hierarchies, the Governor attempted to break some of 

the links that held the Afro-Brazilian community together. However, the potential for a 

large scale Afro-Brazilian rebellion remained at the forefront of the Governor’s mind. In 

April 1719, he expressed his concerns in a letter to the King, writing of the Afro-

Brazilians: “one cannot take away the thoughts and natural desires of liberty, nor can all 

of them [the Afro-Brazilians] be extinguished, being so necessary for the subsistence of 

this country; [Consequently] one is always exposed to the danger, every day, of the 

same event [actually] occurring.”97 The 1719 slave rebellion may have failed but, when a 

Luso-Brazilian rebellion engulfed Vila Rica the following year, the Governor and City 

Council pointed to Afro-Brazilians, especially those in Ouro Podre, as fundamental 

causes and contributors. 

 

                                                        

96 APM, SC-11, fls. 282-284. Dated November 21, 1719. Original text: “a experiencia tem mostrado q. nas 
villas e mais p.tes onde ha muitos negros juntos se encontrão alguns q. forão filhos ou parentes dos regallos 
das suas patrias q. indefferentem.te os vendem a estes tais tomão quazi todos por padrinhos nos Sacram.te 
do Baptismo e matrimonio por cuja cauza lhes tem subordinação e respeio o que redunda em fazerem se 
capatazes e formar sequieto metendosse pellos matos em quilombos governedos por elles.” See also Reis, 
Crimes e escravos, 140. 
97 RAPM 3 (1898): 265. Letter from Governor Assumar to the King dated April 20, 1719. Original text: “não 
podem tirar os pensam.tos e os dezejos naturaes da Liberd.e, nem por esta cauza se podem extinguir todos 
sendo tão necessarios p.a a subistencia do pais, sempre este fica exposto a suceder-lhe cada dia o mesmo.” 
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5.5.2 The Revolt of Vila Rica in 1720 

As previously mentioned, the 1720 revolt began in Ouro Podre, the same space 

suppressed by the colonial government from 1716 and invaded by the Governor in 1719. 

A letter sent from Assumar to the King, in the midst of the rebellion, described the 

events.98 On June 28, 1720, at 11pm, seven or eight masked men with some armed slaves 

left the hill of Ouro Podre and descended on the city center. They knocked on all the 

doors in order to bring people out into the streets. They invaded the house of the 

Ouvidor (a magistrate), destroyed his records and attempted to murder him before 

marching to City Hall with a list of demands. The following day, the list was sent to the 

Governor in the nearby town of Vila do Carmo, who began to investigate the leaders of 

and motives for the unrest. The Governor ultimately identified Pascoal da Silva 

Guimarães, Manoel Mosqueira da Rosa, his son Friar Vincente Boto, Friar Antonio de 

Monte Alverne, and João Ferreira Diniz as the principal agitators—all Luso-Brazilian 

gentlemen.99 Apparently, they instigated the riot to protest against the creation of 

foundries in Minas. Foundries would have increased their tax burden by changing the 

currency from gold powder (easily hidden and exchanged) to coins. After five days of 

riots and sixteen of negotiations, the Governor finally managed to capture and arrest the 
                                                        

98 RAPM 5, no. 1 (January-June 1900): 221-26. Letter to the King from Governor Assumar dated July 3, 1720. 
See also Rocha Pitta’s account, that follows the Governor’s letter very closely (Rocha Pitta, Historia da 
America, 620-22). Sebastião de Rocha Pitta, Historia da America Portugueza desde o anno de mil e quinhentos do 
seu descobrimento, até o de mil e setecentos e vinte quatro (Lisbon: Officina de Joseph Antonio da Sylva, 
Impressor da Academia Real, 1730). 
99 The presence of two friars among the instigators of this rebellion was further confirmation to the 
metropole of the danger of having such clerics in Minas Gerais. 
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leaders of the rebellion. In the aftermath, he pardoned the people of Vila Rica and sent 

the leaders to Rio de Janeiro (and on to Portugal) for trial.100 As the prisoners were being 

transported, a young follower of Pascoal da Silva, by the name of Felipe dos Santos 

planned to set them free. However, he was discovered and summarily executed for his 

role in the revolt.101 

The event itself is less interesting for this dissertation than how it was 

characterized in its aftermath. Manuel da Fonseca (1703-1772), in his biography of Padre 

Belchior de Pontes, describes the event quite differently than the Governor’s original 

account, placing unmistakable emphasis on the geography, or topography, of 

disorder.102 As was common in early documents, he offers no distinction between the 

heights of Vila Rica, using the term “Morro” to designate the space above the city center. 

The account begins by setting the scene: “On eve of Saint Peter, a riot of armed men 

descended the hill of Ouro Preto…”103 This was not the seven or eight masked men (and 

their slaves) reported by the Governor but an armed riot, already fully formed on the 

hill, that descended into the city center. The account continues: “…the whole town 

                                                        

100 Governor Assumar pardons the people of Vila Rica (RAPM 5, no. 1 (January-June 1900): 222 and RAPM 2, 
no. 2 (April-June 1897): 391-392). The King approves Governor Assumar’s pardon of Vila Rica in March 1721 
(RAPM 16, no. 1 (January-June 1911): 400 and RAPM 5, no. 1 (January-June 1900): 227). 
101 Rocha Pitta, Historia da America, 620-22. 
102 “Relação do levantamento que houve nas Minas Geraes no anno de 1720, governando o Conde de 
Assumar D. Pedro D’Almeida” by Manuel da Fonseca (RIHGB 3 (1841): 275). This text reproduces chapter 
38 of the Vida do veneravel padre Belchior de Pontes, da Companhia de Jesus da provincia do Brasil by Manuel da 
Fonseca (1703-1772), published in Lisbon in 1752. 
103 RIHGB 3 (1841): 275. Original text: “Vespera de S. Pedro á noite desceu do morro do Ouro Preto um 
motim de gente armada...” 
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seemed to be hell with the disorders, riots, and disturbances caused by the masked 

men… accompanied by blacks and mulattos, breaking into houses, wounding, beating, 

and killing those who resisted them...”104 The author turns the armed slaves, who 

accompanied the masked men for protection, into an integral part of the rebellion 

writing that the whole company created a theater of violence, beating, robbing and 

attacking people in their houses. He continues: “Those in Vila Rica experienced 

extortions, assaults, and great insults from those who descended from the hill, the evil 

deeds of men who were already perverse and cruel...”105 The author clearly separates the 

citizens of the town from those of the hill, with the former painted as the victims and the 

latter as perpetrators—such that the inhabitants of the hillside brought a cascade of evil 

down onto the innocent townsmen. In fact, Fonseca is clear to indicate that the men from 

the hills were already criminals before they entered the city center. The account 

concludes by describing the Governor’s actions to quell the violence. The author related 

that Assumar entered the town cautiously “knowing for sure that the murderers, 

mutineers, and rioters were still on the hill, and that in the neighboring woods they had 

                                                        

104 RIHGB 3 (1841): 275. Original text: “Nas noites seguintes até 16 de Julho parecia toda aquella villa um 
inferno com as desordens, motins, e distúrbios causados por uns mascarados, que desciam do morro do 
Ouro Preto vindo abaixo acompanhados de negros e mulatos, arrombando casas, ferindo, espancando, e 
matando aos que lhes resistiam...” 
105 RIHGB 3 (1841): 275. Original text: “Os de Vila Rica experimentavam extorsões, assaltos e insultos 
grandíssimos dos que desciam do morro com maldades de homens já facinorosos, uns espancados, outros 
acommettidos em suas casas, a quem roubavam, e todos clamando por justiça pediam favor ao Conde 
general.” 
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placed armed people, either for invasion, or for the defense of their rebellion...”106 

Without explicitly saying, the Morro and the Mato are clearly referenced here as hotbeds 

for disorder and crime, harboring dangerous people in their midst. Despite having 

already captured the leader, the Governor was concerned that the other inhabitants of 

Ouro Podre might still embrace the cause of rebels. Sending a military contingent to the 

hill, the Governors ordered the houses of the leaders to be burned as a warning to the 

residents of this community. Closing his account, Fonseca gives clear indication that 

disorder remained the hilltop, writing: “…since on the said hill two thousand blacks 

mined, or nearly three thousand, seeing that spectacle of fire they became unsettled, and 

leaving the pits, where they dig for gold, they set fire to all of the houses without 

distinction, entering those that were deserted, robbing and burning them…”107 For 

Fonseca, the black man was forever disordered and his presence on the hills ensured 

that they remained an unruly space. 

Fonseca’s account of the rebellion underscores the disorder on the hillside, and 

the threat that the Morro and the Mato posed to the urban center. It also gives Afro-

Brazilians (and mulattos) a more prominent position in the rebellion, emphasizing their 

                                                        

106 RIHGB 3 (1841): 275. Original text: “e entrando em Villa Rica, sabendo de certo que ainda no morro 
estavam actualemente aquartelados os assassinos, amotinadores e lavantados, e que pelos matos vizinhos 
tinham mettido gente armada, ou para invasão, ou para defensa de sua rebelião...” 
107 RIHGB 3 (1841): 275. Original text: “O fogo só era para as casas dos conhecidos auctores...mas como no 
dito morro mineram dous mil negros, ou por perto de tres mil, vendo aquelle espectaculo de fogo se 
alteraram, e sahindo das covas, em que cavam ouro, cuidando que se punha geralmente o fogo a todas as 
casas sem distincção, foram entrando pelas que se achavam desertas, e as roubaram e queimaram...” 
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role in wreaking havoc both during the revolt and after it had ended. For Fonseca, Afro-

Brazilians not only created disorder on the hillside but were fundamental to its 

infiltration into the town center. These types of sentiments were also echoed by the 

Governor and City Council in the weeks following the event. Like Fonseca, the 

government clearly recognized that Luso-Brazilians led the revolt; however, over time, 

the role of Afro-Brazilians in this event was increasingly emphasized, to the point that 

Afro-Brazilians eventually came to be viewed as the root cause. 

The progression of this thought pattern can be clearly seen in a series of 

exchanges between the Governor and City Council. Following the rebellion, the 

Governor ordered the “Morro of Vila Rica” to be cleared of its inhabitants. He writes: 

“…it would not to be convenient to have residents on the hill and in Ouro Fino because 

of the inattention and crime into which they fell during the last uprising…”108 The 

Governor later clarified that he meant no stores or sales of any kind and only the houses 

of persons actively mining on the hill could remain. Like many documents from this 

period, he uses the generic “Morro” without specifying which hill should be cleared. 

However, it is implied that he referred to Ouro Podre (Arraial dos Paulista) or, less 

likely, the Vila Rica ridge as a whole. The City Council questioned these orders by 

suggesting to the Governor that “if the morro remains without white inhabitants, the 

                                                        

108 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 135. Dated July 22, 1720. Original text: “não ser conveniente moradores no 
morro e ouro fino pella desatenção e crime emq. encorrerão na detta soblevação.” 
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inevitable insults of the blacks will follow.”109 By “inevitable insults” they presumably 

alluded to the types of disorder outlined earlier in this chapter. In response, the 

Governor maintained his position, writing: “If you consider that quilombos of blacks 

forming on the hill can be damaging to this vila, experience has showed me (in spite of 

myself) that the quilombo of whites threatened much greater ruin...”110 While the 

Governor ostensibly defended the Afro-Brazilians, his choice of terminology is 

indicative of his more deep-seated tendency towards racial discrimination. Clearly the 

Governor saw the Afro-Brazilian quilombo as the most threatening entity to the colonial 

government. By applying this term to the Luso-Brazilians settled on the hillside, he 

suggests the degradation of these Luso-Brazilians to the level of disorder and crime 

normally associated with Afro-Brazilians. By extension, one might also surmise the 

motives behind his unusual suggestion to separate the Luso-Brazilians from the Afro-

                                                        

109 APM, CMOP-06, fls. 26-27v. Original text: “Na q. VM.es me mandarão representar p.lo vereador mais 
velho âcerca das ordens e detaes q. tenho expedido p.a q. não haja nenhum morador no morro, e disem 
VM.es q. delle ofrecia a duvida de q. ficando o do morro sem moradores brancos levrão enivitaveis 
(inevitable) os insultos dos negros e q. parecia justo não haver logea nem venda nenhua conservandosse 
somente as cazas dos q´lo tratão de minarar não havendo nestes suspeita de infedilid.e nem de haver 
concorrido nas persiguiçõens por e a vexaçõens q´o povo desta Villa experimentou causa da algus do d.o 
morro q´infielm.te cahirão no enorme, e sempre abominavel delito da rebeldia; a vista do que sendo o meu 
animo reformar nesta villa algus abusos q´a injustice de varias pessoas introduzia abitrariamente e juntam.te 
dar remedio aos dannos q´ padecia p.la desordem com q´cada hum fazia a sua vontade, não quero com tudo 
q´aq.lo q. busco como remedio venha aredundar em (to result in) mayor damno porq´ sebem considero 
q´formandosse no morro quilombos de negros podem estes ser dannosos a esta villa, a experiencia me 
mostrou (bem a meu pezar) q´o quilombo dos brancos ameaçava (threatened) ruina m.to mayor testemunha 
esta villa q´foi theatro de tão abominavel espetaculo; assim q´nesta material aq.o se deve attender com 
maduro (mature) circunspeção dezejo ouvir os pareceres de m.tas pessoas p.a.” 
110 APM, CMOP-06, fls. 26-27v. Original text: “sebem considero q´formandosse no morro quilombos de 
negros podem estes ser dannosos a esta villa, a experiencia me mostrou (bem a meu pezar) q´o quilombo 
dos brancos ameaçava (threatened) ruina m.to mayor…” 
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Brazilians on the hillside: if the Luso-Brazilians of Ouro Podre revolted, it was because 

they lived on the disordered hills with the Afro-Brazilians and had been corrupted by 

their spaces and their behavior. By clearing out the hillside and leaving only Afro-

Brazilians, this type of corruption would be mitigated. 

Consistent with this line of thinking, the Governor began to change his story 

about the Luso-Brazilian revolt. On July 24, he wrote a letter suggesting that the Afro-

Brazilian venders had a role instigating this event and calling for the Afro-Brazilian 

venders on the hillside to be corralled into a single marketplace in order to prevent a 

future uprising.111 In reality neither the Afro-Brazilian women, nor the Afro-Brazilian 

prospectors to whom they sold their wares, were principal contributors to the 1720 

rebellion. This was the first step in painting the white rebellion black. 

The City Council took the Governor’s implications a step further, suggesting that 

if the Luso-Brazilians of Ouro Podre had been corrupted, it was an isolated instance, 

whereas the Afro-Brazilians, on the other hand, continuously and naturally rebel. 
                                                        

111 “It is very convenient to give, at this conjuncture, all good providence to the disorders that were 
attempted in this vila. Being extraordinary those who suffer with the multitude of black women who climb 
the hill to disturb the black men and to make them lose the jornais of their masters, both against the service 
of God, and the good… His Majesty, [should] destine the most convenient stopping place in this vila, for the 
black women to come together in a market, with severe penalties to the masters that allow them to deviate 
to another area. And it would be very convenient if this could be carried out soon because of the damage 
that has [recently] been suffered/attempted in this place…” (APM, CC, Cx. 133, Pl. 21109, D. 3). Emphasis 
mine. Original text: “Sendo mui conveniente dar nesta conjunctura toda a boa providencia as desordem q’ 
se experimentavão nesta V.a e sendo extraordinarias as que se padecem com a multidão de negras q’ sobem 
o morro a inquietar os negros e fazer lhe desviar (deviate) os pornaes de seus senhores, tanto contra o 
serviço de Deos, e boa orde da Rep.ca ordens a VM.ces destinem a paragem mais cômoda nesta V.a p.de que 
as d.es negras vendão juntas em quitanda com pennas graves aos senhores, q’ consentirem q’ se desviem 
(deviate) p.a outra p.le, e he mui conveniente q’ isto se ponha logo em execução pelo damno q’ neste p.ar se 
experimenta…“ 
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Therefore, it would be better to maintain a Luso-Brazilian presence on the hill in order to 

temper the potential for an Afro-Brazilians revolt. On June 30, 1720, the City Council 

called an assembly of “homens bons” to decide what to do. Thirty-six Luso-Brazilian 

gentlemen from Padre Faria, Ouro Preto and Ouro Podre all weighed in on the 

discussion offering opinions such as the following: “It would not be convenient to leave 

the inhabitants of the hill deserted at the stated location because of the risk during a 

future time that the blacks oppose this town, not having white men around them that 

curb some of the insults and tumults of the blacks (that one finds mining on the stated 

hill) and to quiet and calm all the disorder and controversy that can happen among 

whites.”112 Over the following days, the discussion revolved around the likelihood of 

Afro-Brazilians rebelling, with no further reference to the Luso-Brazilian revolt or 

ensuing disorder.113 When the Councilors called for a vote on July 27, they arrived at the 

following conclusion: “on whether or not it was convenient for some inhabitants to 

remain in the Ouro Podre, Ouro Fino, and Corrego Seco, to restrain the blacks in the 

perturbations [disorders] that they continue to create…the following is decided: that, 

yes, it is convenient, and very needed and necessary that several inhabitants remain in 

                                                        

112 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 135. Original text: “não ser conveniente deixarem os moradores do morro 
dezerta a d.a paragem pello Risco ao tempo future emq’ sepunha a esta V.a não tendo os negros ha v.ta 
homens brancos q’ Refreassem algum insult, etumultos denegros, q’ em ditto morro se achão minerando e 
para aquietar e Socegar toda adesordem, econtrovercia, q’ entre brancos puder acontecer.” 
113 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 136. Dated July 24, 1720. Original text: “etodos juntos oescrivão daCam.ra 
lheleu a d.a Carta do Ex.mo S.or emque diz sejem todos ouvidos sobre ser, ounão Conveniente ficarem 
alguns moradores noouropodre, eourofino, aRep.to de selhe ha ver requerido considerandosce poderem os 
negros ficando Sós fazer algum Motim.” 
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order to quiet any tumult of the blacks (that in the stated areas are mining).”114 The 

decision was made following votes cast by the residents of Ouro Preto, Antônio Dias 

and Padre Faria. 

The City Council succeeded in shifting the discussion from the Luso-Brazilian 

rebellion to an Afro-Brazilian one, in which the Luso-Brazilian man became the 

harbinger of peace—the ordering force on the Afro-Brazilian hill. Since the rebellion 

happened among the Council’s constituents, it was to their advantage to shift the 

discourse away from the actual leaders and causes of the rebellion. Reinforcing this 

narrative, the City Council reiterated the ban on Afro-Brazilian venders on the hill two 

days later. On July 29, they write: “The black women and black men of the tabuleiros that 

go around selling things are prohibited from doing so.”115 Notably, all other venders are 

excluded from the first iteration of this prohibition, indicating the Councilor’s 
                                                        

114 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 136-137. The City Council actually gave two separate announcements of their 
verdict, worded slightly differently. The quote above is a composite. The full original text is as follows. First 
annoucement: “on whether or not it was convenient for some inhabitants to remain in the ouro podre, ouro 
fino, and Corrego Seco, to restrain the blacks in the perturbations [disorders] that they continue to create, on 
which it is unanimously resolved that yes, it is convenient for some inhabitants (that only mine) to remain, 
but no kind of sales.” Original text: “sobre se era, ou não Canveniente ficarem no ouropodre, ourofino e 
Corgo Seco alguns moradores, p.a refrearem os negros, e nas suas preturbaçoens que Continuam.te 
custumão ter, noque Rezolverão unanimam.te q’ sim convinhaficarem alguns moradores, q’ tão som.te 
minerascem, ede nunhua sorte Vendas.” Second announcement: “if it is convenient or not to have 
inhabitants on the hill of this town, in corrego seco, ouro fino and ouro podre to better obviate and restrain 
the disorders that the blacks can create in these districts…the following is decided: that, yes, it is convenient, 
and very needed and necessary that several inhabitants remain in order to quiet any tumult of the blacks 
(that in the stated areas are mining).” Original text: “se convem ounão nomorro desta Villa, corrego seco, 
ourofino e ouropodre estjem moradores, para melhor obviarem e refearem asdesordens q’ osnegros poderão 
fazer nos dittos destrictos… Rezolverão o Seg.te q’ sim convinha, eera m.to precizo enecess.o q’ ficassem 
bastantes moradores para socegarem, e a quietarem, qualquer tomulto denegros q’ nasd.as paragens andão 
minerando.” 
115 RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 137. Original text: “se acha prohibido as negras, e negros de Taboleiro q’ 
andão em vendagem.” 
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preoccupation with the “danger” of Afro-Brazilians.116 In the aftermath of the Luso-

Brazilian rebellion, the Afro-Brazilians and the “natural disorder” attributed to them by 

Luso-Brazilians, served as a convenient “bait and switch” mechanism. The solution the 

City Councilors provided was for an Afro-Brazilian rebellion, rather than a Luso-

Brazilian one. 

Afro-Brazilians inevitably shouldered the blame and bore the long-term 

punishment for the Luso-Brazilian revolt. Nowhere is this more striking than in the 

capture of Filipe dos Santos. While the Governor sent the Luso-Brazilian leaders of the 

revolt to Rio de Janeiro be tried, he summarily executed him. Although Santos had 

played a comparatively minor role in the uprising, he bore brutal punishment without 

deliberation or trial. While most scholars maintain that Filipe dos Santos was a white, 

Portuguese man, according to Diogo de Vasconcelos, tradition claims he was Afro-

Brazilian.117 If this is indeed the case, the Afro-Brazilian body also bore the physical, 

corporal punishment for the Luso-Brazilian revolt.118 

 

                                                        

116 They do correct their mistake the following day, writing: “no person, white, parda or black, can sell or 
send someone to sell edible items or beverages around the gold mines or the areas where one pans for gold” 
(RAPM 25, no. 1 (July 1937): 138). Emphasis mine. Original text: “nunhua pessoa, branca parda, ou preta, 
Venda, ou mande vender couzas comestiveis oubebidas sobre lavrasdeouro, ou p.tes ondese faisque.” 
117 Vasconcelos, História antiga, 374 (note 34). 
118 As Reis asserts: “The white, free man, master of lands and slaves, did not suffer the same penalties as the 
slave or freedman... (Reis, Crimes e escravos, 76). Original text: “O homem livre branco, senhor de terras e 
escravos não sofria as mesmas penalidades que o escravo ou o liberto…” 
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5.6 Ordering the Invisible Spaces 

The Vila Rica revolt had several consequences on the urban space, and especially 

on the invisible spaces of the “Morro” and “Mato.” Immediately following uprising, the 

Governor embarked on a campaign to “Order the Morro” and “Clear the Mato” since 

these spaces harbored not only the participants in the failed 1719 revolt but also the 

Luso-Brazilian rebels in 1720. Traditionally associated with disorder, the hills and forests 

were breeding and enabling the most insidious type of disorder—revolt, and not only 

from Afro-Brazilians. By suppressing the “Morro” and “Mato”, the Governor attempted 

to eliminate the threats to Portuguese colonial rule regardless of which social segment 

they came from. 

The Governor’s actions against the “Morro” were expeditious and ruthless, 

beginning with Ouro Podre—the origin point of the 1720 rebellion and his assumed 

point of origin for the 1719 rebellion in Vila Rica. As previously mentioned, he first 

ordered the houses of the leaders to be burned down. However, his actions would not 

stop there. The next day, July 17, the Governor attempted to incinerate the entire 

“Morro” on which these houses were located. He writes: “Anyone who has a house or 

sales on the hill must remove them within fifteen days and come situate themselves in 

this town, or in any other area that they would like, as long as it is not on the hill since 
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those will be razed and burned so that there is no more memory of them.”119 Notably the 

Governor does not define with any precision the area to be incinerated. While he 

probably concentrated on Ouro Podre where the leader’s houses were located, the 

overarching order to burn the “Morro” was indicative his desire to eliminate this 

problematic region entirely. After substantial protests, the Governor recanted his 

mandate, but, as Fonseca indicates, much of the settlement around the leader’s houses 

burned to the ground anyway. Perhaps this was not the work of disorderly Afro-

Brazilians as Fonseca claimed but a remnant of the Governor’s larger plan to reorder the 

hills. 

Since his original objective of destroying the “Morro” would not be wholly 

fulfilled, the Governor contented himself with a drastic reordering of this space. 

Following the decision of the City Council to allow Luso-Brazilian residents to stay in 

Ouro Podre, Corrego Seco, Ouro Fino and other part of the “Morro,” the Governor 

pushed out any persons not directly involved in mining. Miners could not be removed 

because their work provided the bulk of the income for the Crown. On August 12, 1720, 

he ordered anyone involved in the mechanical offices or in sales to leave, under the 

penalty of being charged as a head of the rebellion.120 By doing so, he effectively 

                                                        

119 APM, SC-11, fl. 291v. Order dated July 17, 1720. Original text: “Toda a pessoa que tiver Cazas, ou vendas 
no morro as desfaça dentro de quinze dias, e se venha situar nesta V.a, ou em outra qualquer p.te que lhe 
parecer, como não seja no morro alias lhes serão arazadas e queimadas p.a q. não haja mais memoria 
dellas.” 
120 APM, SC-11, fls. 292-292v. 
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eliminated the borrowed spaces in the hillside houses. This, he claimed, would “give a 

remedy not only for the present but for the future.”121 In other words, removing the 

disorder propagated by these invisible spaces. To this end, he also ordered the remaining 

inhabitants to clear the “Mato” around the “Morro” in order to remove the hidden spaces 

they might harbor. He wrote that the residents must “agree with their slaves the portion 

that each one has to work in order to cut down the forest of Taquaral and other areas of 

the stated hill that serve as the refuge for escaped blacks… such that the indicated 

forests are razed within fifteen days.”122 

By clearing out portions of the “Morro” and “Mato”, the Governor not only 

eliminated the disordered development within which invisible spaces flourished but 

suppressed the invisible spatial network connecting the Afro-Brazilian community. In 

doing so, he helped stifle the potential for a future slave revolt and paved the way for 

more orderly urban development. 

Following the Governor’s reorganization of the “Morro,” the ultimate symbol of 

Luso-Brazilian order and power would be implanted into this space. Moving the seat of 

the Governor from Vila do Carmo to Vila Rica, the new Gubernatorial residence would 

                                                        

121 APM, SC-11, fls. 292-292v. Original text: “dar o remedio não sô p.a o prez.te mas p.a o future.” 
122 APM, SC-11, fls. 292-292v. Order dated August 12, 1720. Original text: “concorrerem com os seos negros a 
porporção dos q. cada hum tiver p.a rossar o mato do Tacuaral e mais paragens do d.o morro q. servem de 
refugio aos negros fugidos...ficando os d.os mattos derribados dentro de 15 dias.” 
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be fixed on the Vila Rica ridge—on the “Morro.”123 From 1720, the City Council of Vila 

Rica would also create the Código das Posturas Municipais, codifying the rules for 

urban development including the production of straight roads, aligned façades, clean 

and un-obstructed streets.124 This document “defined the limits and the discipline of 

urban life” for all future development and would have important implications for the 

area around the Rosary confraternity. 125 

 

5.7 The Rosary Confraternity as a Pacifying Mechanism 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Rosary confraternities are a silent presence 

in the events of this chapter. When the Rosary brothers moved into Caquende and Alto 

da Cruz, they stretched the urban fabric towards the hillsides—a process that also 

occurred with Ouro Podre for other reasons. All three areas fostered invisible spaces and 

large Afro-Brazilian communities. However, the suppressions of the Governor and City 

Council focused on only one of these hills—Ouro Podre. No legislation regarding Afro-

Brazilians or invisible spaces specifically considered the areas of Caquende and Alto da 

Cruz. As centers for the Afro-Brazilian community, they should have been targeted, 

especially after the 1719 revolt. Yet, the colonial government ignored them. Why? 

                                                        

123 Before this time, the residence of the Governor oscilated between Vila do Carmo and Vila Rica (Fonseca, 
Arraiais e vilas d'el rei, 148). The first residence of the Governor of the “Morro” would be the houses donated 
by Henrique Lopes de Araújo. See Borrego, Códigos e práticas, 23 and 161. 
124 Righi, “As colinas de Vila Rica,“ 247. 
125 Righi, “As colinas de Vila Rica,” 247. 
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According to Reis, “these urban, lay associations were allies of the State—to 

diminish the social tensions coming from slavery…”126 As demonstrated earlier, the 

government viewed the Rosary confraternities as its allies. They were managed by the 

Church and the State; they fit within the hierarchy and social structure of colonial 

society; they provided a controlled space within which Afro-Brazilians could alleviate 

their frustrations; and they focused the energy of Afro-Brazilians on the afterlife instead 

of their present condition. Reis continues: “The dissemination, by the brotherhoods, of a 

Baroque mentality of death, which emphasized the ephemerality of life and valued 

death as a means to attain eternal salvation (which equalized individuals), also, certainly 

contributed to diminish the rebellious potential of slaves.”127 Therefore, the presence of 

confraternities on the hills of Caquende and Alto da Cruz pacified these spaces in the 

eyes of the colonial government, diminishing their threat to Luso-Brazilian society. 

However, confraternities were not agents of the State but mediators and 

negotiators. They signified different things to different people: “For the slaves they were 

their support, [their protection, and their strength] in order to withstand their life 

conditions; for the Crown, they were a means of diminishing social conflicts; and for the 

                                                        

126 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 77. Original text: “Essas associações leigas urbanas foram aliadas do Estado — ao 
diminuir as tensões sociais advindas da escravidão.” 
127 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 141. Original text: “A divulgação, pelas Irmandadcs, de uma mentalidade barroca 
da morte, que evidenciava a efemeridade da vida e valorizava a morte como meio para se atingir a vida 
eterna (que igualava os indivíduos), certamente também contribuiu para diminuir o potencial de rebeldia 
dos escravos.” 
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Church they signified an important mechanism of christianization.”128 Confraternities 

unified populations by finding a common language and providing a space of 

negotiation. This took many forms depending on the issue at stake, including creating 

syncretic religious practices. In following chapter, their role in negotiating spatial 

practices and finding a common ground between Afro-Brazilians and the colonial 

government, will be the focus. Shifting from passive to active influence on the urban 

fabric, confraternities created new types of spaces for the Afro-Brazilian population in 

line with the new municipal codes and desires of the colonial government—spaces that 

would not be subjected to the same kinds of suppression and destruction as the invisible 

spaces.  

 

                                                        

128 Reis, Crimes e escravos, 78. Original text: “For the slaves, they represented para os escravos, representavam 
apoio para suportarem a própria condição; para a Coroa, eram uma maneira de diminuir os conflitos sociais; 
e para a Igreja, significavam importante um mecanismo de cristianização.” 
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6. The Rosary Confraternity as a Producer of Urban 
Space 

After Governor Assumar destroyed much of Ouro Podre, the Rosary 

confraternity of Caquende moved from a passive to an active role in urban 

development. The reasons were multifold. First, the violent destruction of the invisible 

spaces in and around Ouro Podre clearly demonstrated that the government’s idea of 

urban order and the spaces inhabited by much of the Afro-Brazilian community proved 

fundamentally incompatible. Second, the invisible spaces did not provide a suitable living 

situation for all of the Afro-Brazilian community. For example, freedmen remained with 

few viable options for a permanent residence. Third, inhabiting certain types of invisible 

spaces, such as the borrowed houses, left Afro-Brazilians particularly vulnerable to Luso-

Brazilian interests. Fourth, renouncing the colonial order and escaping to the quilombos 

did not provide a safe or permanent solution. The fundamental need for reforming the 

living-situation of the Afro-Brazilian community coincided with another problem the 

Rosary confraternity in Caquende faced at this time—the expansion and reformation of 

their church. The Rosary chapel was rapidly becoming too small for the community, as 

well as entering a state of disrepair.  

Through an exchange of favors with the City Council and the Church, the Rosary 

brothers of Caquende were able to acquire a large swath of land between their church 

and the urban center as patrimony for their chapel. Within this space, they were given a 
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striking amount of autonomy. Taking on the role of the City Council, they created lots, 

developed land and collected rent. This solved their two problems simultaneously. First, 

it gave Afro-Brazilians an opportunity to acquire their own land through a legally-

recognized channel, allowing them to move from invisible to visible spaces. Since they 

dealt with an Afro-Brazilian confraternity as their landlord, they would not have been 

subject to the same types of discrimination as with the City Council. Second, by 

collecting rent on their new land, the Rosary brothers gained a source of steady income 

for the reconstruction of their church. 

Serving as mediator between the Luso-Brazilian government and the Afro-

Brazilian populations, the Rosary confraternity developed urban spaces for Afro-

Brazilian people that were compatible with the colonial government’s idea of urban 

order. This type of development, combined with the location of the Rosary’s new land 

grant (between Caquende and the Praça) further integrated their confraternal chapel 

(and hillside community) into the urban center. Chapters Three, Four and Five 

demonstrated how the Rosary’s move into Caquende pulled Luso-Brazilian 

development onto the hillside and produced conflict because the Afro-Brazilians living 

in (and moving to) the area spoke a different spatial language. By contrast, this chapter 

shows how the same confraternity pulled a modified form of Afro-Brazilian 

development from Caquende into the urban center. As a mediator in colonial society, 

the Rosary confraternity gave Afro-Brazilians a spatial vocabulary that the Luso-
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Brazilian government could understand and accept. By doing so, the Rosary brothers 

challenged social positions through spatial practices. 

 

6.1 The Triunfo Eucarístico Procession and Rua do Sacramento 

In 1731, the Rosary confraternity in Caquende was presented with an 

opportunity. The parish church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar was in disrepair and its 

resident confraternities had decided to rebuild the structure. Work had already begun in 

the nave, with the capela-mor left intact for religious services until 1731.1 After this date, 

the parish priest and all of the confraternities would need to move to a temporary 

location in order to continue offering mass.2 That location would be the Rosary chapel. 

On January 4 of that year, the parish priest requested permission from the Bishop of Rio 

de Janeiro to translate the Eucharist and all of the images (of the confraternities) to the 

chapel of Nossa Senhora do Rosário by public procession—with the exception of the 

image of Nosso Senhor dos Passos, which by request of the confraternity, would be sent 

to the chapel of São José.3 License was granted on January 8, such that, from the Rosary 

                                                        

1 Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 58. RAPM 7, no. 3 (July-December 1902): 987-988. 
2 Pooling their resources, Nossa Senhora do Pilar, Santissimo Sacramento, São Miguel e Almas, Santo 
Antônio and Nosso Senhor dos Passos, among others, hired João Fernandes de Oliveria to construct a new 
church (Menezes, Igrejas e irmandades de Ouro Preto, 58). They also requested permission from the Crown to 
beg for alms for ten years to help fund the new church. See Mariana França Soutto Mayor, “Triunfo 
Eucarístico como forma de teatralidade no Brasil colônia,” (Ph.D. diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2014), 
23. 
3 RAPM 7, no. 3 (July-December 1902): 987-988. The reason given for the choice of São José was: “em que 
somente tem comodidade” (RAPM 7, no. 3 (July-December 1902): 987-988).  
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chapel, “the reverend parish priest could administer all the sacraments to his 

parishioners, and complete all the parochial functions, as if he was in his own 

church…”4 

Why did the parish priest choose to move into the church of Nossa Senhora do 

Rosário? While none of the documents consulted for this dissertation specify a reason, 

one can make an educated guess. In the 1730s, there were still a limited number of 

independent, confraternal chapels in the Parish of Nossa Senhora do Pilar. In addition to 

the parish church, there was only the Rosary chapel, that of the confraternity of São José 

dos Homens Pardos and that of Santa Quitéria near the Praça. In order to accommodate 

the plethora of confraternities from the parish church, each with a side altar, the interim 

space would need to be comparable in size to Nossa Senhora do Pilar. The Rosary 

church must have been large enough to accommodate its substantial membership base, 

certainly more sizeable than that of São José. The Rosary chapel was also more 

conveniently located: closer to Nossa Senhora do Pilar and on a lower hill (São José sat 

atop a precipitous, rocky mount). Most importantly, since the Rosary brothers were a 

slave confraternity, it would have been more difficult for them to refuse the request by 

the parish priest for temporary lodging. 

It is also possible that the Rosary confraternity volunteered their church to the 

parish. Some scholars have emphasized that it would have been an honor for the Rosary 

                                                        

4 RAPM 7, no. 3 (July-December 1902): 987-988.  
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brothers, and testament to the quality of their chapel, to host the parish. However, this 

also meant relinquishing control of their space to persons and organizations more 

powerful than themselves. It also meant returning to a situation similar to the one they 

sought to escape in 1716—a situation where their activities would be under scrutiny by 

the parish priest. Furthermore, they would once again be subject to the inconvenience of 

sharing a space with confraternities that believed themselves to be superior and, 

therefore, entitled to certain privileges. Ultimately, there was also the problem of 

removing the interlopers from their church at the end of the prescribed period. 

If the Rosary brothers volunteered their chapel, it was probably because they saw 

a strategic opportunity or, at least, took advantage of that opportunity when it presented 

itself. Despite all of the disadvantages, hosting the parish would put the Rosary brothers 

in a favorable position with the Church for any future requests. Like Nossa Senhora do 

Pilar, the Rosary chapel was aging and would soon need to be replaced. This required 

permission and financing. The Rosary brothers may have offered their chapel to the 

parish knowing that, for their temporary inconvenience, they could later ask for the 

right to collect alms for the construction of their own church (or other, similar privileges) 

with the assurance of receiving a prompt and positive reply. Furthermore, there was 

little risk of the parish priest or any of the Luso-Brazilian confraternities refusing to 

leave the Rosary chapel after the prescribed period. The parish church of Nossa Senhora 

do Pilar was already under construction and the old Rosary chapel would have been 
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humble in comparison to the new church—both in its architecture and hillside location. 

Therefore, it would have been undesirable as a permanent residence for any of the Luso-

Brazilian confraternities that normally occupied Nossa Senhora do Pilar.  

Whatever the motivation for choosing the Rosary chapel, the brothers found 

themselves in a position of collecting favors. First, they gained the favor of the Church 

for the use of their chapel as the parish seat. This agreement would last only two years, 

since work on Nossa Senhora do Pilar proceeded quickly, reaching a level of completion 

by 1733 sufficient for the parish priest and confraternities to move back in. On May 24, 

they exited the Rosary chapel in an opulent procession. This event was recorded in the 

book, Triunfo Eucarístico, written by Simão Ferreira Machado and published in Lisbon, 

Portugal in 1734.5 This text has been studied extensively and repeating its detailed 

account of the procession is not necessary for this dissertation. It is, however, important 

to expound the role of the Rosary confraternity in this event.  

Machado, author of Triunfo Eucarístico, gives little mention of the Rosary 

confraternity. Instead, he indicates that the Provedor of the Santissimo Sacramento 

brotherhood was the primary author of the festival, followed by the other officers of the 

confraternity and its members. According to Mariana França Soutto Mayor, the 

Santissimo Sacramento confraternity bore most of the cost of the procession, while the 

                                                        

5 Reproduced in Affonso Ávila’s Resíduos Seiscentistas em Minas (Belo Horizonte: Centro de Estudos 
Mineiros, 1967), 135-283. 
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Rosary brothers paid for Machado to write and publish his account of it.6 The title page 

of Triunfo Eucarístico lists the Rosary confraternity as the commissioning organization.7 It 

seems odd, however, that the Rosary brothers would pay to commemorate and publicize 

a festival if they did not contribute to it. It is also odd that Machado makes no reference 

in his book to the confraternity that commissioned the text but instead lauds the 

contributions of the Santissimo Sacramento brotherhood. Soutto Mayor attempts to 

answer these questions by suggesting that the Rosary brothers paid for the book in 

hopes of receiving approval for their foundation documents.8 However, the Rosary 

confraternity had already received approval for their initial compromisso and did not 

seek to re-write this document until ten years after Triunfo Eucarístico was published.9 

This dissertation maintains that the Rosary confraternity did contribute to the 

procession but that their role in the festival was either intentionally suppressed or 

simply overlooked, as would be typical of the social dynamics during this period. 

Although few of the Rosary confraternity’s documents remain, their letters sent to the 

City Council in 1732 and to the King in 1769 clearly indicate at least one contribution: 

they constructed the road between the Rosary chapel and the Nosso Senhora do Pilar 

specifically for this procession.10 They write: “After the [Rosary] chapel served as the 

                                                        

6 Soutto Mayor, “Triunfo Eucarístico,” 21. 
7 Ávila, Resíduos, 135.  
8 Soutto Mayor, “Triunfo Eucarístico,” 37. 
9 In 1745. AHU_ACL_CU_005 Cx. 45, D. 40. 
10 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. 
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parish church (on the occasion of building a new one), there was the solemn translation 

of the Blessed Sacrament and since no road existed, nor comfortable path for the 

procession to follow, the [Rosary brothers] broke the steep hills incapable of habitation 

[in order to make one].”11 This is a substantial contribution that was omitted from 

Machado’s official record. Other, smaller contributions were also overlooked. 

Considering the Rosary confraternity’s penchant for ostentatious processions, one 

would expect them to have played a major role in the event, even if their position in 

such a procession would have been commensurate with their social stature. As 

mentioned in Chapter Three, the Rosary brothers left the parish church of Nossa 

Senhora do Pilar in 1716, after the parish priest claimed their processions were too 

extravagant. The Triunfo Eucarístico procession with its complex allegorical floats, 

theatrical productions and bejeweled costumes was the epitome of extravagance. 

However, even if the Rosary brothers had contributed content to the procession, they 

probably would not have been given credit.  

The significance of the Triunfo Eucarístico procession for this dissertation is the 

Rosary’s single documented contribution: the road. The City Council was almost 

certainly aware of the project and approved it. As previously mentioned, the municipal 

code stipulated that any construction projects within the greater urban area be licensed 

by the City Council. Rua do Sacramento (present-day Rua Getúlio Vargas) was a 

                                                        

11 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6.  
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significant addition to the town’s transportation network. Built for the Triunfo 

Eucarístico procession, an event managed by the foremost Luso-Brazilian confraternity 

in Ouro Preto (which included members of the City Council)12 the road certainly would 

have followed the guidelines of the municipal code: as straight a path as possible, 

considering the topography. The main road connecting the Praça, Ouro Preto and 

Caquende at the time was the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto. This road created a straight 

connection between the Rosary chapel and the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar but the 

grade was substantial and the lack of a bridge over the Córrego Seco made the road 

difficult to pass with floats. Rua do Sacramento solved both problems: it barely changed 

in elevation across its entire length and it bypassed the problematic (seasonal) water 

flows through the Córrego Seco. As a result of its gentile grade, it would have been 

considered an ideal urban road at the time, since flat roads were a hallmark of proper 

urban development in the eighteenth century.13  

Constructing a road, using their own labor and without compensation, gave the 

Rosary confraternity a bargaining chip with the City Council. Not only did the 

brotherhood improve the town’s infrastructure by creating a flat road, they strengthened 

the link between Caquende and the urban center. Notably, Rua do Sacramento arcs 

towards the Praça—the center of urban life and government in Vila Rica. Instead of 

                                                        

12 Soutto Mayor, “Triunfo Eucarístico,” 21 (note 23). 
13 Numerous travelers attest to the distasteful nature of Vila Rica’s urban development, mostly the result of 
its steep roads. Rocha, Geografia histórica da Capitania de Minas Gerais, 105. Fonseca, Arraias e vilas d’el rei, 539. 
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connecting Caquende to the urban center through Ouro Preto, the alignment of the road 

allowed for a direct connection between the Praça (Plaza) and the Rosary church (Figure 

17). This suggests that the Rosary brothers did not simply construct Rua do Sacramento 

out of piety but as a strategic corridor for future development. The fact that road was 

almost level (and particularly difficult to construct considering the topography) further 

suggests that the Rosary brothers anticipated its future importance and planned its 

layout accordingly. 

 

Figure 17: QGIS map of Rua do Sacramento14 

                                                        

14 Topographical data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second Global,” U.S. 
Geological Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 15, 2017, 
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6.2 The Development of Rua do Sacramento 

The new road opened up new land for settlement between Caquende and the 

Praça. The Rosary confraternity was aware of the value of property along their new 

road. In 1732, before the Triunfo Eucarístico procession had traveled the route, they sent a 

petition to the City Council asking for the rights to develop the land along Rua do 

Sacramento. They write:  

“The Judge and Brothers of the Blessed Virgin, Nossa Senhora do Rosário say 
that… in order to venerate the said Lady with more decency, and because the 
alms are diminishing greatly, and to preserve the chapel with the necessary 
decency, they request the Patrimony that in the future time will help with this 
preservation. And since this Senate…has favored other brotherhoods and 
chapels, the supplicants ask that Your Graces concede to them that small road 
that was opened from their chapel to that of São José, and what follows on the 
lower part, that begins, at the back of the yard of the chapel, [where] there is the 
slope that descends São José to Ouro Preto in order that, in this way, the 
supplicants can rent [the land] for their patrimony and the sustenance of the said 
chapel.”15 

The Rosary brothers clearly state that they would like to develop the land in order to 

fund the restoration and decoration of their church. Both the timing of this request and 

its content, suggest that the goal of gaining revenue to replace their church had been 

                                                        

 

https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/SRTM1Arc. Street data from geo-rectification of historical maps using Google Maps as 
well as textual sources. Google Maps, accessed December 15, 2017, https://www.google.it/maps/@-
20.3889506,-43.4967541,14z?hl=en. Historical maps include “Planta de Vila Rica de N. S. de Pilar,” (APM-
079); “Planta da Cidade de Ouro-Preto: organizada por ordem do Excelentíssimo Senhor Doutor Luiz 
Eugenio Horta Barbosa, Presidente da Provincia” (APM, PP-006); “Plan of the Sesmaria and Town of Ouro 
Preto“ (APM, SA-047). 
15 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. Dated September 17, 1732.  
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part of their plan from the outset.  

 The City Council approved the Rosary confraternity’s request, writing: 

“They are granted by donation thirty braças [66 meters] in each of the roads that 
they request beginning, measuring from the chapel to wherever they reach, the 
streets being free and there being no damage to a third party…Their demarcation 
will take place in the presence of the Secretary and Procurador of this Senate and 
the requisite titles will be granted.”16  

The 1732 land grant comprised a small fraction of what was requested by the brothers 

(Figure 18). However, they submitted a second petition for the missing land and, in 

1735, the City Council granted them a much larger tract comprising: 

“…the area of the road that the supplicants helped to open for the translation of 
the Santissimo Sacramento in the hills and heights that go from the stated chapel 
[Rosary] to the Casa da Moeda all the land that is vacant on either side of the 
stated road, and in the same way, also [the land] that goes from the stated chapel 
[Rosary] until the stream that sits behind the quintal of the Mestre de Campo dos 
pretos Amaro Borges Vidal, and a piece of land that is in front of the houses of 
Padre Alexandre Jorge and another above the stream of Caquende that begins 
with the houses of Antônio Lopes de Carvalho and ends with those of João 
Gonçalves, all of which is uninhabited…”17 

While the frontage was not given in the documentation, it would have totaled around 

500 braças (1100 meters)—a signifcant portion of the land (along existing roads) in Ouro 

Preto. The size and location of the land grant is outlined in Figure 19. 

                                                        

16 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. Dated September 17, 1732.  
17AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. Dated March 5, 1735. Original text: “...concederlhe o território da Rua 
que os Supplicantes ajudaram abrir para a tracladação do Santíssimo Sacramento nos Morros e eminencias 
que que vem da dita Capalla até a casa da Moeda todo o terreno que estiver devoluto de hua, e outra parte 
do dito caminho, e assim mais se segue da dita Capella até o Córrego da Agua que fica por detras do quintal 
do Mestre de Campo dos pretos Amaro Borges Vidal, e hum pedaço de terra que está defronte das Cazas do 
Padre Alexandre Jorge e outro acima do Córrego do Caquende que principia das cazas de Antônio Lopes de 
Carvalho a acaba nas de João Gonçalves que tudo se acha devoluto...” 
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Figure 18: QGIS map of land request made by the Rosary confraternity in 
173218 

 

                                                        

18 The street frontage was not specified in the 1732 petition but the cited landmarks are well-documented. 
Both the sizes and positions of the 1732 request and grant should be considered reasonably accurate. 
Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 17. 
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Figure 19: QGIS map of land request made by the Rosary confraternity in 
173519 

 

                                                        

19 As in the 1732 grant, the street frontage was not specified but the landmarks and persons cited were well-
documented. The size and position of the 1735 grant should also be considered reasonably accurate. Sources 
for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 17. 
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 The City Council granted the brothers this land “to cultivate and populate for the 

patrimony of the said chapel.”20 Giving patrimony to churches was already a common 

practice in eighteenth-century Brazil, as Murillo Marx has demonstrated.21 In his book, 

Cidade no Brazil, terra de quem?, he gives an overview of the different types of patrimony 

that sustained the first chapels in other regions of the colony. However, most of his 

examples are churches that cobbled together private donations of land or occupied the 

interstices between sesmarias, rather than the type of government-issued patrimony the 

Rosary brothers received. He admits, however, that a much deeper study should be 

undertaken.22 

In Vila Rica, government-issued patrimony for confraternities appears to have 

been common practice. The Rosary brothers mention that the City Council had already 

favored other brotherhoods with land grants for the purpose of patrimony. For example, 

on June 1, 1732, the City Council gave the confraternity of Nossa Senhora do Rosário do 

fundo do Padre Faria, thirty braças (66 meters) of land without rent, and on May 12, 

1733, an additional forty-eight braças (105.6 meters).23	Perhaps the most striking example 

is the 439 braças (965.8 meters) of land given to the Santissimo Sacramento confraternity 

                                                        

20 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. Dated September 17, 1732. 
21 Marx, Cidade no Brasil, 31-49. 
22 Marx, Cidade no Brasil, 47. 
23 APM, CMOP-20, fls. 112v and 114v. Another example is the Irmandade das Almas that received 32 braças 
on February 14, 1733 (APM, CMOP-20, fl. 114v). See also APM, CMOP, Cx. 5, D. 36 and D. 39. 
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of Ouro Preto in 1736.24 This included 140 braças (308 meters) “from the córrego where 

water passes towards the mill of Dionizio das Neves on the stream of Ouro Preto until 

the quintal of Francisco Xavier,” nine braças “behind the stated church [Nossa Senhora 

do Pilar] that begin with the houses of Capitão-mor Jozeph de Boa Ventura and, on the 

other side, with João Fernandes de Oliveira” and 290 braças “on the stream where João 

Fernandes de Oliveira lives and above, until the Corrego das Lavadeiras, along the road 

that the brothers made to conduct wood to the same church [Nossa Senhora do Pilar], 

that sits between two hills”.25 While the precise location of Santissimo Sacramento’s land 

grant is difficult to determine, the size of the grant and its potential location is indicated 

in Figure 20. 

 

                                                        

24 APM, CMOP, Cx. 8, D. 18 and D. 20. 
25 The road “to conducting wood” refers to the materials brought to the Church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar 
during its reconstruction between 1731 and 1733. Original text: “…do Rego donde paza agua p.a o Inginho 
de Dionizio das Neves no córrego do ouro preto em até? o quintal de Francisco Xavier vir.a cujas terras tem 
seus fundos em até? o caminho que fas p.a a passa des Como tambem nove braças que vão por de tras da 
mesma Igreja que partem com cazas do Cap.am Mor Jozeph de S. Boa ventura e da outra banda com João 
Frz. de Olivr.a e aSim mais dozentos e noventa braças de terra no Córrego donde mora João Frz. de Olivr.a 
p.a sima até? o Corrego das Lavadeiras pello caminho que os [illegible] Irmãos fizeram p.a condozerem as 
madeiras da mesma Igreja q que fica entre hum e outro Morro…” 
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Figure 20: QGIS map of land grants given to the Santissimo Sacramento and 
Rosary confraternities26 

                                                        

26 The locations of the Santissimo Sacramento’s land grants was determined by cross referencing the 
property owners cited in their request (and eventual grant) with the 1712-1722 Book of Rents, payment 
records of the 1730 Real Donativo, the 1737 Book of Rents (as transcribed by Salomão de Vasconcelos), and 
other documents in the archive of the City Council. Many of the property owners and other landmarks were 
exceptionally difficult to place. However, the frontage of each block of land was explicitly stated in the 
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The amount of land granted to the Rosary brothers, a slave confraternity, and 

that granted to the Santissimo Sacramento brothers, one of the most powerful Luso-

Brazilian confraternities at the time, was roughly equal in measure. The Rosary 

confraternity’s land was better located but also, undoubtedly, with greater prior 

development (at least along the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto) and, therefore, a slightly 

lower total amount. Notably, the Santissimo Sacramento’s request for land as patrimony 

(in 1736) immediately followed that the Rosary brothers (in 1732 and 1735). With fewer 

financial resources, Afro-Brazilian confraternities would have searched for sources of 

funding outside their membership earlier and to a greater extent than Luso-Brazilian 

confraternities, whose extraordinary financial needs could be more easily supported by 

their members. However, the Luso-Brazilian brothers quickly followed the model of the 

Afro-Brazilians in requesting patrimony from the City Council. As a result of their 

respective grants, both confraternities were exempted from paying the yearly rental fee 

to the City Council in order to assist them in turning a profit from leasing the land to 

tenants. On these land grants, the two confraternities took on the role of the City Council 

as landlord. 

                                                        

 

petition. Consequently, the sizes of the grants are quite accurate, but the locations should be considered 
approximate. Sources for the topography, roads and waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 17. 
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The Rosary brothers were quick to develop their land. Already on April 30, 1734, 

they registered the first payment in their own Book of Rents.27 Unfortunately, I could not 

locate this book in the parochial, local or state archives. Nevertheless, development must 

have proceeded relatively quickly along Rua do Sacramento because ten years later 

residents in the area were already petitioning the City Council for the installation of 

various services. For example, a petition from 1747 lamented the shortage of a fountain 

around the Rosary church: “The residents of the Rosario neighborhood of this town 

(signatures below) say that they suffer a grave lack of water for their houses…”28 

Notably, the petition called Caquende the “Rosary neighborhood of this town” already 

suggesting the integration of Caquende into the spatial sphere of the urban center. By 

constructing Rua do Sacramento, the Rosary brothers helped to bring city services to the 

area of the Rosary church. According to the Instituto de Patrimônio Histórico e Artístico 

Nacional, a fountain would be installed around the Rosary church from the 1740s. 

 The construction and development of Rua do Sacramento also created a new 

commercial area between the Caquende and the Praça (Plaza). Beginning in the 1730s, 

the creation of Rua do Sacramento began to tug the commercial life of Vila Rica away 

from the Praça and towards Caquende. Describing the entire length of Vila Rica, 

Vasconcellos writes of this area: “…a zone between two bridges—São José and 

                                                        

27 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. 
28 APM, CMOP, Cx. 16, D. 44.  
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Caquende—in a flatter area, slightly shift[s] the main commercial center of the Vila to 

the west [of the plaza (the city center)]…29 The flat topography of the new road would 

have been a significant incentive for businesses to move into this area instead of the Rua 

Direita, which climbed a series of steep hills (see Figure 21). In fact, there were only two 

other eighteenth-century roads in Vila Rica with a similarly planar disposition—Rua 

Xavier da Veiga and Rua Conselheiro Quintiliano/Rua Maciel on the southern and 

northern borders of the urban area. While there were other roads (such as the Rua de 

Baixo do Ouro Preto) with large planar sections, Rua do Sacramento was the first and 

only planar through-road in the city center. Why was this important for businesses? The 

flat road made it easier to move large loads into and out of the urban center. To the west 

of Ouro Preto, crossing the Córrego Seco would have been difficult for larger carts, and 

even pedestrian traffic during the rainy season, at least before the Ponte Seca was built. 

To the east of Ouro Preto, the Rua Nova da Praça had a steep grade and sharp turn 

halfway up that would again make it difficult for large carts. The Rua do Sacramento 

avoided these obstacles and made the transport of merchandise into and out of business 

more convenient. 

                                                        

29 Vasconcellos, Vila Rica, 124.  
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Figure 21: QGIS elevation profile of the Rua do Sacramento30 

 

Furthermore, the presence of a large Afro-Brazilian market in Caquende, now 

more easily accessible from the urban center also may have been a draw. The growing 

commercial area on Rua do Sacramento can be clearly seen in Almeida’s map, where the 

                                                        

30 Topographical data from “Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 1 Arc-Second Global,” U.S. 
Geological Survey, last modified January 2015, accessed December 15, 2017, 
https://lta.cr.usgs.gov/SRTM1Arc. Street data from geo-rectification of historical maps using Google Maps as 
well as textual sources. Google Maps, accessed December 15, 2017, https://www.google.it/maps/@-
20.3889506,-43.4967541,14z?hl=en. Historical maps include “Planta de Vila Rica de N. S. de Pilar,” (APM-
079); “Planta da Cidade de Ouro-Preto: organizada por ordem do Excelentíssimo Senhor Doutor Luiz 
Eugenio Horta Barbosa, Presidente da Provincia” (APM, PP-006); “Plan of the Sesmaria and Town of Ouro 
Preto“ (APM, SA-047). The elevation profile for the Rua Direita was obtained using the “Profile Tool” plugin 
by Borys Jurgiel, Patrice Verchere and Etienne Tourigny to extract data from the upsampled SRTM elevation 
model. As previously, mentioned, it was then smoothed in Microsoft Excel using a moving average scheme 
with a width of 9 points. The original data has a resolution of 1 arc second, or about 31 meters, so the profile 
should be considered approximate. Rua do Sacramento and Rua de São José were added manually and 
should be considered a qualitative representation for comparative purposes. 
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segment managed by the Rosary confraternity shows significantly more development 

than any other portion of the road (Figure 22). Since this area was under the 

management of the Rosary confraternity, it would have been favorable to Afro-Brazilian 

commercial development, not only businesses catering to Afro-Brazilians but also those 

owned and operated by them. By taking the place of the City Council and managing the 

rental of land along this road, the Rosary confraternity created a situation in which Afro-

Brazilians could acquire property from the brotherhood and develop visible instead of 

invisible spaces. By breaking the paradigm of two spatial languages, the Rosary 

confraternity of Caquende created a new type of space: Afro-Brazilian ordered space.  
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Figure 22: Detail of Almeida’s map showing development on Rua do 
Sacramento and Rua de São José31 

Constructing and developing Rua do Sacramento, the Rosary confraternity 

pulled Caquende into the civic and commercial life of the city center, and this 

commercial life towards Caquende. In Almeida’s map, Rua de São José, linking Rua do 

Sacramento with the Rua Direita and the Praça, also shows dense urban development 

(Figure 22). Consequently, two areas of urban growth filled the new planar region 

between Caquende and the Praça, one stretching from the Rosary church towards the 

                                                        

31 Almeida, “Planta de Villa Rica de N.S. do Pilar.” 
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urban center and one from the urban center towards the Rosary church. This growth 

began to integrate Caquende with the urban center. By 1769, the Rosary brothers 

boasted that they “had made…a street that today was the best and most traveled road 

there was in the stated town.”32 The importance of Rua do Sacramento can be further 

attested to by the speed with which a permanent bridge appeared on the Rua de São 

José (connecting Rua do Sacramento with the urban center). The Ponte de São José was 

built in 1744, whereas the stream of Caquende did not receive a bridge until 1753 and 

the old (presumably wooden) bridges of Antônio Dias and Ouro Preto were not 

replaced until 1755 and 1756, respectively. 

The rapid and successful development of Rua do Sacramento and construction of 

the Ponte do São José connected Caquende with the Praça at the expense of Ouro Preto. 

What had once been the center of urban life was cut out of the main thoroughfare, which 

ran across the hillside from the Praça (Plaza) to the Rosary church—never dipping into 

the valley below (Figure 23). The exclusion of Nossa Senhora do Pilar from the new, 

main road was the end result of a trend that the Rosary brothers of Caquende helped to 

initiate: the upward growth of the city.  

                                                        

32 AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6.  
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Figure 23: QGIS elevation profile of the Rua Direita showing Rua do 
Sacramento in relation to Caquende, Ouro Preto and the Praça33 

 

6.3 The Rosary’s Urban Impact 

The Rosary confraternity’s passive and active contributions to the urban fabric 

had numerous far-reaching effects. By moving their church onto the hillside, they pulled 

the urban fabric up from the valley and towards the periphery, as demonstrated in 

Chapter Three. This had immediate ramifications on the urban fabric. Based on a 

                                                        

33 As previously mentioned, the race indicated for each church on the diagram represents the predominant 
racial component of the primary confraternity’s membership base. Most Afro-Brazilian and mixed-race 
confraternities accepted members of other races to varying degrees. Sources for the topography, roads and 
waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 12 and Figure 21. 
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comparison of property requests in the Book of Rents with contemporary construction 

projects, the Rua Direita moved uphill following the installation of the Rosary church. 

Alemeida’s map indicates a bifurcation of the Rua Direita between Caquende and the 

church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar. The lower road was probably the original the Rua 

Direita. Beginning in 1718, the Book of Rents records land requests for a new road, Rua 

dos Paulistas in Ouro Preto, and in 1726 for a Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto.34 The original 

Rua Direita (present-day Rua Conselheiro Santana) probably became Rua dos Paulistas 

by 1718, as traffic moved onto a parallel, upper route called Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto 

(present-day Rua Antônio Albuquerque). This change brought the main road from the 

valley up onto the hillside, not only passing next to the Rosary church but skirting the 

church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar and commercial area of Ouro Preto. By 1737, the Rua 

de Cima was the main road through Vila Rica, connecting Caquende with the Praça. 

Further support for this hypothesis comes from the reconstruction of the parish church 

of Nossa Senhora do Pilar between 1728 and 1733. Construction began shortly after the 

appearance of the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto but before this road became the main 

route.  

As part of the construction process, the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar was 

turned around 180 degrees. All of the original chapels in region of Vila Rica (Nossa 

Senhora do Pilar do Ouro Preto, Nossa Senhora da Conceição do Antônio Dias and that 

                                                        

34 CMOP-01. 
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in Padre Faria) faced the streams where the first prospectors discovered gold. When the 

confraternity of Santissimo Sacramento began reconstruction on the chapel of Nossa 

Senhora do Pilar, they turned the new church around to face the growing development 

between Ouro Preto and Caquende. Since the Rua de Cima had not yet replaced the old 

Rua Direita, the new church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar fronted the original, lower Rua 

Direita. 35  

The Rosary chapel, therefore, helped to instigate two major changes to the urban 

fabric of Ouro Preto simply through the presence of their church. The main road moved 

uphill skirting the chapel of Nossa Senhora do Pilar and creating a slightly more direct 

path to the Rosary chapel from the Praça and the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar 

turned around 180 degrees to face the Rosary chapel and growing development between 

the Ouro Preto and Caquende.  

From 1732, the Rosary brothers also directly intervened in the urban fabric, 

constructing Rua do Sacramento. By building a road directly from their church toward 

the urban center, they created a new thoroughfare further up the hill, pulling the center 

of commercial development towards their community and away from Ouro Preto. 

Like the church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar, the Rosary brothers probably re-

oriented their church following the construction and development of Rua do 

                                                        

35 The new church was built in stone while the earlier chapel it replaced was in wood. Consequently, the 
original foundations would not have been a determining factor in the orientation of the church.  
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Sacramento. While there is little more than circumstantial evidence, the disposition of 

property requests in the Book of Rents suggests that the first Rosary chapel faced 

south—in other words, the church façade would have faced the original Rua Direita 

and, later, the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto. Such an orientation would also have been 

logical, especially since the original church was built in an open and relatively un-

developed space (in other words with few obstacles or orienting landmarks other than 

the road). Following the dense development on Rua do Sacramento between 1732 and 

the 1760s and the decline of the Rua de Cima do Ouro Preto in favor of the new route 

between Caquende and the Praça, the Rosary brothers oriented their new church (in the 

1760s) towards the new hub of urban development—Rua do Sacramento—the new main 

route. Straddling the space between Rua do Sacramento and Rua de Cima do Ouro 

Preto, the church created a bridge between Rua do Sacramento and western reaches of 

the Rua Direita, becoming a key point on that thoroughfare.  

The Rosary brothers passive and active interventions in the urban fabric began 

the upward and outward development of the city. By moving their church onto the 

hillside, they pulled the urban fabric up from the valley and towards the periphery; by 

constructing a road from their church toward the urban center, they created a new 

thoroughfare, pulling the center of commercial development towards their community; 

by acquiring the land along their road and managing its distribution, they ensured Afro-

Brazilians would have a place in this new development. They also started a new trend: 
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all future confraternal church built in Ouro Preto would be located at progressively 

higher elevations (Figure 24). The Rosary confraternity changed the urban form of Ouro 

Preto. 

 

 

Figure 24: QGIS elevation profile of the Rua Direita showing confraternal 
churches built in the Parish of Nossa Senhora do Pilar36 

 

                                                        

36 As previously mentioned, the race indicated for each church on the diagram represents the predominant 
racial component of the primary confraternity’s membership base. Most Afro-Brazilian and mixed-race 
confraternities accepted members of other races to varying degrees. Sources for the topography, roads and 
waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 12 and Figure 21. 
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Figure 25: View of Vila Rica (Ouro Preto) by Thomas Ender, 1818-1817, 

showing the Caquende stream, Nossa Senhora do Pilar, Nossa Senhora do 
Rosário and Nossa Senhora do Carmo37 

 

7. Concluding Remarks 

To gauge the long-term impact of the Rosary confraternity’s urban interventions, 

brief consideration must be given to those who followed them. In Ouro Preto, this was 

the confraternity of São José dos Homens Pardos. The brotherhood of São José was 

officially erected in 1730, when their compromisso was approved by the Bishop of Rio de 

Janeiro. However, the brotherhood was already established and active in the parish 

                                                        

37 Thomas Ender, 1817-1818, View of Vila Rica (Ouro Preto), Kupferstichkabinett, Akademie der Bildenden 
Kunste, Wien, Austria, accessed on March 10, 2018, http://enciclopedia.itaucultural.org.br/obra60929/villa-
rica-vila-rica-hoje-ouro-preto. 
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church of Nossa Senhora da Conceição (in Antônio Dias) before 1726.38 Between 1726 

and 1731, they moved into the parish church of Nossa Senhora do Pilar (in Ouro Preto) 

only to leave again, constructing their own independent chapel in Ouro Preto. 

Considering that the confraternity of Nosso Senhor dos Passos decided to temporary 

move into the chapel of São José chapel in 1731, the latter had already completed their 

church by this date.39  

Like the Rosary brothers, the confraternity of São José would have been at an 

economic and social disadvantage in both of the parish churches. Composed primarily 

of pardos, or mulattos (mixed-race individuals), the confraternity faced competition and 

discrimination, especially since the colonial government embarked on a campaign to 

demonize mixed-race persons during this period. For example, in 1726, the King called 

mulattos “notoriously defective and stained people” for which others have no 

reverence.40 Neither white nor black, free nor slave, mulattos threatened to unravel the 

tenuous justifications the Crown had created to reconcile African slavery with the 

teachings of the Catholic Church. 

While these sentiments would not have been shared by all persons in Vila Rica, 

the fact that the confraternity of São José moved between three churches in five years is 

indicative of the difficulty they must have faced integrating into the religious 

                                                        

38 Campos, Capela da São José, 21. AEPNSP 144, fl. 2. 
39 RAPM 7, no. 3 (July-December 1902): 987-988. 
40 RAPM 30 (1979), 230. Letter dated January 27, 1726. Emphasis mine. 
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community. Like the Rosary brothers, those of São José spent little time in the parish 

church before abandoning it and creating their own independent chapel. The 

significance of this for the urban fabric cannot be overstated. The first two independent 

chapels to be constructed in Ouro Preto were those of the Afro-Brazilian and mulatto 

confraternities.41 Consequently, these persons had some of the earliest and the most 

enduring impact on the urban fabric of Vila Rica.  

Following the model of the Rosary confraternity, the brothers of São José also 

solicited land between their church and the urban center. In 1739, they requested fifty 

braças of land around their church as patrimony for their chapel.42 Like the Rosary 

brothers, they intended to develop and rent these lands, expanding their zone of 

influence from their chapel towards the urban center. The brothers were granted about a 

third of their requested lands, on hillside facing Rua de São José, starting twenty palmos 

above the road and extending forty-six braças up the hill.43 Consequently, the first two 

confraternal chapels in Ouro Preto, founded by an Afro-Brazilian and a mixed-race 

confraternity, both requested large patrimonies—an active forum for urban 

development (Figure 26). Together they controlled more land around Ouro Preto than 

                                                        

41 This excludes the chapel of Santa Quitéria, located next to the Praça, and, therefore, on the fringes of the 
parish. Built in a densly developed urban area, this chapel and its Luso-Brazilian confraternity 
42 APM, CMOP, Cx. 14, D. 23. Original text: “cinquenta braças de terra em pião por detras da Igreja” 
43 The location of this land request is based on the various descriptions found in the following documents: 
APM, CMOP, Cx. 14, D. 23. AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 47, D. 16. AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 58 D. 106. 
AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 58 D. 26. APM, CMOP, Cx. 23 D. 4 and APM, CC, Cx. 07, Pl. 10149, D. 4. 
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the Santissimo Sacramento confraternity—the most powerful Luso-Brazilian 

confraternity in the parish.  

 

Figure 26: QGIS map of confraternal land requests in Ouro Preto44 

                                                        

44 The land requested by the Confraternity of São José was described only vaguely. The City Council’s actual 
land grant was more precise and specified a street frontage. The grant, however, was for vacant lands 
totaling forty-six braças. If much of the land in that area was already developed, the full extent of the land 
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Vila Rica should not be considered an isolated instance. Nearly every town in 

Minas had a Rosary confraternity, and it was often one of the earliest brotherhoods to be 

founded. The urban impact of the institutions should be unquestionable. In Sabará, the 

Rosary church (still unfinished) sits on the main square of the present day city. Rosary 

confraternities were responsible for shaping not only the urban fabric in Vila Rica but 

also across Minas Gerais. Yet scholars of urban development overlook these important 

institutions and the people who composed them. The Afro-Brazilians are the silent 

majority—absent from the histories of urban space, but indispensable to understanding 

urban development in Minas Gerais. 

 

                                                        

 

grant could have been greater than what is depicted on the map. Sources for the topography, roads and 
waterways are the same as those listed for Figure 17. 
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Figure 27: Map of City of Ouro Preto (1888)45 

 

8. Epilogue 

Despite the many strides, the Rosary brothers took towards autonomy, influence, 

and leaving their mark on the urban fabric, they would not build the church they hoped 

to construct in 1733 until nearly forty years after they requested their patrimony. Despite 

the confraternity’s best efforts, the discrimination and apathy of the colonial system 

created a series of barriers that tested their patience and willpower. When the 

confraternity of São José requested their patrimony in 1746, they began an odyssey of 

                                                        

45 Unknown, 1888, Planta da Cidade de Vila Rica organisada por ordem do Exmo. Sr. Dr. Luiz Eugenio 
Horta Barbosa presidente da Província, Biblioteca Nacional do Brasil, accessed on March 10, 2018, 
http://acervo.bndigital.bn.br/sophia/index.asp?codigo_sophia=6689. 
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paperwork for the Rosary brothers.46 Briefly summarized, the land request of the São 

José brothers called into question previous confraternal land grants and, in 1747, the 

City Council requested to see the title the Rosary brothers held for their land. Since the 

title had not been approved by the King, the City Council advised the brothers that they 

would need to seek royal approval or risk losing their patrimony. The Councilors gave 

them a deadline of three flotillas (to and from Portugal) in order to prove their right to 

ownership. The materials, dispatched in haste arrived in Lisbon and passed through a 

series of unfortunate events. In 1750, the King passed away, leaving his son to solicit 

opinions on the Rosary brothers’ request in 1751. No word had reached the confraternity 

by 1755, when Lisbon was leveled by an earthquake and the petition of poor brothers 

destroyed. After consultation with the Secretary of the City Council and the Ouvidor in 

1759, the brothers re-submit their petition to the King, who solicited opinions in 1761 but 

failed to reach a resolution. In 1769, the brothers re-submit their petition again. By this 

date, they had already started construction on their church. One of the last of Vila Rica’s 

great Baroque monuments to be built, the Rosary church would also be one of the most 

innovative. Despite the long wait, or perhaps because of it, they were able to build a 

masterpiece of Baroque architecture. 

                                                        

46 The entire story is recounted in AHU_ACL_CU_005, Cx. 94, D. 6. 
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Figure 28: The Chapel of Nossa Senhora do Rosário47 

 

                                                        

47 Photo by author. 
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